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Abstract 
This thesis explores the development of Gallican and anti-papalist ideas among English and 
Irish Catholics in the period c. 1635 - c. 1685. It identifies a set of arguments concerning 
political theology and the rule of faith which, it maintains, constituted a comprehensive 
response to the dilemmas faced by Catholics living under protestant rulers and trying to 
reconcile their religious and political loyalties. It suggests that the qualitative identity 
between the arguments of the writers under consideration is such that it is useful to think in 
terms of a discrete school of thought which may be labelled 'Anglo- Irish Gallicanism'. 
The writers whose works are examined in detail are Sir Kenelm Digby, Thomas White (also 
known as Blacklo), Henry Holden, Hugh Paulin (in religion, Serenus) Cressy, John Austin, 
Richard Bellings, Redmund Caron and Peter Walsh. This study complements earlier 
research into English and Irish Catholic thinking in the seventeenth century. Whereas 
\ 
previous discussions of the Oath of Allegiance controversy have been restricted to the period '·\ 
c. 1606 - c. 1615, this account stresses the ongoing importance for English and h·ish · ~~, 
Catholics of the Oath of Allegiance, and of the issues which it raised, during the rest of the 
century. The 'Blackloist' contribution to the rule of faith debates has been examined 
recently, and there have been short studies of aspects of the careers of the other writers, but 
there has not been a sustained examination of the political theology of the English and Irish 
Catholics in general or of these writers in particular. Nor has there been any attempt to 
consider the links between, and coherence of, many of their political-theological ideas and 
their arguments concerning the rule of faith. This thesis therefore addresses one aspect of 
the neglected intellectual history of English and Irish Catholics in this period. 
It is argued that Anglo-Irish Gallican political theology comprised dualist, and even 
'Marsilian', accounts of the relationship between the church and the state, and tolerant 
attitudes towards the relationships between different Christian denominations. These 
positions were maintained on the basis of anti-papalist rules of faith. Such rules of faith 
were important not only in debates between Catholics and protestants about the identity of 
the true church, but also in debates between Catholics and Catholics about the status and 
teachings of this church. These approaches enabled the writers whose works are analysed to 
define the status of their religion, and the jurisdictions of their temporal and spiritual leaders, 
in such a way that they could express absolute loyalty to their temporal sovereigns while still 
subscribing to what they saw as the true Catholic faith. In these approaches, they built on 
comparable claims about the papal deposing power advanced during the Oath of Allegiance 
controversy in the period up to c. 1615; but they systematised these claims and bolstered 
them with more sustained accounts of political theology and the rule of faith than are evident 
in the earlier writings. 
The potential political significance of Anglo-Irish Gallicanism is also noted. Whereas 
previous accounts of 'popery and politics' in this period have usually been concerned with 
'anti-popery and politics', and have paid only scant regard to the ideas and beliefs of the 
Catholics themselves, this thesis notes that the Anglo-Irish Gallicans played a potentially 
significant role in the Stuart coutt during the 1660s and 1670s. In addition to using a range 
of published material, it draws on manuscript sources written by English and Irish Gallicans 
concerning the establishment of a tolerant system of government in England and Ireland and 
the reunion of the English and Roman Churches. These manuscripts were written by, or 
associated with, English and Irish Gallicans at the heart of the Stuart polity, namely Serenus 
Cressy and Richard Bellings. Although it cannot consider the purely 'political' role of these 
Catholics, this thesis is intended to provide some account of the intellectual culture which 
they represented and which has hitherto been largely ignored. It may therefore have 
implications for the political history of the Stuarts, as well as for the English and Irish 
Catholics, in the seventeenth century and later. 
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A note on the text 
Dates are in the old style, but the year is taken to begin on 1 January. 
The problems raised by the question of religious labels and capitalisation are insuperable. 
Any decisions involve some value judgments. I have therefore chosen to retain original 
capitalisation when quoting other authors and to adopt the following set of principles in my 
own labels and capitalisation. I use the label 'Catholic', and its derivatives, to refer to the 
Roman Catholics, as this is how the writers examined in this thesis referred to themselves. I 
therefore capitalise 'Catholic', except when using it to mean 'universal', because it refers to 
a specific denomination. I generally do not capitalise 'protestant' because it does not refer to 
a specific denomination. Likewise, 'church' is capitalised only when it is part of a direct 
reference to a particular church or denomination. This thesis therefore refers to 'the 
established Church of England' (or just the 'established Church') and 'the Roman Catholic 
Church', but to 'church/state relations' and even 'the (or a) tme church'. 'Tradition' is 
capitalised when it refers to the mle of faith. I frequently refer to the Oath of Allegiance 
(1606) as 'the Oath'. I follow the spelling of the editions I have consulted. Where an early 
modem or medieval work is readily available in a modem edition, I therefore use the 
spelling in that edition; otherwise I retain the original spelling. I do, however, expand 
common contractions and standardise fonts when quoting early modem sources. 
The writers examined in this thesis often published their works under pseudonyms and 
individual writers at times used different pseudonyms. Rather than risk confusion by trying 
to refer to them according to the correct pseudonym for each work, I identify them using 
their proper names in accordance with the practice set out in the bibliographies by Allison 
and Rogers (for works published up to 1640) and Clancy (for works published from 1640 to 
1700). 
This thesis is the result of my own "'ork. The length «;~f the text, excluding Appendix C, 
(l . • is under 80, 000 words. ~
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How in one house 
Should many people under two commands 
Hold amity? 'Tis hard, almost impossible. 
Shakespeare, King Lear, Act 2, Scene IV, 239- 241 
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Introduction: the historiography, sources and 
early development of Anglo-Irish Gallicanism 
I. The Oath of Allegiance controversy and the contexts of Anglo-Irish Gallicanism 
And I do further swear, that I do from my heart abhor, detest and abjure as 
impious and heretical, this damnable doctrine and position that princes which be 
excommunicated and deprived by the Pope may be deposed or murdered by 
their subjects or any other whatsoever. 
The Oath of Allegiance, 27 May 16061 
It must evidently appear unto you, by the words themselves, That such an Oath 
cannot be taken without hurting of the Catholike Faith and the salvation of your 
soules; seeing it conteines many things which are flat contrary to Faith and 
salvation. 
Paul V's first breve against the Oath of Allegiance, 12 September 16062 
Introduced in the wake of the Gunpowder Plot, the Oath of Allegiance, and the controversy 
which it precipitated, shaped the intellectual agenda of English and Irish Catholics during the 
seventeenth century.3 The Oath itself highlighted the 'Catholic' doctrine that the pope had 
1 For 'An Act for the better discovering and repressing of Popish recusants, 1606', see J. P. Kenyon 
(ed.), The Stuart Constitution. Documents and Commentm)', (2nd edition, Cambridge, 1986), pp. 168-
71. For the full text of the Oath, see below, Appendix C. 
2 James VI and I quoted the full text of Paul V's first breve against the Oath of Allegiance in his 
Triplici Nodo, Trip/ex Cuneus. Or an Apologie for the Oath of Allegiance. For a convenient text of 
this work and of Paul V's first breve, see James I, Political Writings, ed. Johann P. Sommerville, 
(Cambridge, 1994), pp. 85- 131. The first breve is at pp. 88-91. 
3 James declared that the Oath wa"s intended to facilitate the toleration of Catholics by distinguishing 
between those who were loyal and those who were not. See his Triplici Nodo, Trip/ex Cuneus. Or An 
Apologie for the Oath of Allegiance, in James I, Political Writings, ed. Sommerville, p. 86. For an 
argument about James I's motivation for supporting the Oath of Allegiance, see Michael Questier, 
'Loyalty, Religion and State Power in Eal'fy Modern England:' English Romanism and the Jacobean 
Oath of Allegiance' , in Historical Journal, 40--2 (1997), pp. 311- 329. Questier argued that the Oath 
was 'the most lethal measure against Romish dissent ever to reach the statute book ' (pp. 313/4). This 
is because it caused such great divisions within the English Catholic community. He noted the chaos 
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the authority to depose temporal rulers. Discussions of this 'papal deposing power' 
necessarily embraced wider questions about the relationships between the spiritual and 
temporal estates and between the Catholic and protestant churches. The participants on both 
sides of the controversy drew a distinction between the spiritual and temporal spheres, but 
differed in their beliefs about how the two spheres interacted with each other.4 This topic 
had implications for inter-denominational relations and the possibility or acceptability of 
some measure of religious toleration. These issues informed the political theology of the 
Wt-iters discussed in this thesis. 
Paul V's condemnation of the Oath ensured that the controversy was not simply between 
protestants and Catholics: there were also disputes within the Catholic camp over the 
legitimacy of the Oath and the pope's authority to judge and condemn it.5 Consequently, 
Catholics involved in the Oath of Allegiance controversy had to show that their rules of faith 
- that is, the criteria 'by which one distinguishes true religious knowledge from false views' 6 
- were more consonant with true Catholicism than those of their opponents. This thesis will 
argue that political theology and the rule of faith were the central concerns of a distinctive 
form of 'Gallicanism' which emerged among English and Irish Catholics in the period c. 
1635 to c. 1685. 
During this period, English and Irish Catholics faced persistent, and occasionally extreme, 
'anti-popery' on the part of many of their protestant contemporaries. This resulted in 
frequent financial , and sporadic physical, persecution, culminating in the recriminations 
against the 'Popish Plot' in the late 1670s and early 1680s.7 It will be argued that Anglo--
attendant upon the Oath and concluded that it must have been intended. But he did not cite any 
evidence that demonstrates that this was the case. 
4 On the conceptual distinction between the temporal and the spiritual, see, James I, The Political 
Works of lames I, ed. Charles Howard Mcllwain, (Cambridge, Mass., 1918), Introduction, pp. 
xxii/xxiii. 
5 English Catholic defenders of the Oath included Thomas Preston, William and John Barclay, 
William Warmington and Richard Sheldon; English Catholic opponents of the Oath included Robert 
Persons, Richard Broughton, Thomas Jackson and Matthew Kellison. But these writers represent only 
the tip of the iceberg. For a full .discussion of the order of publications in the conh·oversy, and for a 
very comprehensive bibliography of these publications, see Johann P. Sommerville, 'Jacobean 
Political Thought and the Controversy over the Oath of Allegiance' , (unpublished PhD thesis, 
Cambridge University, 1981). 
6 Richard Popkin, 'The religious background of seventeenth{century philosophy' , in Daniel Garber 
and Michael Ayers (eds.), The Cambridge HistOI)/ of Seventeenth-Centwy Philosophy, 2 vols., 
(Cambridge, 1997), pp. 393-422, at pp. 396/7. 
7 J. P. Kenyon, The Popish Plot, (London, 1972). / 
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Irish Gallicanism was a self-conscious attempt on the part of a number of Catholic writers to 
remove the grounds for anti-popery while also demonstrating that the Catholic Church, as 
they understood it, was the true church and that 'loyal' Catholics could be in full communion 
with it. The period discussed is defined by the emergence of ideas which came to be 
associated with one of the groups under consideration, namely the 'Blackloists'; and by the 
accession of a Catholic king, James II, in 1685.8 
This thesis exammes several Catholic thinkers who developed Anglo-Irish Gallican 
positions: first, the 'Blackloists', arid particularly Sir Kenelm Digby, Thomas White (also 
known as 'Blacklo', after whom the group was named) and Henry Holden; secondly, John 
Austin and Hugh Paulin (in religion, Serenus) Cressy; and, finally, Peter Walsh, Redmund 
Caron and Richard Bellings, labelled the 'Valesians' after the Latin version of 'Walsh'. 
Another important Blackloist thinker, John Sergeant, contributed substantially to the debates 
about the rule of faith but relatively little to the political theology of the movement. 
Although many other writers, including John Vincent Canes, James Maurus Corker, 
Christopher Davenport, John Dryden, Roger Palmer, Abraham Woodhead and Edward 
Worsley, advanced anti-papalist arguments on particular issues, it will be argued that the 
writers examined in most detail described more complete models of Anglo-Irish Gallicanism 
than other Catholics before James Il's reign.9 The work of the English and Irish Gallicans 
has been largely neglected but represents a bridge between two areas of Catholic thinking 
which have been studied in some depth: the Oath of Allegiance controversy in the early 
seventeenth century and later eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 'Enlightenment' thinking 
among Catholics from the British Isles. 
The most recent substantial discussion of the Oath of Allegiance controversy in the period up 
to c. 1615 is Johann Sommerville's PhD thesis, 'Jacobean Political Thought and the 
Controversy over the Oath of Allegiance' . Sommerville argued that Catholic opponents of 
8 The first statement of the Blackloist mle of faith, ignored by historians of Blackloism and 
biographers of its author, was written by Sir Kenelm Digby, in 1635 or 1636. See B. L., Harl., 2312, 
ff. 4-93 and Add. MSS., 10575; Sir Kenelm Digby, A Conference with a Lady about Choice of 
Religion, (Paris, 1638; facsimile edition, Menston, 1969). There is a mistake in the pagination of the 
Conference with page numbers 70 to 99 being used twice - it should be assumed that references are to 
the first occurrence of any page number unless otherwise stated. 
9 James Maums Corker's Roman Catholick-Principles (London: 1680) in particular could almost serve 
as a manifesto of English Gallican positions; but he did not develop substantial arguments to justify 
these positions. G. H. Tavard wrongly ath·ibuted this work tb John Gather in 'Scripture and Tradition 
Among Seventeenth-Century Recusants', in Theologie;l Studies, 25 (1964), pp. 343-85, at p. 385. 
3 
the Oath justified the papal deposing power on the grounds that spiritual government had 
divine origins whereas temporal government had popular origins. Such theories about the 
different origins of spiritual and temporal governments were associated with the sixteenth-
century 'Thomists'. 10 The opponents of the Oath, including European writers such as Robert 
Bellarmine and their English counterparts such as Matthew Kellison, used these theories to 
suggest that the spiritual government was of a higher order than, and therefore had authority 
over, the temporal. Consequently, it could challenge and, if necessary, depose temporal 
governments. The superiority of the spiritual government could be direct or indirect: the 
pope could intervene in temporal affairs either on any occasion or only on the occasions 
when there was a spiritual need for doing so, that is, in ordine ad spiritualia.11 By contrast, 
protestants who defended the Oath argued that royal authority was derived immediately from 
God. They said that spiritual authority was not of a higher order than temporal, and that 
there was therefore no question that the pope might intervene in temporal affairs either 
directly or indirectly. 12 According to Sommerville, the opposing sides in the controversy 
reached stalemate within little more than a decade. 13 
Sommerville's treatment of the Oath of Allegiance controversy is the starting point for any 
discussion of the intellectual history of English and Irish Catholics during the seventeenth 
century. It does, however, require some revision. Catholic polemicists did not agree on the 
significance of the claim that royal government had popular origins and spiritual government 
had divine origins. They usually did not argue that these different origins, in themselves, 
justified the papal deposing power. During the initial phase of the Oath of Allegiance 
controversy, papalist Catholics, such as Suarez, usually argued that the authority of the 
spiritual over the temporal government was based on its 'higher dignity' .14 They generally 
10 For a general discussion of the political thinking of these theologians, see Bernice Hamilton, 
Political Thought in sixteenth centwy Spain, (Oxford, 1963) and Quentin Skinner, The Foundations of 
Modern Political Thought, 2 vols., (Cambridge, 1978), vol. 2, pp. 113-84. The Thonusts' arguments 
about 'rights' have been discussed recently in Annabel Brett, Liberty, right and nature. Individual 
rights in later scholastic thought, (Cambridge, 1997). 
11 The distinction between the indirect and the direct deposing powers was developed most famously 
by Bellarrnine, in Tractatus de Potestate Summi Pontificis, (Rome, 1610), but also by Suarez in his 
Defensio Fidei Catholicae, as weli as in many English works, including Matthew Kellison's The Right 
and Jurisdiction of the Prelate, and the Prince. Or, A treatise of ecclesiastical!, and regal! authoritie, 
(Douai, 1617). 
12 See, for example, James I's own Triplici Nodo. 
13 Sommerville, 'Jacobean Political Thougnt', passim. ' 
14 For a partial statement of this revision of Somm rville's thesis as regards Suarez, see Monica 
Alexandra Vieira, 'Francisco Suarez and the English 9ath of Allegiance Controversy', (unpublished 
MPhil dissertation, Cambridge University, 2001 ), passim and especially pp. 74- 8. 
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held that the popular origins of temporal government demonstrated, but did not cause, this 
higher dignity. Furthermore, many opponents of the Oath, such as Kellison, maintained that 
both the royal and the papal offices were divinely sanctioned, even though the former was 
'mediately' and the latter immediately 'of God'. 15 As Peter Walsh observed in the 1660s, 
arguments based upon the popular origins of royal government could justify a popular, but 
hardly a papal, deposing power. 16 Comparisons between constitutionalist arguments 
advanced during the Civil Wars and Interregnum, on the one hand, and Catholic opposition 
fo the Oath of Allegiance, on the other, should not allow the subtlety of the Catholic position 
to be obscured. 
Sommerville's suggestion that the controversy reached stalemate by about 1615 must also be 
qualified. Catholics continued to debate the relationship between the church and the state 
and the issue of Catholic loyalty to a protestant government for the rest of the century and 
even until Catholic emancipation. As will be seen, the development of Anglo-Irish 
Gallicanism during the seventeenth century was punctuated by subtly different oaths of 
allegiance presented and defended by Catholics against protestants and against other 
Catholics. 17 
Eamon Duffy, Joseph Chinnici and Mark Goldie have discussed English and Scottish 
Catholic thinking during the Enlightenment. 18 Duffy addressed the topic in his PhD thesis, 
'Joseph Berington and the English Catholic Cisalpine Movement, 1772-1803 '. He summed 
up the disputes which divided the English Catholic community in the late eighteenth century 
and suggested that 'behind these troubles lay the desire for emancipation, and a great 
uncetiainty among Catholics as to what, and how much, of the Church's "separateness" 
could be surrendered to a Protestant nation for the privilege of recognition as men and 
15 Matthew Kellison, Right and Jurisdiction, pp. 50-53. 
16 See Peter Walsh's analysis of the different arguments about the origins of government discussed 
below, chapter 6, section 1. 
17 Thomas H. Clancy, 'The Jesuits and the Independents: 1647', in Archivium Historicum Societatis 
Jesu, 40 (1971), pp. 67-89, at p. 74, observed that 'the Oath of Allegiance controversy lasted 
throughout the 1 ih century and because of it rigidity on the matters treated therein had become almost 
a hallmark of orthodoxy among English Catholics and one that Rome insisted upon'. 
18 Joesph Chinnici, The English Catholic Enlightenment: John Lingard and the Cisalpine Movement, 
1780-1850, (Shepherdstown, W. Va., 1980); Eamon Duffy,' 'Joesph Benington and the English 
Catholic Cisalpine Movement, 1772-1803', (unpublis'l1ed PhD thesis, Cambridge University, 1973); 
Mark Goldie, 'The Scottish Catholic Enlightenment', in Jow'nal of British Studies, 30 (1991), pp. 20-
62. . :: 
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citizens'. 19 One response to these questions was the Cisalpine movement, the embodiment 
of Catholic Enlightenment, characterised by several intellectual, cultural and religious 
developments: an increasingly 'Whiggish' sense of 'Englishness' and of political allegiance 
to the Hanoverians; some degree of spiritual emancipation from the restrictive religious 
forms of the Counter-Reformation; the rejection of superstition; a rational and anti-scholastic 
approach to theology; and liberal, tolerant and irenic attitudes to other denominations.Z0 
Chinnici's analysis of the English Catholic Enlightenment, and pa1ticularly the thinking of 
John Lingard, Joseph Berington, Charles Butler, John Kirk and John Fletcher, covered 
similar tenitory and argued that these writers 'accepted political secularization, religious 
liberty, and a contractual theory of both civil and ecclesiastical government'. They reached 
these positions through applying 'a critical methodology to various intellectual and 
theological disciplines, and [they] exhibited a culturally open approach to dogma and 
piety' .21 Goldie suggested that the Scottish Catholic Enlightenment exhibited comparable 
developments. He stated that it 'was an irenical and cosmopolitan moment that has parallels 
in present-day Catholicism but that stands in stark contrast with the era before it, the age of 
militant Counter-Reformation, and the era after it, that of the triumphalist and exclusive 
sensibility of Victorian Catholicism'. 22 
These analyses complement each other and present consistent images of one type of 'British' 
Catholic thinking in the period when emancipation was a live issue for the first time since 
the Reformation. Duffy, Chinnici and Goldie all acknowledged that the ideas propounded by 
the Catholic Enlightenment thinkers had some precedents even in English Catholic thinking. 
Duffy stressed that 'the disputes which had divided English Catholicism in the 1 i" century 
ensured the existence of a substantial body of anti-clerical, anti-Jesuit feeling among the 
laity, of hostility to the "court of Rome" and mistrust of continental Catholicism which 
welded easily with Enlightenment attitudes'. He noted the influence of 'the Chapter 
disputes', and especially the controversies sunounding Thomas White and Henry Holden, in 
preparing the ground for the Catholic Enlightenment.23 He and Goldie agreed on the 
19 Duffy, 'Joseph Berington and the English Catholic Cisalpine Movement', p. 4. 
20 !bid, chapter 2, pp. 50- 65. · 
21 Chinnici, The English Catholic Enlightenment, Prefafe, pp. x/xi. 
22 Goldie, 'The Scottish Catholic Enlightenment', p. 22. / 
23 Duffy, 'Joseph Berington and the English Catholic. Gsalpine Movement', pp. 34- 7, 57/8. 
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importance for the Catholic Enlightenment thinkers of vanous seventeenth-century 
Catholics, including, most importantly, John Gother.24 
Nevertheless, the conceptual framework of these analyses creates the impression of an 
intellectual phenomenon which had limited precedents, but no real roots, in 'British' history: 
the English and Scottish Catholic 'Enlightenments' were the local embodiments of a 
contemporary European development, not the culmination of any native process, especially 
o.ne associated with the Stuarts. By contrast, this thesis argues that Anglo-Irish Gallicanism 
represented a well-developed model of attitudes which, in the hands of Lingard, Berington 
and the Cisalpinists, are labelled the 'Catholic Enlightenment'. The extent to which the 
seventeenth-century Anglo- Irish Gallicans reached the same conclusions as the later 
Enlightenment Catholics can be seen most easily in the work of John Gother, whose A Papist 
Misrepresented and Represented (1686) was, according to Goldie, instrumental in the 
conversion of George Hay, a leading figure in the Scottish 'Catholic Enlightenment'. As 
Goldie explained, 'that durable apologia ... ejected from the core of Catholic theology, as 
being adiaphora, all the things that were an embarrassment among Protestants'. It 'only lost 
its influence in Victorian times'?5 Duffy suggested that "'Modernity", the sense of 
belonging to one's own time: so conspicuously absent from earlier Catholic writers like 
Gother, was increasingly a part of 18111 century Catholic awareness' ?6 But the Anglo-Irish 
Gallicans in the seventeenth century faced essentially the same difficulties, and reached 
essentially the same conclusions, as the Catholic Enlightenment thinkers. This was 
presumably the reason Gother's work continued to be read in the eighteenth century. In 
many respects it was the product, under James II, of the school of thought analysed in this 
thesis in the years up to 1685 and propounded, at times, by Catholics closely associated with 
the Stuarts as well as by some of those who accepted the Interregnum regimes. 
Despite these studies of Catholic thinking in the early seventeenth and late eighteenth 
centuries, there has been relatively little work on the beliefs of Catholics from the British 
24 !bid, pp. 22, 51, 61 , for example; Goldie, 'The Scottish Catholic Enlightenment', p. 26. 
~5 Goldie, 'The Scottish Catholic Enlightenment', p. 26. . .' 
6 Duffy, 'Joseph Berington and the English Catholic'Cisalpine Movement', p. 61. For a modern 
reassessment of the Enlightenment as a whole, see, Jonathan I. Israel's Radical Enlightenment. 
Philosophy and the Making of Modernity 1650- 1750, (Oxford, 2001). 
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Isles in the intervening period.Z7 In particular, Gallican and anti-papalist thinking among 
English and Irish Catholics in the seventeenth century needs further attention. 28 Irish 
Gallicanism has been virtually ignored.Z9 English Gallicanism has been considered by a 
number of historians but has not been explored in any depth. Anthony Allison and David 
Lunn have commented on it briefly with regard to Thomas Preston, Henry Holden and the 
debates smTounding the appointment and conduct of Richard Smith as the bishop in charge 
of the English mission.30 Allison noted that two themes emerge in Henry Holden's work: 
first, a concern to reform the English Catholic Church along Gallican lines; secondly, a 
critical approach to the contents of faith, aimed at distinguishing between the true doctrine of 
the church and the 'mere speculations oftheologians'.31 These two themes are key elements 
in the models of Anglo-Irish Gallicanism described in this thesis. Lunn discussed the work 
of Thomas Preston, who wrote using the pseudonym Roger Widdrington. Preston defended 
the Oath of Allegiance. His arguments anticipated several later Anglo-Irish Gallican 
formulations and will be examined below. 
27 This thesis does not, however, discuss all the particular Catholic dogmas controverted between the 
protestants and Catholics in the seventeenth century. The history of English and Irish (and Scottish) 
Catholic beliefs in this period has yet to be written. The closest there is to such an account is G. 
Windsor's PhD thesis, 'The Controversy between Roman Catholics and Anglicans from Elizabeth to 
the Revolution', (unpublished PhD thesis, Cambridge University, 1967). Gather's most famous 
controversial work was A Papist Misrepresented and Represented, (London, 1685). See also his 
Reflections Upon the Answer to the Papist Misrepresented, (London, 1686), Papists Protesting 
against Protestant Pope1y, (London, 1687), and An Agreement bet:Yveen the Church of England and 
Church of Rome, Evinced ji'Oin the Concertation of some of Her Sons with their Brethren the 
Dissenters, (London, 1687), among many other works. The 'Representing controversy' between 
Gother and various Anglican opponents, including William Sherlock and Edward Stillingfleet, is 
discussed in Windsor, 'The Controversy between Roman Catholics and Anglicans from Elizabeth to 
the Revolution', chapter 5, especially pp. 429-439. Gather's devotional works, like those of John 
Austin (including Devotions in the ancient way of offices with psalms, hymns, and prayers for eve1y 
day in the week and eve1y holiday in the year, (Paris, 1668)), continued to be read widely. See The 
Spiritual Works of John Gather, 16 vols., (London, 1718). 
28 I have not found evidence of similar ideas propounded by Catholics from Scotland or Wales in this 
period, but would not be surprised if further research finds a comparable phenomenon among 
Catholics from these counh·ies. 
29 The small number of works which have commented on the use of Gallican arguments by Irish 
Catholics during this period will be discussed in chapter 5 below, section 2. These include James 
Brennan, 'A Gallican Interlude in Ireland', in Irish Theological Quarterly, 24 (1957), pp. 219-37, 
283- 309. 
30 Anthony Allison, 'A Questiol). of Jurisdiction; Richard Smith, Bishop of Chalcedon, and the 
Catholic Laity, 1625-31 ', in Recusant Hist01y, 16 (1982), pp. 111-45; idem, 'Richard Smith's 
Gallican Backers and Jesuit opponents', in Recusant HistOI)', 18 (1987), pp. 329-401 (Part 1); 19 
(1989), pp. 234- 85 (Pa11 2); 20 (1990), pp. ·164-206 (Part 3); idem, 'An Anglo-Gallican: Henry 
Holden (1596/7-1662)', in Recusant Hist01y, 22 (1995), pp. 319-45; D. M. Lunn, 'The Anglo-
Gallicanism ofDom. Thomas Preston, 1567-1647', in Studies.in Church Hist01y, 9 (1972), pp. 239-
46. Allison refened to the 'Gallican' group within th{ English Catholic community, even though he 
did not generally use the term 'Anglo-Gallican' . / · 
31 Allison, 'Henry Holden', p. 319. ' 
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But there has been no substantial study of the intellectual history of Anglo-Irish Gallicanism 
in the seventeenth century as a political-theological, as opposed to an ecclesiological, 
movement. Lunn's work on this topic was largely restricted to an examination of one 
thinker and was limited by its brevity. Allison's articles on the debates surrounding Richard 
Smith and Henry Holden concentrated on their ecclesiological dimensions. He discussed the 
works which were written in connection with Richard Smith primarily as they were 
concemed with the structure of the Catholic Church in England rather than as they addressed 
the relationship between Catholics and the state. He pointed out that Henry Holden's 
'Instructions ' , drawn up for negotiations between representatives of the Catholics and the 
Independents in 164 7, were 'essentially the work of a theorist, a student of Pi thou's Les 
Libertes de l 'eglise gallicane, keen to see the principles he has leamed in France adopted in 
England'. But he died before he could publish his examination of those principles. Other 
works on aspects of Anglo- Irish Gallicanism, such as Ruth Jordan's examination of the 
Blackloists and the rule of faith controversies, have usually not considered the political 
theology of the movement or have shied away from analysing English Catholic thinking in 
terms of Gallicanism.32 
Anglo-Irish Gallicanism was, however, an important phenomenon in the development of 
Catholicism in the British Isles from the Reformation to Catholic emancipation. As Lunn 
noted, Anglo-Gallicanism had a long history, stretching from the Appellants, through the 
Blackloists, to Charles Butler, Joseph Berington and the Catholic Committee ' at the dawn of 
emancipation' .33 This study of Anglo-Irish Gallicanism is therefore intended to add to our 
understanding of the history of English and Irish Catholicism in the period between the early 
seventeenth century, analysed by Sommerville, and the eighteenth-century Cisalpine and 
'Catholic Enlightenment' movement, discussed by Chinnici, Duffy and Goldie. 
This thesis is not an examination of 'Catholic thinking' during this period; nor is it a 
comprehensive discussion of Anglo-Irish Gallican thinking. Rather, it is an attempt to 
identify and analyse the existence and nature of Anglo-Irish Gallicanism based on the study 
of a series of intellectual models. These m9dels, it is argued, demonstrate that we may think 
32 Ruth Jordan, 'The Blackloists 1640-1688. Ecclesiast,ical, Tljeological and Intellectual Authority in 
English Catholic Polemic', (unpublished PhD thesis, C imbridge University, 1999). I am very grateful 
to Ruth Jordan for discussing this topic with me and for giving me a copy of her thesis . 
33 Lunn, 'Thomas Preston', p. 239. . ! 
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of Anglo-Irish Gallicanism as a discrete school of thought. This introduction will clarify the 
meaning and the applicability of the label 'Anglo-Irish Gallicanism' and its alternatives. It 
will then address each of the major themes which, it is argued, informed this school of 
thought: first, the political-theological notion of 'dualism'; secondly, the issue of religious 
toleration; thirdly, debates about the rule of faith and the locus of teaching authority; and, 
finally, certain divisions within the English Catholic Church in the early seventeenth century 
which affected the course of English and, to a lesser extent, Irish Gallicanism during the rest 
of the century. The introduction will discuss the frames of reference of this interpretation, 
and the historical and historiographical contexts of Anglo-Irish Gallicanism, with regard to 
these themes. 
/ 
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11. 'Anglo-Irish Gallicanism' 
This thesis defines Anglo- Irish Gallicanism as the adoption and adaptation of anti-papalist 
and Gallican arguments, with regard to political theology and the rule of faith, by English 
and h·ish Catholics. This analysis suggests that the English and Irish Gallicans advocated 
tolerant models of political theology and rules of faith in defiance of the predominantly 
i·ntolerant attitudes of most of the leaders of the Roman Catholic Church in the seventeenth 
century. 
It will be suggested that despite the differences between their arguments and despite their 
insistence that their arguments were not novel, the English and Irish Gallicans considered in 
this thesis constituted a discrete school of thought which built on, but was distinct from, 
other versions of Gallicanism. The noun 'Anglo-Irish Gallicanism', together with 
expressions derived from it, is therefore frequently used instead of the label 'English and 
Irish Gallicanism'. It is intended to draw attention to the essential unity of the movement. 
The term 'Anglo-Gallicanism' has been used by other historians, including Lunn and 
Allison; it is often used in this thesis to refer to the English Gallicans.34 References to 
Anglo-Gallicans or English and Irish Gallicans highlight the backgrounds of the individuals 
concerned, but should not obscure the suggestion that their arguments were qualitatively, if 
not absolutely, identical. 
While it would be misleading to suggest that the Oath of Allegiance controversy created 
Anglo-Irish Gallicanism, the debates generated by the Oath forced many thinkers who might 
otherwise have continued to avoid conflict with Rome to show their true colours.35 This 
34 The label 'Hiberno-Gallican' is as logical as 'Anglo-Gallican', but I have prefened to minimise the 
number of neologisms used in this thesis. 
35 For an interesting argument about the range of opinions within English - and, by implication, 
European - Catholicism in the sixteenth century, see Lucy Wooding, Rethinking Catholicism in 
Reformation England, (Oxford, 2000). She suggests that in the absence of universally accepted ways 
of identifying Catholics, the ra~ge of opinions commonly adopted by thinkers who regarded 
themselves as Catholics was considerably greater than historians - accustomed to thinking in clearly 
defmed denominational terms - generally realise. This point raises interesting questions about how 
we, as historians, should identify Catholics in the seventeenth; as well as the sixteenth, century. Other 
discussions of the range of opinions within English.· CathoJ'icism before the Oath of Allegiance 
conh·oversy can be found in: John Bossy, The Engli h Catholic Community, 15 70-185 0, (London, 
1975); Alan Dures, English Catholicism, 1558-1642, (Harl6w, 1983); Michael Mullett, Catholics in 
Britain and Ireland, 1558-1829, (London, 1998). . / 
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section will note the self-conscious adoption of Gallican approaches by writers during the 
opening period of the controversy, together with the specifically English package which they 
brought to the debates about the Oath. Later advocates of English or Irish Gallican positions, 
such as those with whom this thesis is concerned, usually appreciated that they had inherited 
the positions of the Catholic defenders of the Oath. 
English Catholic defenders of the Oath of Allegiance realised that the best model for their 
arguments lay in standard defences of the liberties of the Gallican Church. The Archpriest 
George Blackwell, for example, was familiar with, and endorsed, the arguments of several 
major Gallican theorists. He referred to the arguments of Jacques Almain and John Mair, 
which he found in the 1606 edition of Jean Gerson's work prepared by Edmond Richer, 
another central Gallican thinker. 36 He maintained, on the basis ofMair, that when the French 
nobility had applied to the pope for his advice and help in deposing Childeric, they had done 
so only because the University of Paris 'did not then flourish ' . Had the University of Paris 
been in a position to give a judgement on the matter, there would have been no need to 
approach the pope.37 This example indicates Blackwell's attitude towards the teaching 
authority of the papacy. It also demonstrates his belief that the deposition of a monarch was 
a matter for the nobility of a ··realm rather than for the pope. He said, on the basis of 
Almain's arguments, that the pope did not so much depose the king as give his 'consent to 
them that deposed him'. One of Richer's works, A Treatise of Ecclesiastical! and Politicke 
Power, was translated into English and 'set forth for a further warrant and encouragement to 
the Romish Catholikes of England, for their taking of the Oath of Allegiance; seeing so 
many others of their own profession in other Countries doe deny the Popes infalibility in 
iudgement and temporall power over Princes, directly against the doctrine of the Iesuits' .38 
That the Catholic defenders of the Oath of Allegiance thought in the same terms as many 
Gallican writers can be seen in the language which they employed to describe the status of 
the Catholic Church in England. In his Certain General Reasons Proving the Lawfulnese of 
36 [George Blackwell], A Large E~amination taken at Lambeth of M. George Blackwell, (London, 
1607) at, for example, pp . 119-121, but also in several other places. Sommerville discusses 
Blackwell's familiarity with Gallican writers in '·Ia'cobean Political Thought', pp. 49/50. 
37 The significance of this incident, as analysed by Ricardus Anglicus, is referred to by J. A. Watt, in 
'Spiritual and temporal powers', in J. H. Burns (eds.), y;f!e Canjbridge Histmy of Medieval Political 
Thought c. 350- c. 1450, (Cambridge, 1988), pp. 367-423, at pp. 377,379. 
38 Edmond Richer, A Treatise of Ecclesiastical! and Politicke Power, (first published Paris, 1612; 
English trans . published London, 1612), title-page. . f 
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the Oath of Allegiance, Richard Sheldon called upon a range of authorities to support his 
case. These included opponents of the Oath, such as Bellarrnine and Persons, and its 
supporters, including writers who were generally considered orthodox, such as Cajetan, as 
well as those whose writings had been condemned by the Roman Catholic Church.39 Like 
Blackwell, Sheldon used language reminiscent of Gallican and Conciliarist writers such as 
Pithou, Almain, Mair and Richer. He condemned the papal breves against the Oath as 
damaging to the 'liberties of our countrey, and preiudiciall to our soules'. He accepted that 
although popes could, and frequently did, en as individuals, ' the Pope defining with a 
general, universall and free Catholike Councel, validly summoned and assembled, freely and 
deliberately consulting, and freely defining and subscribing cannot ene' .40 But he stated that 
no individual, even issuing definitions after consulting 'a few Cm·dinalls ', can oblige 'each 
man upon his particular iudgement, to believe this or that'. He argued that 'if Popes chance 
to command anything which favoureth sinne, they are not to be obeyed ' .41 He quoted the 
relatively papalist Cajetan to support this claim. These anti-papalist suggestions are similar 
to arguments advanced by Conciliarist writers in general and Gallican writers in particular.42 
But arguments defending the privileges of the French Catholic Church were not the only 
model for Catholics arguing against papalist claims to power in temporals or to bi~ding 
teaching authority.43 
English Catholic writers in favour of the Oath brought their own English baggage to the 
controversy. In addition to drawing on Gallican and Conciliarist writers, Blackwell cited the 
opinions of English Catholics to support his case, particularly those respected for their 
39 Richard Sheldon, Certain General Reasons Proving the Lawfitlnese of the Oath of Allegiance, 
(London, 1611), pp. 52, 63/4, among other references. 
40 !bid, pp. 69/70. 
41 !bid, pp. 62-4. 
42 For the arguments of Cajetan, Almain and Mair, see J. H . Bums and Thomas M. Izbicki (eds.), 
Conciliarism and Papalism, (Cambridge, 1997). 
43 The importance of French political thinking, and particularly Gallican ecclesiology, for English 
writers, Catholic and protestant, is discussed by J. H. M. Salmon in several works, including The 
French Religious Wars in English Political Thought, (Oxford, 1959) and 'Gallicanism and 
Anglicanism in the Age of Counter-Reformation' in idem (ed.), Renaissance and Revolt: Essays in the 
Intellectual and Social Hist01y a/Early Modern France, (Cambridge, 1987). Salmon has also written 
a useful summary of French debates about the status of the papacy vis a vis the Gallican Church more 
generally: 'Catholic Resistance Theory, Ultramohtanism and the Royalist Response , 1580-1620 ', in 
J. H. Bums ( ed. with assistance of Mark Goldie), The Carnbridge Hist01y of Political Thought, 1450-
1700, (Cambridge, 1991 ). Another obvious model for c;atholic.'arguments against papalist pretensions 
could be found in the writings generated by the Ven;;tian Interdict and, particularly, the works of 
Paolo Sarpi. For a discussion of Sarpi, see David Wootton{ Paolo Smpi. Betl·veen Renaissance and 
Enlightenment, (Cambridge, 1983). . j 
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'orthodoxy'. He used Cardinal Alien to show that the claim that 'the Pope hath power to 
excommunicate, or deprive a Prince in case of heresie, or Apostasie, and consequently to 
absolve his subiects from their oath and obedience to him, is a meere matter of Divinitie, if 
not defined for us, yet at the least disputable in schoole'. Consequently, according to Alien, 
the indirect deposing power was not de jide.44 Blackwell also referred to Thomas More. 
When aiming to refute the suggestion occasionally put forward by opponents of the Oath that 
King John had acknowledged the pope as his overlord, Blackwell quoted More's response, 
'that it is untrue, and that all Rome neither can shew such a grant, nor never could' .45 
Sheldon likewise used English as well as Gallican writers, including references to More as 
naturally as those to Gerson.46 
Blackwell held that the Gallican writers of the later sixteenth century represented one branch 
of an irenic tradition of thinking that had included Erasmus. This anti-papalist but Roman 
Catholic tradition emphasised that neither Christ nor the Apostles had used force to achieve 
their ends. Consequently, the church in the first three hundred years after Christ had not 
used temporal means. According to Blackwell, therefore, the papacy should claim no power 
in temporals.47 Blackwell's references to earlier English writers, and to Erasmus, make it 
clear that he did not regard Gaflican thinking as isolated, but believed that the same positions 
concerning ecclesiology and political theology could be found in the English Catholic 
Church and in the European Catholic Church more generally. These positions were 
'Catholic' in every sense of the word. 
The application of Gallican and other precedents to the situation of the English Catholics 
helped Catholic defenders of the Oath of Allegiance argue that they could reject the papal 
deposing power and the pope's instructions forbidding them to take the Oath. Seventeenth-
century Anglo-Irish Gallicanism was stimulated, even if it was not created, by the Oath of 
Allegiance controversy. As will be seen, Catholics arguing that they could be loyal to 
protestant governments usually adopted some kind of dualist model of church/state relations, 
as well as anti-papalist rules of faith. The concepts of dualism and the rule of faith, as they 
44 [Blackwell], Large Examination, pp. 67/8. William Alien, A true, sincere and modest defence, of 
English Catholiques that suffer for their faith both at ho111e and tzbrode, (Rouen, 1584), p.72. 
45 [Blackwell], Large Examination, p. 20. 1 
46 Sheldon, Certain General Reasons, pp. 49, 64. / 
47 [Blackwell], Large Examination, p. 63. / 
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have been treated historically and as they apply to the English and Irish Gallicans, will be 
discussed in turn. 
15 
Ill. Dualism 
Like 'puritanism', the term 'dualism' is often used as 'an admirable refuge from clarity of 
thought' .48 It has rarely, if ever, been given watertight or consistent definitions. It is 
unsurprising that historians of seventeenth-century political thinking often fail to use the 
word 'dualism' to convey tightly defined ideas, when their subjects rarely clarified the 
concepts to which it refers. This thesis will seek to illustrate some of the confusion about the 
issue prevalent among modem historians, and to describe various 'dualist' models of 
political theology advanced by English and Irish Gallicans in the seventeenth century. This 
section will note some of the ways in which participants in the Oath of Allegiance 
controversy thought about dualism, or the relationship between the spiritual and temporal 
spheres, as well as discussing several of the older intellectual positions which they adopted 
and adapted.49 
Any system of political theology which distinguishes either between the church and the state 
or between the temporal and the spiritual spheres can usefully be described as 'dualist'. J. A. 
Watt noted that 'dualism in fact meant different things to different types of ruler'. He 
discussed the range of opinions which were advanced on the basis of Luke 22:38: 'And they 
said, Lord, behold, here are two swords. And he said unto them, It is enough' .5° Collins 
held that Augustine's distinction between the fallen city of man and the city of God was at 
the heart of dualist ideas all through the middle ages. 51 The most famous description of the 
dual nature of authority in the medieval Christian world was Pope Gelasius I's claim that 
'two there are, august emperor, by which this world is chiefly ruled, the sacred authority 
[auctoritas] of the priesthood and the royal power [potestas]'. 52 Watt concluded 'that by the 
beginning of the fourteenth century the theorists of the relations of the powers had produced 
two different models: hierocracy and caesaropapism. Each was a logic which rejected any 
48 Christopher Hill, Society and Puritanism, (London, 1964), p. 13. 
49 For a short history of 'dualism', see J. A. Watt, 'Spiritual and temporal powers'. Jeffrey Collins' 
account is more problematic. See his 'Thomas Hobbes and the English Revolution', (unpublished 
PhD thesis, Harvard University, . 1999), Introduction. See also Jaroslav Pelikan, The Christian 
Tradition . A Histmy of the Development of Doctrine, (Chicago, 1984), vol 4, pp. 69-126 and Brian 
Tiemey, The Crisis of Church and State, (New Jersey, 1964). 
50 The translation is from the Authorised Version. The Vulgate reads: 'At illi dixerunt, "Domine, ecce 
gladii duo hie". At ille dixit eis: "Satis est".' .' 
51 Collins, 'Thomas Hobbes and the English Revolutio ~ ,Introduction. 
52 Letter to the Emperor Anastasius ( 494 AD), quoted in Tieiney, The Crisis of Church and State, pp. 
13/4. / 
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theory predicating a dualism of two autonomous authorities existing co-ordinately in human 
society ... [Each] postulated one authority to control both swords' .53 He suggested that a 
third system, described by A. J. Carlyle, according to which the two powers were 
independent of each other and each was supreme in its own sphere, had largely been 
superseded by these alternative theories. Nevertheless, all three models can be described as 
'dualist' in a broad sense because they envisaged two types of authority, or 'two swords' . 
Mcllwain, building on Figgis' work, explained the immediate history of the dualist ideas 
advanced during the Oath of Allegiance controversy. Mcllwain and Figgis agreed that the 
sixteenth-century Thomist argument that the pope had the power of ordering the temporal 
affairs of all Christians for spiritual purposes was crucial in the development of seventeenth-
century 'dualist' thinking. 54 As Bellarrnine put it, 'the pope has the power of disposing of 
the temporal affairs of Christians for spiritual purposes by divine right'. Bellarrnine 
explained that the pope's 'power of the keys' did not mean that he was a temporal monarch 
of the whole world, but that he could order temporal affairs when they appeared to hinder 
Christians in their efforts to enter the kingdom of heaven.55 According to Figgis, this 
argument, by which the pope was understood to have 'indirect' power over temporal affairs, 
'marks the change from the idea of one commonwealth with different officers to the modem 
conception of Church and State as two distinct social entities' .56 
The specific notion of the pope's indirect power in temporals can be identified in the work of 
Aquinas himself, as well as older theologians. His discussion of the relationship between the 
temporal and spiritual powers raised many of the difficulties which would engage the 
attention of the patiicipants in the Oath of Allegiance controversy and of the English and 
Irish Gallicans during the seventeenth century. Aquinas said that two powers can be related 
to each other in one of two ways: one may be derived from the other, or they may both be 
derived from a third power. An example of the former relationship between powers was that 
which obtained between the emperor and his proconsul. Similarly, the powers of the lower 
53 J. A. Watt, 'Spiritual and temporal powers', p. 423 . 
54 James I, The Political Works of J~mes I, ed. Mcllwain, Inh·oduction, pp. xxiii/xxiv. 
55 Bellarmine, Tractatus, pp. 66- 7: 'Habet Summus Pontifex iure divino potestatem disponendi de 
rebus temporalibus Christianorum in 01·dine ad fin em spiritualem.' The power of the keys did not 
refer to 'claves Regni terrarum, ... quia non erat necessarium, ut Summus Princeps Ecclesiae simul 
esset Monarcha temporalis lntius Mundi: sed intellef.itur potestas disponendi de temporalibus, 
quatenus ea iuvant ad aperiendum fidelibus Regnum caelorum, vel impediunt atque obstant, ne 
fidelibus aperiatur Regnum caelorum '. / 
56 
John Neville Figgis, From Gerson to Grotius, (Cambrfdge, 1907), p. 183. 
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clergy were derived, according to Aquinas, from the higher clergy and from the pope. In the 
same way, all human powers are derived ultimately from God. 57 
Aquinas regarded the relationship between the temporal and spiritual powers as belonging to 
the second category: they are both derived from a higher power, 'the Divine power'. For this 
reason, one is dependent on the other only to the extent that God has willed it to be so. 
There is no hierarchical relationship between the two based upon the claim that one is 
derived from the other. God has determined that the temporal power should be dependent 
upon the spiritual 'in those things which pertain to the salvation of the soul'. In those 
matters, 'the spiritual power is to be obeyed before the secular'. In all other matters, 
however, 'in those things which pertain to the civil good, the secular power should be 
obeyed before the spiritual'. This conclusion is based upon one of the most commonly 
quoted texts in Christian works of political analysis through the ages, Matthew 22.21: 
'Render unto Caesar, the things which are Caesar's'. 58 
In the suggestion that the pope could intervene in temporals in ordine ad spiritualia, the 
sixteenth-century Jesuits and Thomists, discussed by Mcllwain and Figgis, merely developed 
Aquinas' arguments. Vitoria,.' for example, explained the differences between the civil and 
the ecclesiastical power at some length. Like Aquinas, he maintained that the Apostles did 
not have civil power, but that in spiritual matters, temporal rulers ought to follow the 
guidance of the church. He also said that the church has the 'power of the remission of sins' 
and 'the power of excommunication', and that these can be applied to temporal rulers. 59 
Suarez, too, subscribed to the belief that the pope possessed indirect power in temporals, as 
did other opponents of the Oath of Allegiance, including Kellison, Persons, and Weston.60 
But Aquinas also raised confusing possibilities about the relationship between the temporal 
and spiritual powers. Having explained that the temporal and spiritual powers were not 
derived from, and were therefore not dependent upon, each other, he referred ambiguously to 
the possibility that the pope may be temporal lord of the world. He said that the civil power 
57 Thomas Aquinas, Scripta super libros sententiarum, II, Dist. 44, quaest. 3, art. 4; quoted in Thomas 
Aquinas, Political Writings, ed. R. W. Dyson, (Cambridge, 2002), pp. 277/8 . 
58 !bid, pp. 277/8. ,.· ' 
59 Francisco de Vitoria, De Potestate Ecclesiae, in1 Francisco de Vitoria, Political Writings, ed. 
Anthony Pagden and Jeremy Lawrence, (Cambridge, 1991kpp. 52/3 . 
60 See Sommerville, 'Jacobean Political Thought', pp. -248-260. 
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should be obeyed in matters relevant to temporal affairs, 'unless perhaps the spiritual and 
secular powers are conjoined, as in the Pope, who holds the summit of both powers: that is, 
the spiritual and the secular, through the disposition of Him Who is both priest and king, a 
priest forever according to the order of Melchizedek, the King of Kings and Lord of Lords 
... '
61 Although the editor of the Cambridge edition of Aquinas' 'political writings', R. W. 
Dyson, suggests that it is unlikely that Aquinas held extreme papalist views, the text quoted 
here suggests that the pope's power in temporals was not indirect but direct. 62 Aquinas' text 
(s ambiguous. It does, however, raise the question of the means by which Aquinas believed 
that popes could intervene in the lives of temporal rulers in pa1iicular, in order to persuade 
them to follow the rules laid down by spiritual leaders. It is precisely the question of the 
means by which the spiritual rulers may influence the temporal that was at the heart of the 
Oath of Allegiance controversy, and continued to engage English and Irish Catholic thinkers 
during the seventeenth century. 
The different definitions of dualism adopted by modem historians have often depended upon 
the means by which each authority could implement its decisions in any given model of 
political theology, rather than upon the conceptual separation of the authorities. Brian 
Tiemey contrasted the notion of 'papal theocracy' with that of 'the dualistic theory', 
according to which there would be a 'due discrimination between the spheres of church and 
state'. He noted that the claims of popes to be able to exercise authority in certain temporal 
matters did not necessarily mean that they rejected ' dualist' theories of society, because their 
claims could be reconciled with theories of 'indirect ' power in temporals. Similarly, 
Mcllwain referred to Pope Gelasius' doctrine that 'the prince is the vicar of Christ as King, 
while the bishop's authority is a delegation of His power as priest'. This 'theory of the 
duality of divine authority and of the separateness of earthly powers derived from it had been 
obscured by the long struggle for supremacy between Pope and Emperor, [but] in the 
sixteenth century the growing strength of secular monarchies not coterminous with 
Christendom was tending rapidly to revive it' .63 
But although Tiemey and Mcllwain appear to have described similar models of 'dual' 
authority and of the areas of jurisdiction over which these authorities have control, their 
61 Aquinas, Political Writings, ed. Dyson, p. 278. 
62 !bid, p. 278, n 40. / . 
63 James I, The Political Works of lames I, ed. Mcilwa(n, Introduction, p. xxi. 
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language obscures the possible interpretations of dualism precisely because, as the sixteenth-
century Thomists would argue, the pope as a priest might be able to exert influence over 
temporals. Christians can observe a 'due discrimination of the spheres of church and state ' 
at the same time as maintaining that the pope has either direct or indirect power in temporals. 
Such a distinction need only be based on the denial that spiritual powers can be exercised by 
the temporal sovereign; or even on the assumption that spiritual powers can be distinguished 
from temporal powers, irrespective of who can or does exercise them. 
The difficulty of settling on a single definition of dualism is particularly evident m 
discussions of the most famous anti-papalist of the late middle ages, Marsilius of Padua. In 
his introduction to Marsilius' Defensor Pacis, Alan Gewirth suggested that Marsilius 
overthrew 'not only the medieval doctrine of the papal plenitude of power ... but even the 
Gelasian doctrine of a parallelism between the spiritual and temporal powers' .64 Collins 
suggested that Marsilius denied the 'Gelasian doctrine of separate spheres' .65 Marsilius, 
according to Collins, challenged entirely the centuries old tradition of' Augustinian dualism'. 
In fact, Marsilius represents as logical an endorsement of dualism as any other, even if he did 
not accept Augustine ' s version· of it. He did not reject the idea of ' separate spheres ' . Even 
Gewirth's claim that Marsilius challenged the 'Gelasian doctrine ' of parallel powers is 
problematic. As Gewirth himself explained, Marsilius maintained that ' the Christian 
priesthood has been appointed by God to teach men how to attain ' their 'best end', and 'to 
perform the related sacraments'. 66 Marsilius claimed that ordinary priests had the same 
spiritual powers as the Bishop of Rome, or any other bishop. But he stressed that these 
spiritual powers were the special 'character' of priests.67 He endorsed the sacramental 
powers of the clergy and the power of orders, which must surely be at the heart of any 
64 Marsilius of Padua, Def ensor Pacis, ed. and trans . Alan Gewirth, (Toronto, 1980), Introduction, p. 
xxx. Historians refer to Marsilius using either the Latin version of his name or the Italian 'Marsiglio'. 
See, for example, Marsilius of Padua, ed. C. J. Nederman, Defensor Minor and De Translatione 
Imperii, (Cambridge, 1993). I generally use the Latin. 
65 Collins, 'Thomas Hobbes and the English Revolution ' , p. 23 . This was an apparently slight, but 
potentially significant, misrepresentation of Gewirth. 
66 Marsilius ofPadua, Def ensor Pacis, Intro p. xlvi . 
67 Marsilius of Padua, Def ensor Pacis, p. 235 : 'Now with respect to this priestly character, whether 
one or many, which we have said to be the power of performing the sacrament of the Eucharist or of 
consecrating Christ's body and blood, and the power of binding and loosing men from sins, which 
character we shall henceforth call the "essential" or "ii/s'eparable authority" of the priest insofar as he 
is a priest, to me it seems likely that this character is the sanie in kind among all priests, and that the 
Roman or any other bishop has no more of it than has .a~y simple priest' . 
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attempt to define 'spiritual powers'. He asserted that 'it is certain that this power [to 
'perform the sacrament of the Eucharist, and the other whereby they can bind or loose men 
from sins'] was given to them by Christ, and that by their ministry and that of their 
successors this power is bestowed on other men who are received into this office' .68 
Gewirth's interpretation was correct insofar as Marsilius denied all temporal powers to the 
spiritual estate. But that is hardly a rejection of dualism. 69 
This thesis maintains that Marsilius' model of ecclesiology, together with similar 
suggestions proposed by William of Ockham, anticipated those of the Catholic advocates of 
the Oath of Allegiance far more closely than they did those of the defenders of the English 
established Church in its various manifestations.70 Marsilius of Padua and William of 
Ockham both argued that the spiritual estate had no automatic right to use temporal means at 
all, even to govern and administer the church or its members. As will be seen, this position 
was the basis for the English and Irish Catholic rejection of the papal breves against the 
Oath. When it was complemented by the argument that the temporal authorities should not 
interfere in spiritual matters, it provided a natural stepping stone towards tolerant 
. . I 1 1 pnnc1p es. The tendency of historians to equate Marsilius' views with, first, those of 
Thomas Erastus and, secondly, those of Thomas Cromwell and later champions of the 
established Church of England, should not lead us to imagine that he denied the parallelism 
between the temporal and the spiritual spheres. His redefinition of this parallelism is 
precisely what made the arguments of the English and Irish Gallican writers of the 
68 !bid, p. 235. 
69 Annabel Brett has noted that Marsilius defended the separate existence of the spiritual 'jurisdiction', 
though she regarded it primarily as restricted to a teaching authority and function. The spiritual 
powers of the clergy, however, are clearly evident in Marsilius' writings and must be added to this 
separate sphere. See her essay, 'Political Philosophy', in A. S. McGrade, (ed.), The Cambridge 
Companion to Medieval Philosophy, (Cambridge, 2003), pp. 276-99, at p. 292. 
70 On the suggestion that Marsilius' ideas were insh·umental in shaping several of the different 
religious settlements in England during the early modern period, see A. G. Dickens, English 
Reformation, (2"d edition London, 1989), pp. 106-8, 131. Dickens noted that the 'fundamental book 
on Church and State which helped to inspire [Thomas] Cromwell's revolutionary ideas' was probably 
Marsilius ' Defensor Pacis . Thomas Cromwell paid William Marshall to h·anslate Defensor Pacis into 
English in 1535. Prior to this, Richard Sampson, Edward Fox and Thomas Starkey had all cited 
Marsilius in their arguments against papal jurisdiction in ~ngland (p. 131 ). 
7 1 For William of Ockham's works of ecclesiology and political theology, see William of Ockham, A 
I 
Short Discourse on Tyrannical Government, ed. tA. S. McGrade and h·ans. John Kilcullen, 
(Cambridge, 1992); idem, A Letter to the Friars Minor and' Other Writings, (Cambridge, 1995); and 
William of Ockham, On the Power of Emperors and Popes, ed. and trans. A. Brett, (Bristol, 1998). 
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seventeenth century plausible, even though they were usually not willing to express them as 
strongly as Marsilius himself had done. 72 
Mcllwain came close to recognising this when he observed that the seculars developed 
dualist thinking even more completely than the Jesuits. He commented that 'Catholic anti-
Jesuits like Roger Widdrington [i.e. Thomas Preston] and the Barclays, father and son, 
believed in a more complete separation than that advocated by any Jesuit' .73 Preston argued 
that many of the opponents of the Oath did not understand what 'authoritie is spirituall and 
due to the Pope or Church, and what authoritie is temporall and due to temporall princes' .74 
Elsewhere, he highlighted the suggestion that the means by which papal decisions are to be 
enforced was as important as the areas over which the papacy might pass judgment at all. 
He said that spiritual pastors could 'command, enioyne and impose temporall and corporall 
punishments', but that they could not enforce them without being given the right to do so by 
the temporal rulers involved in any particular case. 75 In other words, as the whole corpus of 
Preston's work makes clear, popes could teach about faith and morality, they could tell 
people what they could and could not do, but it was not part of Catholic faith that they could 
use the temporal sword. In matters with a temporal dimension, they were subject to the 
temporal rulers of any particular area.76 This description of the relationship between the 
temporal and spiritual authorities was, like Marsilius', not a rejection but an endorsement of 
'dualist' thinking: Preston, like Marsilius, and like several of the writers under consideration 
in this thesis, argued that those with responsibility for spiritual matters could not have any 
power in temporals. Needless to say, however, Preston was no more precise than most of the 
thinkers discussed in this thesis about the practical implications of such a position. 
72 Peter Walsh hinted that he accepted Marsilius' views but did not explicitly defend them. He also 
acknowledged that comparisons would be drawn between his arguments and those of William of 
Ockham. See his Histmy and Vindication of the Loyal Formulmy or Irish Remonstrance, (n. p., 
1674; hereafter HVR), pp. 374--439 and below, chapter 6, section 1. It must be noted that despite the 
comparisons which will be drawn between the Anglo-Irish Gallicans and Marsilius in particular, none 
of the Anglo-Irish Gallicans ever suggested that the spiritual powers of bishops were the same as 
those of ordinary priests; though, as will be seen, they did maintain that the origins and extent of the 
pope's spiritual powers were not necessarily different from those of other bishops. 
73 James I, The Political Works of lames I, ed. Mcllwain, Introduction, p. xxiv. 
74 Thomas Preston, A New- Yem·es Gift for English Catholikes, or A Brief and cleare Explication of the 
new Oath of Allegiance, ([London], 1620), from 'An Admonition to Catholikes', no pagination. 
75 Thomas Preston, Roger Widdrington 's Last Reioynd(!r to Mr Thomas Fiztherbert ... , (London, 
1619), Preface. . ' 
76 As will be seen, Preston's argument was that the suggestion that spiritual leaders could use temporal 
powers was not de fide, but this argument involved defending the position that they could not use 
temporal means. See bibliography for a list of his maj61· works. 
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Mcllwain also identified a final significant aspect of the new forms of dualist thinking 
developed by those involved in the Oath of Allegiance controversy. He observed that the 
Calvinist doctrine of the two kingdoms was closely akin to the Jesuit idea of the indirect 
power of the leaders of the church in temporals, because they both envisaged a clear 
distinction between the temporal and the spiritual and therefore represented forms of 
dualism. He also claimed that the Calvinists and the Jesuits who developed these positions, 
and 'who would have shuddered at the idea of religious liberty, were really laying the only 
foundation upon which the toleration of a later day could safely rest' .77 This thesis will 
endorse part of Mcllwain's argument. It will suggest that the conceptual separation of the 
church and the state along Marsilian lines did indeed provide a logical basis for the 
development of tolerant principles. It will, however, examine this development as it took 
place among the English and Irish Catholic advocates of loyalty to the protestant rulers of 
England and Ireland. These writers were generally not Jesuits. They were confused and 
confusing about how the church and the state could be divided in practice. But in their 
Gallican attitudes towards the papacy, and Marsilian attitudes towards the relationship 
between the church and the state, they showed how Roman Catholics could begin to 
reconcile tolerant ideas with their intolerant church. 
77 James I, The Political Works of lames I, ed. Mcllwairi, Inh·oduction; p. xxiv. 
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IV. English and Irish Catholic Tolerationism 
Historians have virtually ignored English and Irish Catholic tolerationist writing m the 
seventeenth century. Blair Warden agreed with Gardiner, Jordan, and Trevor-Roper that 'if 
we favour an evolutionary perspective and concern ourselves with the "development" of 
toleration, then ... it is to the Arminian reaction against Calvinist dogma that we should look 
for its seventeenth-century development'. 78 John Coffey commented that in early modem 
England, 'principled tolerationism developed largely within radical Protestantism'. 79 Perez 
Zagorin noted the irony that despite the widespread reluctance of protestants in early modem 
England to tolerate Catholics, the Catholic proprietors of Maryland in 1649 'proclaimed the 
principle of mutual toleration between Catholics and Protestants of every variety'. But he 
examined the writings of protestant, not Catholic, tolerationists, including Roger Williams, 
John Goodwin, John Milton, John Lilbume, Richard Overton, William Walwyn, and various 
Independents and Baptists. 80 Most English and American historians have regarded 
Catholicism as an intellectually conservative, if not regressive, force. This perspective, 
which will be discussed in chapter 4, has shaped their understanding of Catholic attitudes 
towards toleration in this period. This thesis will argue, however, that several English and 
Irish Catholics, religious and lay, advocated some measure of religious toleration for many, 
if not all, Christian denominations; and that such Catholic tolerationism constituted an 
important strand in Anglo--Irish Gallicanism.81 
78 Blair Worden, 'Toleration and the Cromwellian Protectorate', in W. J. Sheils (ed.), Persecution and 
Toleration, (Oxford, 1984), pp. 199- 233, at p. 202. Worden said that Arminianism was 'the 
philosophy of free will and free thought'. He concluded (p. 233) that the writings of three former 
Cromwellians, Bulsh·ode Whitelocke, Matthew Hale and Sir Charles Wolseley, suggested that 'the 
development of religious toleration looks to be not evidence of a decline of religious conviction, but 
rather part of the process by which the Protestant God changes his character. He becomes a friendly 
monitor rather than an awesome dictator, a God in whom mercy is more conspicuous than justice; and 
Protestantism, the religion of faith, becomes a religion of works' . The emphasis throughout is 
therefore upon tolerationism as a protestant phenomenon. 
79 John Coffey, Persecution and Toleration in Protestant England 1558- 1689, (Harlow, 2000), p.54. 
Coffey accepted, on the basis of suggestions made by Kenneth Campbell in his The intellectual 
Struggle of the English Papists in the Seventeenth Centwy (New York, 1986), that a small number of 
lay writers might have 'moved from pragmatic pleas for their own religious toleration to principled 
rejection of all religious coercion'. But as the title of his book makes clear, Coffey was concerned 
Erirnarily with religious toleration and persecution among protestants. 0 Perez Zagorin, How the Idea of Religious Toleration Came to the West, (New Jersey, 2003), p. 224 
(on Maryland) and pp. 188-239 on tolerant thinking in ~ngland during the Puritan Revolution. The 
history of Maryland is outside the scope of this thesis. 1 
81 Although he analysed and praised the tolerant works of several Catholics during the period of the 
Puritan Revolution, W. K. Jordan said that 'Roman Catholic thought in England during the first half 
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The language of religious toleration presents almost as many difficulties as that of dualism. 
Writers in the early modem period referred, often inconsistently, to 'tolerance', 'toleration', 
'liberty of conscience', 'freedom of worship' and 'religious freedom', or variants of these 
terms. Historians of the topic have also used the labels 'tolerationism', 'religious pluralism', 
and 'religious diversity', to list but a few. The language of religious persecution has 
received less attention than, but was doubtless as complicated as, that of toleration. This 
thesis generally follows Coffey's usages. 
Coffey discussed Katherine Moore's definition of 'tolerance' as 'fellow-feeling with all 
humanity' and 'the spirit of respect for personality'. 82 As he noted, according to this 
definition, tolerance is 'a warm personal attitude which one either possesses or lacks, rather 
than . . . a tough practical policy adopted in the face of something one finds alienating or 
problematic'. He used the terms 'tolerance' and 'toleration' interchangeably, 'rather than 
using "tolerance" to refer to an attitude, and "toleration" to a policy'. This thesis follows this 
practice. It accepts Roger Scruton's definition of toleration, endorsed by Coffey, as 'the 
policy of patient forebearance towards that which is not approved'. 83 'Tolerationists' are 
those who advocated 'toleration' and 'tolerationism' in this sense; their writings were 
'tolerant' and 'tolerationist'. 84 
This thesis usually uses the relatively rare term 'denominational pluralism' rather than 
'religious pluralism'. This is because, with few exceptions, English and Irish Gallicans 
advocated some measure of toleration for certain Christian denominations but not for the 
members of other religions. As will be seen, John Austin was remarkable for apparently 
envisaging the toleration of Jews and Muslims as well as Christians. 
Unfortunately, it is not always possible to be historically accurate and linguistically 
consistent. Worden noted that 'the argument within the puritan camp was not about 
of the seventeenth century was weak, undistinguished and unsystematic. It was to make an even less 
significant contribution to the development of religious toleration than had Catholic thought during 
the Elizabethan period' (W. K. Jordan, The Development of Religious Toleration in England, 4 vols., 
(London, 1932-40), vol. 2, p 492). 
82 Katherine Moore, The Spirit of Tolerance, (London, 1964),;p. 9. 
83 Roger Scmton, A Diction my of Political Thought, (LondC!n, 1982), p. 464. 
84 Coffey, Persecution and Toleration, pp. 10/1 and pass in!.' Perez Zagorin questions the usefulness of 
Scmton's restricted definition of toleration in his, How the Idea of Religious Toleration Came to the 
West, pp. 5/6. · 
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toleration: it was about liberty of conscience'. He said that the latter 'would allow doctrines 
which did not breach fundamental truths whose acceptance was essential to salvation'. It 
would allow error but not heresy. By contrast, 'toleration' would involve 'allowing people 
to believe what they liked' . The debate over liberty of conscience was therefore about the 
distinction which could be drawn between acceptable and unacceptable beliefs.85 
Alternatively, the terms ' liberty of conscience' and ' toleration' can be used to distinguish 
between holding beliefs privately or 'inwardly' and demonstrating, celebrating or teaching 
them publicly or, in a more restricted form, 'outwardly' . This distinction, rather than that 
between acceptable and unacceptable beliefs, informed the writings of several English and 
Irish Gallicans. Thus, as will be seen, John Austin and Peter Walsh both argued that liberty 
of conscience in a strict sense could not be granted or withheld; rather, it was an unavoidable 
fact, because no authority could know, let alone decide, the beliefs which individuals might 
hold in the privacy of their consciences.86 They therefore preferred to use the term in a 
broader sense, synonymous with Coffey's understanding of 'toleration'. The distinction 
between private beliefs and their public expression also makes sense in analyses of the 
behaviour of many individuals in this period, including, for example, Oliver Cromwell. He 
said that he would let Irish Catholics believe what they wanted, but would not allow them to 
practise their religion publicly or to say or hear the mass.87 The distinction between holding 
beliefs internally and demonstrating them publicly corresponds with a common sense 
understanding of the difference between 'liberty of conscience' and 'toleration' rather better 
than the distinction suggested by Worden. It also corresponds with at least some 
seventeenth-century usages of the terms. 
But seventeenth-century writers did not use the terms 'liberty of conscience' and 'toleration' 
to draw either distinction consistently. Sir Charles Wolseley, for example, entitled one of his 
works Liberty of Conscience Upon its true and proper Grounds Asserted and Vindicated. 
Proving That no Prince, nor State, ought by force to compel Men to any part of the Doctrine, 
Worship or Discipline of the Gospel. The title of the main section ofWilliam Walwyn's The 
85 Worden, 'Toleration and the Cromwellian Protectorate', pp. 209/10. Individuals could regard 
pat1icular beliefs as acceptable even if they also believed them to be false. 
86 See below, chapters 3 and 6. 
87 W. C. Abbott (ed.), The Writings and Speeches of O(iver Oomwell, 4 vols., (Oxford, 1947, 
reprinted 1988), vol. 11, p . 146. In fact, Cromwell's co~'ent also distinguished between his views 
and the attitude of parliament. This distinction is reminiscent of his comment in a letter to Mazarin, 
quoted below, chapter 2, section 1. 
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Compassionate Samaritane was Liberty of Conscience asserted, and the Separatist 
Vindicated. The Catholic writer John Austin called the earliest version of The Christian 
Moderator, his main tolerationist work, Liberty of Conscience Asserted. Or, Persecution for 
Religion condemned; by the !awes of God, Nature, Reason. Much later, Peter Walsh called 
his main tolerationist work The Advocate of Conscience Liberty, Or, An Apology for 
Toleration Rightly Stated: shewing the obligatmy injunctions and Precepts for Christian 
Peace and Charity. None of these works based its arguments upon the distinctions between 
e'ither erroneous and heretical beliefs or holding beliefs privately and demonstrating them 
publicly. It would therefore be misleading to suggest that these authors intended to use the 
terms 'liberty of conscience' and 'toleration' to draw either of these distinctions. Rather, 
they all advocated some measure of toleration for beliefs held privately and demonstrated 
publicly, whether simply erroneous or actually heretical. 88 
This thesis will therefore seek to make the specific intentions of each author clear, while 
accepting Coffey's understanding of 'toleration'. It will not attempt to pigeonhole the 
authors under historically misleading, if linguistically appealing, labels based on distinctions 
which are evident with the be~efit of hindsight, but were not clearly defined (even if they 
were clearly used) in the seventeenth century. The different distinctions between the terms 
'liberty of conscience' and 'toleration', as used by historians, do, however, correspond to 
conceptual distinctions identifiable in the minds of some of their subjects. Warden's 
suggestion that it is useful to distinguish between different concepts, 'although, in the 
88 Sir Charles Wolseley, Liberty of Conscience Upon its true and proper Grounds Asserted and 
Vindicated, (London, 1668); William Walwyn, The Compassionate Samaritane, (London, 1644); John 
Austin, Liberty of Conscience Asserted, (London, 1649); Peter Walsh, Advocate of Conscience 
Liberty, (London, 1673). As will be noted, there has been considerable confusion about the 
publishing history of Austin's The Christian Moderator. For ease of reference I have used the 
editions available on EEBO: The Christian Moderator, in two Parts. Or persecution for Religion 
condemned; by the light of Nature, Law of God, Evidence of our own Principles. With an Explanation 
of the Roman Catholick Belief, concerning these four points: Their church, worship, Justification, and 
Civil! Government, ( 4111 edition, printed for H. J., London, 1652; the pagination in this edition is 
bizarre but the second part begins at p . 55.); The Christian Moderator. Third Part. Or the Oath of 
Abjuration Arraign 'd by the Common Law and Common Sense, Ancient and modern Acts of Pari., 
Declarations of the Army, Law of God and consent of Reformed Divines. And humbly submitted to 
receive Judgment from this Honourable Representative, (London, 1653). As far as I am aware, the 
Liberty of Conscience Asserted, refened to here, has not previously been identified as the earliest 
version of this important work. But the text is clearly an early version of the more famous, later work. 
Peter Walsh did argue that certain major 'heresies', such: as anti~trinitarianism, could not be tolerated. 
But he appears to have envisaged the toleration of otlfer lesser heresies . The works of Austin and 
Walsh are discussed extensively below. All of my references to The Christian Moderator are to the 
fourth edition, (London, 1652) unless I indicate otherwise. 
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manner of these things, men were not consistent in their terminology' , therefore remains 
true. 89 
Most seventeenth-century protestants regarded Catholicism as intolerant; and it is natural, 
and generally correct, that their historians should follow them in this practice. Catholic 
theology and practice has usually been intolerant. In his Letter to a Dissenter (1687), the 
Marquis of Halifax, commenting on James II' s tolerant l;~i.On, identified the 
fundamental reason Catholicism has frequently been intolerant. He suggested that 'this 
Alliance between Liberty and Infallibility, is bringing together the Two most contrary things 
that are in the World ... You are therefore to be hugged now, only that you may be the better 
squeezed at another time. ' 90 In 1967, Henry Kamen noted the same tension in modem, and 
tolerant, Catholic thinking: ' the position of the Roman Catholic Church [on religious 
toleration] is intrinsically more interesting than that of the Protestant churches' because 'the 
acceptance of universal toleration has not been accompanied by any repudiation of dogma ' .91 
As this thesis will suggest, however, the Anglo- Irish Gallicans advanced anti-papalist 
accounts of political theology and the rule of faith which were inherently more tolerant than 
those of most representatives of the Roman Catholic Church during this period. Their 
political theology involved a form of dualism which implied some measure of toleration; 
their rules of faith did not deny the existence of an infallible source of faith but did question 
the possibility of human infallibility. Thus the 'Alliance between Liberty and Infallibility' 
was a central feature of English and Irish Gallicanism in this period. 
89 Worden, 'Toleration and the Cromwellian Protectora(~ ' , p. 209. 
90 George Savile, Marquis of Halifax, Letter to a Dissenter, (London, 1687) p. 2. 
91 Hemy Kamen, The Rise of Toleration, p.234. · 
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V. The rule of faith and the locus of teaching authority 
Whereas most protestants believed that the rule of faith was impersonal - for example, 
Scripture - most Catholics took their beliefs from personal teachers of faith, especially the 
leaders of their church and ultimately the pope. But the pope's rejection of the Oath forced 
its Catholic defenders to consider anti-papalist models of teaching authority in the church, 
including Conciliarism. Several theologians adopted anti-papalist rules of faith which 
degraded the importance of all personal teaching 'authorities' , including councils. In these 
endeavours, the Catholic defenders of the Oath foreshadowed the writers under consideration 
in this thesis and encouraged the development of tolerant principles among members of an 
intolerant church.92 
Gallican and Conciliarist writers had provided anti-papalist accounts of teaching authority in 
the church which influenced the defenders of the Oath. John Mair, in his Disputation on 
Pope and Council, quoted Scripture to show that general councils of the church did not 
derive their authority or power from the pope. He said that a general council 'has this power 
immediately from God through·these words, "Tell the Church. If he will not hear the Church 
etc"93 • . • "Amen I say to you ... where there are two or three gathered together etc"94 •• • And 
"Behold I am with you all days even to the end of the world" ' .95 He maintained that 
'supreme authority resides in the council, which cannot etT in faith and morals' and that 'a 
council, duly assembled, representing the universal Church, is superior to the supreme 
pontiff .96 This superiority meant that appeals could be made 'to the council or the universal 
church not just from the supreme pontiff but from the supreme pontiff with a particular 
church' .97 The pope, defining with the support of the particular Church of Rome, was not 
infallible.98 The possibility of appealing from popes was reasonable because a pope 'may etT 
92 As will be seen, the Blackloists in particular became (in)famous for their involvement in the mle of 
faith debates with English Protestants including Chillingworth. For a fuller discussion of these issues, 
see Jordan, 'The Blackloists' . 
93 Matt. 18:17-18. 
94 Matt. 18: 18, 20. 
95 Matt. 28:20. John Mair, Disputation on Pope and Council, in Burns and Izbicki (eds.), 
Conciliarism and Papa/ism , pp. 297/8. 
96 !bid, p. 286. 
97 !bid, p. 288. ' 98 The distinction between the universal 'catholic' chur6h and particular churches was developed by 
Peter Walsh in particular. It informed his arguments against the teaching authority of the papacy later 
in the seventeenth century. See below, chapter 6, section 2. 
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and act badly', but a general council 'cannot err in faith or be in sin in [respect to] any of its 
members'. There is, therefore, no appeal from general councils to any other authority on 
earth.99 
Mair 's approach was typical of that of several major Conciliarist writers. Almain defined 
four ways in which general councils were superior to the supreme pontiff: first, there could 
be appeals to a general council after decisions by the pope; secondly, a general council could 
judge the pope or those contending for the papacy; thirdly, general councils could 'limit the 
operation' of the popes and ' establish certain laws according to which' the papacy would 
have to operate; fourthly, the superior power, that is, a general council, 'can deprive the 
person established in the lesser power if a crime requires this'. 100 He also addressed the 
specific issue of the relative claims to teaching authority of general councils and popes. He 
cited occasions when popes issued different and opposite statements about matters of faith 
and morals and concluded that since one pope in any such circumstance must be wrong, ' it is 
sufficiently obvious that the supreme pontiff can err in decreeing about a matter of faith' . 
Furthermore, he argued, if popes cannot err, then 'the four principal general councils against 
the four heresiarchs, those of "Nicea, Constantinople, Ephesus and Chalcedon would have 
been convoked in vain ' since papal pronouncements alone would have been sufficient to deal 
with the heresies. Almain cited Gerson and William of Ockham to support the view that 
popes are fallible. 101 
Richer summed up Conciliarist attitudes towards teaching authority. He maintained that ' the 
infallible power of decreeing and making Canons, is in the power of the whole Church, or of 
a generall Councell representing the same: Wherein principally consisteth the nature of 
aristocraticall government, and is most clearely demonstrated, partly by divine, partly by 
naturall light. 102 He added that this 'infallible power of decreeing and making Canons 
belongs to the whole Church, which is the very pillar and ground of truth; not solely or onely 
to Peter: and that is proved by the practice of the whole Church' .103 This description of a 
Conciliarist understanding of the locus of teaching authority was significant for several 
99 John Mair, Disputation on Pope and Council, in Bums and Izbicki (eds.), Conciliarism and Papa/ism, p. 305 . 
100 Jacques Almain, A Book Concerning the Authority of the CIJ urch , in Bums and Izbicki (eds.), Conciliarism and Papa/ism, pp. 156/7. 1: 10 1 !bid, p. 181. 
102 The role of representation was explored by Peter Walsh. Sef( below, chapter 6, section 2. 103 Richer, A Treatise of Ecclesiastical! and Politike porvei·, proposition 6 (no pagination) . 
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reasons which were reflected in arguments advanced during the Oath of Allegiance 
controversy and during the rest of the seventeenth century: he denied that the pope has any 
peculiar claim to teaching authority; he described the general council as the representative of 
the whole church; he claimed that it is really the whole, universal church which has the 
power of making infallible statements about faith. This claim - in effect, that teaching 
authority came from the bottom up, rather than from the top down - was at the heart of most 
attempts to argue that Catholics did not need to obey the papal breves against the Oath of 
Allegiance. 
Catholic defenders of the Oath of Allegiance used similar arguments about the relative 
claims to teaching authority of general councils and the papacy. Richard Sheldon, for 
example, rejected the claim that the pope could issue infallible statements on faith or morals. 
He endorsed the Conciliarist alternative: ' ... Bishops and Popes have authoritie from Christ, 
and most infalliblie, when they are assembled together in generall Councels, to determine 
both in temporall and spirituall causes, how far any action may partake of the nature of 
sinne, or vertue'. He restricted the methods of implementing even conciliar rulings to 
' spirituall ordinances and Canons, and ... spirituall censures'. 104 
Watmington asserted that loyal Catholics did not believe that the pope had been complicit in 
the Gunpowder Plot, but accepted that he might make a mistake over such matters. He 
maintained that the loyal Catholics 'dissent from them that think he cannot erre, no not in a 
matter of fact'. 105 Warmington apparently had a wide understanding of what comprises a 
matter of fact. He argued that he had felt obliged to write his book because he had to 
persuade 'every Catholike subiect to render to Caesar those things, which are Caesar's', 
despite the pope's breves. 106 He also believed that the pope could err in matters clearly of 
faith, saying ' it seemeth also not to be any hereticall doctrine to hold, that not onely in 
matters of fact, but likewise in faith the Pope alone without a Councell may erre, for that he 
is no God, but a man subiect to errors'. 107 
Warmington pursued a different line against conciliar authority. He claimed that councils 
could err in matters of fact, but when discussing the claim that the Lateran Council had 
104 Sheldon, Certain General Reasons, pp. 52/3. . 
105 William Warmington, A Moderate Defence of the odti1 of Allegiance, (London, 1612), pp. 7/8. 
106 !bid, Preface. 
-· 
107 !bid, p. 42. 
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defended the deposing power, he said that it had not condemned as anathema any who 
rejected the pope's right to 'depose kings and dispose oftemporals' .108 This represents one 
approach to the protestant claim that the Roman Catholic Church had fully endorsed the 
deposing power, even to the extent of using general councils to back it. 
Several Catholics used technical arguments about what constitutes faith and the rule of faith 
in order to defend the Oath. Blackwell quoted Cardinal Alien to show that the deposing 
power was not a matter of faith because it had never been defined as such. 109 Sheldon 
endorsed Richer's argument that infallibility and the power to determine true faith lies with 
the universal church. He quoted Vincent of Lerins' rule of faith, when he said that 'very 
many of my brethren will hold themselves to that rule of faith, which the Apostles taught in 
their Creed, and hath bin received into the other three Creeds, and embraced by the 
universall Church . . . for that is Catholike which hath bin believed by all, always, and 
everywhere: which cannot be said, of the Popes power defining alone, or with a few 
Cardinals' .110 Vincent of Lerins' rule of faith became a rallying cry for later English and 
Irish Catholic loyalist theologians. 111 
Thomas Preston used and adapted Vincent of Lerins' rule of faith. He argued that any 
opinion which is a 'probable opinion' has not been officially defined as belonging to faith or 
as heresy.11 2 In his A New- Yeares Gift, Preston addressed the question of teaching authority 
in the church when he responded to James Houghton's worry that the deposing power had 
been taught as belonging to faith by popes and by general councils. Preston responded to the 
108 !bid, p. 26. 
109 [Blackwell], A Large Examination, pp. 67/8. 110 
'Id enim Catholicum, quod ab omnibus, quod semper, quod ubique, creditum fuit', Sheldon, Certain General Reasons, p 62. 
111 For a short discussion of Vincent of Lerins, see Alister E. McGrath, Christian Theology. An Introduction, (2"d edition, Oxford, 1997), pp. 490/1. For the use of his rule of faith among English 
and Irish Catholic thinkers later in the seventeenth century, see below, chapter 4. For a stylish demonstration of the difficulties attendant upon the use of Vincent's rule to demonstrate certain tenets 
of mthodox Catholicism and Anglicanism, see John Hemy Newman, An Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine, Inh·oduction, sections 7- 19. (In the 1878 edition, reprinted London, 1903, this is 
at pp. 9-27.) Newman demonsh·ated that various doch·ines which are usually regarded as cenh·al to Catholicism and Anglicanism, such as the doch·ine of the Trinity, cannot be shown to have met Vincent's rule in the writings of the early Fathers. He concludes, of Vincent's rule, that 'the solution it offers is as difficult as the original problem' (p .27). 11 2 As will be seen, his use of the word 'probable' is very different from most modern usages. Preston 
applied the idea ofprobabilism to the Oath conh·oversy. His word ''probable' was more akin in sense 
to 'probe-able' than to our modern word 'probable'. As1 such, it is frequently best 'h·anslated' as 
'possible according to the evidence available' or as 'defensible' : Probabilism asserted that opinions 
were defensible if (one or more) serious scholars or doctors of the church did, in fact, defend them. 
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argument that the pope had rejected the Oath and that Catholics should therefore also reject 
it. He argued that the decree Nos Sanctorum, often cited to show papal, and sometimes 
conciliar, endorsement of the deposing power, was not authoritative. Gregory VII's council 
at the time of the decree was, he claimed, a 'provinciall Councel'. It was therefore a 
'probable opinion' that its conclusions were 'uncertaine and fallible'. Moreover, Nos 
Sanctorum was about the status of 'inferiour lords and magistrates', not 'Soveraign Princes'. 
As regards other claims that Gregory VII had endorsed the deposing power, Preston replied 
that the Dictatus Papae was ' only a declaration of the said Pope Gregories opinion'. In this, 
'he [Gregory] was greatly, and might lawfully be contradicted by true and vertuous 
Catholikes, as also at this present many other opinions of Popes concerning their 
Dispensations and Absolutions in other things are contradicted by vertuous and learned 
Catholike Divines' .113 The pope was not authoritative or infallible when teaching about faith 
or morals. 
But like most other Catholics, Preston accepted the principle that general councils were 
infallible. He therefore had to find ways of arguing against conciliar precedents in favour of 
the deposing power, without actually criticising the authority of councils. His approach was 
similar to that of Warmington and most other Catholic defenders of the Oath in the main 
period of the controversy, from c. 1606 to c. 1625. Having dismissed Nos Sane to rum as the 
product of a lesser council, he considered the canon of the Fourth Lateran Council, 
Excommunicamus. 114 Preston claimed that the Fourth Lateran Council's canon 'could not be 
understood of Emperours, Kings and absolute Princes, who in temporall matters, wherein 
they are supreme and subiect to none but God, are not comprehended under any generall 
names ... ' such as those used in the Council's decree. 11 5 This interpretation enabled Preston 
to argue, elsewhere, that the texts cited from the Fourth Lateran Council did not demonstrate 
that 'the opinion which holdeth the Pope to have power to depose Princes, is so certaine that 
the contrary cannot be defended by Catholickes without note of heresie, errour or 
temeritie' .11 6 Catholics arguing against the deposing power had either to argue that general 
11 3 Preston, A New-Yem·es Gift, pp. 17-20. 
114 On this Canon, and for a more general assessment of contributions to the debate over papal power 
in temporals during Innocent Ill's pontificate, see J. A. Watt, The The01y of Papal Monarchy in the 
Thirteenth Centwy, (London, 1965), pp. 42, 48 . The canon Excommunicamus asserted that mlers 
could be deposed for heresy. , 
11 5 . ;· Ibzd, p. 21. 
116 Thomas Preston, A Theological! Disputation Concerning the Oath of Allegiance, (London, 1613), 
'Admonition', para. 22. · 
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councils could err - as some of the writers examined in this thesis would later suggest - or 
they had to argue around the decrees issued by councils. Unsurprisingly, Preston chose the 
less radical of the two options. 
But Preston's most significant innovation was his application of 'probabilism', associated 
originally with Molina, to the Oath of Allegiance controversy. 117 In his use of this concept 
as a debating tool, he built on Vincent of Lerins' rule of faith and pointed the way forward to 
the Blackloist version of the rule of faith. 118 In his A Cleare, Sincere and Modest 
Confutation, Preston defined probabilism and explained its relevance to the Oath of 
Alegiance controversy. He said that a probable opinion could be 'distinguished from 
demonstrative and fallacious' opinions; it could not be proved or disproved. He claimed that 
those of us who lack the time or intelligence to consider all the evidence for and against any 
particular opinion can turn elsewhere to discover whether an opinion is probable or not. A 
'probable' opinion is 'that which is approved by wise and learned men, in the art which they 
professe'. If several 'wise and learned' physicians recommend a particular treatment for a 
condition, then it is 'probable' that that treatment is the correct one to adopt. It does not 
cease to be 'probable' because there are also 'wise and learned' physicians who would not 
recommend the treatment. 119 
All opinions which are neither demonstrably true, nor evidently false, fall into the category 
of 'probable' opinions. This does not mean that they are 'likely' to be true, as the modem 
word 'probable' would imply; rather, it means that they 'might' be true. This was the level 
of certainty which Preston generally attributed to his arguments. This enabled him to claim 
that the debate between himself and Bellarmine was not over whether or not the pope could 
depose temporal sovereigns but was, instead, concerned with the certainty or otherwise of 
the claim that they could. That is, Preston was not arguing that popes could not depose 
princes; rather, he was claiming that Catholics could hold the opinion that they could not, 
without exposing themselves 'to manifest danger of heresie, error or any other mm·tall 
sinne' .120 His reason for claiming this was that the opinion that the pope could depose 
117 Lunn, 'Thomas Preston', pp. 244/5. 
118 See below, chapter 4, sections 2, 3 and 4. . 
119 Thomas Preston, A Cleare, Sincere, and Modest t onfutation of the unsound, fraudulent and 
intemperate Reply ofT F., (London, 1616), pp. 16-39. ·· 
120 Preston, A Theological! Disputation, 'Epistle Dedicatory to Paul V', (no pagination). 
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princes was not universally accepted: there were many learned men who claimed that he 
could not. 
Blackwell, Sheldon, Preston and many other Catholic defenders of the Oath advanced the 
argument that the doctrine of the deposing power had not been received by the church 
according to Vincent of Lerins' rule. Consequently, it could not be regarded as part of the 
church's faith. The argument that an opinion which was not universally accepted was not de 
fide became the hallmark, first, of the Blackloists, and then of any Catholic who wished to 
oppose the papacy over the church's teachings about the relationship between church and 
state. 
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VI. Divisions within the English Catholic Church c. 1580- c. 1630 
The Catholic Church in England in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries was 
riven by competing factions. Unlike the Irish Catholic Church, the English Catholic Church 
was not governed by a bishop or bishops with ordinary jurisdiction and powers. This 
absence of authority led to several disputes between different factions among the clergy. 
The differing ideologies which informed these disputes helped to shape Catholic attitudes 
towards Rome and the protestant governments of England during the rest of the seventeenth 
century. They played a formative role in the development of English and Irish Gallicanism. 
This section will note some of the salient details of the history of the Catholic Church in 
England during the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. 121 
Several key issues which would be discussed in the Oath of Allegiance controversy and 
during the rest of the seventeenth century were highlighted in the disputes known as the 
'Wisbech stirs' and the 'Appellant controversy'. These disputes revealed the antipathy 
between the Jesuits and the secular clergy. In 1588, in Wisbech p1ison, an apparently tlivial 
dispute about seating at dinner was the spark for a series of bigger - though obscure -
arguments about the status of the seculars as compared with the Jesuits. Christopher 
Bagshaw led the secular opposition to a refmmist suggestion that the priests should be able 
to sit down for their meals in the order in which they arrived. According to Bagshaw, this 
would involve rejecting established precedent and would be grossly disrespectful to the 
senior clergy. 122 But a deeper rivalry over the nature of the English mission lay behind this 
dispute. The Jesuits in Wisbech prison were led by William Weston, while the seculars 
followed Bagshaw and Bluet. The dispute and the rivalry prompted a battle for church 
leadership in England generally. 123 The seculars outside Wisbech set about trying to 
121 For the history of the Catholic clergy in England and Ireland during the period 1570-1688 see 
Bossy, English Catholic Community, pp. 11- 74. For a more up to date discussion of the years 1558-
1640, see Mullett, Catholics in Britain and Ireland, pp. 1-69. Further information may be found in 
Dures, English Catholicism. This section is based largely on these secondary accounts. The factions 
present in England developed largely because of the absence of any n·aditional church hierarchy in 
England; the fact that standard hierarchies remained in Ireland meant that the same issues were not as 
important in the Irish context. This section will therefore consider the English situation in isolation 
from the Irish. 
122 The practice would be 'a disgrace to all degree and kaming and fit for Anabaptists' according to 
Christopher Bagshaw, 'Letter to a Norfolk Gentleman' , (Wisbech, 1595), printed in C. R. S., li (1958), 
pp. 14- 17. 
123 
Dures, English Catholicism, p. 36. 
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establish a hierarchy for the clergy in England which would enable them to assume a 
position of superiority vis a vis the Jesuits. 124 
The seculars' plans to establish a hierarchy ensured that two main divisions which would 
affect the development of the Catholic Church in England during the rest of the seventeenth 
century were set in stone. The first was the rivalry between the Jesuits and the seculars; the 
second, the series of disputes between the seculars and Rome over whether or not a normal 
ecclesiastical hierarchy with an ordinary should be established in England. Both of these 
disputes came to a head in the Appellant controversy. After a series of negotiations, Persons 
proposed that an archpriest be appointed with limited jurisdiction over the seculars in 
Scotland and Ireland. George Blackwell was, accordingly, appointed in 1598. The seculars 
regarded Blackwell 's appointment as part of a Jesuit conspiracy to undermine the correct 
government of the Catholic Church in England. They rejected his authority and over four 
years of disputes followed. Eventually, in 1602, Clement VIII agreed that the archpriest 
should not consult or cooperate with the Jesuits. This concession allowed the Appellants to 
accept the office of the archpriest, at least on a short term basis. 125 
The Appellants, however, maintained a preference for a traditional hierarchy. 126 In 1605, 
they made their first official request to Rome for the appointment of an ordinary. Shortly 
after this, George Blackwell was removed from his position as archpriest because he had 
taken the Oath of Allegiance. His successor, George Birkhead, was sympathetic towards the 
Appellant case. He was willing to use his powers, endorsed by Rome, to further the case for 
the appointment of a bishop and to end Jesuit influence over the clergy in England. In 1610, 
an agent was appointed to represent the seculars in Rome, and in 1611 a petition was sent to 
Rome on behalf of the seculars, again calling for the appointment of an ordinary. 127 William 
Bishop was eventually appointed as a bishop in charge of the English mission in 1623. But 
he was given the titular diocese of Chalcedon. Although he had episcopal status himself, he 
124 Bossy, English Catholic Community, p.45 . 
125 !bid, pp. 46-8, Dures, English Catholicism, pp. 36- 9. 126 That is, a bishop with the power of confening orders. 127 The conespondence sent back to the leaders of the secular clergy in England by their agents in 
Rome forms one of the major sources for the history of the secular chapter in the period. The full 
history of the secular clergy in the seventeenth century still remains to be written. See the MSS. in the 
Old Brotherhood Archives, books I- V. For further information about the Wisbech Stirs and the 
Archpriest controversy, see Bossy, English Catholif Community, pp. 35-48, Dures, English 
Catholicism, pp. 36-39 and J. H. Pollen, The Institution ofthe"Archpriest Blackwell, (London, 1916), 
passim. 
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was not granted ordinary jurisdiction. His episcopate was short-lived, but he created the 
ecclesiastical structure of a dean and chapter which governed the secular clergy during the 
period under consideration in this thesis. His successor, Richard Smith, also appointed in 
1623 after Bishop's death, tried to strengthen the status of the secular clergy. But in doing 
so, he antagonised many of the lay leaders of the Catholic community, who were anxious not 
to offend the government and who benefited from the flexible approach adopted by regulars 
under their patronage. Several leading Catholics sent Charles I a petition in 1628 informing 
hiin that Smith's continued presence could not be reconciled with their allegiance to him. 
He issued a warrant for Smith's arrest. The French ambassador protected Smith, who then 
left England for France in 1631. 128 
The conflict between the seculars and the regulars (especially the Jesuits) and the arguments 
over the appointment of an ordinary continued to bedevil the English Catholic Church until 
1685. 129 Thomas White commented that 'from the time that an attempt was made in 
Wisbech Castle to usurp authority over the Clergy, they have never ceased to contrive and 
practise against the lrnown rights of our Church, nor can any sight how quicksoever foresee 
the end of these commotions'. 130 Those hoping to 'usurp authority over the Clergy' included 
the Jesuits who, according to the representatives of the English chapter, wanted to invade the 
liberties of the Catholic Church in England. 131 Similarly, Sir Kenelm Digby, acting on 
behalf of the chapter in Rome in the mid-1640s (though officially representing Henrietta 
Maria), urged the pope to confirm the dean and chapter so that the seculars could have a 
proper method of government. 132 
128 For detailed accounts of the disputes over Richard Smith, see All is on, 'A Question of Jurisdiction' 
and 'Richard Smith' s Gallican Backers and Jesuit opponents'. 
129 Bossy, English Catholic Community, pp. 70-74. 
130 Thomas White, A Letter to a Person of Honour, (London, 1659), (no pagination). 
131 These ancient liberties, closely akin to those claimed by the Catholic Church in France, formed the 
basis of the proposals made by Hemy Holden in the 'political machinations' of 1647 (Holden's 
proposals were set out in Robe11 Pugh ( ed.), Black/a 's Cabal, (Douai, 1680; reprinted with an 
introduction by T. A. Birrell, 1970), pp. 32-4, 36-40). 
132 AA W, series A, xxx, ff. 326/7. There were also divisions within the chapter. Francis Gage, the 
chapter's official agent in Rome in 1660, noted that he had explained to a representative of the papacy 
that the chapter would not accept 'a superior but of our owne election'. Nor would they 'admitt of any 
Superior conh·ary to the Ancient Lawes of England' (Gage to(?), Rome, 29 March, 1660, AAW, 
series A, XXXII, f. 45). But Gage also complained about the behaviour of George Leyburn, who, he 
said, was h·ying to 'stir up factions' (Gage to John Sergeant, Rome, 2 December, 1660, OBA Book II, 
part 1, f. 60). The conflict between Leyburn and White in, pa1ticular divided the secular clergy bitterly 
during the 1650s and 1660s. Quotations from the Old1Brotherhood Archives (OBA) and from the 
Archives of the Archbishops of Westminster (AA W) are used with the kind permission of the 
Archbishop ofWestminster. 
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The rivalry between the Jesuits and the seculars and the arguments over the church hierarchy 
in England were particularly important for the Blackloists. They inherited the assumptions 
prevalent among the secular clergy at the turn of the century, about the Jesuits, about the 
need for an ordinary and about the importance of demonstrating loyalty to the monarch while 
maintaining the rights of the clergy to fulfil their functions in England. The Blackloists will 
be examined in the first part of this thesis, together with John Austin and Serenus Cressy, 
who were associated with them. The second part of this thesis will consider the Valesians. 
I 
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_Part 1. The English writers 
Chapter 1. Historiographical and historical 
contexts 
I. The Blackloists, John Austin and Serenus Cressy: introduction 
Anglo-Irish Gallicanism was characterised by the rejection of papalist claims in two areas: 
political theology and the rule of faith. The Blackloists, especially Sir Kenelm Digby, 
Thomas White and Henry Holden, represented a decisive shift in English Catholic thinking 
about these matters. They challenged the papacy on several issues, including purgatory, the 
status of the English secular and regular clergy and the position of the church, and of 
religious and spiritual life in general, vis a vis the temporal state. 1 These challenges were 
consonant with their rule of faith arguments which, they felt, allowed them to challenge 
papal and even, potentially, conciliar teachings. Their writings on the major issues of 
church/state relations and the rule of faith were more systematic than any comparable works 
from the initial phase of the Oath of Allegiance controversy. The novelty of their positions 
is such that they may be regarded as offering the first substantial statements of Anglo-Irish 
Gallicanism. 
The Blackloists were aware of other Catholic traditions which criticised the mainstream 
teaching authorities within the Catholic Church. During the middle ages, the papacy and 
even general councils of the church frequently had to defend their authority against 
1 For their arguments about purgatory, see Jordan, 'The Blackloists', chapter 6, pp. 148-170 and John 
Henry, 'Atomism and Eschatology: Catholicism and Natural Philosophy in the Interregnum', in 
British Journal of the Hist01y of Science, 15 (1982), pp. 211-239. Digby set out the philosophical 
basis for the Blackloist challenge to standard Catholic teaching on purgatory in his Two Treatises, 
(Paris, 1644), pp. 433-445; Obsen,ations upon Religio Medici, (2nd edition, London, 1644; facsimile 
reprinted Menston, 1973), p. 13. Thomas White developed the argument in his Middle State of Souls 
from the hour of death to the day of Judgement, (first puJ:>lished in Latin, Paris, 1653; English h·ans. 
1659), passim and especially pp. 5/6. For a general inh·6duction to the politics of the chapter and to 
the Blackloists, see Bossy, English Catholic Community, pp. ?i3-67 and Mullett, Catholics in Britain 
and Ireland, pp. 25/6, 70- 77. 
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intellectual and political challenges? In the early modem period, most members of the 
French Church were committed to a tradition, or traditions, of ecclesiastical particularism. 
The Conciliarist tradition was associated with the French Church.3 Blackloist writings reveal 
considerable understanding of French theology and ecclesiology.4 The anti-papalist 
Jansenist movement emerged within the French Church at the same time that the Blackloist 
movement - several members of which were in exile in France - emerged within the English 
Catholic community.5 The Blackloists exploited the parallels which could be identified 
between themselves and French anti-papalists. 
But unlike French anti-papalists such as Arnauld, Nicole, Jansen and Saint-Cyran, the 
Blackloists were concerned with the status of the Catholic Church in a protestant country.6 
The experience of the Blackloists is best understood in English and even in protestant 
contexts as well as in international and Catholic contexts. These contexts encouraged the 
Blackloists to develop a form of thoroughgoing dualism according to which not only the 
persons but also the powers and jurisdictions of the temporal and spiritual authorities were 
separated. This form of dualism could easily be used to argue in favour of some measure of 
religious toleration not just for Catholics but also for most major Christian denominations. 
2 Tiemey, The Crisis of Church and State; Burns (ed.), Cambridge Hist01y of Medieval Political 
Thought, and especially Janet Nelson, 'Kingship and Empire', pp. 211-251; I. S. Robinson, 'Church 
and Papacy ' , pp. 252- 305; and J. A. Watt, 'Spiritual and Temporal Powers', pp. 367--423. 
3 Two major strands of Gallican particularism have been identified: political Gallicanism, which 
stressed the independence of the French crown and church from the papacy, and ecclesiastical 
Gallicanism, which sh·essed the independence of the French church from both the crown and the 
papacy. See William J. Bouwsma, 'Gallicanism and the Nature of Christendom', in Anthony Molho 
and John A. Tedeschi (eds.), Renaissance Studies in Honor of Hans Baron, (Dekalb, Ill, 1971), pp. 
811- 830; Donald R. Kelley, 'Law', in Burns (ed. with assistance of Goldie), Cambridge Hist01y of 
Political Thought, pp. 66-93; J. H. Burns, 'Scholasticism: survival and revival', in Burns (ed. with 
assistance of Goldie ), Cambridge Hist01y of Political Thought, pp. 132- 158, especially pp. 146-148; 
J. H. M. Salmon, 'Catholic resistance theory, Ultramontanism, and the royalist response, 1580--1620', 
in Burns (ed. with assistance of Goldie), Cambridge Hist01y of Political Thought, pp. 219-253, and 
especially pp. 231-3 . For a broad discussion of Conciliarist thinking, and for a selection of major 
fonciliarist texts, see Burns and Izbicki ( eds.), Conciliarism and Papalism. 
See below, chapter 2. Most important English thinkers from the established protestant, as well as the 
Catholic, Church were aware of major issues in Gallican theology. See Salmon, 'Gallicanism and 
Anglicanism' especially pp. 155,158,164. Salmon noted that Satpi (in many respects a 'Gallican') 
was well-known in England, and argued that there were close parallels between the Gallicans and the 'A~glicans'. For certain connections between Gallican ideas and English Catholic thinkers see 
Alhson, 'Richard Smith's Gallican backers and Jesuit opponents', and idem, 'An Anglo-Gallican: ¥e~y. Holden (159617-1662)'. 
Wtlham Doyle, Jansenism, (London, 2000); J. Delumeau, C(ltholicism benveen Luther and Voltaire. 1 new view of the Counter-Reformation, (London, 1977; h·anf. from French edition of 1971). 
1 
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assistance of Goldie), Cambridge Histmy of Political Thought, pp. 132-158, especially pp. 146-148; 
J. H. M. Salmon, 'Catholic resistance theory, Ultramontanism, and the royalist response, 1580-1620', 
in Burns (ed. with assistance of Goldie), Cambridge Histmy of Political Thought, pp. 219-253, and 
especially pp. 231-3 . For a broad discussion of Conciliarist thinking, and for a selection of major 
Conciliarist texts, see Burns and Izbicki ( eds. ), Conciliarism and Papa/ism. 4 See below, chapter 2. Most important English thinkers from the established protestant, as well as the 
Catholic, Church were aware of major issues in Gallican theology. See Salmon, 'Gallicanism and 
Anglicanism' especially pp. 155,158,164. Salmon noted that Sarpi (in many respects a 'Gallican') 
was well-known in England, and argued that there were close parallels between the Gallicans and the 
'Anglicans'. For certain connections between Gallican ideas and English Catholic thinkers see 
Allison, 'Richard Smith's Gallican backers and Jesuit opponents', and idem, 'An Anglo-Gallican: 
Hemy Holden (1596/7-1662)'. 5 Willia~ Doyle, Jansenism, (London, 2000); J. Delumeau, yztholicism benveen Luther and Voltaire. 1 new vzew of the Counter-Reformation, (London, 1977; trans. from French edition of 1971). 
A. Sedgwick, Jansenism in Seventeenth-Centwy France: Voices in the Wildemess, (Charlottesville, 1977). 
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Blackloist political theology therefore played an important role in the development of 
English and Irish Gallicanism and the emergence of tolerant attitudes among English and 
Irish Catholics. They justified their positions in defiance of papal teachings through their 
anti-papalist rule offaith.7 
John Austin and Serenus Cressy represent two models of Anglo-Gallicanism closely related 
to, but distinct from, those of the Blackloists.8 Although they did not form a self-conscious 
alliance, as the Blackloists did, their writings encapsulate the main developments in English 
and Irish Catholic thinking which this thesis seeks to identify. The differences between their 
ideas and those of the Blackloists highlight those features of Anglo-Gallicanism which they 
shared. But although their writings built on the Blackloists' work, they developed anti-
papalist political theology and tolerant ideas more coherently than Digby, White, Holden or 
Sergeant. They thought through the logical implications of Blackloist thinking on the 
relationship between the church and the state, the rule of faith and relations between 
protestants and Catholics. 
Austin and Cressy both highlight the lines of intellectual pedigree which lay behind Anglo-
Gallicanism.9 They had personal and intellectual connections with the Blackloists and with 
the members of the Tew circle. The ideas of these groups, it will be seen, were mutually 
influential. It will be argued that Cressy in particular applied Tevian principles in a Catholic 
context. His relationship with those who developed Tevian principles along protestant lines, 
most importantly Edward Hyde, earl of Clarendon, will be examined. It will be suggested 
that the writings of Cressy and, especially, Austin reveal the natural links between English 
and Irish Gallicanism and tolerant principles more clearly than those of the Blackloists. 
Austin also built on the logical consequences of anti-papalist rules of faith to provide another 
7 See below, chapters 2 and 4. 
8 Collins regarded Austin as a Blackloist ('Thomas Hobbes and the English Revolution', p. 146), but I 
do not think there is any reason to apply this label to him. The source which linked him to Digby was 
hostile (Legenda Lignea, (London, 1652), 'To the Reader'), and, even though it is likely that they 
knew each other, there is no reason to suppose that they were close or that Austin regarded himself as 
belonging to their group. He was not directly involved in the Blackloist negotiations with the 
Independents and he did not reflect the major concerns of the Blackloists in his writings. He was, 
however, a friend of John Sergeant and was certainly aware of the intellectual agenda of the 
Blackloists, if not of their political negotiations with Cromwell and the other leaders of the 
Independents. 
9 As will be seen, although the Irish writers Redmund Caro£" and Peter Walsh were influenced by the 
English writers, the immediate context for their ideas was the behaviour of Rinuccini in Ireland, not 
the debates prompted by Chillingworth and Falkland. 
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approach to tolerant principles based upon the denial of infallible teaching authority. Austin 
appears to have reached more radical conclusions than most other English and Irish 
Gallicans about the degree of religious toleration which might be legitimate. In chapters 3 
and 4, this thesis will analyse the similarities and differences between the Gallican ideas of 
Austin and Cressy and those of the other English and Irish Gallicans. 
It is difficult to gauge whether English and Irish Catholics advocated tolerant principles for 
sincere or cynical reasons because there was seldom any likelihood that they might be able to 
put them into practice. The documents produced during the Blackloist negotiations with the 
Independents in the years 1647-9 and White's later defence of the Blackloist political-
theological programme give us some insight to what they were willing to concede to 
protestant temporal authorities. Cressy's papers from the time of the Treaty of Dover also 
illustrate what English or Irish Gallicans might have done had they achieved political pre-
eminence. 10 Cressy advised Thomas Clifford during the period 1670 to 1672. This is 
precisely the period during which Charles II most obviously considered converting to 
Catholicism and tried most enthusiastically to implement tolerant policies. Cressy wrote his 
advisory papers in the belief that the king might indeed convert and that, therefore, Catholics 
would be in a position to grant or withhold religious toleration. The possible political 
influence of Cressy and of English and Irish Gallicanism in these processes will also be 
discussed in chapter 3. 
Before the political theology of the Blackloists is analysed in the next chapter, this chapter 
will consider the historiography of the Blackloist movement. It will be seen that the 
Blackloists have usually been examined for their arguments to do with theology, soteriology, 
the rule of faith and natural philosophy rather than ecclesiology or political theology. This 
chapter will then discuss the historiography of Austin and Cressy. It will challenge received 
opinions about the Tevian contexts of Blackloism and of Cressy's arguments and will 
suggest that whereas Blackloism was stimulated by Tevian opposition, Cressy's ideas sprang 
naturally from within the Tevian fold. Finally, it will provide short accounts of the lives of 
the main thinkers examined in the first part of this thesis. 
10 Another 'test case' is the Oblatio ex parte Caroli If, which will be discussed below, chapter 6, 
section 4. 
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11. The historiography of the Blackloists 
The Blackloists have been the subject of much recent historical enquiry. They are coming to 
be seen as central not just to Catholic but also to English history, both intellectual and 
political. Nevertheless, there remains much that is unknown about their work. Their 
political theology, in particular, remains largely unexplored. As Jeffrey Collins said, 
'histories of the Interregnum almost completely ignore the Blackloists' fascinating political 
machinations' .11 But although studies of the Interregnum have usually ignored the 
Blackloists, historians of Catholicism have made a variety of suggestions about the 
significance of Blackloism within English and European Catholic intellectual history and 
within English protestant political and intellectual history. 12 
Among the several works on aspects of Blackloism, Robert Bradley's analysis of Thomas 
White is the most bold and perceptive. 13 He claimed that Thomas White represented a 
version of Counter-Reformation different from that of the Council of Trent and the Society 
of Jesus. Blackloism was a kind of 'counter Counter-Reformation'. It was marked by 
'episcopalism' and was 'anti-papal, anti-scholastic, anti-regular'. 14 It was an English version 
11 Collins, 'Thomas Hobbes and the English Revolution', p. 266. 
12 A feature of all such examinations ofBlackloism is that although they acknowledge that Sir Kenelm 
Dig by was important as· a patron, they do not examine the significance of the fact that he produced the 
first work on the Blackloist mle of faith. Consequently, they do not acknowledge his importance as a 
(somewhat eccentric) theologian. Digby's role in the rule of faith conh·oversies will be considered 
after the discussion of the political theology of the Blackloists (see below chapter 2, section 2). The 
historians of Blackloism have not sufficiently acknowledged Digby's importance in the Blackloist 
movement, but they have appreciated his general attitudes towards the issues of eschatology and the 
mle of faith. By conh·ast, Digby's biographers have failed entirely to move beyond the observation 
that Digby was a Catholic. They have made no attempt to analyse the nature of Digby's very 
idiosyncratic version of Catholicism, nor have they discussed the seventeenth-century debates about 
the mle of faith. Most of his biographers have not even considered the intellectual distance between 
the anti-papalist Digby and the Jesuits, whom they regarded as his friends . (SeeR. T. Petersson, Sir 
Kenelm Digby, the Ornament of England, 1603- 1665, (London, 1956); Roy Digby Thomas, Digby: 
The Gunpowder Plotter's Legacy, (London, 2002); and M. Foster, 'Sir Kenelm Dig by ( 1603-1665) as 
man ofreligion and thinker', in Downside Review, 106 (1988), pp. 35-58 (Part 1), pp. 101-125 (part 
2).) 
13 There have been four main works on the Blackloists. Three of these are unpublished PhD theses, by 
Robert Bradley, James Miller Lewis and Ruth Jordan. The fourth is Beverley Southgate's 
biographical work 'Covetous of the Truth': the Life and Work of Thomas White, 1593-1676, 
(Dordrecht, 1993). This is based on his PhD thesis . Bradley summed up his argument in a published 
article. The research of Lewis and Jordan has not been an!llysed by other historians at any length, 
though Collins used Lewis' work in his own thesis. ' 
14 Robert Bradley, 'Blacklo: An essay in Counter-Refmm', (unpublished PhD thesis, Columbia 
University, 1963), Absh·act. 
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of Jansenism. It did not just represent anti-Jesuitism, however: it was not just a negative 
reactionary movement. Rather, it demanded an 'internal programme of reformation in the 
Catholic Church'. As such, it was both anti-Tridentine and reforming. It stressed the 
'demonstrability' of faith and the 'inviolability' of 'Tradition' . But it took Tradition away 
from a 'living hierarchical authority' .15 This interpretation of Blackloism places great 
emphasis on the implications of the Blackloist rule of faith. Bradley, however, did not 
consider in any depth the application of this anti-papalist rule of faith to the specific issue of 
the 'schemes for the establishment of a tolerable form of Catholic Church government in 
England in the Interregnum period. His analysis was also limited, though not rendered 
inaccurate, by his concentration on Thomas White. Bradley's analysis must be extended to 
cover a group of Catholic thinkers whose activities may have been rooted in White's 
understanding of ecclesiology but were not limited by his academic approach. 
Ruth Jordan's work is more conservative than Bradley's. She was generally careful not to 
portray Blackloism as 'Gallican'. She avoided drawing parallels between Blackloism and 
Jansenism. To some extent, this shift in emphasis was necessary. Jansenism was anti-papal 
and anti-regular, but it also had theological and soteriological concerns which were not 
evident in most Blackloist writings. 16 Jordan's work also reminds us that Blackloism should 
not be equated with White. Great though his output was, it was exceeded by the combined 
writings of the other Blackloists. And, as the collection of letters concerning the 1647- 9 
negotiations between the Blackloists and the Independents demonstrates, White may have 
been the intellectual leader of the movement, but he did not lead them politically. 17 
Bradley's bold labels are, however, valuable. Comparisons between the Blackloists and the 
Gallicans and, more particularly, the Jansenists are also acceptable. White stated in one 
work that he did not want his readers to 'mistake this Paper for an English provincial letter'. 
But he also noted that it was important that issues which were not certain parts of Catholic 
doctrine be discussed. As proof of this he pointed to the 'French Provincial Letters', in an 
15 Bradley, 'Blacklo and the Counter-Reformation in England', pp. 364/5, and passim . 
16 Doyle, Jansenism. The Jansenist preoccupation with predestination was not a central part of the 
Blackloist eschatology and soteriology. 
17 Pugh, Black/a's Cabal, pp. 6, 13, 18. At p. 10, Thomas White showed clearly that he was not, and 
did not intend to be, a leader of Blackloists in their 'p-olitical machinations'. He was probably 
refening here to Digby's efforts to get an ordinary for the Catholics: 'God reward you for what you 
labour for the clergy; though I do not understand why they desire it'. 
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obvious reference to the work of Pascal. 18 It was important that they be published and read 
so that, by working out which doctrines were part of the Catholic canon and which were not, 
scholars might resolve religious differences more easily. 19 White felt himself to be engaged 
in a struggle similar to that of the Jansenists. 
Lewis' work is the first of two PhD theses to consider the relationship between the 
Blackloists and Thomas Hobbes, the other being by Jeffrey Collins.Z0 Lewis noted that there 
are striking parallels between the development of Blackloist thinking and that of Thomas 
Hobbes, during the Civil Wars and Intenegnum in particular. Like Collins in his more 
recent thesis, Lewis suggested that the Blackloists and Hobbes may have exerted 
considerable influence over each other. This influence can be seen in the comparable 
decisions made by the Blackloists and Hobbes to make their peace with the Independents in 
the late 1640s and early 1650s. Lewis' thesis was also the first work to consider the part 
played by Sir Kenelm Digby in Blackloism in any detail. It is, however, largely restricted to 
a discussion of the developments of the Blackloist and Hobbesian positions on eschatology. 
It is necessary to consider in more detail the influence which the Blackloists and Hobbes 
may have exerted on each other with regard to ecclesiology and political theology, as well as 
the significance of the Blackloist rule of faith in English and Irish Gallicanism.Z 1 
Beverley Southgate's work concentrated on Thomas White as a natural philosopher. He 
suggested that White represented one response to the perceived threat to knowledge posed by 
'Pynhonic Scepticism'. White attempted to show the complete compatibility of all aspects 
of human knowledge.22 Tuck has argued that Hobbes' work should be seen as a response to 
the sceptical threat.Z3 Southgate claimed that White's work was a comparable attempt to 
combat the same challenges. While Hobbes based his case for epistemological confidence 
18 For an analysis of the Provincial Letters, see Richard Parish, Pascal's 'Leftl·es Provinciales '. A 
study in Polemic, (Oxford, 1989). 
19 Thomas White, A Letter to a Person of Honour: written by Mr T. White, in Vindication of Himself 
and his Doctrine, (London, 1659), 'To the Reader' and main text of the letter (no pagination). 20 J. M. Lewis, 'Hobbes and the Blackloists: A study in the Eschatology of the English Revolution,' 
(unpublished PhD thesis, Harvard University, 1976); Collins, 'Thomas Hobbes and the English 
Revolution'. Collins published his argument about the Blackloists and Hobbes in 'Thomas Hobbes 
and the Blackloist Conspiracy of 1649', in Historical Journal, 45 (2002), pp. 305-331. 21 For a discussion ofCollins' thesis, see below, chapter 2, sections 2 and 5. 22 In response to one critic's complaint that White's tJ:leology and philosophy were impossible to 
separate, White replied 'I see not how you could give1 a schollar a greater praise' (Thomas White, 
Religion and Reason, mutually corresponding and assisting each other, (Paris, 1660), p. 25). 23 Richard Tuck, Hobbes, in Great Political Thinkers, (Past Masters series, Oxford, 1992), p. 165. 
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on materialism, White combined an appreciation of empirical study and induction with an 
older emphasis on Aristotelian logic and deduction?4 But Southgate did not give substantial 
consideration to White's involvement in the negotiations of 1647-9 or to his contributions to 
Blackloist tolerant ecclesiology and political theology or English and Irish Gallicanism. 
John Henry provided an original and insightful interpretation of Blackloism in 1982. Henry 
suggested that 'the one guiding principle which directed all of White's unified efforts was 
his belief in the importance of ecumenism'. The 'ecumenical intentions of the Blackloists 
had their beginnings' in the mid-1630s, 'but the hoped-for reconciliation between Rome and 
England did not materialise'. Nevertheless, the Blackloists continued to argue for the 
toleration of Catholics by 'making a deliberate effort to develop a reformed Catholic 
theology which was close to, or amenable to, English Protestant thought'. The Blackloists' 
writings 'were all carefully composed with a view to removing those doctrinal differences 
between Catholics and English protestants which stood in the way of reconciliation' ?5 
There are some weaknesses in Henry's arguments. Although the Blackloists challenged 
particular Catholic doctrines, there is little evidence of the Blackloists' 'ecumenical 
intentions' (my emphasis). Indeed, in the letter to White which, it would seem, prompted 
him to write his Middle State of Souls, Digby was concerned not with protestant but with 
Catholic attitudes towards the nature of beatitude and salvation. He complained that 'when 
one tells me barely, you must do such an action because God commandeth it ... and [if you] 
communicate on such a day, you shall gaine a plenary Indulgence, and thereby balke 
Purgatory. [sic] I grow sicke with hearing him'. Digby was more immediately concerned 
with reforming the Catholic Church than with paving the way for its reconciliation with the 
established Church of England?6 Moreover, the most important division between Catholics 
and protestants was not over any particular doctrines but the locus of the authority to 
determine doctrines. The rule of faith, therefore, presented a problem far greater than that 
represented by any particular dogma. The Blackloists were as concerned to defend their 
version of the Catholic rule of faith as they were to use it to challenge particular teachings 
which stood in the way of reconciliation between the Catholic and the English Churches. 
24 Southgate, Thomas White, p. 4 and passim . 
25 Henry, 'Atomism and Eschatology' p. 217 . · 
26 Pugh's Blacklo 's Cabal, p. 95; White, The Middle State of Souls. 
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Nevertheless, there was much of value in Henry's article. White was conscious of a heritage 
which may be regarded as ecumenical. He dedicated his Institutionum Sacrarum 
Peripateticis Inaedificatarum to Christopher Davenport (i.e. Francis a Sancta Clara). 
Davenport had written Deus, Natura, Gratia, published in 1634?7 This work argued that 
there were no insurmountable doctrinal differences preventing a reconciliation between the 
established Church of England and the Catholic Church. Several Blackloist arguments 
would have supported this position. White's own arguments about grace were similar to 
those advanced by Digby in his Observations on the Religio Medici of Thomas Browne. 
They did not emphasise the role of the Sacraments in conferring grace in a traditional 
Catholic sense.28 This does not prove White's ecumenical intentions but does suggest that 
we should not distinguish too sharply between the intentions of an avowed ecumenist such as 
Davenport and those of Catholics such as White whose views are not as easy to classify. 
Historians of Blackloism have, then, interpreted it in a wide variety of different ways. It has 
been, variously, a reactionary branch of the Counter-Reformation (or a proactive branch of 
the Catholic Reformation); an aspect of the concern of seventeenth-century natural 
philosophy with scepticism; an important part of the rule of faith debates between the 
supporters of the established Church of England and the English Catholics; a major 
contribution to debates being pursued within international Catholicism; and an ecumenical 
movement aimed not at eradicating the established Church of England but at receiving it 
again into the wider Catholic fold attached to the Church of Rome. 
This thesis will consider Blackloism primarily as a model of Anglo-Gallicanism or an 
English expression of anti-papalism. As such, it will be argued, it can be seen as a 
counterpart within English Catholicism to the Gallican and Jansenist movements in France. 
But it will also be argued that this particular branch of anti-papalism owed a great deal to its 
specifically English, and even protestant, contexts and that it gave rise to a model of dualism 
which the Gallican Church in France had little or no reason to adopt. 
27 Thomas White, Institutionum Sacrarum Peripateticis Inaedificatarum, (n. p., 1646; English h·ans. 
1656); Christopher Davenport, Deus, Natura, Gratia, (Lyons, 1634). Davenport's attempt to show 
that the Thirty-nine Articles were reconcilable with Catholicism is discussed by R. I. Bradley, 
'Christopher Davenport and the Thirty-Nine Articles', in Archiv fiir Reformationsgeschichte, 52 
( 1961 ), pp. 205- 228. { 
28 Sir Kenelm Digby, Obsen,ations on the Religio Medici of Thomas Browne, pp. 122-4; White, 
Institutionum Sacrarum Peripateticis Inaedificatarum, p. 111. 
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111. The historiography of John Austin and Serenus Cressy 
John Austin and Serenus Cressy have received little attention from historians. Consequently, 
their ideas are largely unknown. Cressy's political activities are even more obscure?9 John 
Austin has not been studied thoroughly, although a number of historians, including W. K. 
Jordan and Jeffrey Collins, have commented on his work.3° Cressy has received more 
attention, including from G. H . Tavard and Hugh Trevor-Roper.31 
John Austin is generally only remembered by historians as the first person to refer in print to 
,,1\. 
Hobbes' Leviathan. He was discussed for this reason by Mark Goldiet:n essay on the 
reception of Hobbes. As Goldie observed, Austin quoted Hobbes 'on the cultural variety of 
ways of worshipping God and the arbitrariness of human symbols' 32 to show that (in 
Austin's words) 'that leamed Protestant [does] absolutely clear the Papists of idolatry' .33 
Collins likewise discussed Austin's use of Thomas Hobbes, though he stressed the fact that 
Austin used Leviathan to bolster his case that ministers of the church should not exercise 
coercive power.34 Collins noted that Austin's pamphlets 'argued for the toleration of 
Catholicism under the Commonwealth, and they were deeply informed by the recent 
Blackloist efforts to receive this toleration from Cromwell'. But he was disparaging in his 
29 Hartmann made some comments on them in his The King my brother (London, 1954) and Clifford 
of the Cabal (London, 1937). 
30 Jordan, The development of religious toleration, vol. 4, pp. 446-52. 
31 G. H. Tavard, The Seventeenth-Centwy Tradition: A study in Recusant Thought, (Leiden, 1978), pp. 
109- 126; Hugh Trevor-Roper, 'The Great Tew Circle', in Catholics, Anglicans and Puritans, 
(London, 1987), pp. 166-296. Cressy's interest and role in editing mystical texts is discussed in 
several articles: David Lunn, 'Augustine Baker (1575- 1641) and the English Mystical Tradition' , in 
Journal of Ecclesiastical Hist01y, 26 (1975), pp. 267- 77; Placid Spearitt, 'The Survival of Medieval 
Spirituality Among the Exiled English Black Monks', in American Benedictine Review, 25 (1974), pp. 
287-316; Patr·icia Bruckmann, ' "Paradise it selfe". Hugh Cressy and Church Unity', in Kevin L. 
Cope (ed.), 1650-1850. Ideas, Aesthetics, and Inquiries in the Early Modern Era, (New York, 1994), 
pp. 83-107, at pp. 94-107. I am very grateful to Patricia Bruckmann for sending me a copy of this 
article and for making several helpful suggestions on Cressy's interest in mysticism. 
32 Mark Goldie, 'The reception of Hobbes', in Burns (ed. with assistance of Goldie), Cmnbridge 
Histmy of Political Thought, pp. 589-615, at p. 613 . 
33 The point was first noticed by Martin Dzelzainis and quoted by Goldie, 'The reception of Hobbes', 
p. 613 . The fir~ t printed references to Leviathan were in the 1651 edition of The Christian Moderator 
or Persecution for religion condemned, (London), pp. 12/3; John Austin, The Christian Moderator, 
('The 4th edition', London, 1652), pp. 23-5. Austin's pamphlets on the topic of religious toleration 
Were published as tlu·ee parts of The Christian Moderator. I refer to this fourth edition, in which the 
three parts were published together. All my references {o Leviathan are to Thomas Hobbes, 
feviathan, ed. Richard Tuck, (Cambridge, 1991). 
4 
Collins, 'Hobbes and the Blackloist Conspiracy', pp. 329/30. 
assessment of their quality and significance, suggesting that they are 'of themselves 
pedestrian'. 
But the first three parts of The Christian Moderator were hardly pedestrian.35 In fact, Austin 
did not just argue that Catholics should be tolerated; rather he advanced Catholic arguments 
in favour of religious toleration. The Blackloists and Cressy also contributed to the 
emergence of tolerant principles among English and Irish Catholics. But Austin's published 
arguments were more far-reaching than the Blackloists' and Cressy did not publish his main 
paper in favour of religious toleration. Gallican and tolerant works by an English member of 
the inherently intolerant Church of Rome can hardly be described as 'pedestrian'. 
Jordan discussed Austin because of his arguments in favour of religious toleration. Jordan 
was aware of the significance of a Catholic case for religious toleration. He commented that 
'the Roman Catholic contribution to the development of the theory of religious toleration 
became mature and significant' in Austin's The Christian Moderator. 36 Jordan suggested 
that Austin decided to write as an Independent in order to utilise ' the now mature sweep of 
sectarian theory' in favour of religious toleration.37 But he did not analyse Austin's 
arguments in any depth. Rather, he gave a brief description of those aspects of Austin's 
arguments which were most accessible to his protestant audience. He did not discuss 
Austin's use of dualist positions on church/state relations or of an anti-papalist rule of faith. 
Nevertheless, Jordan's comparison between the Catholic writing of John Austin and 
Independent works on toleration is striking and might be extended to include other English 
and Irish Gallican writers .38 
35 The fourth part was by Serenus Cressy, and was published first as Rejlexions upon the Oathes of 
Supremacy and Allegiance. By a Catholick Gentleman, (n. p., 1661), before being republished as 
Rejlexions ... or The Christian Moderator. The Fourth Part, (n. p., 1661). Although this work was 
published anonymously and sometimes attributed to John Austin or John Sergeant, Cressy 
acknowledged that he was the author in his Epistle Apologetical, p. 64. 36 Jordan, Development of Religious Toleration, vol. 4, p. 446. 37 !bid, p. 44 7. It is clear from intemal evidence alone that the text was by someone who respected 
Catholicism, and very probably was a Catholic, but the disguise was sufficient for it to be published as 
an Independent work as late as 1718: An introduction to the Bishop of Bangor's Intended Collection of 
Authorities. With a letter from Sion College, A. D. 1645. Recommended, in a prefatmy epistle by a 
member of the late committee in the Lower House of Convocation, (London, 1718). The attribution to 
Austin appears to have been an open secret, however. Sergeant told Wood that Austin was the author (pp. 1226/7). 
.. 38 Other general works on religious toleration and persecution in England in this period generally do 
not consider John Austin. See John Coffey, Persecution and Toleration in Protestant England, 1558-
1689, (Harlow, 2000). 
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Cressy has received more attention from historians than Austin. He was a far more 
influential theologian. Tavard and Trevor-Roper have provided particularly stimulating 
discussions of Cressy. Tavard's work on seventeenth-century recusant theology is the basis 
for all subsequent discussions of the area. He claimed that the English recusants developed 
ideas which deserve to be 'read and evaluated in the context of English history, literature and 
religion before being contrasted with the authors caught in the controversies over Jansenism, 
Gallicanism and Quietism'. Tavard stressed that the recusants contributed to the 'English 
religious literature ofthe period' , as well as to the spiritual life of their country. 39 
Tavard's approach was, however, dominated by the retrospective concerns of a theologian 
rather than the contextual concerns of a historian. He noted that recusant writing can help us 
understand the thinking of theologians from the English established Church, particularly 
Chillingworth and Stillingfleet, but also that it 'has its own value in the context of Catholic 
theology'. His concluding chapter is an examination of recusant ideas in the context not of 
the arguments of their contemporaries or predecessors from the Catholic or Anglican 
communions but of subsequent theologians, particularly John Henry Newman. This is a 
legitimate line of inquiry. But to a large extent it determined those aspects of the recusants' 
work which Tavard would dwell on. He noted, for example, that in several respects 
Newman had been anticipated by different recusant thinkers: by Holden with regard to the 
structure of faith; by Worsley with regard to the growth of faith; by Woodhead with regard 
to the relationship between the development of doctrine and infallibility; and by John 
Sergeant on the nature of doctrinal development as a process 'taking place within faith 
itself .40 
The importance of subsequent theological development in Tavard's work is particularly clear 
in his discussion of Serenus Cressy. He noted of Cressy's Exomologesis, first published in 
1647, that Cressy did what Newman would later do in his Essay on the Development of 
Christian Doctrine: he determined 'a priori the conditions to be fulfilled by legitimate 
development', and then found that the conditions were met 'in the Roman Catholic Church 
under supernatural guidance'. Tavard judged Cressy's work according to how far it 
succeeded in anticipating such later thinkers as Newman: 'A definite step has been made [in 
39 
Tavard, The Seventeenth-CentUI)I Tradition, pp. 11, 246. 40 !bid, p. 264 . 
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Cressy's qualification of the sufficiency of Scripture] toward the theology of development, 
which will retain the attention of John Henry Newman, whose very rationale is adumbrated 
in Cressy's analysis of Tradition' . Even the terminology of Tavard's analysis of Cressy's 
thinking reflects a preoccupation with later theological concepts: Cressy outlined 'what 
recent authors have called a "real" as distinguished from a "documentary" Tradition'. 
Tavard noted that Cressy' s ' immediate concerns' meant that he 'did not orient his thought 
towards untying the knots that still bulked large in his reflection on Tradition' , but he gave 
this ohservation to excuse the weaknesses of Cressy's arguments, rather than to introduce a 
discussion ofthose 'immediate concerns'.4 1 
This approach leaves important historical questions unanswered. We can begin to 
understand the significance of Cressy 's arguments by seeing how they addressed his 
'immediate concerns'. Cressy's immediate concerns were, for the most part, practical: the 
reunion of the Churches of England and Rome or, as a step towards that ultimate goal, the 
establishment of a tolerant system of government and even the conversion of the king to 
Catholicism. It will be seen in chapters 3 and 4 that Cressy' s suggestions about theology and 
ecclesiology, important though they are in the subsequent development of Anglican and 
Catholic thinking, are best understood as the theoretical counterpart and support to his 
practical ambitions. 
Trevor-Roper's essay on the Tew circle is the most important recent account of the 
intellectual achievements and importance of Falkland, Chillingworth and Clarendon, among 
others.42 It is also the only work to consider Cressy' s relationship with the members of this 
group in any detail. Trevor-Roper ' s work is, however, far stronger on the development of 
tolerant and sceptical ideas among the protestant members of the group, than it is on the 
ways in which Catholics, including Cressy, reacted to those ideas. 
Trevor-Roper was clearly enamoured of the people and ideas of the Tew circle. His 
perception of ' the idyllic, intellectual life at Great Tew' was shaped by Clarendon 's accounts 
of the 'college situated in a purer air' than Oxford, his description of the circle of friends and 
their ways of passing the time at Tew and his admiration and affection for Falkland in 
41 !bid, pp. 116, 125 . 
42 Compare J. C. Hayward, 'The Mores of Great Tew', 1(unpublished PhD thesis, Cambridge 
University, 1982) and his 'New Directions in Studies of the Falkland Circle', in The Seventeenth 
Centwy, 2 (1987), pp. 19-48. 
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particular. Trevor-Roper noted that 'if Falkland was the patron, Chillingworth was the 
intellectual motor of the Great Tew circle'. Chillingworth's Religion of Protestants was 'the 
greatest intellectual contribution of the Great Tew circle'. Trevor-Roper delighted in his 
description of the problems which it caused for Catholic controversial writers.43 He 
maintained (correctly) that Chillingworth's intellectual and spiritual journey away from 
Rome was one of the most important building blocks of the reasonable and 'liberal' attitudes 
which marked the Tew circle during the 1630s and which were upheld by most of the 
members of the circle who survived into the 1660s; but he was wrong in his assumption that 
Cressy abandoned these attitudes when he converted to Catholicism.44 
Trevor-Roper also argued that the group shaped the comprehensionist, liberal and episcopal 
Church of England established in the 1660s. Clarendon, Earle, Hammond, Morley and 
Sheldon continued to be influential, intellectually and politically, during and after the 
Interregnum. Trevor-Roper regarded Hammond's philosophy as the legacy of the Tew circle 
and, through it, of the 'Arminianism of Erasmus and Grotius, of Andrewes and Overall, 
before it had been subordinated to the clericalism of Laud and the policy of Charles I' .45 It 
contained the principles which Trevor-Roper admired most in the attitudes of the Tew circle, 
and which, he said, informed the religious settlement of the 1660s: 'Arminian indeed in 
doctrine, rational in method, ecumenical in its ultimate aims, it was also conciliatory, not 
authoritarian, and respectful of lay reason and lay interests'. These were the elements of the 
Tew circle's thinking which defined the 'robust sense of Falkland, Chillingworth and 
Hammond, who dared to tread the via media in its most perilous terrain, not merely in the 
narrow defile between the high, enclosing walls of opposing bigotries but along the 
precipitous, crumbling ledge between faith and reason' .46 
Unfortunately, Trevor-Roper assumed that those former members of the Tew circle who 
came to disagree with Falkland and Chillingworth had necessarily given up their values. He 
found it remarkable that Cressy might still express admiration for Cassander and Castellio, 
even after his conversion to Catholicism, because they represented 'the sovereignty of 
43 Trevor-Roper, 'The Great Tew Circle', pp. 166-9. Trevor-Roper asks 'who now remembers Knott 
and Fisher, Floyd and White, Holland and Lacey and Rushworth, the troop of Catholic 
controversialists, whose only historical distinction is their entanglement with him?' (p. 204/5.) 
44 See also R. On, Reason and Authority: the thought of William Chillingworth, (London, 1967) and 
G. Cragg, Freedom and Authority, (Philadelphia, 1975). , . 
45 Trevor-Roper, 'The Great Tew Circle', p. 218. 
46 !bid, pp. 219, 230. 
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natural reason' and practised 'liberty of choice'. Chillingworth and Clarendon both 
championed the cause of Tevian liberalism and ecumenism in a tradition derived from 
Erasmus and Grotius against the Catholics.47 Trevor-Roper regarded such attitudes as 
unlikely to persist in a Catholic who had, by implication, climbed one of the 'high, enclosing 
walls of opposing bigotries' .48 
Trevor-Roper's arguments are far stronger on Clarendon and Chillingworth than they are on 
Cressy and the Catholics. This thesis will argue that Cressy and certain other Catholics were 
influenced by the attitudes of Chillingworth, Clarendon, Hammond, Morley, Sheldon and the 
other Tevians. Chillingworth and Clarendon may have been motivated by ecumenical, irenic 
or even tolerant assumptions, and the hierarchy of the Catholic Church may have opposed 
these assumptions, but Trevor-Roper was wrong in his implication that Cressy abandoned 
them when he converted to Catholicism. Both Cressy and Clarendon continued to endorse 
the same Tevian values after the Restoration, though the fact that they belonged to different 
churches misled Trevor-Roper into imagining that they did not.49 An examination of 
Cressy's manuscripts, together with his printed works, allows us to understand the 
'immediate concerns' noted but not discussed by Tavard, as well as letting us realize the true 
extent of the influence ofTew. 
47 Trevor-Roper recounted the standard account of Chillingworth's journeys to and from Rome. 
According to this account, Chillingworth was wracked with doubt because of the problem of 
scepticism and the seventeenth century 'Pyrrhonist crisis'. Unable to feel secure in any knowledge, he 
felt that the answer was to place his hopes in an institution which took his doubts upon itself and 
assured him of certainty, namely the Catholic Church. This ' easy way out' had been rejected by 
Falkland. Chillingworth would, likewise, learn that it was not a satisfactory solution. Indeed, having 
travelled to Douai, Chillingworth discovered, 'as so many have discovered since, that the Catholic 
Church, which can look so liberal to a potential convert, shows a very different face once he is inside: 
a discovery which Clarendon would afterwards rub into the later convert Cressy' . Chillingwmih had 
also been motivated by an ecumenical drive. Ecumenism and scepticism, we are told, went together 
in the minds of those most influenced by Erasmus and Grotius: 'scepticism reduced the area of 
controversy and the Church could be reunited on the basis of a rational Christianity' (Trevor-Roper, 
'The Great Tew Circle', pp. 203-5). Clarendon, like Chillingworth, championed the cause of Tevian 
liberalism against the Catholics. When, in 1672, Cressy argued that Tew had conh·ibuted to the 
decline of the Church of England, he provoked Clarendon greatly. Trevor-Roper summed up Cressy's 
argument: 'it was his [Cressy's] own pah·on Falkland, and Falkland's evil spirit Chillingworth ... who 
had spread the poison' (Trevor-Roper, 'The Great Tew Circle', pp. 184- 6). SeeR. On, Reason and 
Authority: the thought of William Chillingworth, (London, 1967). 
48 Trevor-Roper, 'The Great Tew Circle', p. 190. 
49 Trevor-Roper used the conh·oversies between Clarendon and Cressy to claim that the solidarity of 
the Tevians was based on 'a set of beliefs held in commod; which Cressy challenged. Clarendon's 
reaction to Cressy demonstrated the continuity of these beliefs (Trevor-Roper, 'The Great Tew 
Circle', p. 186). 
IV. The lives of Sir Kenelm Digby, Thomas White and Henry Holden 
Sir Kenelm Digby and Henry Holden were associated with the ideas made famous by 
Thomas White, alias Blacklo. They were also involved in negotiations with the Independent 
leaders during the period 1647- 9. But the anti-papalism which they came to represent had 
its roots in the 1630s. It was influenced by ideas cutTent among French Catholic writers and 
also among English protestants, especially those in the Tew circle. The cosmopolitan nature 
of the influences which acted upon the Blackloists can be understood when their own 
backgrounds and experiences are described. The main biographical details of the most 
important of the 'political' Blackloists, Sir Kenelm Digby, Thomas White, and Henry 
Holden, will be noted in turn. 5° 
A brief chronology of Digby's life will reveal something about the range of contacts he 
developed and the activities he participated in.51 Digby's father, Everard Digby, was 
executed for his part in the Gunpowder Plot. Kenelm was conscious of his recusant heritage 
and later defended his father 's memory. 52 He was at Gloucester Hall, Oxford - now 
Worcester College- from 1618 to 1620. He went to Madrid when his uncle, John Digby, 
earl of Bristol, was pursuing the Spanish match in 1623. Dig by himself maiTied Venetia 
Stanley in 1625.53 From 1627 to 1629, he led a privateering expedition in the 
MeditetTanean.54 During the early 1630s, he went through a period of spiritual development. 
He left the Catholic Church in about 1630. After the death of his wife, in 1633, he worked in 
Gresham College for two years and then went to Paris . He reconverted to Catholicism at 
about this time. He wrote his first theological work, the Conference with a Lady about 
50 John Sergeant, another important thinker associated with Blacklo, contTibuted to the rule of faith 
debates, which will be considered in chapter 4, but was less involved than the other Blackloists in 
their political negotiations during the Puritan Revolution, and did not write works of political 
theology. 
51 This chronology is based on Petersson, Sir Kenelm Digby, passim but especially pp. 322-4; Foster, 
'Sir Kenelm Digby '; Digby Thomas, Digby. 52 
Petersson, Sir Kenelm Digby, pp. 18- 24. For a defence of his father see, for example, Digby's 
petition to Charles II on behalf of English Catholics, B. L. , Add. MSS ., 41846, ff. 76-8 . 53 
See V. Gabrieli, 'A new Digby letter-book: "In praise of V.enetia" ' , in National Librmy of Wales 
Journal, 9 (1955-6), pp. 113-148 and 10 (1957), pp. 440-462 ~ 54 
This expedition was described in J. Bruce, ( ed.) Journal of a voyage into the Mediterranean, by Sir 
Kenelm Digby, A. D. 1628, (London, 1868). 
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choice of Religion, in 1636.55 Shortly after his return to England in 1638, Digby helped to 
raise a collection from English Catholics to help Charles I's military efforts. The 
circumstances sunounding this collection make clear Digby's commitment to achieving 
toleration for Catholics in England. They also highlight his association with Henrietta 
Maria' s household. 56 In 1641, he was called to account before the Long Parliament for his 
part in the collection but was allowed to leave the country for France, where he killed a 
French nobleman in a duel in 1642.57 After returning to England and spending some months 
under anest in 1642/3, Digby went to Paris again in 1644. There he became Henrietta 
Maria's Chancellor.58 The next four years were mainly occupied in diplomatic missions to 
Rome. During the 1650s, Digby visited England a number of times and negotiated with 
Cromwell on behalf of the English Catholics.59 He returned to England in 1660, having 
spent some months touring France, the Lowlands, Germany and Scandinavia. In 1663 he 
was one of the founding members of the Royal Society. He died in 1665. 
As well as playing a part in several diplomatic missions during the 1640s and 1650s, Digby 
had many intellectual interests.60 His Conference was published in 1638; he wrote his 
Observations upon Religio Medici in prison in 1642/3; his Two Treatises - 'the earliest 
systematic attempt to develop a corpuscular philosophy to be published in English' 61 -were 
55 The two MSS versions, B. L., Add. MSS. , 10575 and Harl. 2312, ff. 4-93, were dated 'Paris, 13 January 1636'. Even if this is taken to be 1637, Digby presumably wrote the work in 1636. It was not Eublished until 163 8. 
6 A Copy of I. The Letter sent by the Queenes Majestie conceming the collection of the Recusants Many for the Scottish Wan·e, Apr. 17. 1639., 2. The Letter sent by Sir Kenelme Digby and Mr Montague conceming the Contribution ... , (London, 1641). 57 Cal. S. P. Dam., 1641-3, p. 366. He was released and re-arrested. John Selden said that Digby was like a fish which Parliament hooked only to release again (F. Pollock (ed.), Table Talk by John Se/den, (London, 1927), p. 56). Petersson, Sir Kenebn Digby,. pp. 156- 8. Digby, Sr. Kenelme Digbyes Honour Maintained, (London, 1641). (The Frenchman denied that Charles I was the bravest king in Christendom.) 
58 N. Reynolds, 'The Stuart Court and Courtiers in Exile, 1644-1654', (unpublished PhD thesis, Cambridge University, 1996), pp. 39/40 discusses Digby's role in the court in exile, and seems 
sceptical that Digby was Hemietta Maria's Chancellor at this time. The only evidence he cites is the full title ofDigby's pamphlet on the powder of sympathy: Discours fait en une celebre Assemblee, par la Chaevalier Digby, Chancelier de la Reine de la Gran de Bretagne ... (Paris, 1658). There seems little reason to be sceptical that Digby was given an official title, even if he was not expected to do 
anything in return. See Petersson, Sir Kenelm Digby , p. 214 and p. 343, n. 180. 59 In September 1648, Digby wrote to Lenthall requesting leave to retum to England, citing as his 
reasons the misfortunes which had befallen his family, his mother' s great age, and his poverty (Bod. Tanner MSS ., 149, f. 82). But later he was involved in meetings with Cromwell. See below, chapter 2, section 1. 
6
° For full details of his works, see bibliography. 61 Daniel Garber, John Hemy, Lynn Joy, and Alan Gabbey, 'New doctrines of body and its powers, place and space' , in The Cambridge Histmy ofSeventeenth-Centwy Philosophy, p. 566. 
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published in 1644 and his Discourse Concerning Infallibility was published in 1652, as were 
the letters he had exchanged with his cousin George Digby (later, earl of Bristol) in 1638/9 
on religion. Digby's Observations on the 22. Stanza in the ninth Canto of the 2"d Book of 
Spencer's Fae1y Queen, written during his privateering expedition in 1627-9, though not 
published until 1643, is regarded as the first serious literary criticism of Spenser's 
masterpiece. He was closely associated with Ben Jonson and supervised the first attempt to 
print his collected works.62 He could well have had personal - and certainly had intellectual 
_ connections with the Tew circle.63 He was associated with Descartes, Mersenne and 
Hobbes, and organised a limited printing of the latter's De Cive in 1642.64 He was involved 
in Hartlib's circle in the 1650s.65 He even delivered a lecture to the Royal Society in which 
he seems to have been the first person to suggest that 'there is in the air a hidden food of 
life', essential for the survival of plants.66 He was a keen bibliophile and built up two 
celebrated libraries.67 Although many of his scientific ideas, such as the 'powder of 
sympathy', seem ridiculous to us now, Digby was the embodiment of Castiglione's courtier: 
an adventurer in an active and an intellectual sense.68 
Digby was also closely associated with Thomas White from c. 1635. The exact chronology 
of the early years of their friendship is uncertain. Lewis speculated that Digby might have 
come across White's name for the first time in Christopher Davenport's Deus, Natura, 
Gratia in 1634. They met before or during 1635 when both were involved in Panzani's 
mission.69 It is clear that they exerted great influence on each other for the next three 
62 Petersson, Sir Kenelm Digby, pp. 89-90, 91, 326. 63 !bid, pp. 110, 210. Petersson noted points of comparison between Digby and Chillingworth, for 
example, but did not develop them. See also Foster, 'Sir Kenelm Digby', p. 49 for his argument with Falkland on the authority of the Fathers. Clarendon later recalled Digby as being among his 'chief 
acquaintance' while he was studying law. He did not list Digby as among his friends at Tew (Edward Hyde, earl of Clarendon, The Life of Edward Earl of Clarendon, (2 vols., Oxford, 1760), vol. I, p. 23-46). But the intellectual link~ between the Tevians and the Blackloists are clear and Digby was probably acquainted with many of them personally even if he did not go to Tew. In 1647, for 
example, Digby petitioned the pope to find a benefice for Patrick Cary, Falkland's brother (AA W, 
series A, xxx, ff. 328/9). 64 Lewis, 'Hobbes and the Blackloists ', pp. 77-82 and on relationship with Hobbes, passim. 65 B. J. Dobbs, Studies in the Natural Philosophy of Sir Ken elm Digby- Part 2. Digby and Alchemy, inAmbix, XX (1973), pp. 151-5. 66 Petersson, Digby, pp. 298-301. 67 Foster, Digby, pp. 45/6. 68 Petersson, Digby, pp. 265-74. 69 Lewis, 'Hobbes and the Blackloists', pp. 53/4. Panzani himself never made this suggestion, but this does not really affect Lewis' conjecture. See Gregorio Panzani, The Memoirs of Gregorio Panzani, 
ed. Joseph Berington, (Birmingham, 1793; facsimile edition, Farnborough, 1970). Panzani suggested that Digby might become Henrietta Maria's Ambassador to Rome in July 1635. 
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decades, prompting each other to write several books and helping each other politically and 
financially. Lewis maintained that White was the crucial factor in persuading Digby to 
reconvert to Catholicism in 1635. Laud's reply to the letter in which Digby explained his 
reasons for reconverting notes that Digby had been influenced by a number of 'the Learned 
Men ... of the Roman party'. Lewis believed, probably correctly, that they included Thomas 
White. White was, he argued, 'the guiding force behind Digby's subsequent intellectual and 
spiritual development' .70 But Digby also made it clear that he had read very widely and 
discussed his religious beliefs with several people. He came to realise, by his 'diligent 
conversation and studious reading, that there were great mistakings on both sides, and that 
passion and affection to a party transported too many of those that entered the lists in this 
quarrel'.71 As will be seen, this irenic attitude informed much ofDigby's and White's later 
behaviour. 
White's own background and experiences were less eccentric than Digby's but they were 
almost as cosmopolitan. 72 He was born into a 'well-to-do Catholic family' in Essex in 1593. 
He was sent abroad to be educated at the Jesuit College of St Omer in 1605, before moving to 
the English College at Valladolid in 1609. In 1612, he was sent to another English Catholic 
College, at Seville. He left Seville in 1614 and probably spent the next two years in Louvain 
before moving to Douai in July 1616. He was ordained in 1617 and was given a permanent 
teaching post in 1622. Under the direction of Matthew Kellison, the curriculum at Douai 
was predominantly scholastic and specifically Thomist.73 White was appointed President of 
the new College in Lisbon in 1630. He held this post until 1633. The syllabus of the 
College under White's direction was heavily Aristotelian. White was not at this stage 'an 
academic revolutionary' .74 
White had already become directly involved in the controversies within the English Catholic 
Church when he left his teaching post at Douai and was appointed Agent for the English 
70 Lewis, 'Hobbes and the Blackloists', p. 16. 71 Laud to Digby, 27 March 1636, in Laud's Works, (Oxford, 1857), vol VI, Letter CXVIII, pp. 447-455. 
72 This short biographical summary of White's life is derived from Southgate, Thomas White, especially pp. 21-33; several of Southgate's articles (see bibliography); and Jordan, 'The Blackloists', pp. 30-42. 
73 Kellison himself had contributed to the Oath of Allegiance;controversy, adopting and adapting the arguments of Bellarmine concerning the indirect papal deposing power. His major work was Right and Jurisdiction of the Prince and the Prelate, (Douai, 1617). 74 Southgate, Thomas White, pp. 26/7. 
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Catholics in Rome. He held this post from 1625 to 1629, before moving to Lisbon.75 His 
career after leaving Lisbon in 1633 is obscure. He probably met Digby some time during 
1635, if not before. 
Shortly after establishing a friendship with Digby, White emerged as one of the main English 
champions of Catholicism. In a series of letters which he exchanged with his cousin 
Kenelm, George Digby referred to a meeting between Chillingworth and White. 76 The letter 
was written in March 1639, but it is not clear when the meeting took place. White and 
Chillingworth debated some of the central issues in what would be developed into the 
Blackloist rule of faith, namely the infallibility of the Fathers and their role in Tradition.77 
White also engaged in controversies with Lucius Cary, Viscount Falkland.78 The 
manuscripts of these controversies are thought to have been written in 1636 and 1637. 
Chillingworth's own Religion of Protestants was completed in 1637. Lewis argued that the 
dates of these works, which pushed White and Digby towards the Blackloist version of the 
rule of faith, make it likely that White and Chillingworth debated face to face in 163 7 or 
1638.79 
During the 1640s, White spent much time in France where he knew Mersenne and Hobbes, 
whom he may have met earlier in England. He also knew several other leading intellectual 
figures, including Descartes, Gassendi and Pascal. His main link with the Mersenne Circle 
was Digby. He completed his De Mundo in 1642.80 This gave rise to Hobbes' now famous 
75 !bid, pp. 27/8. 
76 Letters between the Ld. George Dig by and Sr. Ken elm Digby concerning religion, (London, 1651 ), 
p. 85. 
77 Significantly, the letters written between the two Digbys contain many of the central aspects of the 
Blackloist mle of faith. They were written some 12 years before Digby's Discourse, which Lewis 
incorrectly claimed was the only published defence by Digby of the Blackloist concept of Tradition 
Lewis, 'Hobbes and the Blackloists ' , p. 161. Digby in fact set out the very first published account of 
Blackloist Tradition in his Conference with a Lady. 
78 White wrote an answer to Falkland's Discourse of Infallibility. White's answer, with Falkland's 
response and a letter by Waiter Montagu explaining his reasons for converting to Catholicism were 
printed together in Sir LuciLts Cmy, late Lord Viscount of Falkland, his Discourse of Infallibility, with 
an Answer to it: and his Lordship 's reply ... Together with Mr Wafter Montague's Letter concerning 
the changing his Religion, Answered by my Lord Falkland, (London, 1651 ). 
79 Lewis, 'Hobbes and the Blackloists ' , p. 60. Birch suggested an earlier date, c.1635 (Thomas Birch, 
'The Life of Mr Chillingworth ' , in The Works of Wm. Chillingi;~rth, 11th edition London, 1820). But 
Lewis is probably right to prefer a date closer to the composition of the letter. 
80 Thomas White, De Mundo Dialogi Tres, (Paris, 1642). 
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criticism of it. 81 Lewis made a great deal of the 'rivalry' between Hobbes on the one hand 
and Digby and White on the other. In fact, although they disagreed with each other in many 
respects, there is little reason to accept the psychological dimensions of their rivalry which 
Lewis regarded as particularly important. 82 
White was consulted during the course of the Catholic negotiations with the Independents in 
1647-9, but did not play a leading role. He did, however, continue to publish on behalf of 
the Blackloists. He had made his first contribution to the Blackloist rule of faith debates in 
1640 when he published The Dialogues of William Richworth. He had this reprinted in an 
expanded form in 1654, having defended it in the Apology for Rushworth 's Dialogues in 
1652. These works, as will be seen, presented a rule of faith which justified rejection of the 
main papal teachings on the status of Catholics in England and on the correct administrative 
structure for the Catholic Church in England. He also wrote a manifesto for the Blackloists: 
The Grounds of Obedience and Government in 1655.83 
After the Restoration, White was out of favour in political circles. Charles II reportedly 
stopped a recommendation of Thomas White, saying, 'No more of that, I know what Man he 
is'. 84 When Digby died in 1665, White ceased to have any allies of influence in the English 
81 Thomas Hobbes, Thomas White's De M undo Examined, trans. H. W. Jones, (Bradford, 1976), from the Latin text in Jean Jacquot, and H. W. Jones (eds.), Critique duDe Mundo, (Paris, 1973). 82 For a summary of his argument, see Lewis, 'Hobbes and the Blackloists', p. 4. 83 Thomas White, The Grounds of Obedience and Govemment, (London, 1655). The title page on this 
edition says that it is the second edition. Lewis maintained that the first edition had appeared in 1649 but had been suppressed almost immediately (Lewis, 'Hobbes and the Blackloists ', p. 5). Lewis suggests that all copies of the Grounds were seized and burnt after the collapse of the Cabal. But he does not suggest why this might have happened, nor is it clear who might have been responsible for this. Southgate argues that the first edition probably appeared in 1655. See his 'Thomas White's Grounds of Obedience and Government: A Note on the Dating of the First Edition', in Notes and Queries, N. S., 28 (1981), pp., 208/9. Certainly, by the time Roger Coke commented on the Grounds in 1662, it was hard to find copies of this first edition, if it had ever existed (Roger Coke, Justice Vindicated, (London, 1660) It is plausible that such an edition existed, since it would have been pa1iicularly appropriate in 1649 as a defence of the activities of White's patron, Digby. But there are no references to such an earlier edition in White's other writings, and, despite Lewis' attempts to explain how and why it should have been suppressed, there is no evidence that it was. Collins, like Southgate, assumed that the first edition of the Grounds was published in 1655 ('Hobbes and the Blackloist Conspiracy', p. 327). Works which refer to comparable political treatises, like John Austin's The Christian Moderator, which contains the first printed discussion of Thomas Hobbes' Leviathan, do not refer to it (the first references to Leviathan in print were in the 1651 edition of The Christian Moderator or Persecution for religion condemned, (f,ondon), pp. 12/3 and are discussed by Goldie, 'The reception ofHobbes', p. 613). Mp· d d 
. 
1ene u Moulin, A Vin ication of the Sincerity of the Protestant Religion, (London, 1664), pp. 61-3, and quoted by Beverley Southgate, ' "That damned booke": The Grounds of Obedience and 
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government. He continued writing, but effectively retired from active life.85 He died in 
1676. 
Less is known about Henry Holden than about White or Digby.86 He was taught by White at 
Douai from 1618 and was ordained in 1622. Shortly afterwards, he gained his doctorate at 
the Sorbonne, where he spent most of his career. He was also connected with the College at 
Arras, which had been set up by Richard Smith to provide a base for scholars to write against 
English protestant thinkers. In 1635, according to Anthony Allison, Holden returned to 
England and met White again at Digby's house. Holden's views seem to have been 
crystallized by the discussions he had during this period. Richard Smith claimed that 
'Holden spake far more freely against the Jesuits since he returned out of England than 
before and said that the clergy were tyrannised and manifest wrong was done to me, which 
kind of speeches he never uttered before' .87 
Holden emerged as a key figure in the Blackloist negotiations in 1647-9. He had already 
argued, in a mission to Rome in the late 1630s, that the English clergy should have their own 
ordinary. He was also prominent in French Gallican circles: he was a friend of the Gallican 
Archbishop of Rouen, Champvallon.88 According to Leyburne, he was associated with 
Jansenist writers, including Arnauld and Nicole.89 Although he may well have disagreed 
with the soteriological implications of the Jansenists' arguments, he may have sympathised 
Government (1655), and the downfall of Thomas White', in Recusant Histmy, 17 (1984- 5), pp. 238-
53, at p. 249. . 
85 Thomas White, Controversy-Logicke, or, The method to find out the truth in debates of religion, 
(Paris, 1659; but in an enlarged edition in 1674); An exclusion of scepticks from all title to dispute, 
(Latin edition, 1663; English translation, London, 1665). 
86 For fuller biographical accounts of Henry Holden, see Alii son, 'An Anglo-Gallican: He my Holden 
(1596/7-1662)', pp. 319-45 and Jordan, 'The Blackloists', pp. 55-9. 
87 Jordan, 'The Blackloists' , p. 57; Allison, 'An Anglo-Gallican', p. 324. I have not found 
confirmation that Holden renewed his acquaintance with White at Digby's house, but this makes little 
difference to Allison's account. 
88 Harlay de Champvallon pressed the French clergy to adopt the Gallic an articles in 1682 (see 
Phillipe Erlanger, Louis XIV, (1965; English h·ans. by Stephen Cox, London, 1970, 2003), p. 240; 
Allison, 'Henry Holden', p. 334; and Jordan, 'The Blackloists', p. 56). The French clergy appeared 
more willing to support the Gallican principle of the king's independence from the papacy in 
temporals than they had been in 1615 (see Victor Martin, Le Gallicanisme politique et le clerge de 
France, (Paris, 1929); C. Betthelot du Chesnay and M. Gres-Gayer, 'Gallicanism', in New Catholic 
Encyclopedia, (61h edition, Washington D. C., 2003), pp. 73- 8, at p. 76). 
89 George Leyburne, 'A List of the more noteworthy priests who are to be found at present among the 
English secular clergy', in E. H. Bmton and T. I. Williams (eds.), The Douay College Diaries, Third, 
Fourth and Fifth, 1598-1654. With the Rheims Report, 1579-:._80, in Catholic Record Society, 2 vols. 
(London, 1911), p. 547 . But Abercrombie states that Nicole was forced to defend Jansenism against 
Holden (Nigel Abercrombie, The Origins of Jansenism, (Oxford, 1936), p. 252). 
with their opposition to papalist models of teaching authority. He wanted to have the Jesuits 
removed from England. But it was at the time of 'Blacklo's Cabal' that he realised the 
potential of the Blackloist ecclesiological arguments. His 'Instructions' in 164 7 set out the 
agenda of the Blackloist secular clergy. They show the radical nature of the Blackloists' 
understanding of ecclesiology. In particular, they reveal the emergence of thoroughgoing 
dualism within the group. They were also an attempt to establish how such dualism might 
work in practice.90 Together with the development of comparable ideas among other English 
and Iiish anti-papalist writers, such as John Austin, Serenus Cressy, Redmund Caron and 
Peter Walsh, Holden's arguments allow us to develop a model of Anglo-Irish Gallican 
ecclesiology which was strikingly original. They also allow us to respond to recent 
suggestions about the Erastianism of Hobbes', Cromwell's and the Blackloists' models of 
ecclesiology and to place clear water between the views of Digby and his companions, on 
the one hand, and those of Thomas Hobbes, on the other.91 
Holden's printed output was small compared with that of Thomas White, or, indeed, Sir 
Kenelm Digby. His main work, the Analysis of Divine Faith, was published in Latin in 1652 
and in English in 1658. Like earlier works by Digby and White, it emphasised the 
distinction between the pure and original teachings of Christ and the original church and 
later additions which were not part of true faith. This distinction informed his own summary 
of the faith of the church and his separate defences of White.92 The Analysis of Divine Faith 
attracted the attention of Edward Hyde, the future earl of Clarendon, who commented that if 
'one has seen Dr Holden's book, he cannot doubt that there are many Catholics in England 
ready to own Cromwell' .93 As a Sorbonne divine, Holden commanded considerable respect. 
He endorsed many of the other Blackloists' books, including the first edition of Rushworth 's 
Dialogues.94 Anthony Allison said that Holden's writings influenced 'the thinking, in the 
90 Pugh, Black/a 's Cabal, pp. 32--4, 36--40. 91 See below, chapter 2, especially sections 2 and 5. 92 Henry Holden, Check, or Inqui1y into the late act of the Roman Inquisition, (Paris, 1662); The 
analysis of divine faith , or, Two treatises of the resolution of Christian belief, (Paris, 1658); Doctor Holden's letter to a fi"iend of his, (?Douai, 1657); A letter written by Mr He my Holden doctor of the faculty at Paris, touching the prohibition at Rome of Mr Blacklow 's book, intituled, 'Tabulae Suffragiales ', (?Douai, 1657); A letter written by Dr Holden to Mr Graunt, concerning Mr White's treatise 'De media animarum statu ', (Paris, 1661 ). Holden defended White especially on the issue of the middle state of souls. 
93 Cal. S. P. Clarendon, vol. II, p. 214. , 94 Thomas White, The Dialogues of William Richworth, (Pm:is, 1640). It is not clear why the first 
edition refers to 'Richworth' but all subsequent editions speak of Rushwmth. White later published Rushworth 's l)ialogues or the Judgement of Common Sense in the choice of Religion, 'conected and 
nineteenth century, not only of avowed liberals, such as Dollinger and Acton, but also, in 
some degree, of moderate progressives like Newman'.95 
The Blackloists, then, came from an eclectic range of backgrounds. Digby was educated at 
Oxford, while White and Holden attended Catholic universities overseas. Digby- like John 
Sergeant, whose works on the rule of faith will be examined in chapter 4 - experienced life 
as a protestant, while White and Holden were always Catholics. They were all familiar with 
intellectual currents in Europe and, particularly, France. But they also engaged in 
controversies with English writers especially those from the Tew circle and, later, 
Stillingfleet and Tillotson. The lives of Austin and Cressy will illustrate how some of these 
contexts were shared between all of the main advocates of Anglo-Gallicanism. 
enlarged by Thomas White', (Paris, 1654), and An Apology for Rushworth 's Dialogues, (Paris, 1652). There is, moreover, some doubt as to the provenance of Rushworth 's Dialogues, usually, but inconectly, regarded as the first expression of the Blackloist mle of faith. Tavard accepted that the 
'dialogues' were inspired by real conversations between White and Rushworth or, as he was more properly called, 'Richworth'. But he also noted 'that the book of the Dialogues was published, and perhaps written, long after the conversations took place ... the authorship of the book belongs to the recorder more than to the main speaker'. The extent to which the ideas contained in the book belonged to Rushworth is therefore highly questionable (Tavard, The Seventeenth-Centwy Tradition, p. 160). White may have been the real author. For an analysis of the what was actually the first statement of the Blackloist mle of faith, Sir Kenelm Digby's Conference with a Lady, see below, chapter 4, section 2. It is quite possible that White and Rushwor}h did discuss tradition but that it was only when forced to defend Digby that White actually developed his ideas into what would be known as the Blackloist mle of faith. 95 Allison, 'An Anglo-Gallican', p. 319. 
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v. The lives of John Austin and Serenus Cressy 
Little is known about John Austin's life. Like Cressy and John Sergeant, he was brought up 
as a protestant and converted to Catholicism. He was born in Walpole, Norfolk, in 1613 . He 
studied at St. Jolm's College, Cambridge, where he was a contemporary of John Sergeant. 
He undertook legal training on leaving the university, and went to Lincoln's Inn. It is not 
clear whether he practised as a lawyer, however, as he became tutor to Waiter Fowler, of St. 
Thomas', Staffordshire.96 During the 1650s, according to BitTell, Austin 'belonged to the 
group of Catholics (White, Sergeant, Holden, Belson, Keightley) who advocated allegiance 
to the Cromwellian government and hoped for a degree of toleration and sympathy from the 
Independents' .97 According to Gillow, when he left Staffordshire, 'he returned to London, 
and lived in private lodgings, dying in Bow Street, Covent Garden, in 1669.98 
He wrote only a small number of works. His A Zealous Sermon preached at Amsterdam, by 
a Jew, whose name is Not-Rub was published in 1642. It is an unsympathetic satire about 
Henry Burton, based, rather cruelly, on the text 'he that hath eares to heare let him heare' .99 
His Devotions ... In the Ancient Way of Offices was first published in 1668, but reprinted 
many times. 100 According to Jordan, it became 'by adoption a Protestant manual ' .101 A 
supplementary volume was published posthumously in 1675 with prayers thought to have 
been written by Thomas Keightley.102 This later volume was not reprinted, apparently 
96 Jordan suggested that he was prevented from practising by 'his religion and the civil disturbances of 
the period' (The Development of Religious Toleration , vol. 4, p. 446). 97 T. A. Bin·ell, 'Austin, John' , in New Catholic Encyclopedia, (2"d edition, Washington D. C., 2003), 
vol. 1, p. 898. 
98 J. Gillow, A Lite1my and Bibliographical Histmy, or Bibliographical Dictionmy of the English 
Catholics fimn 1534 to the present time, 5 vols, (New York, 1885), vol. 1, p. 88. 99 John Austin, A zealous sermon, preached at Amsterdam by a Jew, whose name is Not-Rub: it being 
a Hebrew word, you must read his name backward, (London, 1642). Gillow says, after Wood, that he 
also wrote A Letterfimn a Cavalier in Yorkshire to a Friend (Gillow, A Litermy and Bibliographical 
Histmy , vol. 1, p. 88). This might be A Letter to a person of Honour in London, jimn an old Cavalier 
in Yorkshire, concerning the Papists, (London, 1663). Austin observed that the loss of one's ears 
could be financially rewarding and that one can hear, or fail to hear, in a spiritual sense with or 
without ears . Wood said that Austin began a reply to Tillotson's The Rule of Faith, but that only six 
or seven sheets were published (Athenae Oxonienses, (3rd edition London, 1813- 1820, ed. Bliss, 
Philip, reprinted 1969), col. 1227). I have been unable to find them. 100 
The second edition was edited with an epistle dedicatOJY by John Sergeant (John Austin, 
Devotions, (Rouen, 1672)) . ' 101 
Jordan, Development of Religious Toleration , vol. 4, p. 446. 102 
Thomas Keightley, Devotions. Second Part., (Paris, 1675). 
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because it allegedly favoured Blackloist views on purgatory. 103 He developed arguments 
about church/state relations and religious toleration in a series of works under the title The 
Christian Moderator. As Jordan noted, 'there has been considerable bibliographical 
confusion concerning this rare and valuable work' .104 It was published in three parts, 
between 1651 and 1653. 105 The first two parts of The Christian Moderator led to an 
anonymous reply entitled Legenda Lignea. 
Hugh Paulin Cressy's biography is a little clearer than Austin's. 106 He was born in Yorkshire 
in 1605 and sent to Oxford in 1619. At Oxford, he graduated with a BA in 1623 before 
being elected a fellow of Merton College in 1626. In 1629, Cressy took holy orders and 
acted as chaplain to Thomas Wentworth, both while he was President of the Council of the 
North and while he was Lord Deputy of Ireland. He held benefices in Ireland, before 
returning to England. He obtained a canonry of Windsor, through the influence of Lucius 
Cary, Viscount Falkland. After Falkland's death, according to Wood, 'upon a foresight that 
the Church of England would terminate through the endeavours of the peevish and restless 
Presbyterians, he began to think of settling himself in the Church of Rome' .107 
There has been much speculation about how and why Cressy converted to the Church of 
Rome. Tavard thought that he was probably influenced by Christopher Davenport; it has 
also been suggested that he was persuaded to convert by Cuthbert Fursden, who had been 
influential in the conversion of several members of the Cary family. 108 Cressy himself said 
103 Gillow, A Litermy and Bibliographical Histmy, vol. 1, p. 89. 104 Jordan, Development of Religious Toleration , vol. 4, p. 447. 105 John Austin, The Christian Moderator, in two Parts. Or persecution for Religion condemned; by 
the light of Nature, Law of God, Evidence of our own Principles. With an Explanation of the Roman Catholick Belief, concerning these four points: Their church, worship, Justification, and Civil! Government, ( 4111 edn, printed for H. J., London, 1652; the pagination in the edition is bizane but the 
second part begins at p. 55 .); The Christian Moderator. Third Part. Or the Oath of Abjuration Arraign 'd by the Common Law and Common Sense, Ancient and modem Acts of Par!., Declarations 
of the Army, Law of God and consent of Reformed Divines. And humbly submitted to receive Judgmentji'Oin this Honourable Representative, (London, 1653). 106 This sununary biography is based upon Wood, Athenae Oxonienses, (3'd edition London, 1813-1820, ed. Philip Bliss, reprinted 1969), col. 101112; DNB; P. Bmckmann in new DNB (I am very grateful to Pah·icia Bmckmann for showing me her DNB article on Cressy in advance of its publication); Gillow, A Litermy and Bibliographical Histmy, vol. 1, p. 592-6; B. H. G. Wmmald, Clarendon: Politics, Histo1y and Religion, (Cambridge, 1951 ); Tavard, Seventeenth-Centwy Tradition; David Lunn, The English Benedictines 1540- 1688, (London, 1980), pp. 131-3. 107 Wood, Athenae Oxonienses, pp 1011/2. .·· 108 On this possibility, see Bmckmann's enh·y in the new DNB (forthcoming). On Fursden's possible influence over the Carys, see David Lunn, 'Elizabeth Cary, Lady Falkland (1586/7)--1639)', in Royal Stuart Papers, 11 (1977), p. 3. Tavard, The Seventeenth-Centwy Tradition, pp. 109-26. 
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that he had been persuaded to convert by two 'instruments employed by God': first, 'the 
conversation of a worthy, prudent and learned friend, namely Doctor H. Holden'; and, 
secondly, 'the perusal of a little book, entituled Reigle Generate de la Joy Catholique', by 
. V to9 Fran9ots eron. Holden, of course, was one of the leading figures in the Blackloist 
movement. Soon after Cressy's conversion, he was involved in negotiations with the 
Independents on behalf of Catholics in England. Cressy was reconciled with the Church of 
Rome in 1646. He then lived with the English Carthusians at Nieuwport in Flanders. 
He decided, however, that he did not have a vocation for the contemplative life and joined 
the Benedictines at Douai on 22 August 1649. The significance of his membership of the 
Benedictines has been discussed by Lunn who commented on Cressy's role in 'Court 
Benedictinism', and by Bruckmann and Spearitt who both emphasised his interest in the 
tradition of mysticism in the Benedictine order. 110 Another important, and related, 
Benedictine precedent is Thomas Preston who defended the Oath of Allegiance in the initial 
controversy about the Oath. 111 His 'liberal' attitudes are reflected in Cressy's own political 
theology. But 'Benedictinism' could be a restraining as much as a liberating influence: it 
was, as Bruckmann has suggested, under pressure from his superiors that Cressy used the 
1653 edition of Exomologesis to pull back from some of the open-minded positions he had 
set out in the 1647 edition; and it appears that his Benedictine superiors frowned upon his 
connections with Holden, perhaps the central figure in the formation of his political 
theology. He spent most of the 1650s at Douai, but returned to England in 1660. After the 
marriage of Charles II and Catherine of Braganza, he became one of the Queen's servants, 
109 Serenus Cressy, Exomologesis, (1653 edn), Appendix, p. 479. Veron's work was translated into 
English by Edward Sheldon as The Rule ofCatholick Faith, (Paris, 1660). 
110 David Lunn, The English Benedictines, 1540- 1688. From Reformation to Revolution, with a 
foreword by Cardinal Basil Hume, OSB, (London, 1980), especially pp. 131-3. Lunn dismissed 
Cressy's conh·oversial works, saying that they were 'not memorable' and that he should 'be 
remembered, rather, for his editions of the English mystics, Julian of Morwich, Waiter Hilton and 
Augustine Baker, which, despite editorial shortcomings, helped to keep alive the English mystical 
h·adition, which Baker had revived' (p. 133). Unfortunately, other discussions of Cressy have taken 
these comments too much to heart: his MSS. in the Clifford papers, though they reflect his interest in 
mysticism, are largely rooted in his conh·oversial writings and his political theology which, in turn, 
relate to his connections with Austin, Holden, the Blackloists and the ongoing Oath of Allegiance 
controversy. These are the vital contexts for his practical interest in reunion (as opposed to spiritual 
interest in unity) and his efforts to achieve some degree of toleration at the time of the Treaty of Dover 
(on these topics, see below, chapter 3 and Appendix A). See also Spearitt, 'The Survival of Medieval 
Spirituality Among the Exiled English Black Monks' and B'iuckmann, ' "Paradise it selfe". Hugh 
Cressy and Church Unity'. 
111 See above, Inh·oduction, sections 3 and 5. 
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and took up residence in Somerset House. This was his main residence until his death in 
1674, at the house of a prominent recusant, Richard Caryll .112 
Cressy's main personal and intellectual connections changed as he made his spiritual and 
intellectual journey to Rome. In the 1630s and early 1640s, he was connected with Falkland 
and the Tew circle, including Chillingworth and Clarendon; in the 1640s, he was closely 
connected with the more radical of English Catholics, including particularly Henry Holden. 
Through Holden, he must have become familiar with the ideas of Thomas White and Sir 
Kenelm Digby, as well as possibly forming acquaintances with John Sergeant and John 
Austin. Holden and the Blackloists had been connected in their turn with the Tevians, 
particularly through the controversial works of White, Sir Kenelm Digby and his cousin 
George Digby, and Chillingworth. After his conversion, Cressy defended Catholicism in 
print. His main work, Exomologesis, went through several editions after its publication in 
1647. As has been noted, there are significant textual differences between the first edition 
and the second, published in 1653. The 1653 edition retreats a little from some of the more 
open-minded positions of the earlier version, especially as regards the established Church of 
England. 113 Cressy engaged in a series of controversies with Pierce and, more briefly, 
Morley in the early 1660s, and Stillingfleet and Clarendon in the early 1670s.114 His 
Rejlexions upon the Oathes of Supremacy and Allegiance was published in 1661 . This work 
was published as Reflexions ... or The Christian Moderator. The Fourth Part, in the same 
year, reflecting his probable connections with John Austin. 11 5 
112 I am very grateful to Gabriel Glickman for his information about the Carylls as well as for his very 
helpful suggestions about Cressy. 
113 On this, see Bmckmann, ' "Paradise it selfe". Hugh Cressy and Church Unity', especially pp. 
101/2. 
114 B. L., Add. MSS., 21630, 'Letter of Mr Cressey with Answer of Bishop of Winchester' , c. 1662; 
idem, Roman Catholick Doctrines No Novelties, or, An Answer to Dr. Pierce's Court Sermon, Mis-
call 'd The Primitive Rule of Reformation, (n. p., 1663);idem, A Collection of Several Treatises in 
Answer to Dr Stillingfleet. Viz: 1. Fanaticism Fanatically imputed by him to the Catholick Church. 2. 
[Woodhead, Abraham] The Roman Church 's Devotions Vindicated. 3. [Woodhead, Abraham] Of 
Indulgences. 4. [Woodhead, Abraham] His Protestant-Principles considered, (n. p., 1672); idem, An 
Epistle Apologetical of S. C.; idem, I. Question . Why are yoy a Catholique? If. Question. But why 
are you a Protestant?, (2"d edition, London, 1686). ' 115 
Serenus Cressy, Reflexions upon the Oathes of Supremacy and Allegiance, (n. p ., 1661); idem, 
Reflexions ... Or The Christian Moderator. The Fourth Part, (n.p ., 1661). 
Cressy also had a lifelong interest in spirituality and mysticism. He wrote an unpublished 
Treatise ofthe Passion. 116 He greatly admired the Benedictine mystic, Augustine Baker. He 
edited a version of Baker's Sancta Sophia in 1657, Walter Hilton's Scale of PeJfection in 
1659 and Julian of Norwich's XVI revelations of divine love in 1670. He defended the 
mystics, especially Augustine Baker, in his Fanaticism Fanatically Imputed to the Catholick 
Church by Doctour Stillingfleet. His interest in mysticism was reflected in his The Church 
History of Brittany, published in 1668. 117 This work stressed the tradition of Catholicism in 
England and the British Isles. It also reinforced some of his claims about Tradition as the 
rule of faith; and it reflected his Gallican understanding of the papal supremacy. 118 
Bruckmann has argued strongly that his interest in mysticism reflected his generally pacific 
approach to religion: the life of contemplation and prayer was more important than 
internecine strife within the Christian church. Thus his interest in mysticism complemented 
his practical efforts to achieve reunion between the established Church of England and the 
Church of Rome, and to win toleration for Catholics and other denominations in England. 
The least-known aspects of Cressy's life concern his connection with Thomas Clifford in the 
period 1670-1672. Although this connection was discussed by Hmimann in the 1930s, the 
documents upon which his work was based have only recently come into public possession. 
These papers, which have been examined by only a small number of historians, including 
Bruckmann, allow us to see more clearly how Cressy's published works relate to his political 
endeavours on behalf of Catholics. They reveal his 'immediate concerns', neglected by 
Tavard. And they show us how radical was Cressy's vision for Catholicism and for 
Christianity in England. Cressy's writings will form the basis of an examination of the 
formation and significance of Cressy's political theology and ecclesiology, as they relate, in 
particular, to the development of English and Irish Gallicanism. They will also allow us to 
rethink some of the assumptions ofTavard and Trevor-Roper. 
It will now be useful to examine the arguments of the Anglo-Gallicans on political theology 
and the rule of faith. Chapters 2 and 3 will consider the political theology of the Blackloists 
and of Cressy and Austin. Chapter 4 will turn to their discussions of the rule of faith. 
116 Serenus Cressy, A Treatise of the Passion, (1648) at Amp1eforth Abbey, MS 45a, and discussed by Bruckmann, ' "Paradise it se1fe". Hugh Cressy and Church Unity/ , pp. 90/ 1. 117 Serenus Cressy, The Church Hist01y of Brittany, (n. p., 1668); see also B. L., Sloane MSS., 266, 
'An epitome of Serenus Cressy's Church History of Brittany', c. 1670. 118 On these topics, see below, chapters 3 and 4. 
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Chapter 2. The political theology of the Blackloists 
1. Cromwell and the Catholics: the outlines of the Blackloists' political theology 
In his seminal essay on religious toleration and the Cromwellian Protectorate, Blair Worden 
devoted only one paragraph to the 'peripheral role in the debate about religious liberty of the 
position of Anglicans and Roman Catholics' .1 J. C. Davis attempted to correct this 
imbalance by looking briefly at the actual, as well as the rhetorical, treatment of Catholics, 
by Cromwell's regimes. He argued that Blair Worden over-secularised Cromwell's reasons 
for extending informal toleration to most Catholics. Whereas Worden assumed that 
Cromwell accepted the presence of Catholics because of political or diplomatic pressure, 
Davis considered that Cromwell 's behaviour indicated a position 'strikingly untypical of his 
age and may suggest a broader tolerance of attitude than Dr Worden concedes'? But even 
Davis gave only limited consideration to Cromwell's attitude towards Catholics and neither 
Worden nor Davis considered the attitudes of Catholics towards Cromwell in any depth.3 An 
"'~ examination of the political theology of the Blackloists suggests some reasons(,._ Cromwell 
may have been more sympathetic towards them than historians might normally realise. 
Cromwell's tolerant attitude towards the English Catholics attracted comment among 
contemporaries such as William Prynne. Although Cromwell ostensibly denied Catholics 
toleration, his treatment of Digby, 'a most dangerous Jesuited Papist lodged by him in 
Whitehall', his contact with Cardinal Mazarin and 'sundry other Papists, Jesuits, Popish' and 
his 'suspending all penal laws, executions against Popish priests, Jesuits, though sometimes 
taken in their pontificalitus at mass', all suggested a surprisingly lenient attitude on the part 
of the Protector towards Catholics.4 There was, moreover, some basis in reality for Prynne's 
complaints. 
1 Worden, 'Toleration and the Cromwellian Protectorate', p. 213 . 2 J. C. Davis, 'Oliver Cromwell's Religion', in John Morrill, (ed.), Oliver Cromwell and the English Revolution, (New York, 1990), p. 196. 3 
John Morrill's forthcoming articles on Cromwell and John Soutl).worth in the new DNB continue the 
process of establishing a rounded picture of Cromwell's attitudes towards the Catholics. I am very 
grateful to John Morrill for letting me see these articles in advance of their publication. 4 
William Prynne, A true and pe1ject narrative, (London, 1659), p. 57/8. 
Sir Kenelm Digby appeared before Oliver Cromwell and the Council of State on 12 January 
1654.5 Although we do not lmow what was discussed at this meeting, Digby and Cromwell 
probably considered possible terms for an extension of toleration to Catholics. We lmow 
that Cromwell assured Mazarin of his goodwill towards Catholics. He told the cardinal that 
he was unable to make a 'public Declaration' about the toleration of Catholics, but also 
claimed that 'under my Government, your Eminency, in the behalf of Catholics has less 
reason to complain than under the Parliament' .6 The reasons Cromwell might have extended 
toleration to Catholics are hard to fathom. Jeffrey Collins assumed that it could not have 
been because of 'a general commitment to religious toleration' because 'Cromwell and his 
allies never aimed at a universal, modem tolerationism' and Catholics were always regarded 
as beyond the pale. Collins agreed with Warden that the real reason was that Cromwell 
needed European allies. 7 
Although this suggestion makes sense, it might be only part of the story. Cromwell's 
conviction that he was doing God's work makes it unlikely that he would have tolerated the 
intolerable simply to gain allies. 8 There may be other, theological and ideological, reasons 
he might have considered tolerating Catholics or, at least, certain types of Catholics. 
Cromwell 's religious attitudes were characterised by anti-clericalism9; he might have felt 
some sympathy for the Blackloists because their attitudes to the position of the church with 
regard to the state in some respects matched his. Both can be characterised as combining 
thoroughgoing dualism with Erastianism: they attempted to explain how the separate powers 
5 Cal. S. P. Dom., 1653-4, p. 360. 
6 Ab bott ( ed.), Writings and Speeches, vol. IV, p. 368. Cromwell also appears to have suggested that he was more tolerant than parliament in a comment on Catholicism in Ireland, when he said 'I meddle 
not with any man's conscience but if by liberty of conscience, you mean libet1y to exercise the Mass, I judge it best to use plain dealing, and to let you know, Where the Parliament of England have power, 
that will not be allowed of (vol. 11, p. 146). This comment is usually cited to show a distinction between liberty of conscience and toleration of practice; but the distinction between Cromwell's 
wishes and parliament's attitude is equally valid. 7 Collins, 'Hobbes and the Blackloist Conspiracy', p. 318. 8 Davis, for example, stressed Cromwell's belief that he was an instrument of God ('Cromwell's Religion', pp. 186/7; Oliver Cromwell, pp. 112-137). On Cromwell's conviction that he was doing God's work see the speech he gave at the first meeting of Bare bones Parliament in I van Roots ( ed.), Speeches ofOliver Cromwell, (London, 1989), pp. 9- 28. 9 Any brief description of Cromwell's religious beliefs is bound to be problematic. Most studies of Cromwell acknowledge the impossibility of presenting anything like a complete or an accurate description of his beliefs (see, for example, Davis, 'Cromwell's Religion', pp. 182-5; idem, Oliver Cromwell, pp. 112-137; Robert S. Paul, The Lord Protectm;. Religion and Politics in the Life of Oliver Cromwell, (London, 1955)). Cromwell's anti-clericalisrn, however, seems generally 
uncontested. He appears to have objected to oppression in religion especially as it was practised by 
the bishops or the Presbyterians. On this, see Davis, 'Cromwell's Religion' pp. 193/4. 
of the temporal and spiritual spheres could operate in practice, through the identification of 
those aspects of 'spiritual' experience that more properly fell under the aegis of the temporal 
authority than that of the spiritual. Before considering the arguments advanced by the 
Blackloists about the extent of the powers of the temporal authority in the spiritual arena, we 
can consider their limitation of the rights of the spiritual authorities to intervene in temporal 
matters. In other words, we can note the respects in which their ecclesiology mirrored 
Cromwell 's anti-clericalism. 
As has been seen, the greatest intellectual problem to bedevil Catholics in England from the 
break with Rome to the time of Catholic emancipation was the papacy's claim to be able to 
depose temporal rulers and intervene in temporal matters. 10 The Blackloists denied that the 
pope or the church had the authority to intervene in temporal affairs in a state other than the 
Papal States, whether protestant or Catholic, and whether 'directly' or 'indirectly'. The 
difficulty lay in determining what constituted 'temporal affairs'. Digby, for example, 
explained that the leaders of the church had no right to interfere in matters properly 
pertaining to temporal authority but made no real effort to explain how this principle could 
be put into practice. After the apparent failure of his missions to Rome, 11 Digby wrote a 
memorandum to Pope Innocent X, re-stating his case and condemning the pope's behaviour 
both as an abuse of his authority and as likely to result in the demise of Catholicism in 
England and Ireland. He complained particularly about the conduct of Rinuccini, the papal 
nuncio in Ireland during the 1640s. He claimed that Rinuccini 'has rather managed the regal 
scepter than the pastoral staff, and has more desir'd to be accounted the minister of an 
supream prince of Ireland in Temporalibus than a Popes Nuncio in Spiritualibus' .12 Digby 
pointed out that if the pope did not reprehend Rinuccini, people would take the view that the 
pope's plans 'did not only respect the interests of Religion, but were levell'd at temporal 
concemments to assert the sup ream rights and dominion of that Kingdom pretended to by the 
Apostolic See' .13 Other people 'who measure the actions of Popes in order to spirituall 
concemments, and ends more proper to them, as they are the common Fathers of 
10 Salmon, 'Catholic resistance theory, Ultramontanism, and the royalist response, 1580-1620', pp. 
221-31, 247-53; Wootton, Paolo Smpi, pp. 46-77; Kenyon (ed.), The Stuart Constitution, pp. 170/1. 11 Vittorio Gabrieli, 'La Missione di Sir Kenelm Digby alla Corte di Innocenzo X', in English 
Miscellany, 5 (1954), pp. 247-88; Petersson, Sir Kenelm Digby, pp. 212-222. 12 AA W., series A, XXX., f. 324. From The Negotiation of the Honble. Sr. Kenelm Digby Resident for the late Queen at Rome. As it was by himself presented by way of addresse to Pope Innocent the Xth, ff. 315- 33. 
13 AA W., series A, XXX., f. 330. For a discussion of some of the repercussions of Rinuccini's 
actions, see below, chapter 6. 
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Christendom' will wonder why he has not done more to help commerce with England which 
could have brought such great benefits to the Catholic Church. 14 Digby acknowledged the 
pope as 'the supream Vicar of Christ', but understood his authority to be restricted to a 
spiritual sphere. 15 He did not, however, explain how this proposition could be implemented 
with regard to the Catholic Church in a protestant country. 16 
At about the same time, he wrote to Henry Holden approving his plans for the appointment 
of English bishops by French bishops even if the pope said that there should be no ordinary 
in Englan~. 17 Digby's address to the pope at the end ofhis mission to Rome in 1647 made it 
clear that he had little regard for the pope's authority in several areas, including over the 
church in England: he opposed the pope's reluctance to disclaim papal pretensions over the 
temporal affairs of England; he wanted Catholics to be able to demonstrate their loyalty to 
their protestant rulers; he argued that Rinuccini should be recalled for trying to exercise 
authority which did not pertain to the representative ofthe church; and he maintained that the 
English chapter should have a bishop, or at least that the dean and chapter should be 
confirmed. 18 
Unlike Digby, Holden considered the practical implications of the Blackloist position. In 
1647, it seemed that the Blackloists might be able to remain loyal to the crown but also win 
toleration for Catholics from the Independents. 19 In this year, the Independents began to 
14 AA W., series A, XXX., f. 330. 
15 AA W., series A, XXX., f. 333. Digby repeated this position in a petition to Charles II shortly after 
the Restoration. According to this petition, the pope is the Vicar of Christ, but Christ also tells us to 
give to Caesar what is Caesar's (B. L., Add. MSS., 41846, ff. 76--8). 16 He also used his mission to try to further the interests of the secular clergy and, particularly, those 
seculars who wanted an ordinary to be appointed. Digby warned Innocent that there were many in 
England who argued that the dean and chapter 'had no need of confirmation' and could 'without 
recourse to the Apostolic See ... proceed to matters of greater consequence conformable to the 
Councils and Canons and perpetual customs of the Church'. He prayed 'God grant that the 
abovenamed persons seeing their humble and just requests and obsequious addresses so slightly 
regarded, break not fotih into attempts and acts of little gust to the Apostolic See ' (AA W., series A, XXX., ff. 326/7. 
17 Holden's plan was, according to Digby, 'dictated by the Holy Ghost' (Pugh, Blacklo 's Cabal, p. 53). . 
18 AAW., series A, XXX., ff. 317- 333 . 19 The best reconstruction of the Blackloist conspiracy in the year~ .. 1647- 9 is by Jeffrey Collins. I 
draw on his nanative of the conspiracy extensively, even though I disagree with his suggestions about 
the compatibility of the views of Hobbes and the Blackloists. He charts the course of the conspiracy 
in his article 'Hobbes and the Blackloist Conspiracy', pp. 310- 323 . 
make overtures to the English Catholics in an attempt to gain allies?0 In response, the 
Blackloists considered how they might make a deal with the Independents? 1 Holden 
proposed a set of' Instructions', to act as the basis for negotiations between Catholics and the 
Independents. This elaborated the extent to which he was prepared to concede power over 
the Catholic Church in England to the temporal authorities. The 'Instructions' had the 
support of the other main Blackloists, especially Digby and Fitton. They show that Holden 
agreed with Digby's severe restrictions on the right of the spiritual authorities to interfere 
with temporal matters. Nor was Holden content merely to reject papal claims to political 
authority in England. Rather, he also suggested that church leaders could only ever 
legitimately concern themselves with teaching, the administration of the sacraments and such 
'jurisdictional' matters as the state would allow them to control.22 
The Blackloists' position with regard to the status of the chapter and their call for an 
ordinary demonstrated their Gallican understanding of episcopal and papal authority. During 
the 1640s and 1650s, Holden, White, Sergeant and other leading seculars argued consistently 
that the English Catholic Church should have its own ordinary or at least that the authority of 
the chapter, independent of the limited powers accorded to the titular Bishop of Chalcedon, 
should be confirmed. In his 'Instructions', Holden laid down suggestions about how a new 
ordinary, that is, a bishop or bishops, could be appointed. He noted that the proposed 
Catholic bishops in England would hold their ordinary authority iure divino. Although 
ideally the pope would help to appoint them, he claimed that the English bishops could exist 
independently of the papacy: episcopal authority was not derived from, and did not depend 
on, papal authority. He also argued that all English Catholics would be entirely subject to 
their bishop or bishops 'in matter of Religion and conscience' .23 There would therefore be 
no reason to fear 'the Popes arbitrary power, which can be only suspected and dangerous to 
20 The pope gave his support to these negotiations and allowed the Jesuits to take part in them (Thomas H. Clancy, 'The Jesuits and the Independents: 1647', in Archivium Historicum Societatis Jesu, 40 (1971), pp. 67-89). In response to the Independents' approaches, the king also appeared 
willing to offer concessions to the Catholics, as Peter Fitton told Digby in the summer of 164 7 (Pugh, Blacklo 's Cabal, p. 21 (Fitton to Digby, 30 August 1647)). 11 This process was set out in the letters published by Pugh in Blacklo 's Cabal. Pugh, it should be 
remembered, was aggressively anti- Blackloist. His commentary is therefore of doubtful veracity. But the letters contained in the collection appear to have been genuine. They were published in 1680 
'as retaliation against John Sergeant's alleged betrayal of the Jesuits at the time of the Popish Plot' (Southgate, Thomas White, pp. 34, 154 n. 1 ). 22 
Pugh, Blacklo 's Cabal, pp. 32-4, 36-40. 
. 23 
!bid, pp. 3617. He claimed that it was 'a generall tenet amongst Catholickes that all Ordinaryes are 
successours to the Apostles and have their authority immediately from Iesus Christ, and consequently 
as immovable, and absolute in their kind, as the Pope's in his '. 
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the state ' . These 'Ordinaryes' would not be 'bound to obey or receive any speciall command 
from the Pope of what nature soever, if either contrary to the customes or canons of the 
Church or prejudiciall to the temporall laws, and govemment of the state, whereof the state 
itself is to be judge' ?4 In other words, Holden argued that it would be possible for Catholics 
to be subject to a Catholic bishop in England in areas which had no bearing on the state, 
namely matters in the intemal forum, in the conscience. 
In order to show the Independents in the army that this was possible without Catholics 
effectively being subject to the papacy on matters of direct concem to the temporal rulers, 
Holden suggested that the powers which could be claimed by the leaders of the English 
Catholic Church in the temporal arena be limited. First, there was the question of the 
temporal possessions of the church. The dioceses of the new Catholic bishops would be 
identical with the ancient, historic dioceses. But the proposed bishop or bishops would 
renounce all claims to 'the lands, liueings, or temporalityes of those Bishopricks vnder what 
pretence soever' ?5 They would, moreover, be 'in some sort answerable to the state for such 
crimes, as may be committed by their subiects against the temporall power, or Gouemment 
through their negligence, or connivance' ?6 Finally, 'least [sic] these Bishops should extend 
their authority too far, especially in spirituall things, which haue a near relation to the 
temporall Gouemment, as in pro bats of wills, disposall of legacyes, Iudgment of marriages, 
etc., it will be easy to limit their iurisdiction in these occasions, as the state shall think fit in 
the discussion ofthese particulars'. Any priest who refused to accept these conditions would 
be exiled.27 Holden therefore acknowledged that there were areas which related primarily to 
conscience but which also touched on issues falling within the jurisdiction of the state. The 
rights of the clergy to decide on these matters, he realised, would have to be a matter for 
constant review and negotiation. But the principle in such discussions would be that the 
temporal govemment could determine the limits of the church's powers, not the other way 
round. Ultimate authority in such matters would therefore reside in the temporal rather than 
the spiritual rulers, who were, in any case, not the papacy but English bishops, in office at 
the pleasure of the leaders of the English state and removable when these temporal leaders 
saw fit. To this extent, Holden proposed a heavily Erastian model of ecclesiology. 
24 !bid, p. 37 . 
25 !bid, p. 38. 
26 /b'd 39 l 'p. . 27 !bid, pp. 34, 39. 
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But Holden also stressed the authority which the bishops would exercise over the internal 
forum or conscience. He suggested that 'the lay Catholicks of the Kingdom will be subject 
in matter of Religion and conscience to these Ordinaryes, who are their tru and lawfull 
Pastours (according to the doctrine of the Catholicke Church) and this by Christ's institution, 
and expresse command ... and are therefore answerable for soules' .28 This description of the 
'spiritual power' of the bishops means that there was a vast gulf between the Blackloist 
model of ecclesiology and church/state relations and that of, for example, Thomas Hobbes. 
Holden's suggestions about the ways in which the temporal government could control the 
spiritual government in areas relating to temporal matters were not original. But in the 
Blackloist movement, they related to a wider scheme of church reform than was usual in 
other contexts. Many of Holden's reservations were directed towards limiting the authority 
and powers of the regulars, especially the Jesuits, rather than of the secular priests. He made 
the toleration of Catholics dependent upon them taking an oath of allegiance which, he 
anticipated, might be refused by some. He argued that any who refused it should be thrown 
out of the kingdom, as the Jesuits were expelled from Venice?9 He argued that they would 
be expelled on civil grounds: 
' ... because the Jesuits doe seem to be the most dangerous body, and are 
thought to be most factious by all Christian states not Catholicke, if they, or any 
other Regular Order refuse either the Oath herewith sent in print, or to be 
subject to these Bishops, as before, lett them bee thought unfit members of the 
commonwealth, as now things stand, and therefore lett them be wished to 
withdraw themselves out of the Kingdom, not for their Religion. But for the 
suspition the state may have of them, which the rest of the Catholickes will not 
oppose, no more then they did in Venice, and other Catholicke states, much 
lesse in a Kingdom not Catholicke' .30 
Holden wanted to avoid any suggestion that the Catholic clergy should represent a threat to 
the established Church of England. But he was also keenly aware that the authority of the 
spiritual estate was very distinct from that of the temporal and that although the power to 
exercise ordinary authority came from God, the individuals whom it was proposed should 
hold 'ordinary' offices within the English Catholic Church could be removed by the 
28 !bid, pp. 38/9. 
29 !bid, pp. 34, 39. 
30 lb "d 34 l ' p. . 
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temporal authorities. Thus Holden's attitude to the relationship that should obtain between 
the temporal and the spiritual leaders was similar to that of the 'political Gallicans' and of 
those who had accepted Laud's attitudes about the source and uses of episcopal authority: 
they all held that the temporal rulers could exercise some form of jurisdiction over the 
individual members of their respective churches. 31 
Digby, Holden, Peter Fitton and Thomas White all accepted the 'Instructions'. In 1647-9, 
then, they ·all agreed on three common issues: first, that the seculars should be able to govern 
themselves with their own ordinary or at least through the chapter; secondly, that they should 
be prepared to risk schism rather than submit to the pope if he refused to allow them to do 
this; and, thirdly, that they should negotiate with the Independents rather than maintain 
unquestioning allegiance to Charles I and then Charles II. The political thinking of this 
group may be said to have hinged on two issues: their arguments concerning the status of the 
church vis a vis the temporal government and their arguments and beliefs about monarchy as 
opposed to the Interregnum regimes. In addition to Holden's 'Instructions', the key source 
on the relationship between these areas is Thomas White's The Grounds of Obedience and 
Government, apparently first published in 1655. This was effectively a manifesto for the 
group's decision to negotiate with Cromwell and the Independents and can now be 
considered in detail. 
31 !bid, pp. 32--41. 
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11. Thomas White's The Grounds of Obedience and Govemment (1655) 
Thomas White's The Grounds of Obedience and Government has frequently been 
commented on, but has rarely been examined in its own right. On the occasions when it has 
been discussed, it has only been partially understood. It was, however, the one major work 
of political philosophy in anything like the modem sense produced by an English Catholic 
during this period. It is therefore worthy of sustained analysis. It will be argued that The 
Grounds of Obedience and Government represents an attempt to apply religious principles to 
political thinking and also that it marked a watershed in the development of tolerant 
principles among English-speaking Catholics. This chapter will consider traditional 
interpretations of White's main work of political theology. It will then discuss the religious 
and theological dimensions of the work and, finally, its contributions to seventeenth-century 
debates about religious toleration and dualism. 
The best discussion of The Grounds of Obedience and Government is by Beverley 
Southgate.32 Southgate regarded it as a purely secular piece of political philosophy. In his 
view, its aim was to defend the Catholics ' acceptance of the new regime at the expense of 
the exiled monarch. In particular, it utilized, for this purpose, arguments similar to those 
which had been advanced by Hobbes. Subjects must render obedience to their ruler because 
of an 'implied contract' .33 But if this contract is broken because of 'Tyranny . .. so evident 
that it be beyond all question ', if 'evidently the tyranny of the governor is greater than the 
mischief hazarded' by an act of rebellion, if there is the realistic possibility of achieving ' a 
clear and evident abbetterment', then the ' subject is free ' and no longer bound to obey the 
governor: 'For this and this only is the final cause measuring all attempts, What is best for 
the People' .34 The problem which concerned everyone in a country experiencing civil war 
32 Beverley Southgate, ' "That Damned Booke": The Grounds of Obedience and Government (1655), and the downfall of Thomas White', in Recusant Histmy, 17 (1984-5), pp. 238-53. Southgate also discussed the work in his Thomas White, pp. 42-65 . 33 Southgate, 'The downfall of Thomas White', p. 242; White, Grounds, p. 47, 'Government is, naturally, a power or right of directing the common affairs of a multitude, by a voluntary submission of the community' s wills to the will of the Governors ' , al}Ci pp. 49, 100, 102. White discusses the process of de facto ism and the implied contract, which informs it, on pp . 172- 9. 34 White, Grounds, pp. 120, 114 and quoted by Southgate, Thomas White, p. 243 . The title-page of the Grounds bears the inscription 'sal us populi, suprema lex esto'. 
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was that it was not clear at what point (if any) subjects should switch allegiance.35 Southgate 
argued that this dilemma was the central concern of White's The Grounds of Obedience and 
Government. But he believed that the answer was largely secular. He maintained that 
White's hint that the king had been deprived 'unjustly' was an attempt to answer the 
dilemma in a way which could be defended even to royalists.36 Although White presented 
the work as a discussion of profound political principles and although it did have universal 
political messages, it was nevertheless, according to Southgate, a work addressed to short-
term political and secular needs. 
Most other historians have regarded The Grounds of Obedience and Government in a similar 
light. Perez Zagorin saw nothing particularly Catholic or even Christian about it.37 Quentin 
Skinner stressed the parallels between the suggestions which Hobbes and White advanced 
about the anti-social origins of human society. 38 Likewise, Richard Tuck emphasised that 
the political decisions of Hobbes and White, as well as their political and philosophical 
arguments, paralleled each other closely?9 
Collins has developed Tuck's comparison between Hobbes and the Blackloists. He noted 
that the 'full significance' of this parallel 'has been universally missed because few are 
aware of the Blackloist conspiracy of 1649, and of Hobbes' likely knowledge of it'.40 
Collins argued that White owed the framework of his political argument to Hobbes, 
including his use of theories of contract, the state of nature and de factoism. 41 He claimed 
that, 'setting aside the specifically Catholic interests of the Blackloists, there can be little 
doubt that the political behaviour of Digby and White largely paralleled that of their friend 
Hobbes: Hobbes had associated with the Blackloists in 1649-50, when all three men began 
to pursue a separate peace with the Independents; all three men predicated their endorsement 
35 As White put it, how do they know 'when the change of Government is valid, and such as the subject's obedience is due to the new Magistrate and to be subtracted from the old, how unjustly soever he were bereaved of it?' (White, Grounds, p. 151 and Southgate, 'The Downfall of Thomas White', p. 243 .) 
36 Southgate, 'The Downfall ofThomas White', pp. 243/4. 37 Perez Zagorin, A HistOIJi of Political Thought in the English Revolution, (London, 1954, reprinted Bristol, 1997), pp. 90/ 1. 
38 Quentin Skinner, 'The Ideological Context of Hobbes's Political Thought', in Historical Journal, 9 (1966), pp. 286- 317, at p. 305. 39 Richard Tuck, 'The Civil Religion of Thomas Hobbes ' , in N~cholas Phillipson and Quentin Skinner (eds.), Political Discourse in Early Modern Britain, (Cambridge, 1993), p. 137. 4
° Collins, 'Thomas Hobbes and the English Revolution', p. 330 and n. 96. 41 !bid, p. 330. 
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of Cromwell's rule on the Erastian proclivities of Independency'.42 The Grounds of 
Obedience and Government was therefore a retrospective justification of the Blackloists' 
decision to treat with the Independents, as Hobbes' Leviathan explained his decision to do 
the same. In other words, Collins, like Tuck, linked White and Hobbes; like Southgate, he 
assumed that White's The Grounds of Obedience and Government was designed to defend 
the Blackloists' decision to ally with the Cromwellian, Erastian Independents; like Southgate 
and Zagorin, he accepted that it should be understood in secular terms; and like Skinner, he 
saw its political philosophy as largely de factoist. 43 
The Grounds of Obedience and Government was not, however, a straightforwardly 
Hobbesian work; nor was it devoid of theological and ecclesiological content. Rather, it was 
an attempt to analyse politics within a Christian and a Catholic framework, but without 
explicit reference to the denominational assumptions which might have prejudiced its 
readers. It is necessary now to consider the 'religious' dimensions of The Grounds of 
Obedience and Government and, in particular, the ways in which it represented a watershed 
in the development of English and Irish Gallicanism. 
42 !bid, p. 329. 
43 Relatively few historians have conceded that the Grounds had.any serious 'religious' dimension, or 
even that it reflected its author's Catholicism. Ke1meth Campb~ll is one of the few to have done so. See, for example, Campbell, Intellectual Struggle, p. 82 for an imaginative suggestion about White's 
views on religious toleration. 
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111. The Catholic and theological contexts of The Grounds ofObedience and 
Govemmeut: oaths and providence 
The Grounds of Obedience and Government addressed certain claims which protestants 
frequently used to argue that Catholics could not be good subjects. Protestants commonly 
alleged that Catholics believed they were not bound to keep faith with those they regarded as 
heretics. For this reason, the Oath of Allegiance itself contained a clause asserting that oaths 
were binding.44 The question of whether Catholics would keep faith with heretics continued 
to be a live issue for the rest of the century, so much so that John Locke referred to it in his 
C . 'T' I . 4s Letter oncernmg 1 o eratwn. The question of the reliability of oaths was, then, 
particularly relevant to Catholics, though Thomas White approached the topic from a point 
of view which was not explicitly Catholic .46 
White used the topic of oaths to show that he and other Catholics could be trusted and to 
emphasise the importance of religion in society. Like Hobbes, he regarded a political society 
as the result of agreement between its members.47 It was important that the bonds which 
held the agreement together were strong. This could only be achieved if people were 
honest.48 Unfortunately, 'since malice is growne to such a height', in many nations rulers 
make their subjects take oaths, 'hoping Religion may work in them what Nature is not strong 
enough to effect' .49 Oaths demonstrate that religious beliefs are central to political society 
since rulers often hope that oaths, or 'the invocation of the deity', will strengthen people in 
their honesty. 50 This led White to argue that 'men esteem Religion [as] the thing which 
44 See Appendix C. 
45 He complained that no sect admits that it teaches its members 'that men are not obliged to keep 
their promise', but that this was the effect of maintaining that 'faith is not to be kept with heretics' (in 
John Locke, 'Letter conceming toleration', in John Locke, Political Writings, ed. David Wootton, 
(London, 1993), p. 425). · 
46 White, Grounds, pp. 33/4. 
47 !bid, p. 47; Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, ed. Richard Tuck, (Cambridge, 1991), pp. 86-100. 
Southgate notes that in the Grounds there is an 'implied conh·act' ('The Downfall of Thomas White', 
p. 242). 
48 White, Grounds, p. 31/2: an individual who is not huthful is 'unfit to be admitted to treate amongst 
men, but is to be rejected and banished from all Negotiation' . 
49 !bid, p. 33. Hobbes held that Oaths in themselves made no difference (Leviathan, p. 100). 50 Hobbes also maintained the cenh·ality of religious beliefs to political society, but in a very different 
way. He was willing to subject religious beliefs to the needs of society; for White, as will be seen, the 
order of priorities was the other way round. This order of pt'l.orities is reflected particularly clearly in 
Hobbes' comments on conscience in Leviathan, pp. 223. He seems to have wanted monarchs to 
assume responsibility for religious teaching because that would aid political society, not because it 
should pierce deepest into a mans heart and affection'. This means that a man 'who setteth 
little by his Religion, hath neither honour nor honesty in him'. Without strong religious 
beliefs, according to White, a man 'wanteth the greatest and strongest part' of honour and 
honesty 'and that which ought to rivet in and fixe the naturall inclination which we have to 
truth and fidelity' .51 An individual who is prepared to be dishonest about his religious 
beliefs, to take oaths and invocations of the deity lightly and to reject 'truth and fidelity' 
cannot be a good subject. Oaths of allegiance make the subject's 'alienation ofhis propriety 
to Government' as secure as possible, 'by the invocation of him who is master both of soule 
and body, of time and eternity' .52 The implication is that if a Catholic takes his religion 
seriously and swears allegiance, then he is to be trusted entirely; faith must be kept with all 
people; a Catholic is a better subject than a man who sets little store by his religion. 
The politics of The Grounds of Obedience and Government was informed by religious 
beliefs in several other respects, including through the nature of divine providence. An 
understanding of God's relationship with the world, according to White, is central to any 
attempt to assess our political obligations. In particular, we must think about the claims 
sometimes advanced that a particular governor is a governor by divine right. 53 Some divines 
maintain 'that God, by nature is high Lord and Master of all; That whoever is in power 
receiveth his right from him; That Obedience consists in doing the will of him who 
commandeth; and concludeth that this will ought to bee obeyed till God taketh away the 
obligation, that is, till hee who is to be obeyed himselfe releaseth his right' .54 This was the 
royalist position. 55 
was the right thing to do for religion's sake. Of course, the weight of his argument in Leviathan is to 
suggest that the interests of religion do not come into conflict with those of the sovereign; but this is 
explained in the interests of maintaining temporal peace. In Behemoth, he similarly maintained that to 
obey the king is to obey God; that the king is the only interpreter of the sense of Scripture (and 
therefore teacher of religious huth); and that it is appropriate that the king should have this role, 
because otherwise he would lose 'a great part of the reverence due to him from the most religious part 
of his subjects' (Thomas Hobbes, Behemoth, ed. Ferdinand Tonnies with an introduction by Stephen 
Holmes, (Chicago, 1990) pp. 53, 13). 
51 White, Grounds, pp. 32--4. 
52 !bid, p. 100. He noted that an oath was the sh·ongest way to bind people because it was made by 
invoking God. 
53 !bid, pp. 158-71. 
54 !bid, p. 159. 
55 
See, for example, Sir Robert Filmer, Patriarcha and other writings, ed. Johann P. Sommerville, 
(Cambridge, 1991). 
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White responded by maintaining that God's providence does not support iure divino 
monarchy in the sense in which James I or Charles I might have understood it. In fact, he 
said, the Scriptural examples usually cited to show that monarchs have their position by 
divine right are not convincing: 'all that is brought out of Scripture falleth short of proving 
that no time can make void the right of a King once given him from the hand of God' .56 The 
reason some people imagine that God's providence allows divine right monarchy is that they 
have not understood what it means to say 'that God commandeth or doth this'. They believe, 
wrongly; that God 'commandeth it by expresse words, and doeth it by an immediate position 
of the things said to bee done; whereas in nature the commands are nothing but the naturall 
light God hath bestowed on mankinde, and which is therefore fi·equently called the Law of 
nature ' . Often, then, God 'does' something mediately, having arranged the material of the 
world such that a particular event will take place, as 'the spring of a Watch makes the clock 
of it strike'.57 
But although God may choose to do certain things mediately rather than immediately, that 
does not mean that He is any less in control of them. If we say that God is ' omnipotent and 
no resistance possible in any creature to his absolute will; nothing is more certaine, nothing 
more holy'. In this sense, God truly is 'Lord and Master of all things'. 58 But sometimes 
divines maintain not that we cannot, but that we should not, resist God's will, thereby 
implying that we can resist it. 59 This (almost Calvinist) criticism of accounts of providence 
which emphasise human choice is aimed at those who defend divine right monarchy. Such 
people, according to White, say that we are able to, but should not, resist a ruler.60 By 
contrast, according to White, we are unable to resist God's will and therefore whoever in fact 
rules us should rule us; and if we resist successfully, we do not resist God's will. The 
concept of divine right monarchy as being an attribute of a particular individual misses the 
point that if a ruler should be overthrown, then God has willed that that ruler should lose his 
56 White, Grounds, p. 161. 
57 !bid, pp. 161/2. 
58 lbid, pp. 163, 159. 
59 !bid, p. 163/4: ' .. . many not looking into the nature of God and rationall and intelligent substances, 
make a shift to pervert it [the assertion that God is 'Lord and Master of all things'] into a meer 
blasphemy: For, if the sence bee onely this, that God is omnipotent and no resistance possible in any 
creature to his absolute will; nothing is more certaine, nothing more holy. But, this is not the meaning 
of the Divines; but, that there is an Ath·ibute or notion in God of being Lord and Master, to which they 
do not say we cannot, but, ought not resist, and rather admit that wee can. And herein is the first 
faltring, that, in effect, they deny the Omnipotency, and reduce that which is a true physicall power to 
a Morall obligation' . 
60 Ib 'l l(' pp. 165/6. 
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position and that therefore we are no longer bound to obey him. Although White does not 
quote St Paul's stricture that everyone should be subject to the higher powers, his arguments 
effectively defend it. The only difference is that White appears to have accepted that there 
are times when God so arranges His world as to make particular people become the 
instruments of his plans and change the rulers of a state. In such circumstances, the rest of 
us have to obey the new ruler as chosen by God. White's argument is not simply a political 
argument in favour of de factoism; rather, it is a theological explanation of it.61 
These suggestions about the nature of providence reflect the beliefs which Digby and White 
expressed in their writings about natural philosophy, theology, the rule of faith, eschatology 
and soteriology. 62 In a letter written in response to George Hakewill's An Apology of the 
Power and Providence of God, Digby maintained that to suggest that the development of the 
world and of humans in it ' dependeth onely on the immediate and present will of him that 
framed this worke were to taxe him of ignorance or impotence that could not at the first so 
temper and measure out his worke as it should no more neede his immediate interessing 
himselfe in it until all the plummets of it were runne out' .63 He effectively argued that God's 
providence is to be understood as immanent not transcendent. Indeed, in language very 
reminiscent of White's, Digby claimed that God is like 'a good clockmaster that frameth that 
ingine so as bee needeth not remove the hand of it any more after bee bath once sett it right 
and wound it up, until it be quite runne out' .64 Similarly, in 1643, Digby maintained that 
God would not exercise transcendent providence to infuse grace into individuals. He noted 
that 'conceming Grace: I doe not conceive it to bee a quality, infused by God Almighty into 
a soule'. Rather, it is ' the whole complex of such reall motives ... that incline a man to 
61 !bid, pp. 172- 9, 180--3. 
62 For a discussion of their understanding of providence with regard to the mle of faith, see below, 
chapter 4, sections 2, 3 and 4. 
63 George Hakewill, An Apology of the Power and Providence of God. Or an Examination of the Common Errour touching Nature 's Decay, (Oxford, 1627). 64 B. L. , Harl. MSS., 4153, ff. 9/10. This was written in 1635. He used almost the same words in his Two Treatises, (Paris, 1644), p. 227: speaking about 'how a plant or animal, cometh by the figure it hath' , Digby suggested that 'we shall see this miracle of nature to proceed ... not from an immediate 
working of God or nature without convenient and ordinary instmments to mediate and effect this 
configuration, through the force and virtue of theire owne particular nature. Such a necessity to interest the cheife workeman att every turne, in particular effects, would argue him of want of skill 
and providence, in the first laying of the foundations of his designed machine : he were an improvident 
clockemaker, that should have cast his worke so, as when it were wound up and going, it would 
require the masters hand att every houre to make the hammer stTike upon the bell. Lett us not then too familiarly, and irreverently ingage the Almighty Architect his immediate handyworke in every particular effect ofNature '. 
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vertue, and piety'. And all these 'reall motives', the 'whole concatenation of all the 
intervening accidents', were 'ranged and disposed from all Eternity, by God's particular 
goodnesse and providence' .65 The Blackloist rule of faith itself, as will be seen, was 
different from traditional conciliar or papalist statements of teaching authority mainly 
because it did not rely on the transcendent intervention of the Holy Spirit.66 
The implication of The Grounds of Obedience and Government is that humans have to 
consider what God's wishes are, as they are revealed through his providential arrangement of 
the world's affairs. Then they have to act in accordance with His wishes so revealed; and, in 
fact, they cannot fail to do so, though they may find themselves being laid low through 
God's providence. This is suggestive of Cromwell's attempts to understand what God 
wanted him to do through various providential signs.67 White held that the way that humans 
might do this was through the use of reason, of 'the naturall light God hath bestowed on 
mankinde' .68 To this extent, the political philosophy of The Grounds of Obedience and 
Government was secular: it laid down the grounds on which people might decide whether to 
support the Protectorate or to cany on fighting for the royalist cause. But this was really a 
religious, almost a theological, decision: a man might be setting himself against God if he 
made the wrong choice.69 
65 Digby, Observations, 'The Postscript', pp. 122-4. White[O] also used his discussion of grace to 
express beliefs about providence similar to those which he advanced in the Grounds. God ananged 
the world, 'the external and intemal circumstances', in such a way that people may be led to love Him in the same way that they are impelled by nature to sin. Also, people are led to the behaviour and beliefs by both extemal providence and internal 'phantasms and spirits' over which they have little or 
no control. Rather, these things are directed by God (White, Institutionum Sacrarum Peripateticis Inaedificatarum, pp. 111/2). 
66 This was the basis of Holden's explicit rejection of the suggestion that some individual might have privileged access to knowledge of God's truth by virtue of their office. In fact, much of the intellectual agenda of the Blackloists, and particularly of Digby and White, was concerned with 
establishing the nature and extent of God's providential conh·ol of the world. 67 See, for example, Roots, Speeches pp. 9-15 . 68 White, Grounds, p. 161. 
.· 69 !bid, pp. 158-171. It should be noted, however, that the Blackloists were distinctive among the Anglo-Gallicans examined in this thesis because of their analysis of providence and their willingness 
to deal with the Interregnum regimes. 
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IV. The Grounds of Obedience and Govemment as an 'unjesuited Catholic' case for 
religious toleration 
Despite its apparently neutral religious approach, The Grounds of Obedience and 
Government was, in Mark Goldie's words, 'a veiled address to Cromwell for toleration for 
sober and unjesuited Catholics' .70 But White's arguments did not represent simply a case for 
the religious toleration of 'unjesuited Catholics'; rather, they represented an 'unjesuited 
Catholic' case for religious toleration. In order to demonstrate this, we can note its 
arguments for religious toleration, particularly those based on the original 'contract', and 
then its suggestions about church/state relations. 
White's case for religious toleration was based on the original conditions under which people 
agreed to enter into society. Hobbes maintained that individuals surrendered their rights 
almost entirely to the sovereign.71 The major exception concerned their right to life.72 
White 's argument was similar. But he placed far more emphasis on the religious elements of 
human experience and on the importance of human reason. These emphases represented a 
major part of his case for religious toleration within a model of the relationship between the 
temporal and spiritual rulers which was not, as Collins would argue, Erastian along 
Hobbesian lines, but was in fact thoroughly dualist along Marsilian lines.73 Whereas Hobbes 
stressed that individuals should give to the sovereign control over most aspects of their lives 
apart from the right to life itself, White limited the ability and right of humans to give up 
their control over a wider range of issues.74 The result was that the powers of White's 
sovereign were far more limited than those of Hobbes ' sovereign. In particular, White's 
sovereign had less control over the individual conscience than Hobbes'. As a consequence, 
he had less control over religion, if not the established church, in his territory. 
White, like Hobbes, accepted that the crucial question in deciding the powers of government 
concemed the powers which individuals could surrender to government. Also like Hobbes, 
70 Goldie, 'The reception ofHobbes', p. 614. 
71 Hobbes, Leviathan, pp. 121- 9. 
72 !bid, pp. 93/4. 
73 
Collins, 'Thomas Hobbes and the English Revolution' , pp 328- 34; idem 'Hobbes and the Blackloist 
Conspiracy' , pp. 305- 331 , at pp, 330/ 1. For a discussion of Mars"ilius of Padua's arguments, see 
~bove, Introduction, section 3. 
4 
White, Grounds, pp. 45-53 . 
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White argued that as soon as people agree to live together in society they need a way of 
reaching agreement 'when passion stirreth contention ' . They must 'give consent, to end 
their controversies by some means ' . To this end, they should appoint ' some man or men, 
accounted wise and good . .. to whose arbitrament all the rest ought to stand ' .75 The 
members of society surrender their right to act individually in certain respects: 'The 
Magistracy receives such an activity and power as did arise out of a Man's promise to his 
neighbour: and by consequence ... the people as farre as they have renounced their owne 
will, so" farre they have no power left in them to contradict or resist the orders of the 
Magistracy'. The magistrate's power cannot exceed 'the peoples' promise' . If his subjects 
bind him in certain ways, the magistrate cannot ' transgresse such !awes, or extend himself 
beyond the prefixed limits by his instalment, and the original power given to him'. 76 The 
magistrate ' s powers are limited because he cannot claim powers which have not been given 
to him; the subjects can only resist insofar as they have retained certain powers and rights. 77 
In considering whether or not resistance was justifiable, a subject had to decide if a 
sovereign had exceeded the ' original power given him'. Hobbes had argued that an 
individual could not give up his right to life and would therefore resist the sovereign if his 
life was threatened. White 's position was comparable, but in a religious age, more realistic: 
'It is evidently against the inclination of nature, to consent to the losse either of life or of the 
profit of life, which is, either to be well in this world or the next: therefore it cannot be 
conformable to nature to renounce either: especially, the Quiet in this world being the 
meanes to gaine blisse in the other'. 78 Humans should not, and do not, surrender either the 
right to life or the right to those things which they regard as essential for the life to come. 
This claim informed part of White ' s principal statement m favour of some measure of 
religious toleration: 
' ... for a man to renounce the content of this world, who either thinke not of 
another, or, at least, hopeth nothing out of his renunciation: This must of 
necessity be extremely inationall and against Nature; whose universall aimes 
are, to be well , either in the next or this present life. But if there be no such 
75 !bid, p. 45 . 
76 !bid, p. 49. 
77 !bid, pp. 45- 53. 
78 !bid, pp. 54/5. He stated that ' clearly, it is against nature for any to submit his will so fane as to 
renounce eternall blisse' . 
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subjection naturall, there can as little be any power of command gotten either by 
promise and submission of the subject, or violence of the Commander, who 
may perforce do what he list, but can never make it conformable to nature, to 
use another with such inhumane severity. ' 79 
This restriction on the powers which individuals can promise away meant that people could 
not be expected to confotm their conscience to the demands of the magistrate. Rather, White 
maintained that there are some respects in which the magistrate cannot control the 
individual, namely those to do with religious belief. 
White developed this point by arguing that humans cannot give up the use of their reason 
without also giving up their humanity. He asked if a nation could deliver itself up to a 
magistrate so entirely that it should cease to have anything of its 'owne, nor be able to 
deserve or get anything but bee entirely at the disposal of the Magistrate it chuseth, without 
right or property?' 80 He said that this could not happen. Humanity, he said, cannot stop 
using its reason; a nation has the qualities of human nature; therefore the members of a 
nation or society cannot be prevented from using their reason.81 As a consequence, each 
individual must be allowed to 'judge and goveme in his little spheare of activity' [my 
emphasis]. 82 If we attempt to renounce our reason, White argued, we renounce also our 
'manlinesse', our humanity. If we do this, our promises can mean nothing and therefore it is 
meaningless to imagine humans ' contracting an obligation of obedience ' .83 If we disregard 
the claims of our reason, if we deny ourselves any measure of individual autonomy in our 
'little spheare of activity', there can be no satisfactory political society. 84 
Alongside these arguments, White maintained the importance of religion and religious 
beliefs, not just in the specific context of oaths, but also in more general senses relating to 
the ways in which humans will behave for the good of society. He argued that humans are 
often required to hazard themselves and their goods for society. But they cannot be expected 
79 /bid, pp. 55/6. 
80 /bid, p. 59. 
81 /bid, pp. 61/2. 
82 /bid, p. 62. 
83 /bid, pp. 63/4. 
84 /bid, pp. 59- 64. White describes the pernicious consequences of denying individuals their right to a 
'little spheare of activity' on pp. 166- 71. In these pages he stre~ses the dangers ofbasing authority on 
a claim to absolute power, as opposed to reason. The clairri that reason could not be suppressed 
without also suppressing our essential humanity was also been discussed by John Austin. See below, 
chapter 3, sections 5 and 6. 
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to do this without being convinced of the benefits which they will receive in the next life.85 
An individual's convictions about the next life are why he can be trusted; they are also the 
basis for any of his actions which contribute to the wellbeing of society.86 In return, 
society's political and temporal leaders have to teach their subjects that 'there is another life 
to bee expected'. Indeed, 'it imports good govemement to plant deeply in the breast of the 
subjects a rationall apprehension of it'. 87 Although that of which subjects should have a 
'rationall apprehension' is not clearly defined, The Grounds of Obedience and Government 
is, in ·large part, an attempt to define the correct - mutually understanding - relationship 
between temporal and spiritual life. 
White, therefore, presented several arguments which could inform a case for some measure 
of religious toleration. Since the final end of a human is 'to be well in this life or in the 
next'; since we cannot give up our right to do what we regard as necessary for this end; since 
it is against nature for the rulers of a commonwealth to act in such a way that we are denied 
these rights; since reason and our autonomy in our own 'little spheare of activity' are 
essential parts of a well-ordered state; and since the religion which is necessary for a well-
ordered state is not equated with any particular denomination: for all these reasons, the rulers 
of a commonwealth must accept and defend some (undefined) measure of religious 
toleration. We can now consider White's ecclesiology and the extent to which he, and the 
other Blackloists, adopted Gallican and tolerant principles. 
85 White, Grounds, pp. 77/8. 
86 The text of Behemoth suggests that Hobbes apparently regarded the 'power of religion ' as 
something to be manipulated for the present good (Behemoth, pp. 54, 82). This impression is borne 
out by comparable passages in Leviathan, for example at pp. 402-415. By contrast, White 
appreciated that it could be used in this way, but seems genuinely to have believed that the afterlife 
was more important than the present life: all of the sources about his beliefs point to this conclusion. 87 White, Grounds., p. 75. Hobbes similarly stressed the role of education or indoctrination in promoting civil society, though he was more concerned to ensure that subjects would have a right 
apprehension of the sovereign's power than to teach them about the afterlife (Leviathan, pp. 231- 37, 
and Behemoth, pp. 53-9). Indeed, it has been argued that in Leviathan, Hobbes wanted to end the fear 
of what might come after death and that this accounts for his apparent mortalism (Tuck, 'The Civil Religion of Thomas Hobbes', pp. 131 /2; though David Johnston .and John Pocock suggested an 
alternative explanation for Hobbes' mortalism: David Johnston, 'Hobbes's Mortalism', in Hist01y of Political Thought, 10 (1989), pp. 647-663; John Pocock, 'Time, History and Eschatology in the Thought of Thomas Hobbes', in J. H. Elliott and H. G. Koeni~berger (eds.), The Diversity ofHistOiy: Essays in Honour of Sir Herbert Butterfield, (London, 1970); pp. 148- 201). By contrast, White not 
only would not subscribe to Hobbes 's mortalism, but regarded the afterlife as having a vital role in 
securing commonwealths in this life (Grounds, pp. 77/8). 
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v. Thomas White and Thomas Hobbes: Erastianism or Marsilian dualism? 
The crucial question which The Grounds of Obedience and Government raises is how we 
should define, and put into practice, the necessary measure of religious toleration: what is the 
appropriate definition of each individual's 'little spheare of activity'? The answer would 
appear to lie in White's adoption of thoroughgoing dualism. White's dualism had the 
appearance of Hobbesian Erastianism. This accounts for the arguments of Tuck and Collins 
about the similarities between White, the Blackloists, Hobbes and even Cromwell. But this 
appearance is misleading. White's views on church/state relations placed him at odds with 
the mainstream of Catholic tradition. They also placed him at odds with most protestants in 
England who regarded Catholicism as unacceptable. Thus White and the Blackloists 
maintained a position on political theology which was condemned by the hierarchical leaders 
of the Catholic Church and, for different reasons, by most English protestants. It is hardly 
surprising, then, that their views provoked such anger among their contemporaries and have 
been so little studied by modem historians. This section will argue that the ideas of White, 
Hobbes and Cromwell have been wrongly conflated: the implication that they all shared the 
commitment of 'Independency' to 'Erastianism' and the rejection of 'traditional Christian 
dualism' obscures profound differences between their arguments and beliefs. 88 
Almost from the time White published The Grounds of Obedience and Government in 1655, 
he has been compared with Hobbes. Roger Coke examined White, Hobbes and Hugo 
Grotius in his Justice Vindicated (1660). He praised Hobbes and Grotius as 'men no doubt 
of as eminent learning and parts, as any this last Age has produced', though he disagreed 
with their arguments. White, he claimed, 'harps upon the same string with Mr Hobbs and 
Grotius, that all supreme power is originally created by mens wills subject to it' .89 George 
Leybume condemned White's work as 'horrid, unparalleled, unauthorised, and unchristian' 
and claimed that it was 'cut out ofMr Hobbe's Leviathan' .90 
88 But they were firmly within broader h·ends, of which Cromwellian Independency was, it might be argued, just one manifestation. On these broader trends see Collins, 'Thomas Hobbes and the English Revolution', pp. 10, 23, 183/4. 89 
Roger Coke, Justice Vindicated ji·om the False Fucus put upon it, by Thomas White, Gent., Mr Thomas Hobbs, and Hugo Grotius, (London, 1660), 'To the reader' (no pagination) . 90 George Leybume, Encyclical Answer to an Encyclical Epistle, (Douai, 1661), p. 37. These comparisons, together with other reactions to The Grounds of Obedience and Government, were 
89 
As has been seen, Collins has recently made similar comparisons.91 Collins' potted 
summary of the development of dualism and Erastianism is useful. But he equated the 
concept of 'Augustinian dualism' with the ideas 'that Christian unity found its locus in 
clerical hierarchy' and that 'the catholicity of the Church was to be secured through the unity 
of clerical authority in a spiritual sphere distinct from temporal power' .92 Collins assumed 
that any rejection of these ideas was a rejection of' dualism' and an adoption of Erastianism. 
The classic example which he cited in this respect was Marsilius of Padua. He argued that 
White and Hobbes both based their decision to negotiate with the Independents on the 
'Erastian proclivities' of Independency.93 That is, they admired what he regarded as the 
rejection of traditional forms of dualism and the adoption of 'an Erastian church settlement' 
which was the real aim of the Cromwellian Independents.94 He suggested that Hobbes and 
White made the same political decisions because they shared the same views about political 
theology: they both rejected dualism and adopted Erastianism. In this respect, they both held 
Marsilian views on the relationship between the church and the state. 
Comparisons between Hobbes and Marsilius are well-established. Sommerville, for 
example, noted that Hobbes' 'central ideas are closer to those of the great medieval thinker 
Marsilius of Padua than to the teachings of many seventeenth-century Erastians'. Collins 
agreed with Sommerville and argued that 'profitable comparisons may be drawn between 
Hobbes and Marsilius of Padua'. We are told that 'of all the proto-Erastian theorists of the 
pre-Reformation era, Marsilius went furthest in rejecting ecclesiological dualism in favour of 
sovereign power' . 'Both Hobbes and Marsilius advocated a complete denial of coercive 
authority to the clergy' by similar means. Collins accepted that there were differences 
between Hobbes and Marsilius, over the idea of popular sovereignty, for example. But they 
both realised 'the potential for a spiritual and temporal dualism to generate civil war' .95 
Sommerville also commented on some differences between them. He noted, for example, 
that 'Hobbes granted clerics no power even to specify crimes' which merited 
discussed by Southgate in ' "That Damned Book": The Grounds of Obedience and Government (1665), and the downfall ofThomas White', pp. 244- 9. 91 Collins, 'Hobbes and the Blackloist Conspiracy', pp. 326/7 and above, chapter 2, section 2. 92 !bid, pp. 29, 22. 
. 93 Collins, 'Thomas Hobbes and the English Revolution', p. 329. 94 !bid, pp. 6-8 . 
95 Ib"d l 'pp. 58-60. 
excommunication.96 He appears, however, to have regarded this difference as of secondary 
importance. 
But the differences between Marsilius and Hobbes are far more significant than these 
qualifications would suggest. Unlike Marsilius, Hobbes, in Leviathan, would not 
acknowledge that the church and priesthood had their own sacramental power and teaching 
authority. Instead, he regarded the temporal ruler, the sovereign, as the rightful source of all 
authority and power even in all matters relating to religious and spiritual experience. This 
put him at odds with both Thomas White and with the advocates of Cromwellian 
Independency. Hobbes argued that subjects had to obey the sovereign in matters of religious 
ceremony and doctrine, with only one qualification:97 'when a man receiveth two contrary 
commands, and knows that one of them is God's, he ought to obey that, and not the other, 
though it be the command even of his lawful sovereign' .98 The problem lay in identifying 
which commands contradicted, and which were in accordance with, God's wishes. This 
problem, according to Hobbes, only troubles those who do not know what is necessary for 
salvation. Subjects need to obey God rather than their temporal sovereign only in those 
matters wherein obedience to the temporal sovereign would result in damnation.99 Hobbes 
said that 'all that is necessary to salvation is contained in two Vertues, Faith in Christ and 
Obedience to Laws' . 100 He maintained that the latter of these by itself would be sufficient for 
salvation, were it not for the fact that we have to make up for our past sins and those of our 
forebears. As a result, faith in Christ is also necessary. But beyond this, what should we 
believe? 
96 Johann P. Sommerville, Thomas Hobbes: Political Ideas in Historical Context, (London, 1992), pp. 
132/3. 
97 Hobbes, Leviathan, pp. 413/4. 
98 !bid, p. 403. As Hobbes noted, 'the difficulty therefore consisteth in this, that men when they are 
commanded in the name of God, know not in divers Cases, whether the command be from God, or 
whether he that commandeth, doe but abuse Gods name for some private ends of his own' . 99 lb1:d, p. 403: 'But this difficulty of obeying both God, and the Civill Soveraign on earth, to those 
that can distinguish between what is Necessary, and what is not Necessary for their reception into the 
Kingdome of God, is of no moment. For if the command of the Civill Soveraign bee such, as that it 
may be obeyed, without the forfeiture of life Eternall; not to obey it is unjust; and the precept of the 
Apostle takes place; Sen,ants obey your masters in all things ... But if the command be such, as 
cannot be obeyed, without being damned to Eternall Death, then it were madnesse to obey it, and the 
Counsell of our Saviour takes place, (Mat. 10.28) Fear not those that kill the body, but cannot kill the 
soule. All men therefore that would avoid, both the punishments that are to be in this world inflicted, 
for disobedience to their earthly Soveraign, and those that sh?ll be inflicted in the world to come for disobedience to God, have need be taught to distinguish well between what is, and what is not Necessary to Eternall Salvation' 
lOO fb "d 403 . l 'p. . 
Hobbes maintained that only one article of faith was essential for salvation. 101 He also said 
that obedience is necessary for salvation. There was, therefore, only one article of faith the 
denial of which should be grounds for resisting the temporal sovereign: 'The (Unum 
Necessarium) Onely Article of Faith, which the Scripture maketh simply necessary to 
Salvation, is this, that Jesus is the Christ' .102 This teaching, with the consequences which 
could be drawn from it, is the only teaching which people should not allow their sovereign to 
persuade them from. But the sovereign, according to Hobbes, has the right to decide and 
teach on matters of doctrine.103 So the question arises, what if 'a Christian King should from 
this Foundation Jesus is the Christ, draw some false consequences, that is to say, make some 
superstructions of Hay, or Stubble, and command the teaching of the same'? Hobbes noted 
that 'Christian Kings may ene in deducing a Consequence, but who shall Judge?' He asked, 
'shall a private man Judge, when the question is of his own obedience?"04 
According to Hobbes, obedience to the sovereign is more important than the maintenance, or 
at least the outward demonstration, of particular beliefs other than the unum necessarium. 
Even under an infidel, Christians should accept that their first duty is to obey the temporal 
sovereign. They should not allow their beliefs to impinge on their obedience: 'for their 
Faith, it is intemall, and invisible'. If a Christian decides that he cannot in conscience give 
up certain outward demonstrations of his belief, and if the temporal, infidel sovereign, 
decides to punish him for this, then the subject must accept his punishment. Under a 
Christian king who does not deny the one key article of faith, there can be no justification for 
any fmm of non-obedience, even in religious matters. People who object to a particular 
command on the grounds of conscience are mistaken in their understanding of God 's wishes 
and misguided in their conscience, for 'there can ... be no contradiction between the Laws of 
God, and the Laws of a Christian Common-wealth ' . Such an individual should listen to 
101 Hobbes held that faith, as opposed to the contents of faith, does not lie within the gift of humans, 
' for Faith is the gift of God; and he worketh it in each several! man, by such wayes, as it seemeth good 
unto him' (Leviathan , p. 405). But he did not develop this suggestion into an argument about the 
sanctity of conscience. 
102 Leviathan, p. 407. 
103 Hobbes argued that we know what to believe only by listening' to the supreme pastor of the church. 
But Hobbes ' supreme pastor was the 'civill Soveraigne' (Leviathan, pp. 402- 5; the quote is at p. 405). 
104 !bid, pp. 413/4. 
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Hobbes, rather than to his own consctence, and should conform his behaviour to his 
. ' d 105 soveretgn s comman s. 
By contrast, White held that an individual hoping to be saved should accept not just one 
necessary belief, but an entire set of teachings, an entire church structure, the whole of 
Tradition derived from Christ. 106 In this respect, White's position was far more 'Marsilian' 
than that of Hobbes. More specifically, White's arguments about the structure of the church 
in his Catechism of Christian Doctrin, together with his suggestions about the nature of the 
church in The Grounds of Obedience and Government, demonstrate that he adopted a 
Marsilian model of dualism which was very different from Thomas Hobbes' Erastianism. 
White's discussion of episcopacy reveals areas of religious experience which, he believed, 
fell outside the jurisdiction of the temporal ruler. Episcopacy, he said, was important 
primarily as the seat of counsel and government within the church. 107 But he also said that 
bishops are necessary 'for particulars ... in order to spiritual direction. For, they being by 
Christ's institution the Supreme Guids and Princes of both speculative and Mysticall 
theology, infetiour Priests and Directours are to take from them their rules, and Judgment, in 
all spiritual affairs' .108 Episcopal jurisdiction is spiritual. Similarly, an explanatory note tells 
us that the bishop is 'chief Magistrate and Overseer in Ecclesiastical and chief Director in 
spiritual affairs'. 109 The distinction between 'ecclesiastical' and 'spiritual' suggests an area 
of the church's activity and experience over which ultimate authority might not lie with the 
bishops, that is, 'ecclesiastical' matters, and an area over which they might exercise 
authority, that is, the purely spiritual. This was compatible with the plans set out by Henry 
Holden in 1647. 110 
According to White, the purpose of the church was to wean people away from the ' love of 
naturall objects' and to guide them towards their supernatural ends. 111 The distinction 
between the supernatural and the natural was the basis of White's model of church/state 
relations. He observed that there are several types of government. Many communities have 
105 !bid, p. 414. 
106 For a general statement of his beliefs about the shucture, purpose and teachings of the Roman Catholic Church, see Thomas White, A Catechism of Christian Doctrin, (Paris, 1659). For White's ideas about Tradition and the infallibility of the church, see below, chapter 4, sections 3 and 4. 107 White, A Catechism of Christian Doctrin, p. 195. 108 !bid, p. 196. 109 fb'd 195 l 'p. . 
no Pugh, Black/a 's Cabal, pp. 32-4, 36-40. 111 White, A Catechism of Christian Doctrin, pp. 187-203. 
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a sort of 'defective Governement'. But people can usually appeal from the judgments of 
these 'defective governments' to higher authorities. The 'defective governments' do not 
have the 'power of life and death, generally', or the 'power of peace and warre'. If they 
appear to have these powers, it is only 'as they participate of Soveraignty by priviledge, or 
accident'. Control over these aspects of temporal existence is restricted to the highest 
I . 112 tempora sovere1gns. 
In describing the highest governments, White explained which areas of human experience 
properly pertained to the temporal sovereign and which did not in Marsilian terms: the 
highest temporal government 'is that which bath power, either of all things belonging to the 
people it governeth; or at least, of all comprehensible by Nature and falling under Sence and 
Experience'. White explained the difference between a government which controls 'all 
things belonging to the people it governeth', and a government which controls only those 
things 'comprehensible by Nature and falling under Sence and Experience': 'The first of 
these wee see in the Pope and such Bishops as are withall Secular Princes; the second, in 
other Christian Governements either of Princes or Common-wealths, where the spiritual 
jurisdiction is acknowledged to be higher and greater, though not commander of the 
Temporall'. White believed that a temporal government commanded all that is 
'comprehensible by Nature and falling under Sence and Experience'. This is an exact 
description of Marsilius' definition of temporal powers which had to be wielded by the 
temporal not the spiritual government. The flip,side of the coin is also Marsilian: there is a 
plain of human experience which is not 'comprehensible by Nature' and which is controlled 
by the church. This could include the sacraments and dogma. Only when the two are 
combined does a government control all aspects of human existence. 113 Hobbes challenged 
this Marsilian model: according to Hobbes, there cannot exist a plain of human experience 
which is outside the control of a Christian temporal sovereign. 
112 White, Grounds, pp. 50/1. 'Defective governments' include 'Companies of Merchants or Trades-men; Universites and Colledges of Schollers; and Cloysters of men and women, who pretend to employ themselves wholly to perfect their soules towards eternall beatitude'. But these forms of society have not got full government because they lack control over some of the main attributes of a temporal government, including, for example, the 'universall adrninish·ation of humane goods and evills'. The 'defective Government[s]' are merely 'particulars to the universall', when compared with the highest governments. 113 !bid, pp. 50- 52. 
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The differences between Hobbes and White, between extreme Erastianism and Marsilian or 
Blackloist dualism, are evident in the way John Austin used Hobbes' Leviathan. Collins 
claimed that Austin's use of Hobbes revealed 'a strong Hobbist influence on the political 
machinations of the Blackloists' .114 Austin quoted Hobbes to show that the power of the law 
should not be extended 'to the barest thoughts and consciences of men'. 11 5 He also used it to 
argue that 'ministers of Christ in this world have no power to punish any for not believing' 
and that 'no coercive power [was] left by our Savior' .116 But as Collins noted, Austin had to 
adjust Hobbes' text to make it fit his needs. In citing Hobbes' comment that ministers have 
no coercive power, he dropped Hobbes' qualification that they have no coercive power 'by 
that title'. 117 Similarly, although he used Hobbes' assetiion that laws should not be aimed at 
the conscience, he dropped the claim that 'conformity ... of speech and action' is always 
required and that, as Collins puts it, 'the state can silence any preaching whatsoever' .118 
Austin's changes to Hobbes' text reflect the very profound differences between the Erastian 
Hobbes and the dualist Blackloists. 
This Marsilian dualism informed and strengthened White's tolerationism. It also reveals the 
relative weakness of Hobbes' arguments in favour of religious toleration. Having identified 
the differences between various types of government, White went on to consider the idea of 
slavery. In this context he noted that 'subjection to command in all things; and that merely 
for the Masters profit' might 'reach to the hindring him [the subject] from those actions 
which are necessary to obtaine Beatitude; or onely to corporall services, with that 
moderation, that the Master hinders him not from such exercises as concerne the 
procurement of future happinesse' .11 9 This distinction parallels the distinction which he 
drew between two types of government: those which control all aspects of human 
experience, and those which control only those elements of experience ' comprehensible by 
Nature'. White argued that the extreme fotm of authority is unjustifiable: 'clearly, it is 
against nature for any to submit his will so farre as to renounce eternal blisse. There cannot, 
then, bee any Obedience due to such an extremity; and, by consequence, there cannot be any 
power of commanding such enormities in the compasse of nature '. In other words, 
114 Collins, 'Hobbes and the Blackloist Conspiracy', pp. 329/30. Collins' comparison between Austin 
and Hobbes is very useful, although I think he does not develop its hue implications. 115 Austin, Oath of Abjuration, p. 21 , citing Hobbes, Leviathan, pp. 471- 2. ::~Austin, Oath of Abjuration, p. 27, citing Hobbes, Leviathan, p. _)42. 
Hobbes, Leviathan, p. 342. 
118 !bid, pp. 4 71/2. 
119 White, Grounds, p. 53 . 
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governments cannot claim the right to command people to do that which will hinder their 
search for eternal bliss. 120 
White does not, in fact, say that each individual should be allowed to do that which he or she 
believes is necessary for salvation. But he clearly expected that each individual would do 
that which he or she believes is necessary for salvation. Hobbes, by contrast, set out 
arguments to convince individuals that the needs of the state in this life should override any 
desire they might have to further their interests in the next life. He challenged the ultimate 
expression of a concern for the next life as opposed to the present life by arguing against the 
belief that martyrdom was justifiable in most cases. He maintained that the duty of 
obedience was such that it took precedence over the claims of witnessing to almost all 
beliefs. Martyrdom was therefore a violation of the duty of obedience and was a threat to 
peace. He even explicitly challenged the linguistic basis for the tetm 'martyrdom'. Only the 
unum necessarium, he maintained, is worth dying for. 121 
Despite the similarities pointed out by Skinner, Tuck and Collins, therefore, Hobbes and 
White had radically different attitudes to each individual's 'little spheare of activity' and the 
extent to which subjects could justify holding beliefs different from those of their sovereign. 
White's arguments are confused and confusing. 122 But major differences between Hobbes 
and White are immediately apparent. Whereas Hobbes argued that under any sovereign the 
way to achieve such beatitude was through obedience even at the expense of beliefs and 
practices held sincerely in the conscience, White believed that individuals even under the 
papacy could not surrender their right to look after their eternal happiness. Hobbes looked at 
the relationship between the govemment and the individual conscience from the top down, 
White from the bottom up. The one system argues against the autonomy of the individual's 
120 !bid, p. 54. White's definition of the jurisdiction of the temporal govemment (like Marsilius' 
assumptions) raises various problems. He acknowledges that temporal governments can control 
everything 'comprehensible by nature' (Grounds, pp. 50- 2) but also says that individuals have to 
carry out 'actions ... which are necessary to obtain Beatitude'. Clearly, actions are comprehensible by 
nature. Perhaps White meant that temporal governments could only every control such things, but 
that they should not, or had no right to, exercise the full extent of their powers. 
121 Hobbes, Leviathan, p. 345: 'He, that to maintain every doctrine which he himself draweth out of 
the History of our Saviours life, and of the Acts, or Epistles, of the Apostles; or which he beleeveth 
upon the authority of a private man, wil oppose the Laws and Authority of the Civill State, is very far 
from being a Martyr of Christ, or a Martyr of his Martyrs'. . 
122 White, Grounds, p. 52. It is not clear, for example, whethe/other bishops who are also secular 
princes have the right to control all aspects of human experience or only those 'comprehensible by 
nature' . 
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conscience, the other embraces such autonomy. It is that which constitutes our 'little spheare 
of activity' within which we must govern, and be allowed to govern, ourselves. 123 As will be 
seen, other English and Irish Gallicans, such as John Austin, Serenus Cressy, Peter Walsh 
and Redmund Caron shared many of the attitudes which White and the Blackloists 
advocated. 
123 This analysis assumes the (in my opmwn doubtful) propos1t1on that Hobbes' supposed 
commitment to Christianity was not just a sop. For a statement of the view that Hobbes ' commitment to Christianity was genuine, see A. P. Martinich, The Two Gods of Leviathan, (Cambridge, 1992). But even Martinich acknowledged that Hobbes might not have had a 'strong emotional commitment to religion' (p. 1). Other historians may feel that it is not clear what faith is, if it is not such an 
'emotional conmlitment'. It is also hard to understand in what sense Hobbes can be said to have been 
a Christian when, in his work, 'the biblical and medieval idea that salvation comes after death is 
changed into the view that the commonwealth provides salvation in this life ' (p . 10) . The differences between White and Hobbes are precisely the differences between a religious approach to politics, and 
one which is not based upon an 'emotional commitment' to religion, that is, one which realises the intellectual and political utility of religion but is not infmmed by religious faith. 
VI. The practical aspirations of the Blackloists 
Several questions can be asked by way of conclusion. What did the Blackloists hope to 
achieve by courting the monarchy before the Civil Wars and Intenegnum and then by 
negotiating with the Independents? Did they genuinely accept the principle of religious 
toleration? That is to say, would they have tolerated others had they been in a position to 
persecute ·them? Is there any reason to suppose that Cromwell 's de facto toleration of this 
group was the result of their arguments and beliefs? Or was it simply because of political or 
diplomatic factors? 
The different individuals considered in this thesis no doubt had different aspirations in their 
negotiations with the Independents. Digby was involved in negotiations with different 
regimes on behalf of the Catholics from the late 1630s almost until his death in 1665. In the 
Royal! Apologie, he distinguished between the repeal of the penal laws and a relaxation in 
their enforcement which would be a satisfactory, if not the best possible, anangement. 124 He 
argued that in purely practical terms Catholics were no threat to any regime and that 
therefore there was no need to persecute them. 125 His pragmatic approach to the penal laws 
was also evident in the letter which he and Waiter Montagu wrote to the Catholics asking 
them to support Charles I's war effort in 1639. 126 As in the Royal! Apologie and his 
memorandum to the pope, Digby emphasised his appreciation of the royal protection which 
had been extended to Catholics, and also his devotion to Henrietta Maria. Catholics should 
help in the collection because this would preserve the queen' s favour and 'give good 
characters of our devotion to the King and State; of whose benignitie wee have all reason to 
give testimonies, and to indeavour to produce arguments for the prosecution and increase of 
124 Sir Kenelm Digby, The Royal! Apologie, (Paris, 1648), pp. 35/6: 'there is a wide difference betwixt a toleration of Popery, and the not putting in execution the penall Lawes; and so there is betwixt the abolishing the penall Lawes, and a temporary forbearance of the rigour of them'. 125 Digby. Royal! Apologie, p. 28-31. 126 This was published as pa11 of a selection of documents conceming the 1639 collection: A Copy of 1. The letter sent by the Queenes Majestie concerning the collection of the Recusants Money for the Scottish Wan·e, Apr. 17. 1639. 2. The letter sent by Sir Kenelme Digby and Mr Mountague concerning the contribution. 3. The letter sent by those assembled in London to eve1y shire. 4. The names of the Collectors in each county in England and Wales. And. 5. The message sent from the Queenes' Majestie to the house of Commons by Master Comptroller the 5. of Febr. 1639, (London, 1641). (I will refer to this publication as Letters concerning the 1639 Collection.) 
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it' .127 Before the Independents' triumphs, he naturally seems to have associated the cause of 
the English Catholics with Henrietta Maria, Charles I's influential Catholic consort. 
The papers concerning the negotiations of 1647-9 suggest that the Blackloists had bolder 
aspirations with regard to what they could expect from the Independents. Henry Holden 
began his 'Instructions' by asking that Catholics be allowed to live in England 'with liberty, 
and freedome'. 128 In his 'Larger Instructions', he called upon the MPs to 'suffer the Roman 
Catholickes to live with the same freedom and enjoy the same liberty which the other free 
borne subiects of the Kingdom do, and which their natural birth ryght seemes to challeng as 
due unto them' .129 He wanted not just informal toleration, but legal protection. 130 
It is not clear that White, Holden and Digby accepted that they should tolerate other 
denominations even though they argued in favour of toleration for themselves. But this 
attitude seems to sit best with their actions and arguments. White effectively argued for 
some measure of religious toleration in The Grounds of Obedience and Government. Digby 
effectively offered a similar defence of the freedom of each person to govern in his or her 
own 'little spheare of activity', when he explained his belief in the importance of reason in 
religion. Speaking to Parliament in 1641, he said that he had been bought up a Catholic but 
maintained 'that I have ever affected freedome of iudgement; and could never yield to fetter 
my reason (since I had the use of any) to a blind and implicit fayth. And from hence hath 
growne that moderation in me in the exercise of my religion, that I was never offinsive to the 
lawes of the Kingdome, nor troblesome to any private person'. He also protested that 'as 
long as I containe my selfe to private relations between God and my owne conscience' there 
would be no need for him to cease to be a Catholic. The penal laws, he argued, did not 
forbid him being a Catholic or require him to attend the services of the Church of England. 
They simply required him to pay certain penalties if he failed to attend these services, which 
penalties, once paid, ensured that he would not be prosecuted further under the law. 131 He 
supported Holden in his efforts to have the penal laws lifted entirely, but he also implied that 
127 Letters concerning the 1639 Collection, pp. 3--4. 
128 Pugh, Blacklo 's Cabal, p. 32. 
129 !bid, p. 36. 
130 !bid, p. 53. By contrast, Digby's position appeared more realistic than that of Holden. Digby 
wanted Holden to 'doe all you can justly to compasse fitt conditions and advantages for us, without 
mingling this wicked and in teres sed court in our treaties'. The court, of course, was the court of 
Rome. 
131 B. L., Add. MSS., 41846, ff. 114- 117. 
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individuals who did not threaten their country' s peace should be able to follow their private 
relationship with God while being outside the English established Church. 
He never considered what a Catholic government might do in England since there was never 
any prospect of there being such a government. There are, however, certain indications of 
his likely attitude. On the one hand, he was wary of those who changed their religious 
beliefs regardless of a settled religious or church authority. He explained in his petition to 
Charles II ·that Catholics 'are not in danger of being thrust from these principles [of 
obedience] by any pretended illumination or private spirit working inwardly in our Soules, or 
upon any private interpretation of the Word of God'. 132 This is likely to be a reference to the 
Quakers. But Digby probably also intended to suggest that Catholics are more obedient 
subjects than protestants generally: he went on to explain that the duty of obedience was 
taught according to the infallible Catholic rule of faith, Tradition. But he did not say how he 
would treat people who maintained that their beliefs were inspired directly by God. 
Elsewhere, he tried to put into practice the principle of 'moderation . .. in the exercise of my 
religion ' . The situation in Ireland was considerably different from that which obtained in 
England. Catholicism was the majority religion in Ireland and it was therefore more 
important to ask what Catholics should do if they found themselves in the position of being 
able to grant or withhold toleration. Digby argued, in a meeting with Contarini, that an 
aggressive approach by Rinuccini in Ireland was bound to backfire. Protestants there should 
not be made to fear rule by Catholics or those with Catholic sympathies. Rather, Catholics 
should 'make up their mind to promise liberty of conscience and to advance the faith by 
degrees' .133 This is a statement more about what would be politic under the circumstances 
than a statement of tolerant principles. It is not a declaration in favour of religious or 
denominational pluralism. But it does show that he attempted to put into practice the 
moderate, irenic attitude which he developed in his speech to a committee of the House of 
Commons in 1641. 134 
Digby also endorsed the dualist assumptions which underpinned The Grounds of Obedience 
and Government. These might lead to a situation of de facto religious toleration. He 
132 B. L. , Add. MSS., 41846, f. 77. 133 Cal. S. P. Ven., vol. XXVIII, 1647- 1652, p. 8. 134 B. L. , Add. MSS., 41846, ff. 114-117. 
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identified 'for matter of practise in morall and civill regarde ... two severall duties which 
concern every man. The one a publike, the other a private one'. The distinction between the 
two informed his attitude towards government control of religion and the individual's 
relationship with the government on religious matters: 'This latter [the 'private duties'] I 
conceive to be alike in all men of what persuasion so ever they be in matter of religion; and is 
summed up in being an honest man. They importeth their duty and obedience to the Prince 
and lawes where they live' .135 But Digby expressed irenic hopes about the value of each 
denomfnation: 'I thinke it becometh every man to further an others devotion in the way he is 
in: and howsoever here in this world we may differ in some passages of our ioumey; I hope 
that in the end of it, all pious and honest men will meete together in heaven' .136 Given the 
circumstances in which he delivered this speech, Digby could hardly have said anything else. 
But his arguments and aspirations are consistent with those advanced in the negotiations of 
1647-9, in his advice about Ireland and in the manifesto ofBlackloist political theology, The 
Grounds of Obedience and Government. 
Henry Holden's attitudes were also informed by some combination of ecumenism, irenicism 
and tolerance. He claimed that he wrote his Analysis of Divine Faith because 'there is so 
much and such bitter dispute ... amongst the professors of the name of Christ, in all matters 
belonging to religion; and there is so much difference and variety amongst us in divine faith 
and worship'. He aimed to show that many of the grounds for schism were unfounded 
because those who broke away from the Catholic Church had misunderstood its teachings 
and imagined that they were 'bound to maintain under pain of excommunication, or of being 
ejected out of the Catholick communion, some small abuses in things belonging to Religion, 
which are crept into the Church' .137 In this endeavour, he followed other ecumenists such as 
Christopher Davenport and, in some of his writings, Thomas White. 138 But he also 
acknowledged the importance of the question of toleration as well as ecumenism. His 
'Instructions' showed that he regarded temporal powers as unnecessary, if not forbidden, to 
the church. And in his Analysis of Divine Faith, he referred to the question of toleration 
directly. 
135 B. L., Add. MSS., 41846, f. 115. 136 B. L., Add. MSS., 41846, ff. 115/6. 137 Holden, Analysis of Divine Faith, Preface, 'To the Reader' (no pagination) . 138 Christopher Davenport, Deus, Natura, Gratia, and, especially, his commentary on the Thirty-Nine Articles; idem, An Enchiridion of Faith, (Douai, 1654); An Explanation of the Roman Catholicks Beliefs, (n. p., 1656); A Cleare Vindication of Roman Catholicks fi"om A Fowle Aspersion: to wit, That they have and do promote a bloody and wicked Designe of the Pope and Cardinals, (n. p., 1659). 
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identified 'for matter of practise in morall and civill regarde ... two severall duties which 
concern every man. The one a publike, the other a private one'. The distinction between the 
two informed his attitude towards government control of religion and the individual's 
relationship with the government on religious matters: 'This latter [the 'private duties'] I 
conceive to be alike in all men of what persuasion so ever they be in matter of religion; and is 
summed up in being an honest man. They importeth their duty and obedience to the Prince 
and !awes where they live' .135 But Digby expressed irenic hopes about the value of each 
denomi~ation: 'I thinke it becometh every man to further an others devotion in the way he is 
in: and howsoever here in this world we may differ in some passages of our iourney; I hope 
that in the end of it, all pious and honest men will meete together in heaven' .136 Given the 
circumstances in which he delivered this speech, Digby could hardly have said anything else. 
But his arguments and aspirations are consistent with those advanced in the negotiations of 
1647-9, in his advice about Ireland and in the manifesto ofBlackloist political theology, The 
Grounds of Obedience and Government. 
Henry Holden's attitudes were also informed by some combination of ecumenism, irenicism 
and tolerance. He claimed that he wrote his Analysis of Divine Faith because 'there is so 
much and such bitter dispute .. . amongst the professors of the name of Christ, in all matters 
belonging to religion; and there is so much difference and variety amongst us in divine faith 
and worship'. He aimed to show that many of the grounds for schism were unfounded 
because those who broke away from the Catholic Church had misunderstood its teachings 
and imagined that they were 'bound to maintain under pain of excommunication, or of being 
ejected out of the Catholick communion, some small abuses in things belonging to Religion, 
which are crept into the Church' .137 In this endeavour, he followed other ecumenists such as 
Christopher Davenport and, in some of his writings, Thomas White. 138 But he also 
acknowledged the importance of the question of toleration as well as ecumenism. His 
'Instructions' showed that he regarded temporal powers as unnecessary, if not forbidden, to 
the church. And in his Analysis of Divine Faith, he referred to the question of toleration 
directly. 
135 B. L., Add. MSS., 41846, f. 115. 136 B. L., Add. MSS ., 41846, ff. 115/6. 137 
Holden, Analysis of Divine Faith, Preface, 'To the Reader' (no pagination). 138 Christopher Davenpm1, Deus, Natura, Gratia, and, especially, his commentary on the Thirty-Nine Articles; idem, An Enchiridion of Faith, (Douai, 1654); An Explanation of the Roman Catholicks Beliefs, (n. p., 1656); A Cleare Vindication of Roman Catholicks from A Fowle Aspersion: to wit, That 
they have and do promote a bloody and wicked Designe of the Pope and Cardinals, (n. p., 1659). 
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Holden identified the crucial problem which bedevilled Catholics who argued for toleration, 
namely their absolute conviction that their religious views were right. John Locke would 
later argue that nobody can be certain that his views are correct. There could therefore be no justification for forcing others to accept them (assuming this would be possible). 139 Holden 
expressed the dilemma from a Catholic point of view. He accepted that a man cannot be 
'bound to an internal act of Divine Faith' and that if he 'cloth think that such an act is 
contrary to the light of nature and reason, he cannot be obliged to produce it'. This was a judgment more of what was possible than of what was right. He went on to suggest that if 
the knowledge of a doctrine required to produce an act of divine faith were 'easie to be had, 
certainly it were a grievous fault in him not to obey the Church, commanding him to be of 
this belief. The reason is that the authority of the church 'is an argument of more weight 
and moment, then any reason for which we may think it fit to believe whatsoever cloth 
mainly direct and govern humane life and society'. 140 In other words, the church's authority 
in doctrinal matters is greater than that of a temporal government. 
But this does not mean that people should, or could, be forced to believe such teachings. 
Holden knew that parts of the Catholic Church had defended persecution on religious 
grounds for centuries. He knew that a tolerant statement would create many difficulties for 
him. This is, perhaps, why he was cautious when addressing the issue of toleration: 
'Whether rebellious and perverse men may be forced and compelled to the 
Catholick belief, as wicked and depraved men in other vices may be; yea, 
whether for a violent passion of minde, and obstinate wilfulnesse in Apostacy, 
men may be punished as they may be for being guilty of other crimes, I will not 
determine. It is sufficient for the present that we acknowledge that an Apostata 
may be prohibited and punished by the Church with spiritual paines, or 
Ecclesiastical censures: as he may be also by the Civil Magistrate with corporal 
paines, as imprisonment, banishment, and the like. But that Hereticks may be 
put to death, though convicted, yea though relapsed, and most obstinate (setting 
aside all danger of rebellion and sedition against the Civil State) was never held 
a Catholick Article of Christian Religion by the universal Church. Nor doe all 
our most pious and most learned Catholicks appr?ve the practise of the 
::
9 Locke, 'Letter concerning toleration', in Locke, Political Writings, ed. Wootton, pp. 405-410. 0 Holden, Analysis of Divine Faith, p. 169. 
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I' 
Inquisition. But this 1s a question needless to our purpose, and out of our 
b. t ,!41 su ~ec . 
Holden's statement leaves open the possibility that the civil magistrate may inflict temporal 
punishments for spiritual misdemeanours. To this extent, Holden's statement may be 
regarded as ambiguous. But his explicit rejection of capital punishment for heresy and his 
condemnation of the Inquisition suggest that he was inclined to be tolerant personally, even 
if the weight ofhis arguments did not lead inevitably to this conclusion. 
The Blackloists were realistic in their hopes for toleration. They were prepared, and had to 
be prepared, to compromise in what they sought for themselves. They would probably have 
been willing to grant some measure of toleration to denominations other than their own if 
they had been in a position to withhold it. Of course, these suggestions are to some extent 
speculative. They did, however, lay down arguments which would be developed by other 
Catholics into a case for religious toleration. And the 'Instructions', which constitute one of 
the 'test cases' for how English and Irish Gallicans might put their ideas into practice, were 
based on an acceptance of thoroughgoing dualism. 
This chapter cannot consider Cromwell 's attitudes towards Catholics in any detail. But 
recent research supports the suggestion that his position was not one of unthinking anti-
Catholicism. His moderate stance on the issue of the toleration of Catholics might reflect the 
fact that some Catholics held religious beliefs which were acceptable and tolerable primarily 
because they were tolerant. John Coffey noted that 'considering the brutal anti-popery of 
1641-1646, the mildness with which English Catholics were treated in the 1650s is one of 
the most surprising features of the Puritan Revolution'. Only one priest was executed during 
the Protectorate. As Morrill has shown, the government attempted to avoid executing the 
man in question, John Southworth. After Southworth's execution, Cromwell arranged to 
have the body sewn back together and sent to Douai for a Catholic burial. Such a gesture 
strongly suggests that Cromwell respected Southworth for his beliefs held in conscience. 142 
141 !bid, pp. 169/70. 
142 Coffey, Persecution and Toleration, pp. 157/8. Despite his notorious behaviour in Ireland, there 
seems little reason to doubt Cromwell's sincerity when he stated that he had 'of some, and those very 
many, had compassion; making a difference. Tmly I have ... m<1-de a difference; and, as Jude speaks, plucked many out of the fire - the raging fire of persecuti.on, which did tyrannise over their 
consciences, and encroached by an arbitrariness of power upon their estates ... ' (Ab bott ( ed.), Writings and Speeches, vol IV, p. 368). 
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Cromwell's religious views are, perhaps, unknowable. But he clearly respected beliefs 
sincerely held. So too did the Blackloists. Thomas White, Henry Holden, Peter Fitton and 
Sir Kenelm Digby promoted a coherent model of political theology which might be 
described as 'Anglo-Gallican'. This involved several intellectual developments which 
encouraged the emergence of tolerant principles among English and Irish Catholics: the 
rejection of contemporary and intolerant papal teachings; the importance of individual reason 
in each person's 'little spheare of activity'; the sanctity of conscience; respect for the beliefs 
of others; and a Marsilian form of dualism. It made political sense for Cromwell to treat 
Catholics well, but the Blackloists might also have given him ideological reasons for doing 
so. 
Chapter 3. The political theology of John Austin 
and Serenus Cressy and the Treaty of Dover 
1. The significance of John Austin and Serenus Cressy 
John Aus.tin and Serenus Cressy advocated models of English Gallicanism related to those of 
the Blackloists, and founded on anti-papalist accounts of church/state relations and the rule 
of faith. Although their arguments were not identical, Austin and Cressy faced many of the 
same challenges as each other, and as the Blackloists. This chapter will concentrate on the 
work of Serenus Cressy. He wrote far more than Austin and was a more systematic and 
influential theologian. Cressy's 'immediate concerns ' , largely overlooked by Tavard, will be 
analysed. It will also be seen that Trevor-Roper was mistaken in his blanket assumption that 
Catholics could not appreciate the 'liberal' arguments of the Tevians; and that he was wrong 
in his implication that Cressy, having left the established Church of England, had thereby 
ensured that he would play no role in promoting tolerant policies in his home country. 
Rather, it will be argued, Cressy shared many of the attitudes of Chillingworth, Clarendon, 
Hammond, Morley and Sheldon. His ideas were heavily shaped by the legacy of Tew and 
by his ongoing intellectual engagement with former members of the Tew circle. Cressy, like 
the protestant Tevians, attempted to avoid bigotry and to reconcile faith and reason. 
This chapter will also make a number of comparisons between Cressy's arguments and 
Austin ' s. These are useful because Cressy and Austin had to address the same concerns, 
despite the differences between the contexts in which they were writing: the relationship of 
English Catholics with the papacy was at the heart of all the political theology of Catholics 
in England during the seventeenth century, including after the Restoration.1 This chapter 
1 The negotiations between the Blackloists, other Catholics and the Independents, which were the immediate context for John Austin's major works in favour of religious toleration, have already been examined in chapter 2.[0] But Austin can usefully be compared with Cressy as well as with the Blackloists. He was not a member of 'Blacklo's Cabal', did not address the same theological issues as the Blackloists and presented arguments in favour of toleration which were qualitatively similar to Cressy's. Unlike the Blackloists, but like Cressy, he wrote works explicitly aimed at promoting toleration. His political theology anticipated Cressy 's, as much as it complemented the Blackloists '. Hence the fact that Cressy's Rejlexions upon the Oathes of Supremacy and Allegiance was published as the fourth part of Th e Christian Moderator. 
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will consider the immediate polemical context of Cressy's work, before discussing how both 
Cressy and Austin responded to comparable challenges. 
n. The polemical context of Cressy's work 
In his controversial writings directed against Cressy, Edward Stillingfleet said that the 
complexity of the relationship between English Catholics and the papacy was the reason for 
the retention of the penal laws? He objected most strongly to the doctrine of the papal 
deposin~ power. He argued that the penal laws had to be retained as long as Catholics were 
still a threat to the security of the government and the realm. These laws, he said, were 
'originally made upon the account of acknowledged treasonable practices'. They had to 
'continue just [i.e. with justice] upon all who do not give sufficient security against the 
principles leading to these practices' .3 
The deposing power, however, was only one of various papal pretensions to power m 
temporals. Papalists also claimed that the pope had authority over aspects of the church's 
experience in England which, according to Stillingfleet and Clarendon, properly belonged to 
the jurisdiction of the king of England.4 Stillingfleet defined the prerogatives of the kings of 
England in order to repudiate the powers claimed by the pope. He asked if Catholics would 
genuinely maintain the ancient rights of the kings of England, that is, that there should be 'no 
exercise of any foreign jurisdiction here without the King's consent, no liberty of going out 
of the kingdom, though upon the Pope's command, without the King's leave ... No decrees 
of Popes or Bulls to be received without the King's approbation; No Bishops to be made by 
2 On Stillingfleet see F. Beiser, The Sovereignty of Reason. The Defense of Rationality in the Early 
English Enlightenment, (New Jersey, 1996), pp. 134- 83 and R. H. Popkin, 'The philosophy of Bishop 
Stillingfleet', in the Journal of the Histmy of Philosophy, 9 (1971), pp. 303- 19; M. Griffin, 
Latitudinarianism in the seventeenth-centwy Church of England, (Leiden and New York, 1992); John 
Marshall, 'The Ecclesiology of the Latitude-men, 1660- 1689: Stillingfleet, Tillotson and "Hobbism'", 
in the Journal of Ecclesiastical Histmy, 36 (1985), pp. 407---427; Robe1i T. Carroll, The Common-
Sense Philosophy of Religion of Bishop Edward Stillingfleet, 1635-99, (The Hague, 1975); Sarah 
Hutton, 'Edward Stillingfleet, Henry More, and the Decline of "Moses Atticus" ', in Richard Kroll et 
al. (eds.), Philosophy, Science, and Religion in England 1640-1700, (Cambridge, 1992), pp. 68-84. 3 Edward Stillingfleet, Answer to Cressy 's Epistle Apologetical to a person of honour touching his 
vindication of Dr Stillingfleet, (London, 1675), p. 344. 4 On aspects of Clarendon's religious and political thinking at different stages in his career, see 
Michael Finlayson, 'Clarendon, providence and historical revolution' in Albion, 22 (1990), pp. 607-
32; Martin Dzelzainis, 'Edward Hyde and Thomas Hobbes's Elements of Law, natural and politic', in 
Historical Journal, 32 (1989), pp. 303-17; idem' "Undoubted Realities": Clarendon on sacrilege' in 
Historical Journal, 33 (1990), pp. 515---40; A. M. Quinton, The Politics ofimpeJfection: the religious 
and secular traditions of conservative thought in England fi·om lfooker to Oakeshott, (London, 1978); 
P. H. Hardacre, 'Sir Edward Hyde and the idea of libe1iy to tender consciences, 1641- 56', in Journal 
of Church and State, 13 (1971), pp. 23---42; G. R. Abernathy Jr., 'Clarendon and the Declaration of 
Indulgence', in Journal of Ecclesiastical Histmy, 11 (1960), pp. 55-73; B. H. G. Wmmald, 
Clarendon: politics, histmy and religion, 1640- 60, (Cambridge, 1951 ). 
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Papal Provisions out of the plenitude of his Power'. The wony which lay at the root of these 
issues was that Catholics might maintain that the king's power was in some way derived 
from the pope. 5 Stillingfleet's list of concerns reads like a standard list of 'Gallican 
liberties'. As such, they were consistent with the positions set out by several English and 
Irish Gallicans, including Cressy's teacher, Henry Holden, as well as by Cressy himself. 6 
Clarendon expressed the same concerns. He held that 'the difference between us [the 
supporters of the established Church and the Catholic Church] depends wholly upon the 
personal authority of the Pope within the King's Dominions ... It was that, and that only that 
first made the Schism, and still continues it, and is the ground of all the animosity of the 
English Catholicks against the Church of England, and produced their separation from it'. 
He clarified the difficulty by arguing that doctrinal differences to do with, for example, 
purgatory or transubstantiation 'would never cause their allegiance to be suspected, more 
than any other enor in Sence, Grammar or Philosophy, if those opinions were not instances 
oftheir dependence upon another Jurisdiction Foreign' .7 
Catholics might claim that their acceptance of disputed doctrines implied only a teaching or, 
at most, a spiritual authority in the pope. But it was precisely the difficulty of separating 
these instances of spiritual authority in the papacy from the question of papal authority in 
temporals that made the status of Catholics in England problematic. Clarendon asked Cressy 
to explain how the papacy could be said to have no temporal powers in England, but at the 
same time be regarded as having spiritual powers. He challenged Cressy to explain 'what 
that spiritual power is, and what submission they are bound to pay to it'. His suggestion was 
that such spiritual powers automatically placed an 'obligation upon their conscience'. This 
meant that it was necessary for the government to be sure this obligation would not 'involve 
them in actions contrary to their duties, which they can hardly hope to be secure of ... till 
they absolutely disclaim any power to be in him at all with reference to England'. 8 
5 Stillingfleet, Answer to Cressy 's Epistle Apologetical, pp. 505-7. Peter Walsh discussed the different theories of the origins of royal government, particularly as they concerned Catholic issues. See below, chapter 6, section 1. 6 As has been seen, Holden's views were set out in his ' Instmctions ' , for which see Pugh, Blacklo's Cabal, pp. 32-4, 36-40, and this thesis, chapter 2. There is a comparable set of proposals in the public archives at Shrewsbury. I am very grateful to Grant Tapsell for bringing these to my attention, and look forward to reading his authoritative account of the topic! 7 Edward Hyde, earl of Clarendon, Animadversions upon a book, intituled, Fanaticism Fanatically Imputed to the Catholick Church, (London, 1673), pp. 10111. 8 Clarendon, Animadversions, pp. 243- 5. 
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Austin and Cressy, like other English and Irish Gallicans and advocates of the toleration of 
Catholics, both argued that Catholics should be tolerated on the grounds that they denied the 
temporal powers sometimes attributed to the papacy and maintained that the spiritual powers 
which he possessed did not have temporal implications. There was therefore no danger that 
Catholics would threaten their rulers or the established Church. Austin held that Catholics 
were no more likely to be rebellious or unfaithful than members of other religious groups: 
indeed 'our [protestant] suspicions are not only confuted, but shamed by our own daily 
experience, for we trust papists in all negotiations, as indifferently as Protestants'. He also 
endorsed a form of words against papal pretensions in temporals which had been set out by 
the Independents during their negotiations with representatives of the Catholics in the late 
1640s. The Independents in the army required Catholics to reject three papalist claims to do 
with the deposing power and relations with heretics or excommunicants. Austin said that 
Catholics would be willing to renounce these papalist claims.9 
Cressy likewise protested that Catholics were loyal in virtually all of his printed works, in 
many of his manuscripts and especially in the different forms of an oath of allegiance which 
he considered. In his apology for his conversion, he protested that even the French Jesuits 
9 Austin, The Christian Moderator, part 1, p. 32 [sic for p. 33]. The three statements were discussed by Collins, 'Thomas Hobbes and the Blackloist Conspiracy', p. 329, and Clancy, 'The Jesuits and the Independents, 1647', pp. 76/7. It is not clear, however, that the statements ofpapalist opinions, to be rejected on oath, were first presented by Henry Holden, as Collins asserted. Indeed, Peter Walsh, in his HVR, made it clear that Holden supported but had not written the three propositions (pp. 522- 6). Walsh quoted two papers, the one subscribed by representatives of the Catholic clergy, the other by representatives of the laity, which both rejected the three statements of papalist claims. There are slight variations in the wording of the three statements, but they do not seriously affect their meaning. This text is the one subscribed by representatives of the laity (HVR, pp. 522/3) and quoted by Clancy (p. 76): '1. That the Pope or Church has power to absolve any person or persons whatsoever from his or their obedience to the Civil Government established in this realm. 2. That it is lawful by the Pope's or Church's command, or dispensation to kill, destroy or otherwise injure any person or persons whatsoever because he or they are accused or condemned, or excommunicated for Enor, Schism, or Heresy. 3. That it is lawful in itself or by the Pope's dispensation to break either word or oath made to any of the above-named persons under the pretext that they are heretics'. Clancy stressed the difference between the clerical and lay preambles to the statements to be subscribed in the negative. The clerical preamble was conditional upon the proviso that Parliament grant liberty of conscience to the Catholics; the lay preamble 'simply denounced the Three Propositions de jure without putting any conditions', (pp. 77/8). But although the clerical preamble makes the rejection of the papalist claims conditional upon the proviso that liberty of conscience be granted, the statements themselves, to be subscribed in the negative, are statements of absolute principle. They do not allow they should be rendered null and void if liberty of conscience were ever to be withdrawn, even in the clergy's formula. The lay preamble is clearly not conditional even upon liberty of conscience being granted. 
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had been willing to condemn disloyalty to a sovereign of a religion different from their own. 
He also quoted in full a statement of loyalty drawn up by a group of English Catholics before 
' the late commotions' .10 In his Epistle Apologetical, he maintained that most Catholics 
would be willing to take the Oath of Allegiance if the word 'heretical' were taken out of it. 
He suggested that instead of the word 'heretical ' , the expression 'contrary to the Word of 
God' might be used. 11 Similarly, in his Rejlexions upon the Oathes of Supremacy and 
Allegiance, he maintained that ' excepting one party, scarce any [Catholics in England] 
except against it [the Oath of Allegiance]; and were it not for some few incommodious 
expressions and phrases (nothing pertaining to the substance and design of the Oath) it 
would freely and generally be admitted and taken'. 12 He used the epistle dedicatory of his 
Fanaticism fanatically imputed to complain that 'neither Fidelity to our Prince nor Charity to 
our fellow-subjects can secure Catholicks from the worst effects of war in the midst of 
' 13 peace . 
For much of his writing career, Cressy was concerned to find a form of an oath of allegiance 
which would be acceptable to most Catholics as well as to the government. He hoped that 
such an oath could replace the 1606 Oath and win toleration for Catholics in England. In his 
advisory letters and papers to Clifford, he proposed or commented on a number of forms of 
an oath. 14 These forms of an oath reflected the three statements which the Independents 
drew up for Catholics to renounce, as well as the 1606 Oath. Austin and, more importantly, 
Cressy demonstrate that Clancy was right when he said that 'the history of Catholics and 
their various formulae and oaths of allegiance would almost be a history of their relations 
with the English government' .15 
Clarendon and Stillingfleet, however, pointed to divisions between different groups of 
Catholics. They used these divisions to argue that Cressy's claims that Catholics were loyal 
1
° Cressy, Exomologesis, (1647), pp. 76-9. Richard Bellings later used this statement as the model for the Irish Remonstrance (see below, chapter 6, section 1). The Jesuit statement to which he refened had been issued in 1625 . 11 Cressy, Epistle Apologetical, pp. 110/ 1. 12 This work used to be attributed to John Austin or John Sergeant, but Clancy established that it was by Cressy, who acknowledged it as his work in his Epistle Apologetical, p. 64. 13 Cressy, Fanaticism Fanatically imputed, Epistle Dedicatory, no pagination. 14 B. L. , Add. MSS., 65139, ff. 7, 12. See below, Appendix C. 15 Clancy, 'The Jesuits and the Independents, 1647', p. 73 . 
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were inelevant because Cressy had no authority to speak for other Catholics. 16 Clarendon 
said that if Catholics could sufficiently attest their loyalty then the 'laws which the iniquity 
of their forefathers brought upon them by their conspiracies and treasons may be suspended 
towards their innocent Children, until such time as their peaceable demeanour and good 
caniage shall make it appear just to be abolished'. He noted, however, that this possibility 
'will be obstructed by the Religious and Regular Clergie, who have so absolute a dependence 
upon the Pope, that they are in truth subjects to no other Prince' .17 
Cressy was aware of this weakness in his position. When he refened to the 'one party' that 
would not accept the Oath of Allegiance, he was acknowledging that the Jesuits in England 
were not likely to accept even a revised form of the Oath. In one of his papers for Clifford, 
Cressy complained about the lack of a proper structure of authority for the Catholic clergy in 
England. He accepted that this meant that the loyal clergy could not prevent the actions of 
'one Active Party among us, who to ingratiate themselves with the Court of Rome, have 
without the consent or knowledge of any others of the Clergy and by misinforming the Pope, 
obtained severall Bulls very burdensome and pernicious to the common peace and safety' .18 
Like the Blackloists, he argued that his rule of faith, which will be examined in chapter 4, 
was more consonant with true Catholicism than any papalist alternative and that, therefore, 
he was able to represent other Catholics. 19 
During the years 1670- 72, Serenus Cressy put into practice his belief that he could speak for 
the English Catholics: he acted as a spiritual adviser to Thomas Clifford and urged Clifford 
to advocate his (Gallican) model of Catholicism. During the same period, Clifford was one 
of Charles II's closest advisers. He knew about, and had signed, the secret Treaty of 
Dover.20 Although it is not clear that Cressy knew about the Treaty himself, he wrote two 
16 This point was repeated regularly by protestant writers arguing against Catholic claims to be loyal during this period. Stillingfleet levelled it against another Anglo-Gallican, John Gather (in his The Doctrines and Practices of the Church of Rome Truly Represented; In Answer to a Book intituled, A Papist Misrepresented, and Represented etc., (London, 1686), p. 11). 17 Clarendon, Animadversions, pp. 26112. Stillingfleet made the same point in his Answer to Cressy 's Epistle Apologetical, pp. 336/7. 18 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f. 11r. Cressy's criticism of the behaviour of the Jesuits is reminiscent of the Blackloists' suggestion that the Jesuits might be expelled from the kingdom as part of a deal with the Independents in 1647 (Pugh, Blacklo 's Cabal, p. 34). ~:For a discussion of the rule of faith, see chapter 4. 
. Indeed, the Treaty is only known today, because Clifford's family preserved it, together with related papers, from the time of their composition, to their transfer to the British Library in 1985. They were discussed by C. H. Hartmann in his The King My Brother, with a preface by Arthur Bryant, (London, 
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papers which suggest that Clifford had asked him to explain how a reunion between the 
Churches of England and Rome might work and how the king should proceed if he were to 
convert to Catholicism.2 1 These papers provide an insight to the plans which Charles II and 
Clifford presumably discussed; they show the fulfilment of Cressy's intellectual journey 
from Tevian protestantism to tolerant Catholicism; they show that Trevor-Roper's model of 
the tolerant Tevians struggling between forces of bigotry on either side is mistaken; and, 
finally, they provide a test case for whether English and Irish Gallicans would genuinely 
seek to implement their political theology and accept some degree of religious diversity.22 
Despite problems in their interpretation, the papers by Cressy in Clifford's collection 
demonstrate that Cressy had three main concerns in the years 1670- 72: the need to persuade 
the king and other protestants that the Catholics were loyal; the concessions which might be 
expected from Rome if a reunion between the Churches of England and Rome were to be 
undettaken; and the benefits which would result from establishing religious toleration on an 
extensive scale?3 
After the Restoration, then, Cressy addressed the same issues as Austin and the Blackloists 
during the Interregnum. He argued that a form of an oath of allegiance could be found 
which would be acceptable to most Catholics and to the government; and also that such a 
compromise should form the basis for the extension of toleration to Catholics despite the fact 
that many of them would not take the existing Oath of Allegiance which had been 
1954). He commented briefly on Cressy's papers in this collection. Apart from Hatimann's 
comments, little work has been done on Cressy's contributions to the Clifford papers. Patricia 
Bruckmann, however, has examined them for her article ' "Paradice it selfe": Hugh Cressy and 
Church Unity' . 
21 Cressy began his paper on the religious concessions which might be made if there was an attempt to 
reunite the English and Roman Churches with a sh·ikingly suggestive comment: 'In case Almighty 
God should dispose the Governours of the English Protestant Church to a Re-union with the Catholick 
... ' (B. L. , Add. MSS ., 65139, f. 8r) . Cressy's paper was clearly written in response to a scenario 
suggested to him by Clifford. 
22 The documents are in B. L. , Add. MSS., 65139; the paper setting out the concessions which Cressy hoped to win from Rome is at ff. 8-11; the paper calling for extensive religious toleration is at ff. 17-24. 
23 Cressy's plans for a reunion of the Churches of England and Rome would also have been 
challenged in Rome. Tavard noted that Cressy's theological arguments anticipated those of John 
Henry Newman and were strikingly ahead of his time (Seventeenth-Centwy Tradition, p. 246). But he 
would have been more amazed had he examined Cressy's plans for the reunion of the churches. The 
plans addressed several issues which were considered by Vatican 11 and which are still debated today. 
He believed that Rome would accept several apparently radical .concessions because they concerned 
aspects of the church's life which were not part of the faith. As such they could come under the aegis 
of the temporal authorities, for the reasons, and on the conditions, which he would explain to Clarendon. The main areas of concession are discussed below in Appendix A. 
condemned in Rome. It was this search for an acceptable form of an oath that led Cressy to 
attempt to tread the fine line between aclrnowledging the pope's supremacy, as any good 
Catholic must, while rejecting exaggerated claims to authority on the part of the papacy; it 
was the legacy of the Tew circle that provided what he regarded as the answer; and it was 
Tevian 'liberalism', if we may use Trevor-Roper's language, that informed his tolerant 
attitudes towards non-Catholics.Z4 In this respect, it will be argued, Trevor-Roper did not 
realise the full legacy of Tew: it was not restricted to those who went on to promote the 
established Church of England. This chapter will now consider the arguments ofCressy and, 
by way of comparison, Austin, as models of Anglo-Irish Gallican ecclesiology and tolerant 
Catholicism. 
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For a review of the historiography of Cressy and (briefly) of the Tew circle, see above, chapter 1, 
section 3. 
Jfl. Cressy's Gallicanism and ecclesiology 
Cressy set out a model of the structure of authority in the Catholic Church which was anti-
papalist and Gallican. He argued that the Gallican Church was an appropriate model for the 
English Catholics because of its teachings on the status of the papacy vis a vis national 
churches and on church/state relations. He explained his ideas in response to the arguments 
of Clarendon and Stillingfleet about the extent to which Catholics were bound to regard the 
papacy as having temporal powers in England. These arguments were themselves responses 
to Cressy's suggestions about the Oath of Allegiance. This context makes it clear that 
Cressy's Gallican arguments about ecclesiology and political theology, like those about the 
rule of faith, were substantially conceived as a contribution to the ongoing Oath of 
Allegiance controversy. Like Austin, Cressy was trying to establish the conditions upon 
which Catholics might be tolerated. 
Cressy endorsed the structures and attitudes of the Gallican Church when defending the 
papal supremacy. Pierce had described the papal supremacy as 'the chief if not only hinge 
.. . on which does hang the whole stress of the Papal Fabrick' .25 He argued against it on 
historical grounds, saying that it was a novel claim and, therefore, had not been universally 
received. He claimed that an examination of Gallican writers confirmed this position: 
'Whosoever shall read at large . .. the many Liberties and Exemptions of the Gallican 
Church, and the published Confessions of Popish writers, for more than a thousand years 
together, touching the Papal Usurpations, and Rights of Kings ... will not be able to deny ... 
that the Supremacy of the Pope is but a Prosp~rous Usurpation, and hath this lying against it, 
that 't\vas not so from the beginning' .26 He later suggested that 'had the Pope been 
contented with his Primacy of Order, and not ambitiously affected a Supremacy of Powers, 
and over all other Churches besides his own; we never had cast off a Yoke which had never 
been put upon our Necks ' . 27 
25 Thomas Pierce, Primitive Rule of Reformation, (Oxford, 1663), Epistle Dedicatory to 6111 edition; 
Serenus Cressy, Roman Catholick Doctrines No Novelties or An Answer to Dr. Pierce 's Court-
Sermon, Mis-call 'd The Primitive Rule of Refonnation (n. p., 1663), p. 29. 26 Pierce, Primitive Rule of Reformation , pp. 21 /2; Cressy, Roma,n Catholick Doctrines, p. 31 . 27 Pierce, Primitive Rule of Reformation, pp. 34/5. William Ftilke had argued a similar case, though 
less successfully. He had maintained that that the papal supremacy had begun only five or six 
hundred years before Popes Leo and Gregory. As Cressy pointed out, this meant that it might have 
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Cressy responded to Pierce's arguments by accepting the attitudes of Pierce's Catholic 
'witnesses'. He pointed out that everyone, including the popes, acknowledged that the 
Gallican writers were Catholics. But he also asserted that the Gallicans professed 'a 
subjection to him [the pope], as to the Supream Spiritual Pastor of God's Church'. On this 
basis, he argued, 'what they [the Gallicans] deny to the Pope, is not simply his Supremacy in 
Spiritual Matters, (which is all that will be required of Protestants) but an extending of that 
Supremacy beyond what they conceive the received Ecclesiastical Canons do wanant' .zs In 
other words, Cressy suggested that the Gallican writers understood correct Catholic 
teachings on the nature of the papal supremacy and that English Catholics were not bound to 
believe anything beyond what their French counterparts believed. 29 
As well as endorsing the supremacy of the papacy, however, Cressy also qualified the pope's 
authority. One of the most common arguments in favour of an episcopal structure for the 
church, with one bishop having more authority than the others, was that an authoritarian, top-
down structure was most able to preserve unity in the church. Cressy accepted this position, 
but explained its implications. He argued that the pope had to have a 'primacy of 
Jurisdiction ... yet a Supremacy not unlimited . . . but sufficient to preserve unity in the 
Church' (my emphasis). At certain times, the unity of the church could be preserved most 
effectively by a general council. But 'since General Councils . .. can very seldom be 
summon'd, it would be impossible, without an Ordinary, constant, standing Supreme 
Authority in the Church, to prevent Schisms, that is, it is impossible the Church should 
subsist' .30 
begun as many as 100 years before Christ (William Fulke, A retentive to stay good Christians, (2"d 
edition, London, 1580), p. 248; Cressy, Roman Catholick Doctrines, p. 87). 28 Cressy, Roman Catholick Doctrines No Novelties, pp. 31/2. Pierce's willingness to cite Gallican 
writers on his side of the conh·oversy is reminiscent of earlier Anglican links with the Gallican 
Church. On this, see Salmon, 'Gallicanism and Anglicanism in the Age of Counter-Refmmation', in 
his Renaissance and Revolt: Essays in the Intellectual and Social Hist01y of Early Modem France, 
(Cambridge, 1987), pp. 155- 88 and idem ., The French Religious Wars in English Political Thought, (Oxford, 1959). 
29 In fact, Cressy suggested that there could be a number of models for the English Catholic Church 
which would all show that the powers of the papacy were the same as those acknowledged by the 
Gallican Church. He said that the best models for the Catholic Church in England were the churches 
in 'France, Venice, Germany ' , which were all anti-papalist in v;nying degrees . The ecclesiastical 
hierarchy of the Catholic Church as demonsh·ated in these counh·ies was most likely to bring honour 
and security to the church and crown in England (Cressy, Roman Catholick Doctrines, p. 86). 3
° Cressy, Roman Catholic Doctrines, pp. 44/5. 
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Anticipating an argument which John Gather would later develop, Cressy held that the 
papacy needed not just ' a meer primacy of Order' , but a 'Primacy of Jurisdiction' .31 Pierce 
had suggested that the established Church of England would not have broken away from the 
Church of Rome if the pope had not claimed 'a Supremacy of Powers' as well as a 'Primacy 
of Order'. Cressy responded that such a Primacy of Order would have been pointless. He 
asked Pierce 'what effect against Schism can be expected from a meer Primacy of Order ... a 
sitting at the upper end of the Table, a priviledge to speak first, or to collect Votes?' The 
English established Church, he pointed out, allowed a primacy of jurisdiction to its head. He 
concluded that 'for a Protestant to deny a Primacy of Jurisdiction to be necessary to conserve 
unity, as in a National Church, so in the Universal, is to give up his own cause to the 
b 0 ' 32 Pres ytenans . 
Nevertheless, a primacy of jurisdiction did not, according to Cressy, give the pope absolute 
authority. Cressy explicitly limited the authority of the papacy to spiritual matters. He also 
suggested that the kind of spiritual authority claimed by the papacy was no different from the 
spiritual authority which the monarch allowed to the bishops in England. He asked Pierce if 
it was 'dishonourable either to the King or the Kingdom, that a purely Spiritual authority be 
in him, to whom this whole kingdom from its first conversion to Christianity together with 
the whole Christian world submitted itself as to their Supreme Pastor? And is it Honourable 
that the same authority should be granted to more than twenty of his Majesties own 
Subjects?' 33 
An alternative to the Gallican restriction of papal authority was that the pope could be 
regarded as a patriarch.34 This view had been endorsed by several prominent supporters of 
31 This formulation is unusual because a primacy of order would usually be regarded as more 
significant than a primacy of jurisdiction. But Cressy seems not to have regarded the expression 
'primacy of order' as conveying anything more than formal privileges. On this point, see John Gother, An Agreement between the Church of England And Church of Rome, (London, 1687), passim, but especially pp. 15/6, 30. At p . 30, Gother suggests that 'a very great part of those who are of the Roman Catholic Communion, do go no further than to yield unto the Pope a Primacy for the sake of Catholic Union, and deny his having a Supreme Jurisdiction over the whole Church' . But his definition of this 'Primacy' shows that, although they did not use the same labels, Cressy and Gother held the same views about the nature of this primacy: ' ... a Superior Power of calling Synods or Councils, receiving Appeals, and of exercising some peculiar Acts of Discipline under the Regulation ofEcclesiastical Canons' (p. 16). 32 Cressy, Roman Catholic Doctrines, p. 45. 33 !bid, p. 85/6. 34 
This idea was other Anglo-Irish Gallicans. See below, chapter 4, section 4 and chapter 6, section 4. 
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the established Church, including James es Cressy presumably regarded it as a moderate 
concession to the protestants. When Pierce used historical grounds to argue that the papal 
supremacy post-dated apostolic times, he identified Boniface III as the pope who first 
attempted to establish the papacy's 'Supremacy of Jurisdiction over the Catholic Church'. 
Boniface III, he noted, adopted the title 'universal Bishop' , or 'Bishop of the Universal 
Church' .36 But according to Cressy, in doing this Boniface had not been claiming any more 
authority or powers than those which had belonged to the Bishop of Rome, the 'Supreme 
Patriarck', before him. The other patriarchs, Cressy acknowledged, had their own rights and 
authority in their own patriarchates and dioceses, but the 'Supreme Patriarck' had a 
'Universal Superintendency' .37 
During the last decade of his life, Cressy became increasingly convinced that the pope could 
be regarded as a supreme patriarch. In 1674, when he wrote his Epistle Apologetical, he 
anticipated Stillingfleet's description of the powers proper to the sovereign in England with 
regard to the English established Church.38 He accepted that the national sovereign should 
be able to change certain aspects of the practice of the church in his realm, including, for 
example, the ceremonies of the church. The sovereign might even be able to judge doctrinal 
matters, provided they were not essential to 'a Christian profession'. This reflected the 
familiar Erasmian and, more recently, Tevian distinction between things essential and 
inessential.39 But, Cressy said, the national sovereign could not presume the right to judge 
the 'Universal or Patriarchal Church'. If the pope was a patriarch, he would still be able to 
35 James I, Premonition, (London, 1609), p. 46. James acknowledged that there were 'Patriarches . . . in the time of the Primitive Church' . He knew that there was some ' contention for the first place ' among them, but said 'I would with all my heart give my consent that the Bishop of Rome should have the first Seate: I being a Westeme King would go with the Pah·iarch of the West' . James I's unusual ambivalence in his attitude towards the papacy, regarding it as both antichristian (Premonition , p. 56--108) and pah·iarchal, informed W. B. Patterson's arguments about James I's ecumenical ambitions (King lames VI and I and the Reunion of Christendom, (Cambridge, 1997), pp. 122/3). 
36 Pierce, Primitive Rule of Reformation, pp. 16--22. 37 Cressy, Roman Catholic Doctrines, pp. 38-43. 38 Stillingfleet, Answer to Cressy 's Epistle Apologetical, pp. 505-7. 39 Clarendon, for example, set out similar views in his Religion and Policy, pp. 3-5 (Edward Hyde, earl of Clarendon, Religion and Policy and the Countenance and Assistance each should give to the other, (Oxford, 1811 )) . Cressy never saw this work, but was familiar with the Tevian position that non-essentials could be changed by the national sovereign. Dzelzainis discussed the significance of this idea and Clarendon's understanding of it (at an earlier stage of his career) in his ' "Undoubted Realities": Clarendon on sacriledge' in Historical Journal, 33 (1990), pp. 518/9. 529. He challenged the arguments set out by Wom1ald in this respect, arguing that although certain doch·ines and practices might be technically non-essential, in the eyes of the Tevians, they were virtually essential. The example he gives is that of the alienation of church lands. 
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exercise all the authority required of his position. He stated that 'the greatest Princes are not 
Spiritual Pastors but subject, as to their souls, to the Jurisdiction of their lawful Pastors'. The 
pope, he then asserted, 'considered but even as a Patriarch, has of right belonging to him a 
Spiritual Jurisdiction, and power to inflict Spiritual Censures on all persons subject to him'. 
In a statement reminiscent of James I's comments in his Premonition, Cressy explained that 
England was part of the 'Western Patriarchate' and that, therefore, 'the Pope's Spiritual 
Jurisdiction extends to us also' .40 The concept of the pope as patriarch, Cressy felt, would be 
more palatable to his protestant audience than any more papalist title. 
Cressy repeated his comparisons between the English Catholics and the Gallicans when 
discussing the relationship between the church and the state and the possible oaths of 
allegiance which might be administered to Catholics. Clarendon had suggested that the 
penal laws against the English Catholics should remain in place as long as they failed to take 
the Oath of Allegiance. But he asked why they should object to taking the Oath when the 
French Catholics were prepared to take an equivalent oath. He argued that the Sorbonne had 
endorsed the French formulation as recently as 1663 and that there should be no reason for 
the English Catholics not to subscribe the same, namely 'quod subditi fidem et obedientiam 
Regi Christianissimo ita debent, ut ab iis nullo praetextu dispensari possint' .41 But in 
response to Clarendon's Animadversions, Cressy said that he would not suggest a formula 
for an oath of allegiance for two reasons: first, as the example of Peter Walsh and the Irish 
Remonstrance demonstrated, harm could come from individual Catholics proposing their 
own oaths42 ; and, secondly, there was no need to, since the form of an oath accepted by the 
Sorbonne and suggested by Clarendon was satisfactory.43 The English Catholics would be 
4
° Cressy, Epistle Apologetical, pp. 99/100. Cressy referred to James I's Premonition in Reflexions, p. 
37). 
41 Clarendon, Animadversions, pp. 245/6. The French formulation says that 'subjects owe faith and 
obedience to the most Christian king, in such a way that they cannot be moved from them on any 
grounds'. He would repeat this argument in his Religion and Policy, published many years later 
(Religion and Policy, (Oxford, 1811), pp. 675/6). 
42 Cressy, Epistle Apologetical, pp. 108-10. On the context, content and consequences of the 
Remonsh·ance, see Part 2 of this thesis, below. 
43 In 1671, in a private paper for Clifford, he noted other reasons it would not have been wise for him 
to suggest forms of an oath of allegiance in print. He acknowledged that the simple fact that it was he 
who had suggested a form would be enough to put some people off taking it (B. L., Add. MSS., 
65139, f. 5). He also identified a more important difficulty: Rome. This instinctive dishust of Rome, 
this realisation of the tension between his interests as an Englishman and papalist politics, defined 
Cressy's Anglo-Gallicanism. He observed that among the many public affairs which Clifford had to 
attend to, possibly concerning the King's conversion, one was 'the conh·iving a new oath'. He had 
seen several different forms of an oath, but they were all 'so reserved and carefully conh"ived not to 
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willing to swear that their obedience to their king could not be swayed for any reason 
whatsoever, by any powers whatsoever, according to the practice in the Gallican Church.44 
Cressy, then, admired the Gallican Church for two reasons: first, because of the way in 
which it understood the status of the papacy with regard to the church in France; and, 
secondly, because of Gallican suggestions about the loyalty of subjects to their monarchs. 
The pope was supreme but not absolute, even in terms of spiritual matters; and loyalty to 
temporal rulers had to be unqualified. Gallican 'liberties' or 'privileges' could be used to 
reconcile the conflicting loyalties of English Catholics.45 Cressy's understanding of this 
approach was similar to the 'thoroughgoing dualism' of the Blackloists. It will now be 
useful to consider the dualist political theology advanced by Cressy and Austin. 
offend the Court of Rome, that I feare they may procure a greater scandal to religion, then now !yes upon it'. He said that in the form which he was sending to Clifford he had attempted to preserve as much of the sense even of the Oath of Supremacy 'as can be allowed by a Catholick, and yet which is the sense that Protestant Interpreters make of it' (B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f. 5). He was presumably thinking of the passages which he had discussed ten years previously, in his Reflexions upon the Oathes of Supremacy and Allegiance. Later, he noted in another letter, concerning another 'Form of a Profession of Allegiance', that 'Rome dare not except against' it (B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f. 25). 44 Cressy, Epistle Apologetical, pp . 109/10. In his Roman Catholick Doctrines, he used other anti-papalist Catholic states (Venice, Germany) to argue that the Catholic religion as practised in these countries was ' the only Religion, which more perfectly and most indispensably gives to Caesar the things which are Caesar's, and to God the things which are God's' (p. 86). 45 Later, when he was advising Clifford, Cressy repeated the opinion that the English Catholics could expect as much freedom in their relationship with Rome as the French Catholics. He claimed that 'in a Countrey so averse from subiection to Ecclesiastical Governours [as England], as much freedom may be demanded as any other Catholick Nation does enioy, I mean the French' (B. L., Add. MSS. , 65139, f. 11r). 
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IV. Cressy's political theology 
Serenus Cressy and John Austin offered dualist models of political theology and arguments in favour of religious toleration which were qualitatively similar to those of the Blackloists. But the differences between the arguments of the Blackloists and those of Cressy and Austin are also significant. Thomas White's dualist model of political theology was largely theoretical. He offered broad, sweeping definitions of the areas of jurisdiction of the temporal and spiritualleaders.46 His definition of the temporal jurisdiction was also entirely Marsilian, in that he gave control over all things 'comprehensible by Nature and falling under Sence and Experience' to the temporal sovereign.47 By contrast, as will be seen, Cressy developed a more practicable model of thoroughgoing dualism which was broadly Marsilian, in that it gave control over most 'physical' as opposed to purely spiritual aspects of religious life to the temporal sovereign, but also allowed the spiritual leaders to exercise some control over certain physical but ecclesiastical affairs. Cressy suggested this qualification on Marsilian and Blackloist dualism by differentiating between spiritual (non-physical or 'non-temporal') and ecclesiastical (physical or 'temporal') elements of religious life and then distinguishing between the civil and non-civil aspects of ecclesiastical expenence. Also, although the Blackloists laid the foundations for Anglo-Gallican arguments in favour of religious toleration, they did not develop these arguments explicitly. By contrast, both Cressy and Austin wrote works explicitly directed at promoting some measure of religious toleration; and Austin in particular showed how Anglo-Gallican arguments about the rule of faith and dualist political theology could lead naturally to tolerant conclusions.48 This chapter will now examine the political theology of Cressy and Austin in tum, before comparing their arguments in favour of some measure of religious or denominational toleration. 
Like virtually all Catholic writers during this period, Cressy held that the members of the spiritual estate possessed spiritual powers which could not be exercised by the members, or 
46 The Blackloists only attempted to explain how their dualist ideas could be put into practice during the negotiations over Holden's 'Instmctions' (Pugh, Blacklo 's Cabal, pp. 32-4, 36-40). 47 White, The Grounds of Obedience and Government, pp. :5-52 . White's political theology is examined above, chapter 2, sections 2, 3, 4 and 5. 48 Austin's use of the mle of faith in developing tolerant arguments will be examined below, chapter 4, section 5. 
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even the leaders, of the temporal estate.49 He addressed the issue of ordination in one of the 
papers in the Clifford collection. He suggested that in cases of doubtful ordination, in 
particular as regards priests or bishops from the English established Church, it was not clear 
that the sacraments were being administered properly. He said that people with doubtful 
ordinations would not be allowed to continue 'in the exercise of their respective functions of 
Ordaining, of consecrating the Body of Christ, or of Absolving Penitents, since there can be 
no reall certainty of a true effect of such actions' .50 In addition, Cressy held that the pope's 
spiritual jurisdiction allowed him to administer spiritual censures even to princes. 51 The 
sacramental power was the most obvious manifestation of the spiritual authority of the 
Catholic Church. 
But protestant writers usually argued that the spiritual powers claimed by the Catholic clergy 
and pope were only dangerous because of their temporal implications. In response to this 
concern, Cressy argued that the king controlled all aspects of his subjects' lives which were 
purely and obviously temporal. He also stressed that the administration of the church and its 
members, in some senses, fell under the jurisdiction of the temporal ruler. 52 In this respect, 
he appears to have agreed with the substance of White's analysis of church/state relations, 
though he adjusted it in important respects. In his Roman Catholick Doctrines, although he 
defended the pope's powers in certain administrative matters, Cressy repeated his refrain that 
the pope had only spiritual powers in any realm other than his own.53 In 1671, in a form of 
an oath of allegiance, Cressy defined the powers of the temporal ruler in the temporal aspects 
49 I am not aware of any member of the Roman Catholic Church who explicitly denied these spiritual powers in print during this period, though there was some disagreement about whether priests, bishops, cardinals or popes, indi':'idually or collectively, were graced with special teaching authority 
or not. David Wootton's analysis of Paolo Sarpi would suggest, however, that there were some 
'Catholics' who did not believe in the spiritual powers of the priesthood. He noted that cetiain other 
writers, as well as Sarpi, might have been 'irreligious', including Pomponazzi, Dolet, and Charron (Paolo Swpi, pp. 13-43). The question remains whether such people can really be classed as Catholics or not. It might be that subscription to certain beliefs is taken as a defining aspect of one's Catholicity at least in a sh·ict religious, as opposed to (say) a cultural, sense; and that the efficacy of the sacraments and the spiritual powers of the priesthood are among these defining beliefs. 50 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f. 9r. 51 Cressy, Epistle Apologetical, pp. 99/100. 52 Holden identified some of the specific issues which might be regarded as temporal even though they 
appeared to have a spiritual dimension (for example, 'probates of wills, disposal of pious Legacyes, judgments of marriages' (Pugh, Black/a's Cabal, p. 34)), but Cressy, as will be seen, explained the theoretical basis for the attribution of these issues to the temporal sovereign. He did so largely in Marsilian terms. 
53 See, for example, Cressy, Roman Catholick Doctrines, pp. 82- 6. 
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of church government in broadly Marsilian terms. 54 He suggested that Catholics should be 
willing to acknowledge that Charles II was 'rightfull and lawfull King of this Realm ... and 
that to him onely, under God belongs the supreme Civill Power over all persons and in all 
Causes both Ecclesiasticall and Temporall: And that neither the Pope, nor any Prince, Power, 
State or persons collective or representative have, or ought to have, any jurisdiction or 
Superiority repugnant to the same' .55 If any formula could have convinced Clarendon or 
Stillingfleet that the spiritual authority of the papacy did not threaten the security of the 
English monarchy, state and religion this could well have been it. 
The power of this formula becomes most apparent when it is contrasted with the Oath of 
Allegiance of 1606.56 Cressy's formula contained sections corresponding to each of the 
sections in the original Oath but he tightened and clarified its wording. 57 He changed the 
most famous clause in two respects. First, he removed the word 'heretical ' . As has been 
seen, in his controversy with Clarendon, he maintained that the English Catholics would be 
willing to take the 1606 Oath of Allegiance if this change was implemented. He argued that, 
according to a strict definition of the words, belief in the papal deposing power, though 
damnable, was not heretical because it had never been proscribed by a general council. 58 But 
he made his equivalent clause stronger than the 1606 Oath by suggesting the expression 'I 
doe abhorre from my heart that Opinion and Doctrine as erroneous and damnable, That 
Princes may be killed or murthered upon any occasion whatsoever by their Subiects or by 
54 His suggestions are also reminiscent of Holden's 'Insh·uctions ', composed, significantly, around the 
time when he was advising Cressy on theological matters relating to his conversion. He submitted 
this formula to Clifford at the time when Clifford was advising Charles 11 on matters relating to 
Catholicism. He may well have intended his oath to take the place of the 1606 Oath and possibly to 
accompany an anticipated Declaration of Indulgence. 
55 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f. 7r. The full text is quoted in Appendix C. A second form of an oath is 
contained in the same collection of MSS (B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f. 12). It is not in Cressy's 
handwriting but contains corrections and additions in the margins which may well have been by 
Cressy. The corrections mean that it is not significantly different from the formula on f. 7. 
56 For the full text, see Appendix C. 
57 He had pointed out, in his Reflexions upon the Oathes of Supremacy and Allegiance (pp. 52/3), that 
there was little point including the clause on equivocation: if the person taking the Oath was prepared 
to equivocate at all, then they would be willing to do so as regards the clause concerning equivocation; 
if they were not, then there was no need for that clause. He did, however, include the equivocation 
clause, presumably because it had always been regarded as important by the govemment. 
58 Cressy, Epistle Apologetical, pp. 110- 2. He argued that the priests who had taken the 1606 Oath 
when it was first published had understood the word 'heretical' in the sense intended by the framers of 
the Oath, that is, they took it to mean 'contrary to the Word of God'. The word was only accurate 
according to a strict Catholic definition, if the papal deposing power had been condemned as heretical 
by a general council, but it was appropriate to interpret it loosely in the 1606 Oath because we should 
understand 'Oaths, Professions and Promises' in 'the sense of those who frame and require them, and 
not of those upon whom they are impressed' (p. 112). 
any other'. This removed a loophole in the original formulation because it could have been 
argued that princes who had been 'excommunicated and deprived by the Pope' could not be 
'deposed or murdered by their subjects' because they had already been deposed and they no 
h d ' b' t , 59 longer a any su ~ec s . 
The biggest difference between the 1606 Oath and Cressy's proposed formula, however, was 
in his description of the king's 'Supreme Civill Power over all persons and in all Causes, 
both Eccksiasticall and Temporal!'. Cressy himself provided some explanation of this 
clause, in terms with which Clarendon might have concutTed, in his Rejlexions Upon the 
Oathes of Supremacy and Allegiance. Here, he stressed that conversion to Christianity gave 
kings an extra duty, in that they had to 'promote true Religion by the exercise of their Civil 
Authority and Sword', but it did not reduce their powers or authority. In terms which 
anticipated his later formula, Cressy explained that kings are 'Supream Govern ours over the 
persons of all their Subiects, and in all causes even Ecclesiastical!, wherein their civil 
authority is mixed'. In other words, the civil authority of kings extended into ecclesiastical 
matters. The category of the 'civil within the ecclesiastical' may have concerned law cases, 
for example, or even the physical bodies and temporal welfare of the clergy, though Cressy 
did not define its scope precisely. In these civil matters, the final authority belonged to the 
king, not to the spiritual head of the church.60 
But the question of the government of ecclesiastical affairs raised difficulties for any 
Catholic attempt to restrict the authority of the church to spiritual matters. The solutions of 
White and Cressy appear similar but there were also important differences between them. In 
1673, Clarendon challenged Cressy on the claim that the pope's spiritual power had no 
implications regarding the temporal powers of the king ofEngland.61 Cressy's definitions of 
59 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f. 7r. 
6
° Cressy, Reflexions, p. 20. 
61 Clarendon, Animadversions, pp. 243- 5. Elsewhere, he suggested that Catholics never really defined 
the pope's spiritual powers (Religion and Policy, pp. 667- 9). When discussing the Oath of 
Supremacy, Cressy had argued that its claim that the pope had no authority whatsoever in spiritual 
matters in England was incompatible with other statements which had been issued by representatives 
and leaders of the English established Church. If the pope had no spiritual authority whatsoever, then 
he could not be a patriarch. But James I had acknowledged that the pope was a patriarch. Also, the 
Oath of Supremacy required its takers to reject all foreign authority in spiritual matters in England. 
This meant that general councils would not have any authority. But again this appeared to contradict a 
frequent assertion made by representatives of the English established Church, that if there was a 
genuine general council, they would recognise its authority. (Rejlexions, pp. 22/3). In response, 
Clarendon later argued that a genuine general council was no longer possible. This was partly 
the spiritual powers of the papacy in his Reflexions upon the Oathes of Supremacy and Allegiance (1661) suggest that there may have been some grounds for Clarendon's worries. Whereas White held that all things 'comprehensible by Nature and falling under Sence and 
Experience', and therefore temporal, were within the jurisdiction of the temporal sovereign, Cressy argued that certain 'temporal' affairs (according to White's definition) were not in the jurisdiction of the temporal ruler. 62 He pointed out that there were several churches in 
England, but that the Oath of Supremacy required the members of all of these churches to 
swear that the king was the head of the church 'in all causes spiritual'. However, because 
each person believed their church to be 'the Church', they had to swear that the king was 'in 
all causes spiritual ... Head of Churches of which he renounces, and is renounced the being 
so much as a member' .63 The term 'spiritual power' referred to those areas of any church's life over which both Catholics and English protestant dissenters would have rejected the king's authority. He identified three areas: the articles of belief; the form of church government and services; and the identity of the 'Supream Pastour'. 64 The spiritual power of 
the pope apparently had temporal dimensions (in the widest sense), since Cressy maintained 
that it extended to all of these areas. 65 
Marsilius had held that the temporal ruler of an area had the right to exercise all temporal 
authority in that area, even in ecclesiastical matters. In matters pertaining to the 
administration of the church, such as the appointment of bishops, even though he had no 
because of geographical factors, but also because the Council of Trent had said that no-one who maintained opinions condemned by the papacy would be allowed to attend a general council, so there could never be a free, or genuine, general council. Clarendon could, presumably, have argued that in this respect at least, there was no need to question the Oath of Supremacy (Religion and Policy, pp. 694/5). Cressy, however, never read this work because it was not published during his (or Clarendon's) lifetime. 62 White, Grounds, p. 52. 63 Cressy, Rejlexions, p. 23. He made the same point in his paper on the solution to 'the present disturbances' in England (B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f. 19). 64 Cressy, Rejlexions, p. 23. 65 There are other indications that Cressy regarded the papacy as having temporal authority, over some ecclesiastical affairs, even in England. He argued, for example, that 'all the Apostles, and all Bishops their Successors, enjoy the whole latitude of Apostolic and Episcopal Jurisdiction, for as much as concems the intemal, essential qualifications of either: But for the external administration there may be, and always was acknowledged, a subordination and different latitude in the exercise of the same authority both among the Apostles and Bishops' [my emphasis) (Roman Catholick Doctrines, p. 71). This passage is obscure. But Cressy probably meant that the pope had some degree of authority, as 'Supream Pastor', 'Pah·iarck', or 'Supreme Bishop', which allowed him to give commands to the other bishops, and, possibly, to be involved in appointing bishops. 
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power of orders himself, the temporal ruler had the final say.66 Thomas White endorsed this 
view. 67 Insofar as his suggestion about the pope's power in the administration of the church 
concerns the bodies and the physical welfare of the individuals involved, Cressy conceded 
some authority in physical matters, in temporals, to the pope in defiance of the Marsilian 
model of dualism endorsed by White. That Cressy still claimed that kings are 'Supream 
Govern ours ... in all causes even Ecclesiastical, wherein their civil authority is mixed', and 
that they had 'the supreme Civill Powerover all persons and in all Causes both Ecclesiastical 
and Temporall', requires some clarification. 68 
Given that Cressy used the term 'ecclesiastical' when many other writers, including Thomas 
White, would have used the word 'spiritual', the crucial qualification appears to lie in the 
distinction which Cressy drew between the 'civil' and the 'non-civil' aspects of ecclesiastical 
experience. White identified a straightforward dichotomy between temporal and spiritual 
matters; everything that was even partly temporal fell under the jurisdiction of the temporal 
sovereign.69 But Cressy added a distinction between the civil and non-civil, whether in 
purely temporal or even in ecclesiastical and, in White's broad sense, spiritual matters; and 
he held that jurisdiction over non-civil but temporal ecclesiastical matters belonged to the 
pope. He drew this distinction in 1661, when he identified those areas of ecclesiastical 
affairs 'wherein their civil authority is mixed', and again in 1671, in the formula for an oath 
of allegiance, when he described the king's power as 'Civill Power', though applicable in 
both temporal and ecclesiastical causes. He enlisted protestant support for his case. When 
he was arguing for a revision of the Oath of Supremacy, he claimed that a number of 
66 Marsilius regarded the temporal mler as acting on behalf of the whole body of the faithful. When 
another institution was able to do this, for example a general council, then it could exercise this 
authority. See his Defensor Pacis, Discourse II, chapter xxi, pp. 287-98, in which Marsilius seeks to 
demonstrate ' ... that no bishop or priest can excommunicate any mler, or bestow on anyone 
ecclesiastic temporal benefices or tithes or licenses to teach, or any civil offices, except by the 
decision and grant of the general council or the human legislator or both' (p. 287). See above, 
Introduction, section 3, for further discussion ofMarsilius' views. 
67 White, Grounds, pp. 48-53. 
68 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f. 7r; Cressy, Rejlexions, p. 20. 
69 See, for example, White, A Catechism of Christian Doctrin, p. 196, quoted above, chapter 2, section 
5, in which White described a bishop as 'chief Magistrate and Overseer in Ecclesiastical and chief 
Director in spiritual affairs'. This is suggestive of the distinction elaborated futiher by Cressy. 
Whereas White distinguished between the ecclesiastical and the spiritual, Cressy distinguished 
between the civil and the non-civil aspects of the ecclesiastical. In other words, White maintained that 
ultimate authority over all things ecclesiastical (and therefore temporal) as opposed to spiritual lay 
with the temporal sovereign. He used the word 'ecclesiastical; to refer to everything covered by 
'Cressy's model of the 'civil' within the ecclesiastical. But Cressy held that certain elements of 
ecclesiastical experience, which were temporal but not civil, did not pertain to the temporal sovereign. 
eminent English protestant thinkers attributed 'to the King only a Civil power in matters 
Ecclesiastical, and that they do this with the allowance of our Princes, who questionlesse 
have authority to interpret Oathes' .70 In this context, he quoted the work of George Carleton, 
Bishop of Chichester under James I. 7 1 
Carleton referred to Bellarmine's description of the 'triple Power in the Bishop of Rome: 
first of Orders; secondly of internal jurisdiction; thirdly of external jurisdiction'. The first of 
these concerned the sacraments, the second 'inward Government which is in the court of 
Conscience', and the third, 'that external Government which is practised in external Courts'. 
The first two, according to Carleton, would not cause disputes. It was over the third that he 
and Bellarmine disagreed: 'the question between us and them is only of Jurisdiction coactive 
in external courts, binding and compelling by force of Law, and other External Mulcts and 
punishments, beside excommunication' .72 He said that the external spiritual jurisdiction 
covered the 'examination of Controversies of Faith, judging of Heresies, deposing of 
Hereticks, excommunication of notorious offendours, Ordination of Priests and Deacons, 
Institution and Collation of Benefices and spiritual Cures, etc. this we reserve entire to the 
Church, which Princes cannot give or take from the Church' .73 
But Carleton also argued that authority in the external court could be either 'definitive' or 
'mulctative' . The power to define and to judge was bound up with the church's teaching 
authority, which Carleton accepted. But the 'mulctative' power, that is, the power to 
'encourage' or compel, could 'be understood either as it is with Coaction, or as it is referred 
to spirituall censures'. The former belonged to the temporal, the latter to the spiritual 
leaders.74 Cressy implied that he agreed with this analysis in defiance of Bellarmine: the 
7
° Cressy, Rejlexions, p. 26. 
71 George Carleton, Jurisdiction Regal!, Episcopa/1, Papal!, (London, 1610). Carleton noted that 'the 
writers of the Church of Rome devide [the spiritual jurisdiction] into internall, and externall' before quoting Bellarrnine on this distinction. 
72 !bid, pp. 8/9. Carleton referred to Bellarnline, Tractatus de Potestate Summi Pontificis, lib. 4, cap. 22. 
73 Carleton, Jurisdiction, p. 9. Carleton's argument here is awkward. He said that princes have 
always allowed the church the power to depose heretics . But he also said that the church had never been allowed to use coactive means to do this . It is somewhat surprising that he accepted that the 
church could even pronounce deposition; though he later make,s it clear that he believed the church (presumably the 'ideal' , a/the hue, or his own church) had teaching authority and could judge heretics, just as Marsilius had argued. 
74 Carleton, Jurisdiction, p. 42. 
spiritual authority could not exercise any 'coactive' means to support its definitive 
. 75 
authonty. 
He expanded this analysis of the civil branch of ecclesiastical matters by referring to John 
Bramhall, Bishop of Derry under Charles I. Brarnhall had argued that the king did not seek 
to deprive the pope of the 'Power of the Keyes'. The king did not claim 'the key of order 
[i.e. the power of orders], or the key of Jurisdiction ... purely spirituall, which hath place 
onely in the· inner Court of Conscience, and over such persons as submit willingly' .76 It was 
pointless, according to Brarnhall, for the king to attempt to deprive the pope of such powers, 
because people submitted to them 'every day', regardless of whether or not they were valid. 
Rather, according to Brarnhall (and Cressy), the king of England only assumes the 'External 
Regiment of the Church by coactive power'. He only claims 'external and coactive power in 
Ecclesiastical causes in foro contentioso' .77 Cressy endorsed Brarnhall's conclusion on this 
topic: 'You see the power is political, the sword is political, all is Political. Our Kings leave 
the power of the keyes and jurisdiction purely spiritual to those to whom Christ hath left it' .78 
And, again in Brarnhall's words, endorsed by Cressy: 'We have not renounced the substance 
of the Papacy, except the substance of the Papacy do consist in coactive power'. 79 Cressy 
conceded some authority in administrative (and therefore temporal) matters, but no coactive 
powers, to the papacy. 
Cressy's identification of the civil within the ecclesiastical and his willingness to refer it to 
the civil, temporal magistrate, reflects his Tevian mindset and, in particular, his essential 
agreement with Clarendon on church/state relations. 80 There was more agreement between 
75 He quoted Carleton in Rejlexions, pp. 29/30. He did not engage in any attempt to distinguish between the direct and indirect powers of the papacy in temporals, developed by Bellarmine. 76 John Bramhall, Schisme Garded, (Gravenhagh, 1658), pp. 60/1. 77 That is, in the contentious and contested arena. Bramhall, Schisme Garded, p. 61. 78 !bid, p. 63. 
79 !bid, p. 219; quoted in Cressy, Reflexions pp. 30-32. 8
° Falkland and Chillingworth had argued, for example, that episcopacy was the best form of church 
govemment, but that it did not exist iure divino. Rather, they held that the temporalm1er could accept 
or abolish episcopacy. (See their works in Lucius Cary, Viscount Falkland, A Discourse of 
Infallibility, with Mr Thomas White's Answer to it, and a Reply to him by Sir Lucius Cmy, late Lord 
Viscount of Falkland, also Mr. Waiter Mountague (Abbot of Nanteul) his letter against Protestantism, 
and his Lordship 's answer thereunto, with Mr John Pem·son 's Prefa.ce, The Second Edition, to which 
are now added two discourses of Episcopacy, by the said Viscoui1t Falkland, and his Friend Mr. 
William Chillingworth, published according to the original copies, (London, 1660)) Although Cressy did not regard episcopacy as dispensable, he did accept that the temporalmler could change the forms 
Clarendon and Cressy than either of them acknowledged. Clarendon complained about the 
distinction between the temporal and ecclesiastical spheres .81 He argued that this distinction 
'erects another Tribunal, and sets up another distinct Sovereign Jurisdiction superior, and 
independent upon the other'. 82 He accepted that there were crimes which were 'of an 
Ecclesiasticall and Spirituall Nature', but complained that it was unreasonable to allow 
church courts to judge and punish clergymen independently of the civil authority. He argued 
that if there was a rebellion, it was unreasonable to believe that the king could punish 
members· of the laity, but that only the church could punish members of the clergy. 83 
Clarendon also argued that 'there is no necessity, nor convenience that the outward exercise, 
and forms of Religion be the same in all climates and in all Countries'. In fact, he said, it 
was best that the outward forms of religion should be different in different countries.84 
Clarendon developed his ideas in his Religion and Policy. He maintained that 'the forms and 
circumstances of religion belong to temporal jurisdiction' . On those matters whereon God 
had given no commands, the temporal ruler could decide what should be done. Clarendon 
gave kneeling as an example of this. He argued that it was right for worshippers to kneel in 
prayer if they were English because that is how the English express respect. By contrast, 
Turkish converts would not be expected to kneel because the gesture did not have the same 
meaning in Turkish culture.85 
Clarendon urged that everything of this kind, that is, everything 'which is not of the essence 
of religion, must be ordered and regulated by the sovereign power as may best suit with the 
peace and prosperity of their government'. For this reason, it was 'a very unreasonable and 
unjust presumption of those who, upon those circumstantial differences in practice, or indeed 
upon any differences which may consist with the essence of Christian religion, proclaim men 
and nations to be of several religions'. Such claims introduced a 'bitterness animosity and 
uncharitableness that is inconsistent with any religion'. Moreover, Christians who share the 
of certain church ceremonies (Cressy, Epistle Apologetical, pp. 98-100). Papalist positions would 
have denied such authority to the temporalmlers of different kingdoms. 81 He refened to it as 'that umeasonable, inconvenient and mischievous distinction of Ecclesiasticall, 
and Temporall, as it exempts things, and Persons from the Civil Justice and the Sovereign Authority' (Clarendon, Animadversions, p. 130). 82 !bid, pp. 130/l. Clarendon not only had been a member of the Tew circle but saw himself as 
upholding its values after the Restoration (see Trevor-Roper, 'The_ Great Tew Circle', pp. 166-296). 83 Clarendon, Animadversions, pp. 131/2. 
. 84 !bid, p. 13 7. 
85 Clarendon, Religion and Policy, pp. 3-5. 
same essential religion have 'the same confidence of Christ, and the same confidence in him, 
which is and can be but one'. By contrast, 'the circumstances and forms and ceremonies in 
his worship and service, and even expressions of him and his attributes and merits, are not, 
nor ever have been, nor will be the same'. Clarendon, then, argued that essential elements of 
religious belief could not be changed, but that those which came under the aegis of the 
temporal ruler could be. 86 
In both published and unpublished works, Cressy adopted a position very close to 
Clarendon's. In effect, he argued that the distinction between ecclesiastical and temporal 
was unreasonable, if it was understood as Clarendon described it. But by identifying the 
civil component of the ecclesiastical sphere, Cressy hoped to remove those elements of the 
distinction between the ecclesiastical and temporal which Clarendon found obnoxious. He 
conceded that the sovereign could change the forms of religious ceremonies and even 
teachings, provided he did not challenge anything central to the faith and did not assume the 
right to judge the church outside his realm. 87 This concession acknowledged the validity of 
the Erasmian and, by adoption, Tevian concept of 'things indifferent' or adiaphora. 
Cressy described how this distinction could be put into practice in his suggestions to Clifford 
about possible concessions to do with the church in 1671. His comments could almost have 
been made on the basis of Clarendon's comments in his Animadversions and Religion and 
Policy, published posthumously. If a reunion were being considered, Cressy said, the 
'Supreme Bishop' would willingly recognise that the English protestants had developed 
feelings entirely antithetical to many elements of the Roman religion, at least in its outward 
86 !bid, pp. 3-5. 
87 Cressy, Epistle Apologetical, pp. 98- 100; Clarendon, Religion and Policy , pp. 3- 5. Cressy 
addressed Clarendon directly: ' . .. as to the distinction you have framed between a Religion of State 
and Christianity considered according to its essentials ... it being a distinction never before heard of 
by me, and now also not perfectly understood . . . you seem to make your state religion to regard 
extemall discipline, Ceremonies, Solemnities etc. And for such matters it will be easily granted, that 
the Sovereign Temporal Prince may if need be, interpose himself in the ordering of them, for the 
convenience of his people, in case this may be done without occasioning a Schism from the Body of 
Christianity. But if you extend your State Religion yet fa1ther, so as to contain Doctrines also, such as 
are not essential to a Christian Profession, which you say may be altered by the Prince with Advice of 
his National Clergy, and errors removed how long soever continued, and how largely soever 
dispersed. This may also pass, upon condition, first, that neither the Prince, nor his Clergy take upon · 
them to judge those Doctrines to be errors, which the Universal or Patriarchal Church, of which they 
are subordinate members, doth teach, and hath Synodically established: And next, that they will 
submit their decisions to a future judgment of the Universal, or Patriarchal Church. For otherwise all 
Unity, all Authority Ecclesiastical, and all Order in Gods Church will be utterly dissolved'. 
forms. Such elements could hardly be pressed on them, at least not until they were ready for 
them. He identified five key areas of concern: first, the use of the vernacular in the liturgy; 
secondly, communion under both kinds; thirdly, the validity or otherwise of ordinations in 
the English established Church; fourthly, the marriage of priests; and, fifthly, the nature of 
ecclesiastical jurisdiction.88 The compromises which he set out on each of these positions 
reflect the distinction between the essential and the non-essential elements of Catholicism; or 
between those areas which could be controlled by the spiritual as opposed to the temporal 
leaders.89 · 
88 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, ff. 8- 11. 89 
For details of Cressy's plans for reunion, see Appendix A. 
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V. Austin's political theology 
Although Cressy's political theology leaves many questions unanswered, a companson 
between his work and Austin's reveals the precision with which he understood and explained 
the relationship between the church and the state.90 Unlike White and Cressy, Austin did not 
attempt to define the status of the Catholic Church in a protestant country. Rather, he 
addressed·the issue of religious toleration directly and using the voice of a protestant. For 
this reason, he did not analyse how the hierarchy of the Catholic Church might govern a 
branch of the church in a protestant country; he did not engage the precise relationship 
between aspects of ecclesiastical experience which could be regarded as spiritual, on the one 
hand, or temporal or civil, on the other, as White and Cressy did; nor did he discuss the 
spiritual powers of the clergy, for example in administering the sacraments. But in 
addressing the issue of religious toleration directly, he did advocate those aspects of dualist 
political theology which affected his case. Specifically, he argued that the clerical estate was 
not empowered to use physical means to promote its teachings, and that the temporal estate 
was not normally empowered to involve itself in people's religious beliefs.91 As will be 
seen, he argued the former case on theological, and the latter on theological and legal, 
grounds. 
Austin argued that Christ used peaceful means to spread his message and that the clerical 
estate should model itself on Christ. He observed that it was a common experience 'that 
generally the issue of compulsionary and forced conformity closes in this, to make some few 
counterfeit Protestants, and a great many reall Atheists'. For this reason, 'the onely true 
means of winning souls to God, is the Gospellary way of meekness and perswasion' .92 The 
church should model itself upon Christ. Consequently, we should 'alwaies remember the 
advertisement which the beloved Disciple gives to all his fellow-servants of the Lord Christ 
90 Even in his papers on the concessions that might be granted if the king were to convert to Catholicism, Cressy did not analyse precisely what the exact role of the temporal authorities might be in, for example, h·ying priests, appointing bishops, conh·olling the revenues of the church in England, 
or liaising with the Holy See, to name but a few issues that would have had to be confronted before a reunion between the Churches of England and Rome could be effected (B . L., Add. MSS., 65139, ff. 8-11). 
91 The argument that the priestly estate could not use coercion to promote the faith is not, however, the same as a denial that the spiritual leaders can ever exercise temporal or civil jurisdiction. 92 Austin regarded the Christ 's refusal to use force of any sort both as a model to be followed and as proof of the miraculous nature of His minish·y (The Christian Moderator, pp. 12/3). 
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... The servant is not greater than his Lord,- if you know these things, happy are you if you 
h '93 doe t .em . 
Scripture demonstrated that Christ's precepts applied to his apostles and hence to the clergy. 
Austin quoted from Timothy to the effect that 'the servant of the Lord must not strive, but be 
gentle unto all men, apt to teach, forbearing, in meekness instructing those that are contrary-
minded .. . ',94 and from James, 'there is one Law-giver, who is able to save and destroy: who 
art thou that ju.dgest another? '95 He quoted from several other passages including Matthew 
12:14. He noted that in this passage, Christ said ' "Goe and teach", not compel, "and if any 
one receive you not, shake off the dust of your feet", not trample upon them, as dust under 
feet' .96 He argued that the clerical estate in post-apostolic times had never been empowered 
to use coercion to promote the faith. He demanded that those who maintained that coercion 
could be used by the cletical estate 'shew a Warrant dormant under our Saviours hand (that 
is in his Gospel) to Commissionate his Disciples as soon as they should get the sword into 
their hands, to cut the throats of all disobeyers, and I submit; but if they can cite no such 
authority, let them freely acknowledge that persecution for conscience is an unwarrantable 
tyranny over the just privileges and liberty of a Christian' .97 Austin did not attempt to 
untangle the relationships between the temporal and the spiritual, or between 'coactive' and 
'definitive' authority, but he maintained that the clerical estate could not use coercive means 
to achieve its ends. 
The restriction of the methods of the clerical estate to peaceful means came naturally to 
Austin's Independent voice. In his later writings, Burton, the victim of Austin's scorn in his 
Zealous Sermon, argued that Christ had not allowed the apostles or their successors to use 
coercive means in their missions. Burton appealed to several of the same Scriptural passages 
as Austin. He argued that the power to exercise jurisdiction over men's consciences had 
been unjustly claimed by the pope and 'from him, our late Prelates ' .98 Earlier in his career, 
93 !bid, p. 14, referring to John 13 :10. 94 2 Timothy 2:24. 
95 James 4:12. 
96 Austin, The Christian Moderator, pp. 5- 8. He referred to 2 Tim. 2:24 etc., James 4:12, Romans 14:4, 1 Cor. 7:12 etc., 2 Cor. 1:24, Matt. 10:14, Matt. 23:9, Luk. 9:54- 5. 97 Austin, The Christian Moderator, p. 8. 98 Hemy Bmton, Confonnitie 's Deformity, (London, 1646), pp. 11/2: 'fo;· any the least dominion over the conscience by any humane binding law in matters of faith, Christ would no more entrust the Apostles themselves, then he did Moses and David. And therefore Paul disclaimed it. And Peter diswaded it to the Presbyters or Elders' . 
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Burton had allowed that the civil magistrate might enforce religious practices, but he seems 
to have adopted a clearer 'division of labour' between the temporal and the spiritual 
hierarchies by the time of his later writings.99 It was the later voice of Independency which 
Austin harnessed in The Christian Moderator, when he advised his readers to look to the 
'Principles of all the godly and well-affected of this Nation', especially 'the unparallel 'd 
Army' whose 'motto has been "Liberty to tender and oppressed consciences"' .100 Several 
other Catholic writers also adopted the persona of Independents. 101 Austin's pose as an 
Independent and admirer of the army makes it difficult to interpret some of his arguments, as 
will be seen in the next chapter, but also gave his case considerable strength. 102 
In addition to arguing that the spiritual estate had no commission to use force, Austin held 
that the temporal government should not play any role in enforcing religious beliefs because 
of the sanctity of conscience. His arguments are not as satisfactory as those of White or 
Cressy because he did not develop a detailed Anglo-Gallican model of dualist political 
theology. But he did identify the basic precepts of thoroughgoing dualism, namely the 
denial of temporal means to the spiritual estate, and of spiritual jurisdiction to the temporal 
estate. 
In his analysis of the nature and significance of conscience, individual reason and the soul 
Austin's position was very much like Thomas White's. When he defined the autonomy of 
the conscience, he desctibed an area of individual existence which was outside the 
jurisdiction of the temporal estate, like each individual's 'little spheare of activity' .103 He 
referred to the army's 'Heads of the Proposals', which 'prudently distinguish between quiet 
99 Henry Bmton, The Law and Gospel/ Reconciled, (London, 1631 ), 'The Epistle Dedicatory', refened to by Margaret Sonunerville, 'Independent Thought, 1603- 1649', (unpublished PhD thesis, Cambridge University, 1981 ), p. 157. Margaret Sonunerville suggested that the Independents 
appeared to embrace religious toleration because they argued against the use of temporal means by the 
clergy; but that the appearance was misleading because they allowed the temporal mlers to use 
temporal means in spiritual matters (or, as the Catholics would have put it, in m·dine ad spiritualia) (pp. 142-96). Jordan discussed Bmton's intellectual transformation in Th e Development of Religious Toleration, vol. 3, pp. 358/9. Austin's conunents about the financial benefits which Bmton was 
awarded were presumably written in the brief spell after Bmton's release and before his falling out 
with Parliament. 
100 Austin, The Christian Moderator, p. 8/9. 101 See, for example, the anonymous works The Humble Petition of the Brownists, (London, 1641), (discussed by Jordan, The Development of Religious Toleration, vol. 4, pp. 439-443); and Ka mee, 
and !'le Ka thee. Or a dialogue; ·wherein is showne the indecency, and unreasonablenesse of persecuting, and afflicting tender Consciences, for differences in matters of Religion, (London, 1649). 102 See below, chapter 4, section 5. 103 White, Grounds, p. 62. 
exercisers of their Consciences, and active prejudicers of the Common-wealth' .104 The 
sanctity of conscience was evident not just on the basis of Scriptural texts but also because of 
the nature of the soul itself. Austin cited Romans 14 as the Scriptural basis for the sanctity 
of conscience, but human experience also taught him that the soul could not be forced to 
believe teachings which appeared unreasonable. In a passage very suggestive of White's 
later The Grounds of Obedience and Government, Austin argued that reason is an essential 
part of humanity and that nobody should be forced to reject it: 'he that believes according to 
the evidence of his own reason, is necessitated to that belief, and to compell him against it, 
were to drive him to renounce the essentiall part of man, his reason'. Reason therefore had 
to be respected, he claimed. 'If there be not a faculty in the Soul to judge for her self, he 
asked, why are we 'enjoyned to hold fast that which we find to be best'? 105 In practice, 
Austin argued, reason could not, and in theory it should not, be compelled: 'To believe what 
appears untrue, seems to me impossible; to professe what we believe untrue, I am sure is 
damnable' .106 
In The Christian Moderator. Third Part. Or, The Oath of Abjuration Arraign 'd, Austin 
used legal arguments to bolster his theological case for the sanctity of conscience and to 
deny that the civil magistrate should be involved in enforcing religious beliefs. He attempted 
to define liberty of conscience. He argued that the term only made sense if it implied that 
individuals had some liberty to profess their beliefs externally as well as to hold them 
internally. He argued that the law does not impose itself on our thoughts, any more than it 
does on the way individuals look after their bodies. If it was legitimate for the Oath of 
Abjuration to be used to direct inward beliefs, he suggested, there could equally well be laws 
to control our emotions, our 'vicious thoughts of Hatred, Revenge or Ambition' . This would 
never be done and consequently no effort should be made to control our inward religious 
beliefs. But if the Oath of Abjuration was not concerned directly with inward beliefs, it 
could only be concerned with our outward expression of those beliefs. If the oath were to be 
defended on the grounds that it did not concern itself with our internal beliefs but their 
external expression, Austin replied that 'such liberty of conscience (to believe in our hearts 
contrary to what we profess with our lips) Nero himself allowed; Such liberty of Conscience 
(that is, damnable hypocrisy) is indeed the proper and naturall effect of compulsion upon the 
104 Austin, The Christian Moderator, p. 8. For the 'Heads of the Proposals', see Kenyon (ed.), The Stuart Constitution, pp. 268-74. 
. 105 Austin, The Christian Moderator, p. 4, quoting from 1 Thes., 5: 21. 106 Austin, The Christian Moderator, p. 5. 
Conscience: Surely by this glorious word (liberty) something more is intended to be left us, 
then what no Tyrant can take from us' .107 
His second legal argument against the Oath of Abjuration and in defence of the sanctity of 
conscience was 'the impossibility oflawfull proof in matters of thought. This meant that no 
satisfactory case could ever made against an individual other than that individual's own 
testimony. This related to his third argument. Drawing on his experience as a lawyer, he 
observed~ 'so great an abholTence has the Common Law of the parties being forced to 
prosecute and condemn himself, that it employs an extraordinary diligence to prevent so 
destructive an abuse'. Voluntary oaths, he accepted, could lawfully be offered by 
defendants, but the common law did not recognise that defendants should be forced to swear 
against themselves. This was why Thomas More had refused the 'then new Oath concerning 
the Kings Supreamacy and Divorce, alleadging for his defence at the Bar, that he never 
spake or acted anything against that Statute, and upon this Plea he relyed, as an evident 
justification in Law, which never (said he) was strained so far as to reach our thoughts 
[Austin's emphases]'. 108 Austin proceeded to refer to several authorities, including statutes, 
to the effect that the law only stretched to outward words or actions and that common law 
did not allow that individuals should be forced to condemn themselves. 109 This position was 
not an argument for religious toleration. It did not even require that liberty of conscience 
should imply liberty of expression or profession, much less worship. All it actually implied 
was that the Oath of Abjuration was indefensible. But it did identify some area of individual 
autonomy akin to White's 'little spheare of activity' , over which the state had no authority, 
but which could be subjected voluntarily to the leaders of a church. 110 
Austin only rarely made larger statements of political philosophy. As White, Walsh and, 
from a very different perspective, John Locke would all do, Austin argued that the civil 
authority existed for civil reasons. It was therefore only concerned with individuals as far as 
they pertained to civil society. As Austin put it, using a striking image, 'Magistrates being 
107 Austin, The Christian Moderator. Third Part. Or, The Oath of Abjuration Arraign 'd, p. 4. 108 !bid, p. 6. 
109 !bid, pp. 6-9. 
110 Austin's arguments are only against the intmsion by temporal leaders into the inward thoughts of 
any of their subjects. They do not work, and were not intenqed to work, against the claim that 
spiritual leaders of a church might require professions of belief from its members. Such professions 
or confessions, like the Apostles' Creed, would be voluntary. Punishment for the failure to subscribe 
them would be spiritual. 
originally instituted for this principall end, to maintain a just order and harmony in the 
outward Motions of the multitude, it necessarily followes that the generall designe of 
Government is little concerned, what noat we make in our single selves, if we be in tune with 
our Companions' .111 This statement about the purpose of society and the rights and powers 
of civil magistrates was of a piece with his arguments about the sanctity of conscience in 
Jaw, and the autonomy of the individual in the internal forum. Austin's major contribution to 
the development of tolerant principles was in his analysis of the implications of an anti-
papalist rule of faith. 112 But his political theology, as far as it can be ascertained, embraced 
models of dualism akin to, if less well defined than, those of White and Cressy. It is useful 
now to consider how the models of Anglo-Gallicanism developed by Cressy and Austin 
could be used to argue in favour of some measure of religious toleration. 
lit A . 
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VI. Cressy and Austin and the case for religious toleration 
Cressy and Austin used secular and religious arguments when presenting their cases for 
religious toleration. Cressy' s understanding of toleration, which he presented in a developed 
form in a paper in the Clifford collection, would not sit easily alongside modem relativist 
attitudes towards religion. But for a religious age, and for a Catholic, it marked a major 
transition from a traditionally intolerant position to a more permissive attitude grounded, 
nevertheless, on deeply held religious convictions. Austin ' s attitude appears to have been 
more open-minded than Cressy' s. Kamen's observation that modem Catholic tolerationism 
as endorsed at Vatican II is more interesting than protestant equivalents because it was 
accepted without any repudiation of dogma can be applied to Cressy 300 years earlier. 113 
Cressy conceived of the programme of religious toleration as a counterpart to his plans for 
reunion between the Churches of England and Rome. The qualifications which can be seen 
in Cressy' s beliefs about religious toleration will be considered before the positive 
significance of his arguments is examined. Although this section will concentrate on the 
plans set out in Cressy's papers at the time of the Treaty of Dover, it will also compare 
Cressy's arguments with Austin's. Austin's more radical suggestions show the restrictions 
in Cressy's vision of tolerant Anglo-Gallicanism. 114 
Cressy's argument in favour of religious toleration was like the position described by 
Kamen: he advocated some measure of toleration but without offering concessions on dogma 
or, more importantly, on the basis for believing dogmas. Although, as will be seen, Cressy 
challenged received notions about the locus of teaching authority, he could not accept that 
the Catholic Church's faith was less than certain or that the church itself was fallible. On the 
basis of universal Tradition he maintained that 'the Church speaking by a general Councel, 
confirmed by the Pope, is an infallible Guide'. But he noted also that even Bellarmine did 
not attribute the same infallibility to general councils as he did to Scripture itself, that is, 
'quod in nullo casu en·are potest' , because Scripture was held to be infallible as regards 
even its 'circumstantial, historical passages, phrases and words', while general councils were 
only infallible 'in the substance of their Decisions, the which Decisions ... are likewise to be 
113 Henry Kamen, The Rise of Toleration, p.234. See above, Introd~ction, section 4. 114 A major concern in the thinking of Austin and, to a lesser extent, Cressy on the topic of religious 
toleration was the mle of faith and, specifically, the concept of infallibility. This will be considered 
below, chapter 4, section 5. 
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extended no further than the latitude of the Heresies'. General councils could err on all other 
matters. This qualification, however, did not mean that Cressy shared the opinion, most 
famously described by Locke, that magistrates could not be certain that their religion was 
correct. He agreed that magistrates were no more likely to be correct than ordinary 
Christians, but said that the Catholic Church was an infallible guide for them all to follow. 
His tolerant arguments, therefore, were all the more significant because they were not based 
on scepticism about religious knowledge, but were informed by certain faith. 115 By contrast, 
as will be seen in the next chapter, Austin's arguments were informed partly by his more far-
reaching, sceptical rejection of infallibility. 
The certainty of Cressy's faith, and his confidence in the Catholic Church as an infallible 
guide, led him to maintain that the true church was, and should be, able to 'oblige in 
conscience', though this did not imply that it could use physical means to do so. He 
challenged Pierce on the locus of spiritual authority in the English established Church. In 
particular, he asked him about the 'definitive' elements of spiritual authority, or the power to 
identify heresy. He asked if such power belonged to the king, as head of the church, or if it 
belonged to the king and parliament. But he also demanded to know if these authorities were 
infallible. If they were not, he asked, was there any authority that could oblige people 'not 
only to non-contradiction, but to internal assent?,~ 16 This suggests that he regarded the 
Catholic Church's authority, at least in its highest manifestations, as obliging Catholics to 
'internal assent'. It also implies that he would have accepted Locke's argument about the 
ignorance of magistrates: if they cannot be certain that they know religious truth, what right 
have they to enforce their beliefs on others? But he maintained that the argument did not 
apply to the Catholic Church because it could have infallible knowledge of religious truth. 117 
He asserted that Catholics were bound to give internal assent to the teachings of their church. 
He acknowledged that there was a distinction between fundamental and non-fundamental 
teachings and accepted that, in principle, individuals only had to subscribe to the 
fundamental beliefs. But he also held that Catholics were obliged to agree with the church in 
all respects, because individual Catholics had no way of 'distinguishing fundamental from 
115 For a discussion of the relationship- or lack thereof - between scepticism and religious toleration, 
see Ole Peter Grell, Introduction, in idem and Bob Scribner ( eds.), Tolerance and intolerance in the 
European Reformation, (Cambridge, 1996), pp. 2/3. · 
116 Cressy, Roman-Catholick Doctrines No Novelties, pp. 22/3. 
117 For Cressy's caution in using the term 'infallible', see below, chapter 4, section 5. 
non-fundamental teachings. 118 In his Ex01lft:gesis, he complained about the effects of the 
arguments advanced by Chillingworth and Falkland: 'by making every ones personal reason 
to be judge and interpreters of Scripture, they do thereby destroy all obliging authority, 
whether fallible or infallible' .11 9 Similarly, in his paper on toleration, in the Clifford 
collection, he repeated the principle that a Catholic prince could feel secure because his 
Catholic subjects 'doe acknowledge themselves obliged thereto [i .e. to loyalty] in conscience 
upon the Motive of the Churches Authority' .120 The church's authority was such that it 
could oblige its members to internal assent to its teachings, it could oblige them in 
conscience. 
But Cressy did not maintain that the true church could use physical coercion in order to 
achieve internal consent from its members or non-members . His printed works suggest that 
he believed the church could use only spiritual and persuasive means to oblige its people to 
assent to its teachings. 121 He was more explicit about the principle of religious toleration in 
his advisory paper to Clifford than in his published works . Cressy' s opening statement in 
this paper demonstrates his tolerant attitude: 'The Law of Christ, being a Law of Peace and 
Charity, does not command, nor even allow that any one should be compelled by force to 
submit to it, much !esse that Death should be inflicted on those who reiect it'. He observed 
that since 'the first time that Christianity was professed by Kings and Princes, Hereticks have 
been punished with confiscations and banishments: and some of them even with death ' . But 
this was because of a 'just suspicion entertained by Princes' that heretics were 'Disturbers of 
the Peace of States, and Movers of seditions' . Despite this, however, for a long time in the 
early history of the church the clergy played no part in these cases and even argued against 
11 8 Cressy, Roman-Catholick Doctrines No Novelties, pp. 255- 7. 119 Cressy, Exomologesis, pp. 529/30. 
12
° Cressy, 'Concerning the present disturbances in England about Religion: And the most probable 
means of composing them'. The paper is at B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, ff. 17- 24. This quotation is at 
f. 22r. 
121 He claimed that a study of ecclesiastical history showed that the killing people for religious reasons 
was unclu·istian: if 'all the received Canons of the Church be searched' none will be found 'that justifies the shedding of blood simply on the account of Religion' (Roman Catholick Doctrines No 
Novelties , p. 5) . He asserted that the pope has 'a spiritual Jurisdiction, and power to inflict Spiritual Censures on all persons subject to him' (Epistle Apologetical, pp. 99/100). He endorsed 
excommunication as an appropriate means of punishment when he quoted Matthew 18:17, ' ... if he 
neglect to hear the Church, let him be unto thee as an heathen man and a publican'. In discussing the highest embodiments of authority in the church, that is, general councils, he claimed that they were 
able to oblige 'under pain of anathema' , and therefore danmatiop (Exomologesis , pp. 528- 534). And 
he also noted that history showed several examples of popes enforcing their 'spiritual authority in our 
Island' by using spiritual punishments against Kings of England (Church Histmy of Brittany, Epistle 
Dedicatory). 
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the use of capital punishment for heresy. 'And to this day Clergy-men are by the Canons 
forbidden to be Judges, Assistants, or even present at such tryalls' . Despite the history of the 
Inquisition, Cressy asserted that the historical teaching and practice of the church was that 
the clerical estate should not use coercive means to promote faith.122 
Cressy' s advisory paper endorsed and expanded on his earlier published discussions of 
thoroughgoing dualism. As he had said in his Reflexions, 'coactive' or 'mulctative' censures 
were entirely in the control of the civil magistrate: the leaders of the church could exercise 
only spiritual censures. 123 He did not concede that the temporal magistrates have spiritual 
jurisdiction, though they might have some jurisdiction over certain matters with a spiritual 
dimension. He argued, as Locke would also argue, that ' Innovations and Heresies' which 
threatened the public peace must be dealt with using all the power of the state. But such 
punishments would be regarded as 'civil', even if they were applied in 'Ecclesiasticall 
causes' .124 Therefore, despite admitting that temporal authorities might impose temporal 
punishments for certain spiritual 'crimes ' , Cressy, like other English and Irish Gallicans, 
denied temporal means to the spiritual estate, and spiritual jurisdiction to the temporal estate. 
The final qualification which Cressy added to his tolerant opening statement shows a major 
difference between his limited commitment to religious toleration and the far more tolerant 
attitudes of most modem, first world states. He claimed that 'in a countrey wherein Religion 
hath been anciently and peaceably established, the first introducers of Novelties to the 
disturbance of its peace, may probably be suppressed by sharpnesse of punishments, as by 
banishment and exportation into some Island, or even death, in case such innovatours 
122 B. L. , Add. MSS. , 65139, f. 17r. Cressy attributed the growth of religious persecution to the 'zeal 
for the Defence of the Faith' displayed pm1icularly by the Mendicant orders. He claimed that the 
members of these orders promoted ' the Cmelty of Princes against Hereticks'. This happened because 
of ' ignorance and worldly policy prevayling in God's Church' . As a result, even in those states which 
were untouched by the 'terrible Tribunal of the Inquisition', there were laws 'made against Hereticks, 
of which some reach even to the taking away Life'. 
123 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f. 17v: 'it depends on the iudgement of the Civill Magistrate alone, how 
far Severity is to be extended towards Hereticks or Dissenters, yea also whether any severity at all is 
to be used towards them (except by Ecclesiasticall Censures)'. 
124 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f. 17v: 'Now as touching the execution or suspension of such Lawes [to 
do with the Inquisition] , it belongs to the Civill Magish·ate onely to judge and determine. He must not 
forget that he is a Christian, and by consequence one who is to be directed by the Spirit of Charity and 
Meeknes. But withal he is to have regard to the Pub lick Tranquillity and Safety of the State, which if 
it be endangered by Innovations and Heresies which teach a Lawfullness to resist with the sword, he 
ought then to proceed with all vigour against such Innovatours, as Rebells and Traytours: for whom 
no punishment can be too heavy. Christian charity to the whole body will justify extreme severity to 
pestiferous Members'. 
attempt seditious practises' .125 Cressy clearly did not believe that denominational pluralism 
was a good in itself. Rather, he 'put up with' or 'tolerated' religious or denominational 
pluralism only because he could see no just and Christian alternative to doing so. 
In this respect, it would seem that Austin had advanced a far more radical position 20 years 
before Cressy wrote his paper for Clifford. 126 Like Cressy, Austin began with an emotional 
appeal to love as the central value of Christianity. 127 Austin then suggested a more extensive 
form of religious toleration than the other English and Irish Gallicans. He based his defence 
of toleration partly on the rejection of infallible, personal teaching authority. 128 This aspect 
of his argument will be analysed in the next chapter. He complained, like any good 
Independent, that 'all compulsion upon the Conscience returns us flatly to our old slavery 
under the Prelats, nay more, to the implicite faith of the Papists ... for whatsoever I am 
constrained to swear or professe more than I am convinced of, proceeds from as great a 
tyranny as the High Commission, and is as blind an assent, as can be matched in the grossest 
Popery, and dare we think that doing the same thing we judge in others, we shall escape the 
judgment of God? [Austin's emphasis]'. 129 He argued that practical experience suggested 
that a Christian, tolerant approach, even towards non-Christians from different faiths, was 
acceptable as regards civil security. In a passage explicitly defending Catholics, he observed 
that 'Jews are not inconsistent with the Government of Christians, nor Christians with that of 
the Turks, no not such Christians, as are here in Question, Papists' .130 The suggestion that 
Jews might be tolerated was not novel in the Catholic tradition. Aquinas had famously 
125 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f. 17v. 
126 It is difficult to interpret Austin's work because he wrote as an Independent. It is possible that he 
did not accept the views which he published and only included them to give rhetorical strength to his 
case. But he made statements that were not necessary to argue for the toleration of Catholics and were 
more tolerant than many Independent positions. For example, he suggested that all Christian 
denominations should benefit from religious toleration. He even suggested that non-Cluistians and 
Christians of different denominations might be able to coexist peacefully under one ruler. As will be 
seen, he also followed through the implications of the anti-papalist rules of faith adopted by most 
Anglo-Gallicans (see below, chapter 4). 
127 Austin, The Christian Moderator, p. 1. 
128 In this respect, his arguments come closer than those of the other Anglo-Gallicans to challenging 
Kamen's description of the unique quality of Catholic arguments in favour of religious toleration. 129 Austin, The Christian Moderator, p. 4; Romans, 2:3. 
130 Austin, The Christian Moderator, p. 32. He had more or less given up the pretence that he was a 
protestant Independent by this stage of the argument. Austin repeated the claim that differences not 
only between denominations, but even between religions, were consistent with civil society in the 
second part of The Christian Moderator. He said that the 'best writers' of the Catholic Church argued 
that faith should be kept with heretics. They even 'unanimously agree, that faith is not only to be kept 
with Hereticks, but even with Turks, Jews and Infidells, and that indispensably' (The Christian 
Moderator, the second part, p. 71). 
argued that non-Christians could be tolerated because they had never been subject to the 
church, but that apostates could not because they had rebelled against it. 131 And in the 
1650s, certain Independents, including Cromwell, were keen to readmit Jews to the 
kingdom, though with a view to their conversion. But the suggestions that non-Christians 
should not be treated differently from 'heretical' Christian denominations and that all were 
consistent with civil societies would not have been shared by most English and Irish 
Gallicans, let alone other Catholics. 132 
Austin also endorsed a more relativist attitude than the other English and Irish Gallicans 
towards the possibility of attaining salvation in different churches. Commenting upon 
different Christian denominations, he quoted a standard tolerationist text: 'in my Father's 
house are many Mansions'. But he added a strikingly pluralist comment to it: 'why may 
there not be as many paths that lead to them?d 33 The suggestion that many Christian 
denominations could all be equally true and lead to salvation was unusual even for 
Independent texts. 134 These might admit that members of different churches could be 
tolerated and that members of churches or congregations akin to, but autonomous from, their 
own might find salvation. But they would not usually concede that different Christian 
denominations, including non-Independents, might all have a share in religious truth. It is 
possible that Austin was voicing opinions which he did not himself believe, but the 
consistently tolerant approach which he set out and his clear analysis of the implications of 
dualist political theology and the anti-papalist rules of faith of most English and Irish 
131 Aquinas, Political Writings, ed. Dyson, pp. 267-77. 132 Austin did not explicitly state that he accepted this suggestion, but this is the implication of his arguments. The Blackloists were generally not drawn into endorsing toleration, Cressy objected explicitly to religious pluralism and Walsh specifically excluded several Christian groups from the benefits of liberty of conscience or toleration (as will be seen). By conh·ast, Austin appeared willing to tolerate all Christian denominations consistent with civil society. He complained that ' it is the worst of Monopolies to lay impositions upon the way to Paradise; Christ by his death, removed the Angel that chased from thence our first parents; and shall any of us take the Flaming Sword into our hands, to sheath it in the bowels of a poor Pilgrim, who with a sincere heart h·availes to the same Counh·y, only because he goes not in our company?' Unlike the other Anglo-Gallicans, and unlike many Independents, Austin did not exclude any Clu·istian denominations that would live peacefully with others from this principle of religious toleration (Austin, The Christian Moderator, p. 12). 133 Austin, The Christian Moderator, p. 12. 134 Although Cressy had said that not all religious huths had to be believed by different individuals (see, for example, Cressy, Roman-Catholick Doctrines No Novelties, pp. 255- 7 and Exomologesis, (1653), p. 72), he never suggested that different churches might be equally correct and likely to lead to salvation though differing in their creeds. 
Gallicans, make this improbable. In any case, it certainly gives the lie to Collins' comment 
that Austin's pamphlets were 'of themselves pedestrian'. 135 
Cressy endorsed most of Austin's tolerant conclusions, even though he maintained that 
religious uniformity was preferable to religious or denominational pluralism. Cressy's case 
for toleration was based partly on Scripture. In a country where there were many innovators, 
who did not threaten the peace of the country and whose suppression would be 'ruinous to 
the whole state ... our Saviours counsel is That where the Tares are multiplied and dispersed 
through the whole field of good corn, the Tares must not be plucked up but suffered to grow 
till the Harvest, least by plucking up the Tares, the good corn likewise should be plucked up 
with them' .136 He also argued, on secular grounds, that the only way that peace could be 
established in England was through the mutual forbearance of different religious groups and 
an absolute guarantee on the part of the king and the government that religious liberty, once 
introduced, would be maintained for ever. 137 Cressy accepted the practical impossibility of 
ending dissent in England. There were so many dissenters, he asserted, that 'perhaps a 
greater standing army would be necessary thereto, then the whole Body of good peaceable 
subiects is able to maintain' . As a result, the only way to achieve 'Civill Unity and Peace' 
would be to grant a 'generall Liberty of Conscience' . 138 
Cressy suggested other secular arguments in favour of liberty of conscience. It would, he 
claimed, be possible and advisable to introduce a 'free leave for all sorts of strangers to 
establish themselves in this Kingdom'. They would be able to take advantage of religious 
liberty and they would contribute to the economic prosperity of the country. The only 
135 Collins, 'Hobbes and the Blackloist Conspiracy', pp. 329/30. 136 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, ff. 17/8. 
137 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f. 21: ' ... if God in his infinite Goodness to his Majesty and his Kingdoms should inspire into his heart a Resolution to embrace the Faith of his glorious Ancestors, he 
might with all security possible, yea he would be even obliged (as matters now stand) to grant a full Liberty of Conscience to all his Subiects, and to give them an absolute certainty that he will never infringe such Liberty upon condition that they will oblige themselves to be faithfull to him in all the Temporall Rights of his Crown, and never enter into designes of attempting to preiudice such Libe11y in others.' 
138 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f. 18r. Cressy said that full liberty of conscience was the only way to 
secure peace in the Kingdom. But such peace would have to be strengthened by a number of other 
measures. All disturbers of this peace would have to be punished severely. And 'a Prohibition of all Vimlency in Sermons or Books between persons of severall Per:;uasions about Religion' would have 
to be imposed by law. Such measures would mean that 'in a few years mens minds will be ave11ed from quanelling about Doch·inal points, and each sect will peaceably converse with others without disputing upon such matters, as wee see practised in the Low Counh·eyes' (f. 19). 
people unwilling to accept such a move would be the 'Presbyterians and a few Protestants'. 
Also, the vast numbers of dissenters who, at the time, laboured under the penal laws could 
hardly be expected to 'be zealous for the common good and advancement of a State' which 
persecutes them. By contrast, 'if they were once secure as to their consciences, they would 
then esteem themselves as truly Natives and free-born Subiects; the honour and prosperity of 
the Kingdom would be dear to them ... ' .139 
But liberty of conscience alone would not guarantee civil peace. The solution was that the 
king should convert to Catholicism. 14° Cressy believed that 'as long as his Majesty adheres 
to any particular Sect which cannot pretend to assume peculiarly to itself a Right in that 
Promise of our Saviour; That the Gates of Hell shall never prevayle against it, because he 
will be with the Govemours of that Church till the end of the World; so long his power will 
be doubtful, his Belief uncertain, and his Church will want a power to oblige even the 
members of it to believe what she proposes'. 141 In other words, only in the Catholic Church 
could the king find security; only that church could employ the full weight of its spiritual 
censures to oblige people in conscience to obey him; only in that church would he find 
sufficient security of belief and teaching to be able to remain constant in his own beliefs. 
That the paper on toleration and liberty of conscience was conceived as a counterpart to the 
paper on the plans for the reunion of the Churches of England and Rome (discussed in 
Appendix A), is made evident near the end of the paper on toleration. Cressy noted that 'the 
Catholick Church will be ready ... to use a charitable condescendence in some Practices, as 
the Liturgy in the English Tongue; Communion under both kinds; a Toleration of Priests 
allready manied; a qualification of Ecclesiasticall Jurisdiction etc; because in these Points 
satisfaction may be given to the consciences of some tender Protestants'. Taken together, 
139 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, ff. 18/9. But it was also necessary to address the problems that might be 
caused by those who opposed liberty of conscience and to ensure that any liberty of conscience would 
be pem1anent. He predicted that the proposed liberty of conscience would be opposed by the bishops 
of the English established Church, 'who think they thereby foresee their owne ruine, and the decay of 
the Protestant Church'. As well as suggesting that this fear showed that they had little confidence in 
the arguments in favour of their teachings, Cressy made the pragmatic point that the Dissenters, united 
in opposition against the bishops because of persecution, would join in the defence of the bishops if 
they knew that they owed the bishops their liberty to follow the religions they chose. The 
Presbyterians would be unwilling to go along with such a scheme, however, because, according to 
Cressy, they were determined to desh·oy the episcopal church entirely. 
140 The weight of Cressy's argument at this stage suggests that' he may have discussed the possibility 
of the king's conversion with Clifford. 
141 B. L., Add. MSS ., 65139, f. 21. 
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the two papers represent a tolerant and irenic response to denominational pluralism and 
persecution in Charles II's kingdoms. 
VII. Conclusion 
Cressy's analysis of Anglo-Gallican political theology was more systematic but less tolerant 
than Austin's. Cressy clearly did not regard toleration and a permissive attitude to religious 
or denominational pluralism as good in itself. But on the basis of a thoroughgoing 
separation of church and state, the allocation to the temporal ruler of all rights over civil 
affairs even in ecclesiastical causes, an anti-papalist rule of faith and understanding of 
ecclesiology, and an appeal to Tradition, conscience and real-politic, Cressy argued that a 
full liberty of conscience should be granted to all sects that would accept the king's authority 
in temporals. Austin ' s tolerant conclusions seem to have been predicated on more 'liberal' 
and generous principles, though he also built on many of the same Gallican foundations as 
Cressy. As will be seen, Cressy did not accept that the Catholic Church could err in 
fundamentals or that other denominations had as good a claim to be the true church as his 
own, but he accepted liberty of conscience and toleration as a Christian and pragmatic 
response to denominational pluralism nonetheless. Austin asserted that other denominations . 
should be tolerated because they could have access to religious truth and could lead to 
salvation. 142 With the qualification that Cressy did not consider the status of non-Christians, 
he reached precisely the same conclusions which Vatican II would later accept. 143 Austin ' s 
opinions were somewhat more open-minded than those expressed by the Council in 1965. 
This chapter has attempted to demonstrate that Austin's significance has been 
underestimated. This argument will be developed further in a discussion of the rules of faith 
of Cressy and Austin. This chapter has also shown that Trevor-Roper's model of the 
development and influence of the ideas of the Tew circle is too one-sided. Doubtless, it was 
the protestant members of the Tew circle who had the most influence over the established 
Church in the 1660s. But Trevor-Roper ' s treatment of Cressy and his superficial and blanket 
analysis of seventeenth-century Catholic thinking are both seriously flawed. Cressy 
inherited not only many of the particular arguments of Tew, which he applied in a Catholic 
context, but also Tew's commitment to religious peace and irenicism. Clarendon 
commented in his Animadversions, that 'no Reformation is worth the charge of a Civil 
142 For the ways in which Austin used anti-papalist rules of faith to lead to tolerant conclusions, see below, chapter 4, section 5. 
143 As in Unitatis Redintegratio, in ed. A. Flannery. Vatican Council !I: the Conciliar and Post-Conciliar Documents, 2 vols . (revised edition, Dublin, 1992), I, 452- 70. 
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War' .144 Cressy would probably have agreed: 'who knows but by means of such a mild and 
charitable behaviour of his Maiesty to his dissenting subiects there may not, through Gods 
blessing succeed an Unity of Minds also in the ioynt service of the same God' .145 
Chillingworth, Falkland, and Clarendon would all have answered 'amen'. 
Finally, the body of Cressy's published works and his unpublished manuscripts m the 
Clifford papers have potentially significant implications for our appreciation of the political 
role of Catholic thinkers in Charles II's reign and even for the king's interest in Catholicism. 
These implications are beyond the scope of this thesis, but it is worth observing that Clifford 
presumably asked Cressy to write the advisory papers on the possibility of reuniting the 
churches and establishing religious peace in the kingdoms under Charles II's rule through the 
king's own conversion. In his Popery and Politics, John Miller noted that the Catholic 
priests who were most likely to have influenced Charles II included Howard, D' Aubigny, 
MacGinn and Talbot. 146 But this was no more than an educated guess and did not, in any 
case, distinguish between the ideas of the priests listed. Cressy's papers would suggest that 
we should add an Anglo-Gallican element to the Catholic advice which Charles II received. 
We do not know whether Charles II ever saw Cressy's papers, but it is highly improbable 
that Clifford commissioned and received them without communicating their substance, at 
least, to the king. Shortly after the secret Treaty of Dover and Clifford's receipt of Cressy's 
Anglo-Gallican and tolerant papers, Charles II issued the Declaration of Indulgence. The 
papers surrounding the Treaty of Dover represent one test case for English and Irish Gallican 
and tolerant thinking. As will be seen in chapter 5, Cressy's suggestions were remarkably 
similar to those contained in a paper purpotiing to be by, or on behalf of, Charles II in 
1662/3: the Oblatio ex parte Caroli If. 
144 Clarendon, Animadversions, p. 136. 
145 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f. 24v. 
146 John Miller, Pope1y and Politics in England, 1660-1688, (Cambridge, 1973), p. 45 . 
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Chapter 4. Anglo-Gallicanism and the rule of faith 
debates 
1. The historiography of the rule of faith debates 
The claim that Catholics could be loyal to a protestant ruler required that the teaching 
authority of the papacy, and even perhaps of general councils, be qualified because popes 
and general councils had issued statements which appeared to show that the loyalty of 
Catholics to protestant rulers could not be relied upon. The Anglo- Irish Gallicans therefore 
developed systematic anti-papalist arguments with regard to both political theology and the 
rule of faith. The Blackloists developed the most notorious account of the rule of faith 
produced by Anglo-Irish Gallican writers during this period. It set the pattern for the 
versions produced by the other writers under consideration in this thesis. They used it to 
challenge Rome on a number of issues . These included the doctrine of purgatory, but also, 
and most importantly as regards Anglo-Irish Gallicanism, the papal deposing power. This 
chapter will consider previous discussions of the Blackloist rule of faith before analysing it 
in more detail. 1 
Most discussions of the rule of faith controversies in England have ignored the complexity of 
the Catholic positions. This is true of works by Martin Griffin, Hugh Trevor-Roper, 
Frederick Beiser and Louis Bredvold.2 The published work of George Tavard and an 
unpublished PhD thesis by Ruth Jordan go some way towards correcting this omission.3 
1 Since the Blackloist rule of faith has been examined extensively, I will discuss it only briefly, though 
I will suggest some modifications to received accounts of its origins, nature and significance. 2 Martin Griffin, Latitudinarianism in the seventeenth-centtoy Church of England, (Leiden and New 
York, 1992); Hugh Trevor-Roper, 'The Great Tew Circle', in Catholics, Anglicans and Puritans, (London, 1987), pp. 166-296; F. Beiser, The Sovereignty of Reason. The Defense of Rationality in the 
Early English Enlightenment, (New Jersey, 1996); Louis Bredvold, The Intellectual Milieu of John 
D1y den, (Michigan, 1934). Popkin adopted a similar approach (Richard Popkin, 'The religious 
background of seventeenth century philosophy', in The Cambridge Histmy of Seventeenth Centwy 
Philosophy, pp. 393-424). Martin Griffin's work suffered because it was published posthumously. It 
may be that further editing and work by the author would have cleared up some mistakes. It is worth 
noting, however, that the text as it stands commits the faux pas of describing Thomas White as a Jesuit (pp. 58, 66). In fact, White and the Blackloists were very sh·ongly opposed to the attitudes of the 
Jesuits . It is clear, from his references to White's exchange with Glanvill, that the text was not 
refening to a different Thomas White. 
3 Among Tavard 's works see, in particular: 'Scripture and Tradition Among Seventeenth-Century 
Recusants ' ; The Seventeenth-CentUI)' Tradition ; and Holy Writ or Holy Church: the Crisis of the 
Protestant Reformation, (London, 1959). The last of these works concems debates about the sources 
of faith in the sixteenth century. See also Jordan, 'The Blackloists'. 
Trevor-Roper described the standard interpretation of 'the Catholic position' in the debates 
about the rule of faith. He noted that the development of Pyrrhonic scepticism in the early 
modem period challenged 'even the agreed central truths of Christianity'. The use of 
'reason' appeared to undermine most of the usually identified sources of faith. 
Consequently, Christians had 'to find a basis from which to reason which reason itself had 
not already undermined' . Trevor-Roper said that the Catholic position 'was to reject reason 
altogether, to ·accept "authority" and allow it to demand unquestioning faith' .4 John Percy, 
often referred to as 'Fisher the Jesuit', had argued that the lack of certainty within the 
protestant community was such that, in order to avoid having no sure faith, protestants 
should convert to the Catholic Church.5 This approach convinced Chillingworth and Patrick 
Cary, Falkland's younger brother, among others. 6 
Griffin's analysis was similar to Trevor-Roper's. He endorsed Bumet's description of the 
Catholic use of scepticism to win converts. As Bumet said, Catholics held that 'there was no 
certain proof of the Christian religion, unless we took it from the authority of the church as 
infallible' .7 Having destroyed the Bible as a reasonable basis for religious belief, according 
to Griffin, Catholics asserted 'Roman Catholicism variously on a basis of fideism, or of 
infallible authority or tradition'.8 Griffin identified several Catholic writers who adopted this 
approach. They included Percy, Matthew Wilson, Serenus Cressy, John Vincent Canes, 
Henry Holden, Thomas White, Edward Worsley and William Rushworth. He examined 
Sergeant in particular, because of his controversies with Stillingfleet and Tillotson. 
4 Trevor-Roper, 'The Great Tew Circle', p. 200. Trevor-Roper regarded the Catholic position as ' the 
simplest for indolent minds'! His blanket perception of Catholics as an intellectually regressive force 
is suggested also in his 'The Religious Origins of the Enlightenment', in idem, Religion, the 
Reformation and Social Change, (2"d edition, London, 1972), pp. 193-206. 5 William Laud published his account of the exchanges he had with Percy as A Relation of the 
Conference between W. Laud and Mr Fish er the Jesuite, (London, 1639). Trevor-Roper quoted 
Laud's dissatisfaction with the sceptical argument: 'I did never love too curious a search into that 
which might put a man into a wheel and circle him so long between proving Scripture by Tradition 
and Tradition by Scripture, till the Divell finde a meanes to dispute him into Infidelity and make him 
believe neither' (A Relation of the Conference, p. 59, quoted by Trevor-Roper in 'The Great Tew 
Circle', p. 294, n. 1 04)). 
6 B. L. , MSS. Harl., 6942, f. 4. Hammond described Patrick's attitude, when he was later doubtful 
about Catholicism, in a note to Sheldon. Hammond said 'Mr Patrick Cat-y's conversion is rather from 
the Rornish than to the Protestant religion. A seeker he saith he is, and umavels and questions all, that 
he may build infallibly '. Quoted in Trevor-Roper, 'The Great Tew Circle', p. 294, n. 105. 7 Gilbert Bumet, A HistOIJ' of My Own Time, with Notes by the Earls_ of Dartmouth and Hardwicke, 
Speaker Onslow and Dean Swift, ed. M. J. Routh, 6 vols. (2"d edition, Oxford, 1833), I, pp. 342- 3, 
quoted by Griffin, Latitudinarianism, p. 54 and Jordan, 'The Blackloists', p. 8. 8 Griffin, Latitudinarianism, p. 54. 
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Sergeant's Sure-Footing in Christianity is taken as representative of this use of the sceptical 
argument.9 Sergeant argued that the rule of faith had to be accessible to everyone. The 
Bible, interpreted through reason, could not be such a rule because biblical exegesis could 
not prove some of the comerstone doctrines of both the established Church of England and 
the Roman Catholic Church. Individual Christians therefore had to look to another authority 
as the rule of faith. This other authority would be Catholic Tradition and the Roman 
Catholic Church. 10 Beiser and Bredvold accepted this interpretation of the Catholic 
. 11 
argument. 
Jordan correctly challenged the point of view developed by Trevor-Roper, Griffin, Beiser 
and Bredvold, most of whom were far more concemed with the protestant than with the 
Catholic writers. 12 Some Catholic thinkers used sceptical approaches to argue in favour of a 
fideistic acceptance of the authority of the Catholic Church. 13 But not all Catholics adopted 
this approach. Jordan stressed the qualitative identity of the arguments of the Tevians and of 
the Blackloists: 'The Anglicans were as fideistic or as unfideistic, as rational or as irrational, 
as their Catholic adversaries.' 14 The defenders of the established Church held that reason 
demonstrated that their sources of revealed faith were legitimate. It could also be used to 
9 Jolm Sergeant, Sure-Footing in Christianity, or Rational Discourses on the Rule of Faith, (London, 1665). 
10 Sergeant's arguments and the responses advanced by Stillingfleet and Tillotson are discussed in Griffin, Latitudinarianism, pp. 56-8. 11 Beiser expressed the argument even more strongly than Griffin. He used the Catholic writers as a foil to the English protestants who were the heroes of his work. The Catholic writers used scepticism to argue 'that we should accept tradition as a guide because all rational inquiry ends in inesolvable doubt' (Beiser, The Sovereignty of Reason, p. 8). Beiser implied that the Blackloists were wrong when they claimed that they were basing their arguments upon reason, and insisted that apostolic tradition played the same role in their attitude to the rule of faith as reason did for the Tevians (Beiser, The Sovereignty of Reason, p. 115). The full title of John Sergeant's Sure-Footing in Christianity, or Rational Discourses on the Rule of Faith demonstrates that the Blackloists believed they based their rule of faith upon reason, though the rule was not reason. And as the conh·oversies between the Blackloists and other Catholics over, for example, purgatory, demonsh·ate, they maintained that they could subject Tradition to rational analysis precisely as the Tevians subjected the Bible to rational analysis. 
12 Griffin, however, anticipated Jordan's claim that the Blackloist and Tevian arguments were qualitatively the same when he noted that 'every sceptical argument advanced against the Bible was equally valid against authority or infallible tradition' (Latitudinarianism., p. 55). 13 Waiter Montagu, for example, was swayed by such arguments. See Montagu 's letter to the Ld. Falkland, in Lucius Cary, Viscount Falkland, Sir Lucius Cmy, Late Lord Viscount of Falkland, His Discourse of Infallibility with an answer to it: and his Lordships reply .. . Together with Mr Wafter Mountague 's Letter concerning the changing his Religion. Answered by my Lord of Falkland, (London, 1651 ). 
14 Jordan, 'The Blackloists', p. 12. It might be better to speak of the Blackloists and Tevians as being as 'fideistic or non-fideistic, as rational or non-rational' as each other. 
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examine those sources of faith critically to discover whether beliefs were true or false. The 
main or only source of knowledge of the contents of faith was Scripture. Jordan argued that 
reason played the same role for the Blackloists, though they felt that it led to the conclusion 
that Tradition was the only authoritative source (and rule) of faith. 15 Having identified 
Tradition as the rule of faith, the Blackloists also examined particular beliefs critically to see 
if they could be defended according to their rule. Jordan argued that the Blackloists regarded 
the rule of faith (Tradition), rather than the Roman Catholic Church per se or its hierarchical 
leaders, as authoritative. 16 Beiser claimed that the Tevians and all the rationalists attempted 
to steer a middle course between 'the extremes of enthusiasm and Roman Catholicism'. 
Jordan held that the Blackloists attempted to do something similar, to find a middle course 
between 'the zeal for papal infallibility of the Jesuits and the rule of inner light of the 
Puritans'. 17 
Jordan's work supplemented Tavard's. Tavard surveyed the ideas of several recusants on 
the status of, and relationship between, Scripture and Tradition. He considered the major 
works of John Colville, Christopher Davenport, Matthew Kellison, John Percy, Laurence 
Anderson, Matthew Wilson, Richard Smith, Thomas White, Henry Holden, John Belson, 
John Sergeant, Edward Worsley, Roger Anderton, Thomas Bailey, and John Gother. 18 He 
explained particularly how the thinkers under consideration related Scripture and Tradition 
to each other in the light of the 'two-source theory [of the sources of faith], which found 
acceptance in the majority of the Council of Trent and among most theologians of the 
Counter-Reformation'. 19 He argued that they did not accept the Tridentine and Counter-
Refom1ation 'two-source theory' uniformly. He also put the ideas of these writers into the 
context of subsequent theological examinations of the sources of faith, including those at 
Vatican Ir_2° He claimed that if the works of the seventeenth-century recusants had been 
better known, 'the partisans of the two-source theory [at discussions in preparation for 
15 The identification of Tradition as the rule of faith did not, however, exclude Scripture. White 
distinguished between written and unwritten h·aditions but maintained that they were both part of 
Tradition in its broadest sense (Rushworth 's Dialogues, (1640), p. 91; Apology for Rushworth 's 
Dialogues, (1654), p. 46). Tavard discussed the relationship between Scripture and Tradition in 
White's thinking, and quoted these passages, in 'Scripture and Tradition', at pp. 363- 374. 16 Jordan, 'The Blackloists', pp. 137-144. 17 Beiser, Sovereignty of Reason, p. 15; Jordan, 'The Blackloists', p. 19. 18 
Tavard, 'Scripture and Tradition among seventeenth-century Recusants', pp. 343-385; idem, 
'Christopher Davenport and the problem of Tradition', in Theological Studies, 24 (1963), pp. 278-
290; idem, The Seventeenth-Centwy Tradition. . 19 
Tavard, The Seventeenth-Centwy Tradition, p. 4. 20 
!bid, pp. 246--267 0 
Vatican II] would not have been able to claim that they spoke in the name of the entire 
Counter-Reformation theology, and the supporters of a one-source theory would not have 
looked like innovators'. The Council's publication of a Constitution, Dei Verbum, 'which 
could be compatible with both a two-source and a one-source theory' would not have been 
welcomed as an exceptional triumph by the supporters of the one-source theory; rather, it 
would have been seen as the culmination of a hitherto neglected approach to the Catholic 
understanding of the rule of faith? 1 
Tavard's work is, however, sufficient only to the same extent that Percy regarded Scripture 
as sufficient: in suo genere.22 Beyond a brief discussion of the opinions of some of their 
opponents, Tavard did not consider Catholic contributions to the rule of faith debates as 
works of living, developing controversy with a range of contexts. Rather, he described one 
Catholic author's ideas after those of another, showing how, but not necessarily why, they 
differed. Nor did he contextualise the writings of the recusants or show how their 
discussions of the sources of faith related to their opinions on other matters. He did not, for 
example, explain the mechanism by which, according to the Blackloists, Tradition was 
infallible. He examined Holden's discussion of 'infallibility' in detail largely because it was 
particularly insightful. He praised Holden for 'making the universality of Tradition the one 
ultimate recourse of faith ' .23 As will be seen, however, all of the Blackloists - and, indeed, 
all of the Anglo-Irish Gallicans - embraced the universality of Tradition as the locus of 
infallibility?4 Tavard was, moreover, generally preoccupied with the question of the sources 
21 !bid, pp. 265- 7. 
22 Percy held that in Scripture 'there is purity and perfection of matter, majesty of speech, power over 
the conscience, certainty of the prophecies, etc .. . ' . He accepted that Scripture could be described as 
'sufficient', but said 'if it import sufficiency, it is not meant that alone sufficiency of which our 
question is [that is, Scripture was not the only source of faith, or of interpretations of faith], but at the 
most sufficiency in suo genere, in a certain limited kind, to witt, of written Scripture' (Reply made 
unto Mr Anthony Wotton and Mr John White, (London, 1612), p. 190). Fisher 's account, and the 
limitations which he placed upon the sufficiency of Scripture are discussed by Tavard, 'Scripture and 
Tradition' , pp. 349-354. 
23 In The Seventeenth-Centwy Tradition, he discussed the works of Thomas White (pp. 158- 176), 
Hemy Holden (pp. 180- 196) and John Sergeant (pp. 219-245), among those of other authors. His 
analysis, although important for its many theological insights, allows the essential sameness of their 
projects to be overlooked. 
24 Indeed, universality as the ultimate measure of a doctrine's Catholic legitimacy appealed to many 
besides the Anglo-Gallicans. Several English Catholic writers in this period who did not develop any 
substantial discussions of what might be termed Anglo-Gallican political theology embraced this 
essential principle. These included Abraham Woodhead (see his A Rqtional Account of the Doctrine 
of Roman Catholicks Concerning the Ecclesiastical Guide in Controversies, (2"d edition, n. p ., 1673)) 
and Edward Worsley (see his Reason and Religion, or the Certain Rule of Faith, where the infallibility 
of the Roman Catholick Church is asserted, (London, 1672)). Such writers were on the fringes of the 
of faith, and not with the equally important practical consequences of any identification of 
these sources. Although he discussed White's analysis of the sufficiency of Scripture and its 
inclusion within Tradition and the other Blackloists' analyses of the relationship between 
Scripture and Tradition he paid little attention to the problem of where the authority to 
interpret these sources of faith lay. This was crucial to the political theology, as well as to 
the pure theology, of the Blackloists and other Anglo-Irish Gallicans. 
The Blackloist rule of faith set a pattern for all subsequent Anglo- Irish Gallican discussions 
of the issue. The Anglo-Irish Gallicans had to find a rule of faith which allowed them to 
disagree with the papacy, and even with general councils of the church, while still claiming 
to be good Catholics. This chapter will briefly describe the Blackloist formulation of the 
rule of faith before considering the rules of faith advanced by John Austin and Serenus 
Cressy. A common feature of all discussions of the rule of faith controversies, and 
particularly of discussions of the Blackloists, is that they have ignored the role of Sir Kenelm 
Digby in developing the Blackloist rule of faith. It will be seen that he was important not 
merely as a political leader of the Blackloists, but also for his role in describing an anti-
papalist account of the rule of faith. 
movement this thesis seeks to identify and analyse, in that they were primarily concerned with only 
one of the key themes under consideration. 
11. Digby and the Blackloist account of Tradition as the rule of faith 
The Blackloists had two main aims in their writings about the rule of faith: they wanted to 
establish the means of discovering Christ's message to his disciples with absolute certainty 
and they wanted to use those means to defend their own understanding of the Catholic 
Church. These aims involved them in controversial writing with protestants over the identity 
of the true church; with Catholics over the teachings of the true church; and with both 
protestants and Catholics over the nature of the rule of faith. 
They also had a variety of 'political' ambitions at different times during the middle decades 
of the seventeenth century. Generally, the ' political' Blackloists wanted to persuade the civil 
authorities that Catholics were loyal subjects and should therefore be tolerated?5 At times, 
their aims were more specific. In 1647-9, for example, they wanted to justify a church 
structure which would allow them to make a deal with the Independents?6 On other 
occasions, the emphasis was on securing an ordinary for the secular chapter or, at least, 
persuading Rome to recognise the independent authority of the chapter. These three issues 
were all interrelated. As will be seen, the anti-papalist rule of faith was central to these 
political and political-theological issues: it was important in the case for toleration because it 
allowed the Blackloists to reject the papacy's claim to the deposing power; it could help 
them make a deal with the Independents because it could justify the restriction of the 
jurisdiction of any English ordinaries to purely spiritual matters; and it contributed to the 
seculars' case against the Jesuits and overweening papal authority over the affairs of the 
chapter because it petmitted the use of French, Gallican bishops to create English ordinaries 
against the wishes of the papacy. 
Although Thomas White is usually credited with developing the Blackloist rule of faith, 
possibly in combination with William Rushworth, its first published expression was by Sir 
Kenelm Digby. White was fully aware that his rule of faith was only a more systematic 
25 Although Thomas White and John Sergeant were heavily involved in the intellectual aspects of Blackloism, they played little part in its political aspects, at least during the Intenegnum period. The 
'political' Blackloists were primarily Digby, Holden and Peter Fitton. See Pugh, Black/a 's Cabal, passim. 
. 26 See Collins, 'Thomas Hobbes and the Blackloist Conspiracy of 1649 ', for a discussion of this series of conspiracies, and above, chapter 2, for an attempt to analyse the intellectual agenda of the Blackloists in their negotiations with Cromwell. 
version of Digby's. In his Apology for Rushworth 's Dialogues, he noted that the 
'Controversy this following Treatise undertakes, begin [sic] in a slight familiar conversation 
between two intimate friends and kinsmen'. These were probably White and William 
Rushworth.Z7 But he also noted that before Rushworth 's Dialogues was published 'or (as I 
think) fidly conceived in the Author's brain; an honoured friend, and Patron of mine had 
couch' d some small, but quintessential part of their doctrin in a little pithy present to a new-
converted Lady' (my emphases). The patron was Digby and the work was his Conference 
with a Lad;i about choice of Religion. Thereafter, Digby's correspondence with his cousin 
George Digby, earl of Bristol, published in 1651, 'engag'd it thereby into an almost fatal 
combat' , causing White to enter the lists and write Rush worth's Dialogues and the Apology 
for Rushworth 's Dialogues.Z8 Thus Digby had written the core of the Blackloist view on the 
rule of faith before the argument of Rushworth's Dialogues had been 'fully conceived'. 
Indeed, the manuscript versions of the Conference with a Lady about choice of Religion are 
dated 'Paris, 13 January 1636' .Z9 The 'quintessential part' of the Blackloist rule of faith, set 
out by Digby, was the foundation upon which several arguments would be built. We can 
now examine the rule of faith itself as it emerges in Digby's writings. 
After spending about five years as a protestant, Digby reconverted to Catholicism in or about 
1635. He explained the reasons for his reconversion in a letter to Archbishop Laud. Digby's 
letter has been lost, but Laud's reply survives. His comments reveal some of Digby's 
reasons for reconverting. Digby was unhappy with all of the churches he had examined, but 
when he realised what becoming a Catholic would involve he felt that the claims of the 
Catholic Church were greater than those of any other. Digby held that 'there were great 
mistakings on both sides, and that passion and affection to a party transported too many of 
those that entered into the lists' .30 This irenic attitude is suggestive of the broadly tolerant 
approach of the B lackloists in general. 
Digby reconverted because he believed that much that was regarded as important in the 
Catholic Church was not actually part of Catholic doctrine and everything that was important 
27 Tavard, The Seventeenth-Centwy Tradition, p. 160. 28 Lord George Digby and Sir Kenelm Digby, Letters between the Ld. George Digby, and Sr. Kenelm 
Digby, Kt. Concerning Religion, (London, 1651); Thomas White, Apology for Rushworth 's Dialogues, (Paris, 1652), pp. 1- 7. 
. 29 B. L., Add. MSS., 10575 and Harl. MSS., 2312, ff. 4-93 . 30 
Laud, Works, VI, p. 448/9. 
was true. In 1635/6, he argued that 'the Church in no succeeding age hath power to add (as 
such) the least tittle of new doctrine' .31 In other words, he denied that there would be any 
continuing revelation. In itself, this suggestion was not new. Many Catholics held that the 
protestant churches could not be valid because they were new. It was, they claimed, the fact 
of the Catholic Church's antiquity that rendered it authoritative. This argument informed -
though it was not the same as- the Blackloist rule offaith. Digby's sometime friend, Waiter 
Montagu, expressed the dilemma as it appeared to him when still a protestant. Montagu's 
reasons for· converting to Catholicism provide a useful point of comparison to illustrate the 
novelty ofDigby's and the Blackloist approach. 
Montagu began his enquiries into the rival claims to authority of the protestant and Catholic 
churches by asking if Luther was the first protestant. If he was, then protestantism could not 
be 'the true ancient Apostolicall Religion'. But Montagu could find 'no ancienter a 
dissention from the Roman Church then Waldo ... whose cause had relation to the now-
professed Protestancy' .32 In response to this argument, protestants usually replied that 
protestantism was older than any particular protestants: it was just not a visible church, 'for it 
lay hid in a solitary concealment' . Montagu believed that the idea of an invisible church 
was, however, 'repugnant to the main reason why God hath a church on Earth, which is to be 
conserver of the Doctrine, Christ's precepts, and to conveigh it from age to age, untill the 
end of the world' . 33 
Montagu stated that since natural reason was not capable of finding out all the truths 
necessary to salvation, there had to be some other way of discovering these truths, 'and that 
31 I bid, p. 450. Dig by repeated this belief in a statement to a committee of the House of Commons of 1641 (B. L., Add. MSS., 41846, f. 115). 32 Montagu, Montagu 's letter to the Ld. Falkland, pp. 270/ 1. 33 lbid, pp. 27112. Percy, like Montagu and many Catholics since Luther's break with Rome, had also asked, 'Where was your church before Luther?' He argued that there 'must be one hue faith which has existed visibly in all ages' and must be Catholicism. This argument informed his efforts to persuade protestants to convert. See John Percy, 'The Occasion of a Certaine Conference', in True Relations ofSundJy Conferences, (1626; facsimile edition, Menston, 1970), pp. 1-12, and quoted in T. H. Wadkins, 'The Percy-"Fisher" conn·oversies and the Ecclesiastical Politics of Jacobean Anti-Catholicism, 1622-25', in Church Hist01y, 57 (1988), pp. 153-169, at p. 156. Foster, in 'Sir Kenelm Digby', pp. 36, 53/4, n. 4, suggests that Digby may have been taught by Percy/Fisher. Even if he was not, he would have been aware of Fisher's work, including his conferences in front of Lady Buckingham. See Fisher, True Relations ... , and Laud, A Relation of the Conference bef:Hieen William Lawd and Mr Fisher the Jesuite, and in Works, vol. 2. Crucially, however, Digby rejected much that Fisher and the Jesuits stood for. 
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in so plain a manner as the simplest may be capable of it as well as the leamed' .34 He held 
that Christ was the means by which God would make these truths available to mankind. But 
since Christ would not be immediately present to all ages, there would have to be some 
means of passing on His message: 'It was necessary it should be conveyed unto them that 
lived in it [the age after Christ], by those that did receive it from Christ's own Mouth, and so 
from Age to Age untill the end of the world' ?5 
Thus far· protestants could agree with Montagu. But whereas protestants usually said that the 
means God had provided to make his truths known to succeeding generations was Scripture, 
Montagu argued, like other Catholics, that the sufficiency of Scripture was limited: 'since 
experience shows us the continuall alteration about the right sence of severall of the most 
important places of it, that what is contained there cannot be a competent rule to mankind, 
which consisteth more of simple than leamed men'. The 'competent rule' must therefore be 
something other than Scripture. Moreover, Scripture must have been preserved by some 
authority. This authority, he held, could be 'no other thing than the Church in all Ages'. 
And if we accept that Scripture is authoritative in some sense - as virtually all Christians in 
the early modem period did - then we must also believe that the church 'hath maintained 
itself in a continual visibility', since it has been the visible church in all ages which has 
preserved Scripture.36 The visible church must therefore be the true church. 
Montagu did not address all the arguments used by protestants against his ideas. Many 
protestants accepted that the Catholic Church was, or had been, a true church but held that it 
had been conupted. This was the line taken by, for example, Hooker and later, Richard 
Field. Field held that many of the protestant lines on issues controverted between Catholic 
and protestant polemicists in the early seventeenth century had in fact been taught openly 
under the Roman Church in the middle ages, even though they were opposed by the 'papalist 
faction' in Rome. The church had never been united behind what Field regarded as heretical 
doctrines until they ':\'ere formalised as the official teachings of the Catholic Church at the 
34 This reflects standard contemporary arguments used by both protestants and Catholics and based on 
sceptical methods. See Pop kin, 'The Religious Background of Seventeenth-Century Philosophy', pp. 397/8. 
. 35 Montagu, Montagu 's letter to the Ld. Falkland, pp. 272/3. 36 !bid, pp. 273/4. 
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Council of Trent (1545-1563).37 As Milton noted, other Anglican divines accepted the idea 
that the 'papal religion only really began at the Council of Trent'. These included 'Jacobean 
Calvinists from Bishops Mm·ton, Carleton and Ussher to puritans such as Thomas Scot and 
Henry Burton' .38 Similarly, other protestant divines, such as William Laud himself, as well 
as James I and Charles I, held that the Catholic Church was in some sense a true church.39 
These ideas provide one context in which to understand Digby's reconversion. 
Montagu· did not explain how he believed the church preserved faith. Digby and the 
Blackloists attempted to fill this gap. 40 In developing his rule of faith - at the time of, or 
shortly after, his own reconversion - Digby began with two assumptions similar to those of 
Waiter Montagu: that there had to be a rule of faith such that 'the simplest may be capable of 
it as well as the learned' and that Christ would be the source of religious truths.4 1 Christ 
revealed religious truths to the Apostles who then taught them to the earliest Christians who 
constituted 'the Catholike Church; which is ordayned to conserue and deliuer it from age to 
age'. Digby defined the 'Catholike Church' as 'the congregation of the faithfull that is 
spread through-out the whole world' . The church 'through-out the whole world' will pass on 
the teachings of Christ 'ether in Writing or by Word of mouth'. The process will work 
because of the teaching 'of them that learned it from him, and their deliuering it ouer to 
others, and so from hand to hand vntill any particular tyme you will pitch vpon' .42 This 
37 Richard Field, Of the Church, 4 vols., (Cambridge, 1847-52), vol. I, pp. 165-7, 171, 359-60; vol. 11, pp. 1-387; vol. IV, pp. 522-6, quoted in Anthony Milton, 'The Church of England, Rome and the Tme Church: The Demise of a Jacobean Consensus', in K. Fincham ( ed.), The Early Stuart Church, 1603- 1642, (London, 1993) pp. 193/4, 283, n. 17. He even claimed that 'the Latin Church .. . 
continued the hue Church of God even till our time'. It was at Trent that the Catholic Church finally lost its claims to be the true Church: 'now the Church itself is heretical '. 38 Milton, 'The Church of England, Rome and the True Church', pp. 189, 193/4. For a wider discussion of English protestant attitudes to the Church of Rome, see Milton's Catholic and Reformed: the Roman and Protestant Churches in English Protestant Thought, 1600- 1640, (Cambridge, 1995). 
39 Laud admitted that the Church of Rome might be 'a hue church in essence', while James I was prepared to envisage a church council which might meet under the auspices of the pope. N. Tyacke, 
'Archbishop Laud', inK. Fincham (ed.), The Early Stuart Church, 1603-1642, (London, 1993), p. 65. 40 This discussion is mainly based on Digby's 'religious' works: Conference with a Lady; Observations upon Religio Medici, (London, 1643; references are to the second edition, London, 1644, available in facsimile edition, Menston, 1973; hereafter, Observations); Two Treatises, in the 
one of which, the Nature of Bodies; in the other, the Nature of Man's Sou le, is looked into: in way of discove1y of the Immortality of Reasonable Soules , (Paris, 1644; hereafter, Two Treatises); Letters between the Ld. George Digby, and Sr. Kenelm Digby, Kt. Concerning Religion, (London, 1651); A Discourse Concerning Infallibility in Religion, (Paris, 1652; hereafter, Discourse). It is also informed by a number ofMSS., the most important being in B. L., Add. MSS., 41846 and Harl., 2312. 41 Digby, Conference with a Lady, p. 47. 42 !bid, p. 47/8. 
description of Tradition shifted the emphasis away from the papacy and even the clergy as a 
whole as the guardians of truth in the church. Were it not for this qualification, however, 
most Catholic writers could have agreed with it.43 
In his letters to his cousin George, Digby distinguished between what people receive from 
others and what they say in their own right. Digby would have known that this distinction 
went back to the New Testament itself and particularly St. Paul in the first letter to the 
Corinthians.44 Digby repeated this distinction with regard to the Fathers. In one letter, he 
maintained the distinction between 'pastors' and 'scholars ': the former preserve what they 
receive, the latter teach in their own right. Digby argued that although the Fathers taught in 
their own right, they always made it clear when a particular teaching came from the 
'infallible' source, Christ. There were, he admitted, factions among the early Christians and 
the patristic writers but these served to prevent the survival of heresies.45 Digby noted that 
Tertullian always gave a list of the bishops who were involved in the transmission of any 
teaching which came originally from Christ. He even traced these ideas back to the Apostles 
who had received them from Christ in person.46 Thus we could see how these ideas came 
from God Himself. Consequently, their truth could not be doubted. But the bishops were 
not regarded as authoritative because of their office; rather, the authority attached to the 
demonstrable authenticity of their teaching maintained by the 'congregation of the faithfull 
that is spread through-out the whole world'. The bishops had passed on these teachings as 
pastors, rather than as teachers in their own right. 
The only respect in which Digby's version of Tradition was not entirely orthodox was that it 
did not depend on the intervention of the Holy Spirit either in continuing revelation or in the 
preservation of knowledge of particular doctrines. According to Digby, Tradition worked 
infallibly through human means. In his Conference, and the letters he exchanged with his 
43 !bid, p. 47. 
44 1 Corinthians, 7; 10-12. According to the Vulgate, Paul said, 'lis autem qui matrimonio iuncti sunt, 
praecipio non ego, sed Dominus, uxorem a viro non discedere ... Nam caeteris [sic] ego dico, non 
Dominus'. In the Authorised Version this is h·anslated as: 'And unto the married I command, yet not I 
but the Lord. Let not the wife depart from her husband ... But to the rest speak I, not the Lord ' . 45 The letter was dated 29 December, 1638 (Letters, pp. 9, 12). _Digby used the term 'scholars ' in his 
letter to George Digby. Elsewhere, when making the same distinction, he used the more common 
term 'doctors'. See, for example, his Conference with a Lady , at the second p. 86. 46 Sir Kenelm Digby in Letters between the Ld. George_Digby, and Sr. Kenelm Digby, pp. 12/3. 
cousin, Digby argued that no-one could successfully introduce a heresy into the body of faith 
of the church for two reasons: first, it would be opposed by individuals who could show that 
it was not originally from Christ; secondly, because the successful introduction of a new, and 
by definition not 'infallible', teaching into the body of faith of the 'Catholike Church' would 
require not just that the universal church should make a mistake, but that it should actually 
set out to deceive succeeding ages. As he said, ' ... to have any false proposition of faith 
admitted into the Church in any age, doth suppose that all they of that age must vnanimously 
conspire to deceiue their children and youngsters, telling them that they were taught by theire 
fathers to belieue, as of faith, some proposition which indeed they were not'. He added that 
because it is 'impossible ... that so many men spread throughout the whole world, so 
different in their particular interests and endes, and of such various dispositions and natures, 
should all agree together in the forgery of any precise lye; it is impossible that any false 
doctrine should creepe into the Church'. Evidently, the guardians of truth, according to 
Digby, are not the papacy, or any Inquisition, although, insofar as they belong to the 
'Catholike Church', these could play their part. Rather, they are the whole 'congregation of 
the faithfull' .47 
The argument that Tradition could operate infallibly without the exercise of transcendent 
providence was based on Digby's belief that the truths of faith are qualitatively unique. He 
claimed that it was impossible that all the humans alive at a given time 'should ofthemselues 
inuent a lye (and that in so important a matter as faith is) and concurre to deceiue the world 
of men that should come after them in things of such nature, that their deceipt must of 
necessity damne for all eternity both themselues and all them that shall receiue that lye from 
them, and take it upon their credit' .48 This meant that Tradition, defined as that body of faith 
which has been received from Christ, to which nothing has been added and which has been 
47 Digby, Conference with a Lady, pp. 47, 52/3. Effectively, Digby argued that truth is located in the 
consensusfidelium. The development of this concept is unclear. Vincent ofLerins worked with it, as 
did a number of other patristic, medieval and more recent writers, including Digby and the 
Blackloists. But perhaps its most developed expression was Newman's. According to Femiano, 
Newman maintained that 'the Word of God ... was possessed by the whole Church and [was] meant 
to be studied, meditated, and handed on by all'. The development of the term 'consensus fidelium ', as 
opposed to the concept, is even less clear. The most imp011ant difference between the Blackloist use 
of the concept of the consensus fidelium and Newman's appears to be that Newman made a clearer 
distinction between the preservation of the h·uth and the teaching of the huth. See Samuel J. 
Femiano, Infallibility ofthe Laity. The Legacy ofNewman, (New York, 1967), especially pp. 120/1; 
Owen Chadwick, Newman, (Oxford, 1983), pp. 41-3. 48 Digby, Conference with a Lady, p. 68. 
preserved from age to age by the 'whole body of the faithfull through-out the world', is 
'absolutly more certaine and infallible then any naturall science whatsoever' .49 
Digby's suggestions are comparable to the arguments of protestant divines such as Richard 
Field, noted above. Field argued that 'protestant' truths had been held under the Catholic 
Church during the middle ages and that it was only at Trent that the Catholic Church finally 
became totally corrupt to the point of condemning these beliefs. Digby and the other 
Blackloists made comparable claims about teachings such as those on purgatory or the papal 
deposing power. Whereas protestant divines argued their cases on different doctrines on the 
basis of Scripture, Digby and the Blackloists used Tradition. Rather than the protestant 
principle of sola Scriptura, the Blackloists - and, as will be seen, other Anglo-Irish 
Gallicans - adopted the notion of sola Traditio and used that rule of faith to challenge papal 
teachings on a range of issues, but especially on matters to do with political theology. 
49 !bid, p. 55. 
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111. Later formulations of the Blackloist rule of faith: Thomas White, Henry Holden 
and John Sergeant 
Later developments of the rule of faith by Thomas White, Henry Holden and John Sergeant 
added little to Digby's ' quintessential part ' . Although the other Blackloists also 
systematized the arguments about the rule of faith, the most important contributions made by 
these later writers concerned the contents of faith. It is, however, possible to note some of 
the main differences between the attitudes of the other Blackloists on the rule of faith itself. 
In particular, we can put clear water between Digby and the religious writers on, for 
example, the respect which they wished to accord, or be regarded as according, to general 
councils. 
White defended his patron's arguments about the rule of faith. He entered the lists in the 
controversy with members of the Tew circle and with Digby' s cousin, George Digby. 
Falkland and Chillingworth both subscribed to the argument that infallibility in religion was 
impossible: all that could be hoped for was 'moral certainty'. White scorned these writers, 
claiming that they would 'content their easie and civil natures with a dow-bak't probability, 
as if they were little concern'd whither the Religion they profest were true or false'. The 
writers who distinguished between degrees of certainty, none of which was infallible, based 
their beliefs on something close to ' the private spirit, which our sectaries pretend to be in the 
interpretation of Scripture'. The certainty which White hoped to establish was not just 
certainty in particular objects of belief, when 'Faith is called certain because the object of it 
is either true, necessary or revealed; all which make but a materiall and improper certainty' . 
Rather, he wanted to show ' that the means of comming to the assent of Faith are really so 
firm and certain, that a man may, and all such as goe exactly to work, doe arrive at so 
rationall a fixednesse in it, that no opposition of reason, duly managed, can draw them from 
it' _so 
According to White, everyone accepted that the Word of God was the most important source 
of faith. The only question was whether it was ' taught or delivered orally' or 'taught or 
delivered in paper'. He decided that the emphasis among·protestants on Scripture meant that 
50 White, Rushworth 's Dialogues (1654 edition), Preface (no pagination) . 
he could compare the English protestants with ' the extravagances of Amsterdam' . He 
discovered, however, that 'the whole multitude of Reformers were so far from having one 
Rule among them all, that indeed they had no Rule at all among them'. He argued that even 
those protestants who were committed to the notion of 'moral certainty' - in other words, 
Chillingworth, Falkland and their followers- had a rule of faith which was no different from 
'the private spirit, which our sectaries pretend in the interpretation of Scripture' .51 This 
meant that they could never be true members of the church: those who do not receive 
Christ's message 'by that means and rule by which Christ hath ordained it shall be delivered, 
are not truly of this communi tie, whatever be their material belief and opinion'. Christ, he 
argued, 'may have ordained the receipt of his law to be effected two wayes: Either by word 
of mouth, that it should be taught and delivered from hand to hand, from father to son to the 
worlds end: or by writing' . Christ could have wanted faith to be delivered by a combination 
of these two way, or by either way alone. In any case, to receive faith on the basis of a rule 
of faith in any way different from that ordained by Christ i.s to be 'not truly and properly a 
Christian' . 52 
White maintained - and most Catholics would agree - that the rule of faith could not be sola 
Scriptura. He argued that 'Scripture has not the conditions requisite for determining 
controversies, nor was made or left to the Church for this end' .53 White held that the 
Tradition behind particular doctrines had greater authority than that behind Scripture and that 
written texts are easier to corrupt than spoken messages. He also adopted the traditional 
Catholic view that Scripture could not be an adequate means of settling controversies. 54 By 
contrast, universal Tradition was a 'plain and infallible means to determin all Questions of 
51 !bid, Preface. 
52 !bid, pp. 37--40. 53 !bid, p. 84. Nevertheless, White did maintain that Scripture was more conformable to Catholicism than to any other form of Christianity: 'For I think Catholic religion may not only be proved by Scripture, but that, standing exactly and precisely to the written Word, Catholicism is far more maintainable than Protestancy' (Rush worth 's Dialogues, p. 131); 'we confess the Bible contains all parts of Catholic doctrine, in this sense that all Catholic doctrine may be found there, by places and arguments be deducted thence; nay more, be topically or oratorically proved out of it; so that, if an able preacher be in a pulpit where he speaks without contradiction, with a full and free scope, he may, merely discoursing out of Scripture, carry any point of Catholic doch·ine before the generality of his auditory, and convince at the present such a part of them as either.·are but indifferently speculative or have not taken pains in the question' (Apology for Rushworth 's Dialogues, pp. 141-2). Tavard quoted these passages and discussed their significance in The Seventeenth-Centwy Tradition, pp. 163/4. 54 White, Rushworth 's Dialogues, pp. 87-122. 
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Faith and Religion'. 55 No en·or could be accepted universally in the church because 
individuals knew that they would face damnation if they propagated a false opinion; 
therefore, the universal testimony of the church was the infallible guide to religious truths. 56 
He maintained that it was impossible for the whole church to accept an error; this meant that 
the church five or six hundred years after Christ was the same as the church established by 
the Apostles; but the church several centuries after Christ was demonstrably the Catholic 
Church; therefore the Apostles had been Catholic and Christ himself had established the 
Catholic Church.57 The infallibility of Tradition in conveying and preserving this church 
was based on human nature and relied on immanent rather than transcendent providence. 
Henry Holden and John Sergeant repeated the essence of this argument time and time again. 
Holden, for example, endorsed the suggestions, advanced by Digby and White, that Christ 
'hath provided some means, which may and will infallibly convey all necessary tenets and 
practises to the whole body of his following disciples, and that with a continual succession 
from age to age to the end of the world'. Like many Catholic writers, he argued that 
Scripture cannot be this means by itself because the 'bare outside of the material letters and 
words' does not in itself tell us what 'sense or signification they may have'. Instead, there 
must be some other 'meanes of conveying revealed doctrine, at least the sense and meaning 
of those places and passages wherein the heads of Christian faith, and tenets of greater 
moment are contained and expressed'.58 Echoing Digby's assertion that 'no power on earth 
... can adde one tittle' to the body of faith revealed by Christ, and similar assertions by 
White and other Catholic writers not associated with Blackloism, Holden maintained that if 
anyone held that 'the number of our revealed articles may be daily increased, we are to think 
that either it is the inconsiderate opinion of some private Catholicks, or the false calumny of 
55 Ibid, Table of Contents. 
56 White spoke of Tradition as 'a long chaine, every generation or delivery from father to sonne, being 
a link in it. I send him therefore no further than to this present age, where he shall (beyond all 
doubtfulnesse) find that this doctrine was delivered unto this age, by the care of their Ancestors. And 
if we seek upon what termes, we find, that upon a fixed opinion of damnation in failing; and so, that 
they had received it so from their fore-fathers upon the same termes, with opinion that it had 
continued ever since Clu·ist his time by this meanes.' (An Answer to the Lord Falkland's Discourse of 
Infallibility in Cary, Sir Lucius Cwy, Late Lord Viscount of Falkland, His Discourse of Infallibility 
with an answer to it, ( 1651 ), p. 34). He stated that 'the force of the declared linke of succession [must 
be] so manifest to a capable understanding that .. . it will of it selfe maintain its evidence' (An Answer 
to the Lord Falkland 's Discourse of Infallibility (1651), p. lO). Ruth Jordan analysed these 
suggestions in 'The Blackloists' , p. 125. 57 White, Rushworth 's Dialogues, pp. 152- 165. 58 Holden, Analysis of Divine Faith , pp. 65/6. 
some ignorant Heretick' .59 Instead, Holden argued, 'no article of Christian Doctrine can be 
either universally delivered, or universally received as a revealed and Divine tenet, which is 
not truly such'. Therefore, universal Tradition was an 'infallible means' of conveying 
'revealed tenets ... from age to age without error'. Holden's version of the argument was 
more subtle than Digby's, in that he distinguished between types of tradition within the 
church, not all of which were originally divine. He also stressed the role of the Holy Spirit 
in preserving Tradition more than Digby had done. But the essence of the argument was the 
same as in ·Digby's Conference: Tradition was infallible because the 'perseverance' of 
religious teachings concerning eternal salvation 'doth rely upon the whole force of nature, as 
being a thing most convenient, and connaturall to mankind, to be conveyed from father to 
son, and from generation to generation', from the time when they were first delivered by the 
Apostles and inculcated ' into the hearts of their disciples' tlu·ough preaching and teaching. 60 
Tradition, in other words, was infallible because of its universal and human means of 
conveyance; practice and repetition were added to the straightforward teaching present in 
Digby's initial formula, but little else had changed. 
Sergeant repeated the argument in several works. In the most important of these, Sure-
footing in Christianity, he repeated standard Catholic assaults on the inadequacy of Scripture 
as a rule of faith before positing Tradition as its alternative. His definition of Tradition 
incorporated Holden's suggestion about practice as well as teaching, but was essentially the 
same as the initial 'quintessential part' of the doctrine proposed over 25 years previously by 
Digby: 'oral! or Practical Tradition . By which we mean a Delivery down from hand to hand 
(by words, and a constant course of frequent and visible Actions conformable to those 
Words) of the Sence and Faith ofForefathers'.61 
All that made the Blackloist account of Tradition novel was the attempt to invest a purely 
human process with infallibility and to deny the need for transcendent providence in 
preserving religious truth. This approach was repeated more or less unchanged in the 
\VTitings of Digby, White, Holden and Sergeant. The differences between these writers 
suggested by, for example, Tavard, do not affect the core unity in their endeavours which 
made their contemporaries recognise that they constituted a definable school of thought. But 
59 !bid, pp. 11112. Digby, at B. L., Add. MSS., 41846, f. 115. 
60 Holden, Analysis of Divine Faith, p. 14. · 
61 
John Sergeant, Surefooting in Christianity, or Rational Discourses on the Rule of Faith, (London, 
1665), p. 41. 
despite the united front presented by the Blackloists, they differed in their attitudes towards 
the institutions of the church. Jordan observed that the Blackloist rule of faith resulted in the 
'de-emphasising' of the authority of the institutions of the church.62 Potentially, however, it 
did far more than this. 
62 Jordan, 'The Blackloists', p. 14. 
IV. Tensions within the Blackloist group over the significance of Tradition 
If infallible authority lay with universal Tradition, the question remained how individuals 
might discover which doctrines were part of universal Tradition and which were not. White 
suggested that all an individual had to do to be assured of holding the correct beliefs was to 
rest 'quiet in the bosom of the Catholic Church' .63 But this was not a simple solution. Some 
years after his reconversion, as we have seen, Digby stressed that he had never been prepared 
to give up his right to use his reason in religious matters and had 'ever affected freedom of 
iudgement' .64 He protested the same independence of judgment to William Laud in 1635/6. 
Laud noted Digby's argument that 'you now perceive that you may preserve yourself in that 
Church, without having your belief bound up in several particulars, the dislike whereof had 
been a motive to you to free yourself from the jurisdiction which you conceived did impose 
them' .65 
Laud claimed that Digby's position would damage the authority of the Catholic Church. He 
told Digby, 'You see now, that to be a Catholic, doth not deprive them of the forenamed 
liberty who have abilities to examine the things you formerly stuck at, and drive them up to 
their first principles' .66 But he also pointed out that most Catholics would disagree with 
Digby's vision of liberal Catholicism, asking 'doth that Church leave you free to believe, or 
not believe, anything determined by it?' 67 Laud suggested that there were dangers in the 
promotion of individual reasoning not only for the Catholic Church but also for all 
systematic religions. He claimed that Digby's arguments may lead to the conclusion that 
those with ability should think for themselves but that those who lack ability should 'enthral 
their consciences'. And, Laud . asked, 'how much doth they differ from leaning upon a 
private spirit; so much cried out against by that side [the Catholics], when men under 
63 White, Rushworth 's Dialogues, p. 221. 
64 B. L., Add. MSS., 41846, f. 115. This claim highlights the invalidity of the assumptions ofBeiser, 
Bredvold, Trevor-Roper, Griffin and historians who share their perception of 'the Catholic position' . 
Not only does it remind us that there was no single 'Catholic position' , it also demonstt·ates that 
thinkers on opposing sides in the debates about the rule of faith could claim to have reason on their 
side and disagree. We cannot dismiss our subjects as inational when they protested that they were 
rational simply because we find their arguments absurd. 
65 Laud, Works, VI, p. 449. 
66 !bid, pp. 450/ 1. 
67 !bid, p. 449. 
pretence of their ability, shall examine the tenets of the Church, and assume a liberty to 
themselves, under colour of not being bound?' 68 
Digby was aware of the difficulties attendant upon his position. They could affect both the 
state and the church, the individual's relationships with the temporal governor and with God. 
In a petition which he prepared to give to Charles 11 shortly after the Restoration, Digby 
protested that Catholicism demanded loyalty of its adherents to the lay authorities and that 
'we [Catholics] are not in danger of being thrust from these principles by any pretended 
illumination or private spirit working inwardly in our soules, or upon any private 
interpretation of the Word of God'. He went on to give a summary of his rule offaith which 
was identical with that to which he evidently adhered in 1635/6.69 In the Conference, written 
25 years before the petition, Digby noted the dangers of allowing individuals the right to 
decide on all matters of religion. He objected to the protestant reformers because they had 
'no certaine and common rule of faith' . They allowed 'every particular man to govern 
himselfe in this matter by the collections of his owne braine, and by his own priuate 
vnderstanding and interpretation of Scripture (which onely he acknowledgeth as the entire 
rule of faith)' .70 This individual liberty was particularly horrifying because of the history of 
the church which for most of Christianity's past had, he claimed, been Catholic. Digby 
noted that to justify their own beliefs, protestants had 'to lay a taint of ignorance and error 
upon the whole cunent of Ancient fathers and Doctours of the Church, and Generall 
Councells, and to blast their authority' .71 
But Laud had identified a weakness in the Blackloist position which the Blackloists 
themselves perceived. As we have seen, Digby maintained that 'no power on earth, neither 
of Pope nor Generall Councels nor whatsoever authority else, can adde one tittle' to the body 
of faith received from Christ. 72 This statement does not mean that general councils have no 
authority. Digby could have allowed general councils some authority to describe those 
religious truths which were apparent on the basis of Tradition. But beyond this, general 
68 !bid, pp. 450/ 1. 
69 B. L., Add. MSS., 41846, f. 77. Interestingly, this petition bears a striking resemblance to 'A 
Declaration of Allegiance to Charles 11: by the English Catholicks', in the Old Brotherhood Archives, 
II, no. 192. It may be that Dig by played some part in the composition of the 'Declaration'. 70 Digby, Conference with a Lady, pp. 72/3. 
71 !bid, p. 76. 
72 B. L., Add. MSS., 41846, f. 115. 
councils were not to be regarded necessarily as possessing authority qua general councils. 
Digby's denial that general councils could add to faith is a tacit admission that they might try 
to do so. By contrast, his rule of faith was infallible because it was inconceivable that the 
'congregation of the faithfull that is spread through-out the whole world' could even attempt 
to introduce a false doctrine into the received body of faith. 
Not all of the Blackloists would 'de-emphasise' the 'authotity of the institutions of the 
church' quite so openly. In Rushworth 's Dialogues, White argued that 'all controversies in 
Religion must be remitted to the judgement of the Clergy; that is, in Catholic language, to an 
oecumenical Council' . He noted that only expet1s should be able to judge a point of doctrine 
and concluded that the church may 'upon prudent considerations, relent sometimes a little, to 
establish her Government and good order'. But generally 'what is now and then convenient 
to be done, belongs to them who are in place to judge; and for us to obey, and still suppose 
they do the best' .73 White was not claiming that general councils could not err, but he was 
emphasising that they were the seat of expertise in the church. 
It was natural that the religious Blackloists should be reluctant to reject the automatic 
infallible teaching authority of general councils explicitly. In his Discourse of the 
Infallibilitie of the Church of Rome, Falkland claimed that 'the Popes infallibility can be no 
infallible ground of faith, being itselfe no necessary part of the faith ... and if he be fallible, 
no part is the more infallible for his siding with them'. He asked 'If the infallibility of a 
Generall Councill be a point of faith I desire to know why it is so?' 74 White responded to 
this: 
'As for the two places concerning the Popes and Councels infallibility, it is not 
to my purpose to medle of them, because on the one side, the way I have begun, 
there is no need of these discourses; and, on the other, I should engage myselfe 
in quarrels betwixt Catholique and Catholique, obscure the matter I have taken 
in hand, and profit nothing in my hearers, more than to be judged, peradventure 
to have more learning than wisdome to governe it withall .' 
73 White, Rushworth 's Dialogues, (Paris, 1654), p. 32, 35/6. 74 Lucius Cary, Viscount Falkland, Of the Infallibility of the Church of Rome, (Oxford, 1645), pp. 4, 6. 
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Neither popes nor general councils were necessarily relevant to the Blackloist understanding 
of Tradition, but as Catholics it did not profit them to argue at great length against the 
infallibility of popes and general councils.75 
Holden was slightly more willing than White to 'come out' about the implications of the 
Blackloist rule of faith with regard to the teaching authority of the leaders of the church. In 
the Analysis of Divine Faith, he commented that 'there never was any man since the 
Apostles, nor is at this present upon earth, who by the sharpnesse of his wit, or abundance of 
his knowledge, no nor by reason of his authority, or of any Science whatsoever, though 
infused into him from heaven, can expound or explicate the sense and meaning of the whole 
Scripture, or of any part of it, so infallibly or unerably, as that the whole body of Christians is 
obliged to believe or acquiesce unto his interpretation' .76 
But he was reluctant to impugn explicitly the teaching authority of general councils. He 
noted that 'a General Councel can most certainly, and without all possible danger of error, 
denounce and declare (which others call decree and define) what ever is directly and 
expressly Divinity [sic probably for 'divinely'] revealed and instituted'. This high-sounding 
endorsement of conciliar infallibility does not mean that councils have some sort of God-
given ex officio infallibility. All it means is that ' these Bishops all together, yea and every 
one of them alone can witness whatsoever is either believed or practised in all, and every 
singular of their Provinces as an article of revealed Doctrine, or as a practise of religion 
Divinely instituted' . 77 
Nevertheless, like White before him, he wanted to appear to endorse standard Conciliarist 
approaches. His powerful description of the impossibility of general councils etTing - when, 
in fact, all he was saying was that they could not err as long as they did not en· - was 
reinforced by his later claim that if any should doubt the truth of conciliar decrees, ' I should 
much fear, that such a doubt were the fruit of a proud and haughty Spirit, especially if he 
should exteriorly testifie any absolute dislike of it'. He argued that 'Bishops and Governors 
of the Church do judge in a General Councel as Masters and Doctors; but the People, as 
75 White, An Answer to the Lord Falkland's Discourse of Infallibility in Cary, Sir Lucius Cmy, Late 
Lord Viscount of Falkland, His Discourse of Infallibility with an answer to it, (London, 1651 ), p. 35. 76 Holden, Analysis of Divine Faith , p. 66. He criticised papal claims to teaching authority even more 
sh·ongly in his private conespondence (Pugh, Blacklo 's Cabal, p. 33). 77 Holden, Analysis of Divine Faith , pp. 157/8. 
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disciples, are bound to learn and obey ' . He accepted, however, that 'there may be found 
some singular man, or some few men, who may so far excel all the rest in learning and 
Science, that they may certainly and evidently perceive there was some mixture of human 
infirmity in the giving of these judgments or Sentences ... yet were it only lawful for this 
man, or these few men, to advertise privately the learneder sort of the Ecclesiastical 
Hierarchie, and that with great precaution and much humility' .78 Thus, while attempting to 
hide the fact that he challenged Conciliarist accounts of the magisterium of general councils 
of the church, Holden held that they had no ex officio teaching authority. 
John Sergeant was less concerned than White or Holden to placate fellow Catholics. This 
may be because the breach with mainstream Catholics was more open by 1665 than it had 
been ten years earlier; or it may be because he was less dependent on the support of Gallican 
thinkers than, for example, Holden during the 1650s. He explained the importance of 
Tradition in familiar Blackloist terms. 79 But he was more explicit than Holden about the 
implications of this argument for general councils. He noted that ' the validity of any 
Testimony from Father or Council cannot be weigh'd, understood, or prest with force upon 
the Adversary' without some underlying principle to show why they could have authority: 'if 
these be but parts of the Living Voice of the Church Essential of their time, that is, of 
Christian Tradition, it will follow that till the force of Tradition be clearly evidenc' d, Theirs 
will not be clearly known ' . And since the authority of Tradition is the basis of all teaching 
authority, 'none can in reason oppose the Authority of Fathers or Councils against 
Tradition' . Fathers and Councils are important as representatives of Tradition, but no more 
than that. Nor can any one identify true Councils 'till the notion of Church, that is of 
Faithful, that is of Faith, that is of Rule of Faith, that is of Tradition, be clearly establish 'd' .80 
78 !bid, p. 168. 
79 Sergeant argued that controversial writers had to establish a ' first principle ' on which they could 
build their arguments. He held, like many other Catholics, that the protestant models of the church 
were built not ' on the Self-evidence of any Thing or Principle, but on the Inevidence or Ambiguity of 
Words and his Way to manage them' . This, he claimed, is 'to let no Living Authority sence them, and 
so they will more easily change their shape as the ingenious contrivances of Fancy molds them' . By 
contrast, a Catholic, one of the ' congregation of persons tmly Faithful', a member of 'the Church 
Essential' , has a firm 'first principle': 'Immemorial Possession; nor doubts he that Christs doch·in is 
his hue and proper Inheritance, while brought down by the testimony of so many Clu-istian Nations ' . 
He repeated White's point that the means to Faith is vital in establishing the identity of the faithful, 
claiming that those who 'renounce Tradition want the Root of Faith, and consequently are not faithful, 
nor of the Church, but are Dead branches or Opiners only' (Sergeant, Surefooting in Christianity, 
Preface (no pagination), pp. 95- 126). Thus Sergeant repeated, yet again, the basic Blackloist 
comminnent to the 'living testimony' of Tradition as opposed to dead words. 80 Sergeant, Surefooting in Christianity, p. 101. 
He said that Tradition would ensure infallibility if it was adopted as the rule of faith. Indeed, 
'Tradition once establisht, General Councils and even Provincial ones, nay particular 
Churches, are Infallible by proceeding upon It'. Sergeant granted pride of place to the 
'Roman See with its Head' because it had a better claim than any other 'Patriarchal See' to 
embody Tradition. It was the oldest of the patriarchal sees and its holders and assistants 
received 'particular assistances ... springing out of their divinely constituted Office' .81 But 
the authority of the Roman See was sufficiently established by its observance of Tradition 
regardless of 'particular assistances'. Sergeant did not dwell on the possibility of the papacy 
abandoning Tradition, but his arguments implicitly acknowledged it. Explicitly, general 
councils were only infallible as long as they proceeded according to infallible Tradition. 
They were infallible only as long as they proceeded infallibly; they could avoid error only as 
long as they avoided error.82 
Digby, White, Holden and Sergeant all shared an instinctive and heart-felt respect for general 
councils. But the logic of their arguments, which they would only accept reluctantly and 
would hardly avow publicly, was that even general councils could err. Despite the 
preoccupations of most historians who have examined the rule of faith debates, the question 
over which the Anglo-Irish Gallicans had the greatest difficulty was not whether Tradition 
or Scripture were mutually exclusive or inclusive, or sufficient or insufficient, but whether 
any particular individual or group of individuals could interpret them infallibly or not. The 
Blackloists held that infallibility did not lie with any personal teaching authority but with a 
process. Tradition provided infallible magisterium, but only by following it could anyone 
avoid error. They did not simply ask - as Tavard, for example, would stress - what is the 
source of faith? They also asked, or were asked, who can interpret that source of faith? This 
was necessary in order for them effectively to challenge the deposing power which had been 
endorsed by popes and general councils, as well as other dogmas. 
81 !bid, pp. 115/6. Several Anglo-Gallicans worked with the notion that the pope was a patriarch as a 
way of making his authority more palatable to the protestants. See chapter 3, section 3; chapter 4, 
section 4; chapter 6, section 4. 
82 Sergeant, Surefooting in Christianity, pp. Preface, 101, 115/6. 
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v. Cressy and Austin on the rule of faith and its implications for religious toleration 
Like the Blackloists, Cressy developed a rule of faith which allowed him to distinguish 
between papal teachings and articles of Catholic faith. It also enabled him, he felt, to argue 
against objections to the Catholic Church based on the failings of particular popes or on 
abuses of particular teachings. This freedom to arrive at theological and political 
conclusions independently of papal teachings allowed him to develop an explicitly tolerant 
approach to politics and to provide a model of political theology and ecclesiology based on a 
form of thoroughgoing dualism similar to that of the Blackloists. But unlike the Blackloists, 
Cressy applied his anti-papalist rule of faith directly to the ongoing Oath of Allegiance 
controversy; he made the tolerant attitudes which were present only implicitly in the 
Blackloists' works explicit; and he did this in the context of high politics. Also, although the 
Blackloists undoubtedly had a mutually influential relationship with Tew, Cressy' s mindset 
was formed far more clearly by his relationships with Falkland, Chillingworth and Clarendon 
and sprang from within the Tew circle, not from opposition to it. This section will consider 
Cressy' s rule of faith in the context of his relationship with the central figures in the Tew 
circle before discussing John Austin's approach to the rule of faith. Although Tavard rightly 
stressed the differences between the Blackloists' rule of faith and Cressy's, they were both 
based on the belief that Tradition was authoritative and that the papacy was not necessarily 
in a privileged position with regard to the exposition of Tradition. Cressy' s attitudes towards 
Tradition and towards the papacy will both be analysed. 
Controversies between Catholic writers and defenders of the English established Church 
were largely battles for the possession of Tradition or, more accurately, antiquity. The title 
of Cressy's Roman Catholick Doctrines No Novelties: Or An Answer to Dr. Pierce's Court-
Sermon, Mis-Call'd The Primitive Rule of Reformation (1663) demonstrates that both Cressy 
and Pierce believed that their own church was the true heir to the ancient church. The claim 
to antiquity was the basis for the accusations which both sides levelled at each other of 
causing schism.83 Clarendon regarded English Catholics as being guilty of schism because 
83 Catholics and protestants also used the antiquity or novelty of particular doctrines to argue about 
specific issues as well as the general principle of the locus of the true church. Pierce, for example, 
claimed that Scripture and the first four general councils of th~ church supported the English 
established Church's positions with regard to several particular doctrines : the supremacy of the pope; 
the infallibility of the church; purgatory; transubstantiation; the sacrifice of the mass; communion 
of their commitment to papal authority. 84 Similarly, Cressy returned the charge in his attack 
on Pierce. Pierce had claimed that the reformers, in rejecting the doctrines which he 
identified as novelties, had only rejected the errors of the visible church, but had been true to 
. h h 85 the anctent c urc . Therefore, the church that was guilty of schism was the Roman 
Catholic Church, which had adopted the novel errors and had broken away from the ancient 
church. Cressy responded by claiming that the doctrines in question were not novelties, and 
that, therefore, Pierce's church could not 'be freed from the just imputation of schism'. 86 
The rest of his Roman Catholick Doctrines No Novelties was an attempt to show the 
antiquity of the particular doctrines in question. 
Cressy also used standard Catholic arguments to try to undermine Pierce's confidence in his 
church. He asked why the established Church of England accepted the first four general 
councils but not others. Was it, he asked, because of the authority of general councils or 
because their teachings were conformable to the Word of God in Scripture? If the former, he 
suggested, there was no reason to accept only the first four councils; if the latter, there was 
no difference between the supporters of the established Church of England and the 
'Presbyterians, Independents, Quakers', who make 'Scripture alone in effect the Rule of 
reformation, and Protestants only the Interpreters of that Rule' . Cressy asked Pierce who 
had the authority to interpret whether or not the first four general councils had proceeded 
according to Scripture. These standard arguments, and the equally standard protestant 
responses to them, demonstrated the innate respect which virtually all controversial writers 
felt for the claims of antiquity and the ancient church.87 
But Cressy's own answers to the questions he asked Pierce demonstrated his Anglo-Gallican 
relationship with the Church of Rome and the influence of Tew upon his mindset. Cressy 
under one species; the worship of images; the use of 'an unknown tongue' for Scripture and religious 
services; the invocation of saints; the single status of the members of the clergy; and the prohibition of divorce for reasons other than fmnication. This was a standard list of doctrines controvetied between 
the English Catholics and protestants (Primitive Rule of Reformation, pp. 9/10). Cressy argued on historical grounds that the Catholic Church was closer to the teachings of the ancient church on these particular doctrines than was the English established Church (Roman Catholick Doctrines No Novelties, pp. 8/9). 
84 Clarendon, Animadversions, pp. 10/11. 85 Pierce, Primitive Rule of Reformation, p. 7. He argued that 'when they obtmde their Revelations, or 
teach for Doctrines of God the meer commandments of Men, we must aske them every one, how they 
read in the beginning. We may not draw out of their Ditches, be the. Currents never so long, whilst we have waters of our own of a nobler Taste, which we can easily trace back to the crystal spring'. 86 !bid, pp. 10/1. 
87 !bid, pp. 21/2. 
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and Pierce both held that if one church could be shown to be the true descendant of the 
ancient, Apostolic church, then that church would be the safest to join. The Tew circle 
developed this position. Falkland and Chillingworth in particular responded to questions 
about which individuals had the 'authority' to define the teachings of the ancient church and, 
therefore, to say which modern church was the one in which the chances of finding salvation 
were greatest. 
For all the works of controversy which the Tew circle and its opponents produced, and for all 
the historical analysis of the disagreements between the Tevians, on the one hand, and the 
Blackloists and Cressy, on the other, there was no disagreement in principle between these 
writers on the highest level of authority possible in religious matters. They had different 
attitudes towards the nature of Scripture, or of unwritten Tradition, or of the authority of the 
visible church, or of the papacy; but Falkland, Chillingworth, Clarendon, Cressy, White, 
Digby, Holden and the rest of the writers engaged in the 'Tevian' controversies would all 
have agreed that, in the strictest sense, these were not the final authority in religious disputes. 
Chillingworth, for example, protested that he believed 'whatsoever hath been held necessary 
to salvation, either by the Catholique Church of all ages, or by the consent of Fathers, 
measured by Vincentius of Lyrinensis his rule, or is held necessary by the Catholique Church 
of this age, or by the consent of Protestants, or even by the Church of England, that, against 
the Socinians, and all others whatsoever, I doe verily believe and embrace' .88 He protested 
that the protestant religion should not be understood as represented by the teachings of 
Luther, or Calvin, or Melancthon, or any of the protestant confessions of faith. Rather, it is 
'that wherein they all agree, and which they all subscribe with a greater Harmony, as a 
perfect rule of their Faith and Actions, that is, the Bible. The Bible, I say, the Bible only is 
the Religion of Protestants'. But he argued that Scripture should be regarded as the Word of 
God because of universal Tradition: 'I shall believe that which Universall, never-failing 
Tradition assures me, that it was by the admirable supernaturall work of God confirm' d to be 
the Word of God' .89 Thus universal Tradition was the ultimate authority for Chillingworth.90 
88 William Chillingworth, The Religion of Protestants a safe way to salvation. Or an answer to a booke [by Matthew Wilson entitled Mercy and Truth, or, Charity maintained by Catholiques (London, 1638), 'Preface to the Author of Charity Maintain'd', para 27. 89 Chillingworth, The Religion of Protestants, pp. 375, 379. . 90 Pierce, Primitive Rule of Faith, p. 3. In endorsing the mle of Vincent of Lerins, Chillingworth was 
supported by protestant writers not normally associated with the Tevians. Pierce, for example, said 
'Vincentius Lirinensis, to prove the Tmth of any Doch·ine, or the legality of a Practice, does argue the 
Falkland's position was similar to Chillingworth's. He said that there was no infallible 
human authority to tell people what to believe and what not to believe. He maintained that 
Scripture was the highest source of faith and was authoritative because of Tradition. He 
claimed that the reason Catholics say their councils are authoritative is not 'so good and 
generall a one as that Tradition by which we prove that the Scripture is Scripture, which yet 
they will not allow anyone to be certaine of but from them'. The Catholic argument that 
Scripture is ·an inadequate guide in faith because if the authority of the Catholic Church is 
rejected there will be no reason to believe Scripture to be authoritative is mistaken. Rather, 
he said, Tradition proved Scripture to be Scripture, and Tradition is a higher authority than 
the Roman Catholic Church in any of its manifestations.91 
Clarendon described the essential agreement between the Tevians and Cressy on the ultimate 
source of authority in religious matters: 
'Where the tradition is universal and uncontradicted, we have as much 
resignation to it as they have; and therefore we do acknowledge the reception of 
the Scripture to be by unquestionable and never doubted tradition: and that 
having thereby received it, it hath in it self enough to convince the Reader that it 
would not be formed and invented by the wit of man, nor that it hath not been 
disguised or corrupted by the malice of man; and so we are possessed of the 
Scriptures by the same tradition that they are; and whatever they believe by as 
confessed a tradition, we believe likewise as well as they: But when they urge 
many things as necessary to be believed by the authority of tradition, we do not 
reject the authority, but deny the tradition, and say there is no tradition that will 
warrant it ... '92 
Clarendon accepted the principle that universal Tradition was the highest authority and 
reason for believing something to be true, as did Chillingworth and Falkland. The reason for 
the disagreements between the protestant Tevians and the Catholic Cressy was not over the 
principle of Tradition, but over the practical conclusions to be reached on the basis of 
Tradition. 
Case from a Threefold Topick, The Universality, the Consent, and the Antiquity of a Tradition' . 
Pierce accepted that this principle was the best guide to huth in religious disputes. 
91 Cary, Of the Infallibility of the Church of Rome, (Oxford, 1645), p. 5. 92 Clarendon, Animadversions, pp. 63/4. 
Cressy himself moved from a respect for antiquity, which we have already noted, to a 
commitment to Tradition as the ultimate rule of faith. In his Exomologesis, he set out his 
theoretical defence of the Catholic Church on the basis of Tradition. He argued, in what 
sounds like a Blackloist statement, that 'it is impossible, that that which any one age agrees 
in, as Tradition, should not be so, because that would argue, that some former whole Age 
hath agreed to deceive their posterity' .93 He concluded that 'the entire Rule of Faith, 
comprised in the Doctrines delivered by Christ and his Apostles immediately to the Church, 
is conteyned· not only in Scripture but likewise in unwritten Tradition'. 
Cressy, like Clarendon, acknowledged the basic agreement in principle between himself and 
his protestant adversaries . Writing in response to a defence of the arguments of 
Chillingworth and Falkland by I. P., Cressy observed that I. P. would defend the proposition 
that Scripture is 'an infallible Rule, as far as it is a Rule' by saying that 'it is delivered unto 
us, as such, by an infallible Catholick Tradition'. I. P. would admit that every book in 
Scripture had been challenged at some point by some heretic, but that 'because some 
Councels have decided and Fathers witnessed, and the Catholic Church in all ages since have 
received them as such; therefore it is evident, that they have been delivered by the Church by 
Catholic Tradition'. Cressy agreed with I. P. about this reason for accepting Scripture. But 
he also argued that the same reasons existed for regarding the decrees of general councils of 
the church, confirmed by the pope, as infallible guides: they had been accepted as such by 
the same universal Tradition. Cressy, like the Blackloists, accepted the Tevian principle that 
universal Tradition is the basis for religious knowledge.94 It also allowed him to challenge 
~1 . h' papa certam teac mgs. 
Cressy argued against particular papal positions, and condemned the behaviour of particular 
popes, in several places. In his Church Hist01)1 of Brittany, he observed that in the early 
tenth century, ' the state of the Church of Rome, I mean of the Papacy, was ... horribly 
93 Cressy, Exomologesis, (1653), Appendix, p. 511. 
94 !bid, Appendix, pp. 504-6. Cressy used the word 'Tradition' in at least two different senses. As we 
have seen, in some of his arguments, he conh·asted Scripture with unwritten Tradition; while in others, 
Tradition was that which proved the value of Scripture, and the general councils of the church, and the 
papacy. But it was precisely the testimony of general councils, confirmed by popes and subsequently 
received by the Catholic Church, which demonsh·ated that a particular teaching had the weight of 
Tradition behind it. Therefore, it is clear that the unwritten Traditions which could be conh·asted with 
Scripture were, themselves, confirmed by Tradition in the bigger sense. It was in the bigger sense 
that, as we have seen, Falkland, Chillingworth and Clarendon, among others, would have concurred 
with Cressy. 
depraved'. He claimed that 'the Chair of St Peter was made the prize of all manner of 
crimes, Tyrants impiously and sacreligiously invading it, and by worse tyrants cast out of it'. 
But despite all the troubles experienced by the papacy and the church, 'the Faith thereof 
remained untainted'. Indeed, 'both Princes and Bishops, even in the most remote regions, 
payd to them the same Reverence and Obedience which was due to the most perfect among 
the successours of St Peter' because 'they knew, that it was not the persons, but the office to 
which their Respects did belong'. Thus they demonstrated that they were not motivated by 
any temporal interests and that they had understood the significance of the 'Catholick Faith, 
delivered by Constant Tradition' .95 Tradition, therefore, allowed members of the church to 
abhor the behaviour of particular popes, while acknowledging the papal supremacy. 
Cressy argued elsewhere that the teachings, as well as the behaviour, of particular popes 
could be flawed and mistaken, without damaging the correct understanding of the papal 
supremacy. He noted, in this regard, that papal infallibility was not part of Catholic faith. 
Popes could err when making judgments about faith in their own right. Individual Catholics 
did not need to accept purely papal teachings, but could reject them while maintaining the 
correct attitude towards the papacy. He condemned his protestant opponents who would 
argue that 'other controvertists have in wrapped within their treatises many Theological 
Doctrines beyond what Catholike Religion obliges them to, as concerning the Popes 
Infallibility, etc therefore you are obliged to follow their example'. He suggested that 
Catholics who maintained such positions were intending 'not so much to seek the 
Conversion of Protestants, as to shew their zealous adhesion to the particular Doctrines of 
their Order or Party'. In order to avoid getting into unnecessary disputes with other 
Catholics on these matters, he refused to condemn such teachings. But he also said that they 
were not part of Catholic faith, so they should not detain anyone 'from entering into 
Catholique Communion' .96 
In rejecting certain papal teachings and teachings advanced by other divines on the basis of 
the behaviour of particular popes, Cressy was strikingly similar to the Blackloists, and, in 
some respects, even the Tevians. While considering his future in the mid-1640s, he had sent 
a series of questions to a doctor at the Sorbonne- probably Henry Holden - in which he had 
asked him a series of questions about the teachings of the Catholic Church. The first 
95 Cressy, Church Histmy of Brittany, p. 804. 96 Cressy, Exomologesis, (1653), Appendix, pp. 486/7. 
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question asked whether the church would accept that nothing had to be believed as of faith 
which had not been delivered to the church by Christ and his Apostles. The doctor replied 
that, indeed, nothing had to be believed of necessity to be part of the church's faith if it had 
not been taught by Christ and his Apostles.97 Therefore, any attempt to discover religious 
truths was an attempt to discover what Christ and his Apostles had first taught the church. 
Moreover, as Cressy demonstrated, an attempt to discover which teachings had come from 
Christ ana his Apostles allowed individual Catholics to reject particular later teachings. 
Cressy noted that 'I took those to be the necessary doctrines of the Catholique Church, which 
were onely the private opinions and expressions of particular Doctors' .98 This comment is 
very reminiscent of a similar statement by Sir Kenelm Digby, noted above.99 Cressy 
observed that different Catholic controversialists often disagreed with each other and, in 
arguing their cases against protestants, would use the strongest language acceptable. This 
obscured the latitude of views which were acceptable within the Catholic Church: 'whereas 
if particular Controvertists as were [sic] as indulgent as the Church is, and would be content 
to thinke that the termes wherein Shee expressed her minde were the most proper, their 
adversaries would quickly be silenced, Controversies abated, and, by Gods assistance, union 
in a short time happily restored' .100 Whereas many Catholic controversialists expressed their 
personal opinions, Cressy maintained that he was attempting to express the teachings of the 
church in their proper latitude. 
The distinction between the teachings of individual Catholics and those of the Catholic 
Church allowed Cressy to reject many of the arguments advanced by his protestant 
opponents, especially Stillingfleet and Clarendon. He complained that Stillingfleet 
disingenuously attributed to the church the arguments and actions of individuals. He 
maintained that many of the examples of particular teachings or of the behaviour of 
97 !bid, p. 558. The text reads: 'Quaritur prima. Utrum haec Thesis sit in Romana Ecclesis 
irrepraehensibilis, videlicet: Nihil est creditu necessarium in Religione Christiana tanquam de fide, 
nisi quod revelatum fititEcclesiae per Christum et Apostolos eius? Respondetur: Quod haec thesis, ut }acet, est omnino irrepraehensibilis, immo nihil est proprie de fide (cuius actus necessaria et 
immediate innititur divinae revelationi) nisi quod revelatum fiterit a Deo Ecclesiae per Christum et 
Apostolos. Ab eorum enim tempore nihil de novo Ecclesiae revelatum agnoscimus.' 98 !bid, p. 71. 
99 B. L., Add. MSS., 41846, f. 115: Digby commented that many points which he had previously 
'checked att, were mistaken by me and others for Catholike doch·i!le; whereas indeed they wee not so; 
but were private and new opinions of particular divines that had vexed the world with their wranglings 
and captious subtilities'. 
10
° Cressy, Exomologesis, (1653), p . 72. 
individuals cited by Stillingfleet were irrelevant, even if the individuals in question had been 
popes: 'It is to me all one whether all his Allegations be true or false, as to any advantage he 
can make of them against the Catholick Church: unless the doctour will undertake to 
demonstrate, That it is unlawfull, or but considerably dangerous to be a member of a Church 
where any person doe, or have lived, who have been obnoxious to Errors, or guilty of ill 
Actions' .101 In his letter against Clarendon, Cressy similarly argued that examples of the 
'Superstitious usage of Images' or 'exotick Opinions touching Indulgences, Confessions, 
Purgatory' should not be attributed to the Catholic Church proper, because the church itself 
d 11 h '~" . ' 102 con emns a sue 10ppenes . 
Cressy's rule of faith was anti-papalist, but it did not permit him to be less than certain about 
his religious convictions. Consequently, his arguments about religious toleration could not 
be the same as those of, for example, John Locke. Locke considered the possibility that only 
one set of religious beliefs and practices would lead to salvation, but maintained that even if 
this possibility was correct, we could not know which set of beliefs and practices was the 
right one. He asked if it belongs 'unto the magistrate to prescribe me a remedy, because 
there is but one, and because it is unknown?.t 03 His conclusion was that such an action was 
wholly irrational and unacceptable. This argument could hardly be adopted by someone who 
held that religious faith could be known certainly. 
Nevertheless, Cressy realised that the concept of infallibility was a major stumbling block, 
both in persuading protestants to convert to Catholicism and in the debates among Catholics 
about their religion. He said that it was primarily the 'point of the Churches Infallibility' 
which had kept him out of the 'communion of the Roman Church' for so long. But he added 
that he had decided to examine the claims of the Roman Catholic Church to be the true 
church because Chillingworth's arguments against Knott's suggestions about infallibility 
might be mistaken. He commented that Knott might not have represented the church truly, 
but might have given an account of the church's infallibility which was 'but an interpretation 
given by a private Doctour of his sense of the Churches doctrine, and so the arguments 
against it not proceeding directly against the Church' .104 
101 Cressy, Fanaticism Fanatically imputed, pp. 172/3. . 102 Cressy, Epistle Apologetical, p. 128. 
103 Locke, 'Letter concerning toleration', in Locke, Political Writings, ed. Wootton, p. 407. 104 Cressy, Exomologesis, (1653), pp. 60/1. 
When he examined the notion of infallibility, he discovered that it was not as he had 
expected: Chillingworth and Falkland had been arguing at cross-purposes with their Catholic 
adversaries. Veron's Reigle Generale de la Joy Catholique demonstrated that 'the very 
expresse terme of Infallibility was not of obligation to be made use of in Disputation 
concerning the Churches Authority'. 105 He concluded that Chillingworth and Falkland, when 
attacking the Catholic understanding of infallibility, had used the word inconectly, 
'extending it to too comprehensive a sense'. Moreover, his criticism of papal teachings 
showed· that Cressy did not accept the suggestion that popes were or could be infallible. It is 
possible that he would have applied Locke's argument willingly to papal teachings. 
John Austin did not discuss the rule of faith at length. He did, however, apply conclusions 
based on an anti-papalist rule of faith, to the issue of religious toleration. He was the one 
major Catholic writer really to consider the implications for inter-denominational 
relationships of a rejection of any infallible, personal teaching authority. His position is 
complicated by the fact that he wrote as an Independent. But his comments still reveal the 
logical consequences of the rules of faith developed by other Anglo-Irish Gallicans, even if 
they were generally not prepared to describe them. 
Austin used the argument that Locke would later develop. He argued that in the absence of 
infallibility, there could be no grounds for religious persecution. He described the logical 
implications of the English and Irish Gallican rules of faith powerfully. His first argument 
against religious persecution was based upon the impossibility of humans having infallible 
knowledge of religious matters: 'Since we have so happily shaken off that intollerable Yoak 
of Popish infallibility (which neither we nor our Fathers were able to bear) it is become to us 
not only tyrannicall, but absurd, to compel others to a way, that our selves confesse may 
possibly be enonious'. 106 Austin's emphasis that 'neither we nor our fathers were able to 
bear' the yoke of 'Popish infallibility' would suggest that he did not regard this simply as a 
statement of the Independents' beliefs; rather, this belief had some, unspecified, historical 
pedigree. The implication of the anti-papalist rules of faith developed by the Blackloists and 
by Cressy was, as has been seen, that no humans, or even, perhaps, groups of humans, could 
105 !bid, p. 74. 
106 Austin, The Christian Moderator, p. 2. 
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be guaranteed infallible knowledge of religious matters. Neither the Blackloists nor Cressy 
acknowledged this explicitly, though Peter Walsh did. 107 
Austin stated a rule of faith which would have been acceptable to the Blackloists and to 
Cressy, but also a conclusion which they would have rejected. He commented that 'since the 
Word of God is the sole rule of Faith, and no humane authority so highly impowred, as to 
bind up our assents to whatsoever interpretation it shall please propose; it clearly follows, 
that as all the children of God have equall interest in the Testament of their Father, so no one 
amongst them has any right to impose a force upon the judgment of his brother' .108 The 
Blackloists and Cressy, like their protestant opponents, acknowledged that 'the Word of God 
was the 'sole rule of faith' in the final analysis. The difficulty lay in locating the Word of 
God. Austin's conclusion was the same as Locke's later argument for toleration: if we are 
not absolutely certain that our religious faith is correct, we cannot justify enforcing our 
beliefs on others. We cannot be certain that Austin accepted the arguments that he advanced 
in The Christian Moderator. But if he did, it would seem that he accepted the implications 
of the Anglo-Irish Gallican emphasis on universal Tradition as the rule of faith, namely that 
no individual or group of individuals could define faith infallibly. He saw the implication of 
this position for the issue of religious toleration. 
107 See below, chapter 6, section 2. 108 Austin, The Christian Moderator, p. 3. 
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VI. Conclusion 
The rule of faith was an essential plank in Anglo-Irish Gallicanism and in the emergence of 
tolerant principles among English and Irish Catholics. The Blackloists developed an unusual 
interpretation of the rule of faith, based on their rejection of transcendent providence. This 
reflected their beliefs in immanent providence in a range of areas, including natural 
philosophy and political theology.109 They applied their rule of faith to a range of doctrines, 
including political theology. Cressy applied his more mainstream but still anti-papalist rule 
of faith more directly to political theology. Austin drew the most radical conclusions from 
the anti-papalist rules of faith. Not only did he adopt an anti-papalist political theology, like 
the other Anglo-Irish Gallicans, he also used his sceptical understanding of the rule of faith 
as the basis for his case for religious toleration. As will be seen, the Irish writers, 
particularly Peter Walsh, thought through the implications of the Anglo- Irish Gallican rules 
of faith to comparable conclusions. 
109 See above, chapter 2, especially section 3. 
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Part 2. The Irish Writers 
Chapter 5. The Valesians: historiographical and 
historical contexts 
I. Introduction: the Irish Remonstrance and its defenders 
The 'tlote humble Remonstrance, Acknowledgement, Protestation, and Petition of the Roman 
Catholick Clergy of Ireland', drawn up in 1661, prompted a series of controversies 
reminiscent of those which followed the Oath of Allegiance in England.' Whereas the Oath 
was designed by the government to distinguish between loyal and disloyal Catholics, the 
Remonstrance was written by Catholics themselves to oppose 'the grand objection of the 
inconsistency of Catholick Religion, and of a tolleration of it, with the safety of a Protestant 
Prince or State' _2 But both the Oath and the Remonstrance required their subscribers to 
reject the papal deposing power; both precipitated a series of debates about the relationship 
between the spiritual and temporal spheres; and both resulted in the development of strains 
of Catholicism which were open to the possibility of forming an accommodation with 
protestants along tolerant lines. 3 
This part of the thesis will argue that the defenders of the Remonstrance, primarily Peter 
Walsh and Redmund Caron, often using English and French models, realised that if they 
were to win toleration for Catholics they had to challenge the papal deposing power and the 
teaching authority of the papacy, and that they had to present Catholicism as tolerant in order 
1 For the text of the Remonstrance, see Walsh, Hist01y and Vindication of the Loyal Formulmy, or 
Irish Remonstrance, (HVR), pp. 7-9 and Appendix C below. 
2 Walsh, HVR, p. 7. 
3 There had been earlier acknowledgements that only extensive toleration might solve the dilemmas 
facing Irish society. In 1623, for example, leading Catholics had appealed to the crown suggesting 
that 'full and universal liberty of conscience be granted throughout Ireland for all categories of people 
without any exception whatsoever'. For discussions of this appeal, see Alan Ford, ' "Firm Catholics" 
or "Loyal Subjects"? Religious and Political Allegiance in Seventeenth-Century Ireland', in George 
Boyce et al. (ed.), Political Discourse in Seventeenth and Eighteenth-Centwy Ireland, pp. 1-31, at p. 
18, and Glyn Red worth ( ed.), 'Beyond Faith and Fatherland: The Appeal of the Catholics oflreland, 
c. 1623', in Archivium Hibernicum, 52 (1998), pp. 3- 23. But there was no sustained intellectual case 
for toleration based on principles as well as pragmatism before the debates generated by Rinuccini 's 
intervention and the Remonstrance itself 
for it to be tolerable. In this endeavour, they were very similar to the English writers under 
consideration in this thesis. But it will also note that the Valesians, and particularly Walsh 
himself, went further than the Blackloists, Austin and Cressy in questioning the teaching 
authority of the papacy and even of general councils of the church and in suggesting a liberal 
and almost 'Catholic', as opposed to 'Roman Catholic', ecclesiology; and that the theology 
of the Remonstrance may have had more influence on high politics in England than has been 
realised. As will be seen, Richard Bellings, the author of the Remonstrance, Secretary of the 
Confederation ·during the 1640s and sometime confidante of Clarendon and Ormonde in the 
1650s, continued to play a significant but obscure role in Charles II's regime in the 1660s 
and early 1670s. 
The Remonstrance can be considered against the background of longer-term debates within 
Ireland and among Irish Catholics. The factions which formed around the Remonstrance 
inherited positions worked out in the late 1640s as a result of Rinuccini's censure of those 
who supported the Inchiquin Truce.4 These groupings in turn built on older positions with 
regard to the relationship between Irish Catholics of different ethnic backgrounds and the 
crown.
5 In order to demonstrate the significance of the debates generated by the 
Remonstrance, this chapter will consider the historiography of Irish political thinking in this 
period. It is important to consider the Remonstrance against traditional interpretations of 
Irish Catholic royalism and loyalism. The lives of the Valesians will then be described 
briefly. Chapter 6 will examine their work in more detail. Their arguments concerning the 
relationship between the temporal and spiritual spheres and to do with the locus of teaching 
4 For a brief discussion of the Inchiquin Tmce, Rinuccini's Censure and the divisions among the 
Confederate Catholics, see Patrick J. Corish, 'Ormond, Rinuccini, and the confederates, 1645- 9' , in T. 
W. Moody, F. X. Martin and F. J. Byrne, A New Histmy of Ireland, (Oxford, 1976, reprinted 1991), 
pp. 317- 335. Contemporary accounts can be found in Richard Bellings, The histmy of the Irish 
Confederation and the war in Ireland (1641-9), ed. J. T. Gilbert, 7 vols. (Dublin, 1882-91), and, 
Richard O'Ferrall and Robert O'Connell, Commentarius Rinuccinianus, de sedis apostolicae 
legatione ad foederatos Hiberniae catholicos per ann os 1645-9, ( ed.) Kavanagh, Stanislaus (6 vols, 
Dublin, 1932-49). These accounts were written from opposite points of view. 
5 Several historians have recently challenged the traditional ethnic frameworks in which the history of 
Ireland in this period is normally couched. Consequently, the standard Old English/Confederate v. 
Old Irish/O'Neill!Rinuccini divisions which are normally identified in discussions of Ireland in the 
1640s have also been questioned. See, for example, Micheal O'Siochru, Confederate Ireland, 1642-
1649, (Dublin, 1999) and for a discussion of these suggestions see Anne Creighton, 'The Catholic 
Interest in Irish Politics in the reign of Charles 11', (unpublished PhD thesis, The Queen's University 
of Belfast, 2000), pp. 9- 12. Nevertheless, as Creighton points out (p. 11), contemporaries used the 
terms 'Old English' and 'Gaelic Irish ' and my discussion below will suggest that they are still useful 
labels . It remains to be seen whether or not they survive critical reassessments over the next decade or 
so. 
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authority in the church will be considered in turn. Tensions are evident in the work of 
Caron, but his later writings confirm his support for Walsh's agenda.6 It will be seen that 
theirs was a more radical ecclesiology than that of the Blackloists, for example, but that it 
resulted in certain conclusions which were very similar to the English group's. Finally, the 
Oblatio ex parte Caroli If will be examined. This obscure document was taken to Rome by 
Richard Bellings in 1662. It purpmied to set out the conditions upon which Charles 11 would 
convert to Catholicism. Whether Charles 11 endorsed the Oblatio or not, it demonstrates the 
potentially unusual nature of Catholic conspiracy in the 1660s. 
6 As will be seen, Redmund Caron's arguments in Apostolatus Missionariorum per Universum 
Mundum, (Paris, 1659), are very different from those in his Remonstrantia Hibemorum Contra 
Lovanienses, Ultramontanesque Censuras, De Incommutabili Regum Imperio, subditorumque 
fidelitate, et Obedientia Indispensabili: Ex SS. Scripturis, Patribus, Theologis, etc Vindicata. Cum 
Duplici Appendice; Una, de Libertate Gallicana: Altera, C01itra Infallibilitatem Pontific Romani, (n. 
p. , 1665). The Apostolatus Missionariorum was first printed in Antwerp, 1653, but my references are 
to the second edition.) 
II. The historiography of Irish political thinking in the seventeenth-century, the Irish 
Remonstrance and the Valesians 
In their introduction to Political Thought in Ireland since the Seventeenth Century, the 
editors noted that 'the history of political ideas in Ireland is largely unwritten' .7 Jane 
Ohlmeyer similarly observed that 'seventeenth-century Irish political thought and culture' is 
'an area of study that has been hopelessly neglected' .8 Irish history is naturally discussed in 
the light of the divisions of the modem period.9 Theology and ecclesiology are not usually 
given sufficient prominence in discussions of early modem Irish 'political' thinking. 10 There 
have, however, been several discussions of Catholic loyalism and royalism in seventeenth-
century Ireland, including those in the two volumes edited by George Boyce, Robert 
Eccleshall and Vincent Geoghegan.11 These, and essays by other historians including Aidan 
Clarke, Patrick Cm·ish, Jane Ohlmeyer and Tadgh 6 hAnnrachain, provide very useful 
discussions of the main issues.12 In addition, there have been some discussions of Peter 
Walsh, Redmund Caron and the Remonstrance. These accounts have sometimes been too 
7 D. G. Boyce, Robert Eccleshall, and Vincent Geoghegan, Political Thought in Ireland since the Seventeenth Centwy, (London, 1993), p. 1. The situation has been remedied to a limited extent by the 
essays in Jane H. Ohlmeyer (ed.), Political Thought in Seventeenth-Centwy Ireland. Kingdom or Colony, (Cambridge, 2000). The essay by Tadhg 6 hAnnrachain, ' "Though Hereticks and Politicians 
should misinterpret their go ode zeal": political ideology and Catholicism in early modem Ireland', pp. 155-175, is particularly relevant. See also Tadhg 6 hAnnrachain, Catholic Reformation in Ireland. The Mission of Rinuccini, 1645-1649, (Oxford, 2002). For other essays on aspects of Irish political 
thinking in this period, see D. G. Boyce, Robert Eccleshall, and Vincent Geoghegan (eds.), Political Discourse in Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Centwy b·eland, (Basingstoke, UK and New York, USA, 2001). 
8 Ohlmeyer, Political Thought in Seventeenth-Centwy Ireland, Inh·oduction, p. 1 and n. 1. 9 For a series of essays on the history of the middle decades of the seventeenth century which does not 
suffer from this fault see Jane H. Ohlmeyer ( ed.), Ireland from independence to Occupation, 1641-1660, (Cambridge, 1995). 
10 The two volumes edited by Boyce, Eccleshall and Geoghegan do give some space to religious issues, but their inh·oduction shows that they have realised this weakness in Irish historiography: they 
note, for example, that in much historiography ' caricature is an ever-present danger ... Seventeenth-Century Catholics were separatists in the making; eighteenth-century Protestants were all "Colonial Nationalists" ' (p.2). Such anachronistic caricatures are not only anachronistic; they also reflect a 
wider pitfall of much writing about early modem 'political' thinking and are the result of a relative lack of research into theology and ecclesiology. 11 Boyce et al. ( eds.), Political Thought in b·eland since the seventeenth centwy and idem, Political Discourse in Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Centwy Ireland. . 12 See, for example, the essays in Ohlmeyer ( ed.), Political Thought in Seventeenth-Centwy b·eland, 
and the series of articles by Corish on Rinuccini's censures, and the subsequent debate over their 
validity. 
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partisan to constitute good history. 13 They need to be revised if we are to have an accurate 
appreciation of the work of Walsh, Caron, Bellings and others from, or related to, their 
group, and if we are to understand the Remonstrance, and the debates attendant upon it, in 
the context of Irish history, ecclesiology and political thinking in this period more generally. 
The writings of Aidan Clarke and Alan Ford are especially useful in helping us understand 
the shifting sands of Irish ethnic, religious and political identities in the early seventeenth 
century. 14. Clarke noted that much of the intellectual energy of the Old English in the early 
modern period was spent trying to find a form of words which demonstrated that the 
'alternative allegiances' of the Old English- to the king and to the pope- did not render 
them intolerable as subjects of the protestant ruler. 15 Ford has likewise discussed the 
perennial search for an acceptable form of words for an oath of allegiance in this period. 16 
Clarke explained that the Old English identity was shaped by the need to try to retain or 
recover access to political power despite not being protestant. In order to do this, the Old 
English self-consciously tried to create a special relationship with the crown. 17 Clarke and 
Ford both provide excellent discussions of the dilemmas facing Irish Catholics from all 
backgrounds. 18 
Ford's analysis of the differences between the oath of allegiance required in connection with 
the graces and the 1606 Oath of Allegiance in England is particularly significant. He noted 
that the oath suggested at the time of the graces, probably by Sir John Bath, was much more 
likely to win acceptance among Catholics than the English Oath, because its subscribers did 
not have to forswear the papal deposing power. Rather, they simply had to accept 'that our 
13 This is particularly hue of James Brennan, 'A Gallican Interlude in Ireland', in Irish Theological Quarterly, 24 (1957), pp. 219- 37, 283-309. This essay at times reads more as a polemic against 
Gallicanism than as a work of history. B. Millett, The Irish Franciscans, 1651-1665, (Rome, 1964), 
is much better, but it is still easy to see the religious colours of its author. 14 Aidan Clarke has written a series of works on this area, including: The Old English in Ireland, 
1625-1642, (London, 1966); 'The Policies of the "Old English" in Parliament, 1640- 1', in J. 
McCracken (ed.), Historical Studies, Vol. 5, (London, 1965), pp. 85- 102; 'The Graces, 1625-1641 ', in Irish Hist01y Series, 8 (Dundalk, 1968); 'Colonial Identity in early seventeenth-century Ireland', in 
T. W. Moody ( ed.), Historical Studies XI. Nationality and the Pursuit of National Independence, (Belfast, 1978), pp. 57-71; 'Altemative Allegiances in Early Modem Ireland', in Joumal of Historical Sociology, 5.3 (1992), pp. 253- 66. See also Alan Ford's 'Religious and Political Allegiance in 
Seventeenth-Century Ireland'. 
15 Clarke, 'Altemative Allegiances', p. 259. 16 Ford, 'Religious and Political Allegiance in Seventeenth-Century Ireland', passim. 17 Clarke, 'Colonial Identity', p. 59. 
18 Ford, 'Religious and Political Allegiance in Seventeenth-Century Ireland', pp. 1- 6; Clarke, 
'Colonial Identity', p. 61. 
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sovereign lord King Charles is lawful and rightful king of this realm, and other his Majesty's 
dominions and countries'; that they owed him and his heirs 'faithful and true allegiance'; and 
that they would defend him against, and disclose, any treasonable conspiracies. The new 
oath did not contain the crucial clauses, found in the 1606 Oath, about the principle of the 
deposing power or about popular resistance. 19 
Unfortunately, Clarke and Ford did not continue their discussions into the 1660s in any 
detail. Also, elements of Clarke's discussions are contentious. He noted, for example, that 
Rinuccini complained that the Old English were 'a people Catholic only in name' ?0 But he 
argued, in effect, that Rinuccini was wrong and that the Old English embraced the spirit of 
the Counter-Reformation more thoroughly than those Catholics who remained loyal to 
Rinuccini, generally the Old Irish led by Owen Roe O'Nei11?1 He contrasted Tridentine 
Catholicism with the traditions of Gaelic Ireland. The Franciscan who replaced Peter 
Lombard as Primate of all Ireland in 1625, for example, could not support Tridentine 
Catholicism wholeheartedly because of his 'commitment to the preservation of Gaelic 
Ireland' .22 The shared religion of the Old English and Old Irish did not so much unite as 
divide them: 'The Old English claimed superiority in civilisation and education, the Irish 
invoked the saintly traditions of Celtic Christianity. But the objective fact was that the 
Counter-Reformation was tinged with Old English assumptions ... it was the Old English 
who conformed to Tridentine type. '23 In confirmation of this point, Clarke suggested that 
'the Old English orders looked to France while the Old Irish looked to Spain' ?4 
Clarke's suggestions about the self-perception of the Old English may well be correct. But 
his claim that they represented the Counter-Reformation rests on one interpretation of what 
the Counter-Reformation actually was, namely its emphasis on organisation and on the 
19 Ford, 'Religious and Political Allegiance in Seventeenth-Century Ireland', pp. 19/20. The oath of 
allegiance associated with the graces is quoted below in Appendix C. 
20 Quoted in Clarke, 'Colonial Identity', p. 70. 
21 For an excellent series of discussions of Rinuccini's censures and their repercussion, see the 
following essays by Patrick Cm·ish: 'Rinuccini's Censure of 27 May 1648', in Irish Theological 
Quarterly, 18 (1951), pp. 322-37;'Two Contemporary Historians of the Confederation of Kilkenny: 
John Lynch and Richard O'FetTall', in Irish Historical Studies, 8 (1953); 'John Callaghan and the 
Controversies among the Irish in Paris, 1648-54 ', in Irish Theological Quarterly , 21 (1954), pp. 32-
50; 'The Crisis in Ireland in 1648: the nuncio and the Supreme Council. Conclusions', in Irish 
Theological Quarterly, 22:3 (1955), pp. 231-57. 
22 Clarke, 'Colonial Identity', p. 69. 
23 !bid, p. 70. 
24 !bid, p. 68. 
unique development of the Irish mission, not least under Old English influence?5 The 
attempts of the Old English to reconcile their loyalties to the king and to the pope involved 
models of theology and ecclesiology which were not typical of the Counter-Reformation; or, 
at least, which showed that the concept of 'Counter-Reformation' was no longer at the centre 
of their understanding of Catholicism by the middle decades of the seventeenth century. 
Clarke also maintained that the model of Counter-Reformation Catholicism which inspired 
the Old English religious orders was that of France not Spain?6 But France was widely 
regarded as having only a half-hearted commitment to Tridentine reforms. Peter Walsh, for 
example, argued that conciliar decrees were only binding in particular nations, realms or 
states when they had been received by the relevant (national or local) church. He noted that 
'the Enactive part ... of the Council of Trent, obliges not us, or the French who will not 
publish it' .27 There were individuals in France who wanted the Tridentine decrees to be 
received, but their efforts were unsuccessful at this time.28 The Gallican Church, in fact, was 
the standard example of a church which would not follow the lead of the papacy. When 
Caron compiled his major work in defence of the Remonstrance, he appealed to the example 
of the Gallican Church, adding an appendix de libertate Gallicana to his work. He noted 
that no new laws, statutes, or declarations, even if they were issued by general councils, 
would be received in France without the king's consent.29 Clarke may have been correct in 
arguing that in the early seventeenth century France provided a model for the Catholicism of 
the Old English. He may even have been right to suggest that in some respects this model 
was one of Counter-Reformation. But the French Church proved most useful to the Old 
English because it did not accept the Tridentine decrees or ultramontane assumptions about 
25 !bid, p. 62- 8. Clarke equated the Counter-Reformation with the decrees of Trent. This was entirely 
reasonable, but became problematic when he suggested that the Old English embraced the Counter-
Reformation and looked to the French Church as their model. 26 !bid, p. 68. 
27 Peter Walsh, An Answer to Three Treatises Publisht under the Title of The Jesuites Loyalty, (London, 1678), at third p. 17. 
28 The refusal of the Gallican Church to allow the reception and publication of the Tridentine decrees 
is discussed in Salmon, 'Catholic resistance theory, Ultramontanism, and the royalist response, 1580-
1620', pp. 231,233,235,251. 
29 Redmund Caron, Tractatus de Libertate Gallicana, in Remonstrantia Hibernorum contra 
Lovanienses, ([London] , 1665), Appendix. He offered a summary of the French position, at second p. 
65: 'In Ecclesia Gallicana ... nullae admitti novitates, jura, statuta, sententias, vel mandata publica, 
nee quidem Conciliorum generalium, in material etiam reformationis vel morum, contra Regni leges, 
consuetudines, vel Canones approbatos, nisi Regis accesserit consensus'. 
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h . 30 papal aut onty. Rather, during the arguments over Rinuccini's censure and the 
Remonstrance, it represented an anti-papalist understanding of the church which allowed 
Catholics to protest their loyalty in all temporal matters to a monarch rather than to the 
31 pope. 
Ohlmeyer's edition of essays on political thinking in seventeenth-century Ireland is a 
welcome addition to the subject. In her introduction, she stressed that Irish 'history' was 
used by Writers from different ethnic and political backgrounds in this period to vindicate 
their positions.32 Sir John Temple, for example, confirmed the English view of the native 
Irish as barbarians.33 Geoffrey Keating and other 'Counter-Reformation historians based at 
Louvain' - the university which issued the most famous censure of the Remonstrance - set 
out to appropriate the Gaelic past to their needs.34 John Lynch and Nicholas French both 
attempted to use their historical writings to blame the protestants for the massacres which 
took place in the Irish rebellion of 1641.35 Peter Walsh, John Callaghan and Richard 
Bellings used their histories to justify the behaviour of the Confederates opposed to 
30 This is not to suggest that 'Counter-Reformation' and 'ultramontanism' are synonymous. But Clarke equates Counter-Reformation with the Tridentine decrees and regards the Old English as having been inspired by these, particularly as they were developed in France. In fact, the respects in which the Gallican Church provided a model for the Old English were very different. 31 In 1666, for example, the Synod which rejected the exh·eme wording of the Remonsh·ance and was comprised of Old English and Old Irish clergymen, accepted the first three of the Sorbonne's six declarative propositions to this effect from 1663 (see Conor Ryan, 'Religion and State in Seventeenth-Century Ireland', in Archivium Historicum, xxxiii (1975), pp. 122-132, at p. 130). Clarke's explanation of the failure of the Remonsh·ants to persuade the 1666 Synod to accept the Remonsh·ance is also a little sh·ained. He offered two explanations: first, the 'impropriety' of resh·icting the 'plain obligation of Catholics to obey the pope ... was now clear' because of the experience of exile in the 1650s; secondly, the experience of the civil war had shown that 'the connections between religious belief and political obedience were less simple than had been officially presumed and the antithesis between the innate disloyalty of catholics and the loyalty of protestants could no longer be maintained without acute protestant embarrassment' ('Alternative Allegiances', p. 263). I do not understand how the experience of exile had made the Catholic obligation to obey the pope any clearer than it had already become through the main Oath of Allegiance conh·oversy. Nor is clear to me why 'acute protestant embarrassment' should have wonied the Catholics in the 1666 synod: indeed, Otmonde wanted the Synod to accept the Remonsh·ance! 32 Ohlmeyer, Political Thought in Seventeenth-Centwy Ireland, Inh·oduction, pp. 6/7. Her comments built on discussions by Bernadette Cunningham. For fuller discussions of this point, see Bernadette Cnnningham, 'The Culture and Ideology oflrish Franciscan Historians at Louvain 1607- 1650', in C. Brady (ed.), Ideology and Historians, (Belfast, 1991); idem, 'Representations of king, parliament and the Irish people in Geoffrey Keating's Foras Feasa ar Eirinn and John Lynch's Cambrensis Eversus (1662)', in Ohlmeyer (ed.), Political Thought in Seventeenth-Centwy Ireland, pp. 131-154. 33 Sir John Temple, The Irish Rebellion, (London, 1646). 34 Geoffrey Keating, Foras Feasa ar Eirinn: the hist01y of Ireland ( c.1634), ed. and h·ans . David Comyn and P. S. Dinneen, 4 vols. (Irish Texts Society, London, 1902- 14). 35 John Lynch, Cambrensis Eversus, (1662). Nicholas French, The unkinde desertor of loyal! men and true ji-iends, (Paris, 1676). 
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Rinuccini; the authors of the Commentarius Rinuccinianus and of Aphorismical Discoverie 
prepared material against the Confederate position.36 6 hAnnrachain's essay on 'political 
ideology and Catholicism in early modem Ireland' is an excellent discussion of the work of 
Peter Lombard, Philip O'Sullivan Beare, Richard O'Ferrall, John Lynch and Conor 
O'Mahony.37 It provides a good background for a discussion of the Remonstrance and the 
works of Peter Walsh, Redmund Caron and Richard Bellings. 
Even Ohlmeyer's work, however, suggests that analyses of Irish political thinking in this 
period have yet to come to terms with early modem theology. In her introduction, for 
example, Ohlmeyer commented that 'above all, the Old English writers asserted that their 
Catholicism in no way jeopardised their fealty to a Protestant prince and drew on 
Bellarmine' s theory of indirect power to support their position'. 
38 But the difficulty which 
confronted the Old English leaders of the Confederation and, later, the defenders of the 
Remonstrance, was precisely that Bellarmine's theory of the pope's indirect power in 
temporals could so easily be levelled against their protestations of loyalty. Ohlmeyer's 
confusion about the applicability of the 'indirect power' argument is suggested by 6 
Buachalla's implication that the theory of the indirect power provided Peter Lombard with 
the ability effectively to solve the dilemmas of dual allegiance. Lombard, we are told, used 
the arguments of Bellmmine and Suarez to show that 'it was possible for a Catholic people 
to give allegiance at least in temporalibus to a "heretical" Prince' . This principle was 
accepted at the synods of Drogheda (1614), Kilkenny (1614), Armagh (1618) and Cashel 
(1624). But 6 Buachalla did not consider that this same argument was at the heart of the 
Oath of Allegiance controversy raging in England and Europe at precisely this time, because 
of the failure of the 'indirect power' argument to guarantee that Catholics would always be 
loyal to the crown in temporalibus?9 It has rightly been argued that in the early decades of 
36 Walsh, HVR; John Callaghan, Vindiciarum Catholicorum Hiberniae authore Philopatro Irenaeo ad 
Alitophilum libri duo, quorum primus Rerum in Hibernia gestarum ab anno 1641, ad annum 1649 
verissimmam et actorum publicorum fide munitam synopsim; Secundus Libelli famosi in Catholicos 
Hiberniae Proceres, qui honestissimam cum Regiarum patrium hominibus pacem inierunt, accuratam 
confutationem confine!, (Paris, 1650); Bellings, HistOIJ' of the Irish Confederation; O'Fenall and 
O'Cmmell, Commentarius Rinuccinianus; Anon., Aphorismical Discoverie of Treasonable Faction, in 
A Contempormy Hist01y of Affairs in Ireland jimn 1641 to 1652, ed. J. T. Gilbert, (Dublin, 1879), vol. 
1. 
37 Tadhg 6 hAnmachain, 'Political ideology and Catholicism in early modem Ireland'. 
38 Ohlmeyer ( ed.), Political Thought in Seventeenth-Centwy Ireland, p. 22. 
39 Breandan 6 Buachalla, ' "James our hue king". The ideology ~f Irish royalism in the seventeenth 
century', in Boyce, Eccleshall, and Geoghegan ( eds.), Political Thought in Ireland since the 
Seventeenth Centwy, pp. 7-35, passim and at p. 11. 6 Buachalla later acknowledged the failure of the 
the century, the delicate arguments about the theory of indirect power were forced upon the 
Old English by the obsessive James I.40 But they resurfaced during the middle decades of 
the century. Old English attempts to prove their loyalty once and for all did not draw on, but 
challenged, Bellarmine's theories.41 
The relationship between political thinking and theology also comes under scrutiny in 6 
hAnnrachain ' s Catholic Reformation in Ireland. The Mission of Rinuccini, 1645-1649. He 
located Riimccini 's mission to Ireland firmly in the context of the European Counter-
Reformation. He saw in Ireland a perfmmance of the same drama which was played out in 
Europe: ' two of the major cunents which divided catholicism during the Thirty Years War, 
namely the confessional impulse to define conflicts on religious lines and the more political 
perspectives which ultimately triumphed at Westphalia, are evident also in the political 
debates of the confederates'. He compared the situation in Ireland with that in France, where 
the cardinal ministers and kings, though sometimes sympathetic to aspects of Tridentine 
policy, 'and despite internal devot opposition, consistently placed urgent dynastic and 
national interests before the pursuit of strictly confessional objectives'.42 
But 6 hAnnrachain ' s characterisation runs the risk of equating a 'confessional' with a 
Roman perspective. The theology of the French Church was historically independent of 
Rome. Examples of the phenomenon which 6 hAnnrachain refers to may sometimes be 
interpreted as showing not a rejection but an acceptance of confessional interests, even if 
these were not the same as Roman interests. The same, it will be suggested, might be true of 
the Confederate Catholics. Their willingness to treat with the king's representatives against 
' indirect power' argument to demonsh·ate that Catholics would always be loyal in temporalibus when he discussed the wording of the declaration of the loyalty accepted by the 1666 Synod, (p. 24). Aidan Clarke likewise sh·essed Lombard's commitment to promoting and demonsh·ating the loyalty of the Catholics to James (in 'The policies of the "Old English" in Parliament, 1640-41 ' , p. 85), but the argument from the indirect power of the pope in temporals was not acceptable for James I. 4
° Clarke, 'Colonial identity', pp. 61 /2. Clarke, probably correctly, described James' insistence that the theoretical question of the indirect power be addressed, instead of accepting oaths of allegiance to him and his heirs, as 'a royal obsession'. 41 Ford noted that in the 1620s it seemed that Charles would accept an oath of allegiance which did not preclude the theory of the pope's indirect power in temporals, and even to depose princes ('Religious and Political Allegiance ' , pp. 19/20). But Charles' flexibility did not win universal acceptance, and no long-term solution to the Old English need to demonsh·ate their loyalty to the protestant monarch could be found on this basis. 
. 42 This perspective, incidentally, highlights the weakness in Clarke's comparison between the Counter-Reformation Old English and the French Church: the latter should not be characterised as 
'Counter-Reformation' as it is usually defined in connection with Tridentine reforms. 
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the wishes of Rinuccini did not render them 'unconfessional', nor did it necessarily mean 
that they put 'political perspectives' ahead of 'religious lines'. Rather, it could be interpreted 
as representing, in addition to a flexible approach to politics, a commitment to a form of 
Catholicism which was anti-papalist. That is, the Confederates argued in the 1640s that they 
had acted in the best interests of the Catholic religion, even if Rinuccini and Rome disagreed 
with them. They were defended on the same grounds in the 1650s and 1660s. Their 
supporters maintained that they had strong theological and ecclesiological reasons for not 
following.Rinuccini slavishly.43 
Some historians have also discussed Peter Walsh, Redmund Caron and the Remonstrance 
itself. The most extensive examination of the topic is by James Brennan. His discussion 
provides much useful information, but is so distorted by his opposition to Gallicanism that it 
is more a work of theological polemic than of history. Brennan complained, for example, 
that Peter Walsh 'blindly accepts the principle that the only end of the temporal ruler is the 
temporal good of the people'. Walsh was, apparently, wrong to imagine that patristic 
evidence could support his case, since 'there is no need to remark again how inconclusive 
must be anything from the Fathers on this subject'. Brennan complained about Walsh's 
'arbitrary delimitation of the respective spheres' of the state and of the church. Walsh's, and 
the Gallican, theory of the separation of the temporal and spiritual spheres 'so circumscribed 
the Church's action that she could not even achieve her spiritual ends ... any attempt to 
exclude her [the church] from this temporal-spiritual sphere [in which the interests of the 
state and of the church were mixed] was really an encroachment on her spiritual power' .44 
Brennan observed that 'it would be idle to pretend that either Walsh or Caron has any real 
importance as a theologian. Neither in method nor in doctrine are they in any way original 
... Their significance lies rather in their attempt to bring Gallican theology into the relations 
of Church and State in Ireland, and in their development of the Anglo-Irish attitude of 
loyalty into something like a theory'. He maintained that Walsh's arguments were entirely 
'adventitious'. His doctrine, shared with Caron, was 'simply an attempt to rationalize the 
attitude they had adopted for political reasons in the two related controversies over the 
nuncio (Rinuccini) and the Remonstrance of 1661 '. This treatment of the Valesians was 
obviously based on theological distaste for their beliefs rather than on historical inquiry. Yet 
it is the most comprehensive treatment of the Remonstrance available. 
43 6 hAnnrachain, Catholic Reformation in Ireland, pp. 1112. 
44 Brennan, 'A Gallican Interlude in Ireland', pp. 296-300. 
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A more recent assessment by Benignus Millett is more generous in its judgement of Walsh 
and Caron, but equally superficial in its treatment of their writings. Like Brennan, Millett 
attributed Walsh's arguments to short-term expediency and to his 'obsession' with the 
Remonstrance. Walsh was 'a very able man', but 'he was born for political intrigue and his 
promotion of the Remonstrance gave him the prominence for which his vanity craved ... His 
pride and stubbornness go a long way to explain his attitude towards his superiors. He 
lacked the humility to submit his will to theirs . His behaviour eventually was that of an 
incorrigibly insubordinate religious, insolent towards his major superiors'. For this reason 
he was excommunicated in 1670. But there are some things to be said in favour of Walsh' s 
character: 'His ideas may have been liberal, far too liberal, but he clung to the religion of his 
birth. He did not embrace Protestantism' and he might have submitted entirely to the Holy 
See shortly before his death.45 Caron fared only a little better at Millett's hands. He noted 
that 'posterity has not always been kind to Caron, who has been remembered principally for 
his association with Walsh'. Needless to say, such an association can only be regarded with 
distaste. Millett held that Caron did make a 'valuable contribution' to theology, but 
identified this with his 'Latin publications [which] include a manual of apologetics, two 
works on missiology, and a volume of controversial theology' .46 Silke also praised Caron's 
work on missiology.47 But Caron appears to have distanced himself from much that he wrote 
in the 1650s when defending the Remonstrance in the 1660s. 
The Remonstrance has, then, been largely neglected in discussions of the political thinking 
of Irish Catholics. But in the long-term, it was the culmination of a series of attempts on the 
part of the Old English to demonstrate the compatibility of their religion and their political 
allegiance. In the short-term, it was the natural conclusion of the reaction of the 
Confederates and their defenders to Rinuccini's attempts to assume political authority in 
Ireland. It also prompted Walsh and Caron to develop a remarkable series of arguments 
concerning the nature of the Catholic Church and its relationship with other denominations. 
45 Millett, The Irish Franciscans, 1651-1665, pp. 474/5. 46 B. Millett, 'Irish Literature in Latin, 1550- 1700 ' , in Moody et al. ( eds.), New Histmy of Ireland, vol. 3, pp. 561-86, at p. 578. Caron's Latin works, in addition to his Remonstrantia Hibernorum, were: Apostolatus Missionariorum, ((Paris, 1659); Controversiae Generales Fidei, (Paris, 1660); Roma triumphans Septicollis, (Antwerp, 1635). 47 John J. Silke, 'The Irish abroad, 1534-1691 ',in Moody et al. (eds.), New Histmy of Ireland, vol. 3, pp.587-633, at p. 630. 
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m. The lives of Peter Walsh, Redmund Caron and Richard Bellings 
Although many biographical details about Peter Walsh, Redmund Caron and even Richard 
Bellings are very obscure, a brief nanative of the key events in the history of the 
Remonstrance, and the lives of its major defenders, will be useful. Walsh was from an Old 
English background in Mooretown, Co. Kilkenny. His date of birth is uncertain, but was 
between 1610 and 1620.48 It is possible that his mother was protestant but this may have 
been a rumour resulting from his unpopularity among certain sections of the Irish Catholic 
community. 49 He studied at the Franciscan college, St. Anthony's, in Louvain, where he 
received minor orders in March 1639. He was ordained as a Franciscan shortly after this. 
By 1646, he was back in Kilkenny - headquarters of the Irish Confederation - where he was 
confirmed as a lector of theology at the Franciscan Friary. 
Redmund (or Raymond) Caron was older than Walsh, having been born near Athlone in Co. 
Westmeath in about 1605. Like Walsh, he came from an Old English background. He 
joined the Franciscans in about 1616 and studied at Drogheda, Salzburg and Louvain. He 
then lectured in philosophy before being given a chair in theology at St Anthony's College, 
Louvain. 50 The censure of the Remonstrance from Louvain was thus particularly troubling 
for Walsh and Caron, coming, as it did, from their alma mater and their order. 
Richard Bellings was also from an Old English background, but came from a much more 
prominent family in Leinster. He is thought to have inherited estates of more than 6,000 
acres in Cos. Dublin, Wicklow and Kildare. He studied at Lincoln's Inn, where he wrote a 
conclusion to Sydney's Arcadia. 51 He became associated with the most prominent Old 
English family, the Butlers, through his maniage to Margaret, daughter of Richard Butler, 
third Viscount Mountganet. In 1643, Bellings was elected as representative for Leinster and 
became 'resident Member of and Secretary to the Supreme Council of the Confederation, of 
48 Brennan, 'Gallican Interlude', p. 283 . I am grateful to my supervisor, John Mon:ill, for suggesting 
that a date in or before 1614 is likely as a dispensation would have been required in order for Walsh to 
be ordained before his 25111 bitthday. 
49 Walsh was described as 'a Protestant English slutts son' by the anonymous author of the 
Aphorismical Discoverie, p. 272. . 50 Brennan, 'Gallican Interlude', pp. 284/5. 51 It was published by itself in 1628 and in an edition with the Arcadia in 1629. 
which his father-in-law ... was the first President' .52 The author of Aphorismical Discoverie 
regarded Bellings as too closely linked with Ormonde: 'Richard Bellings, a son in lawe to 
Mountganett, a roote banke, by his affinitie at Ormond's becke was choosen supreame 
11 ' 53 counce or. 
Bellings was sent on a diplomatic mission to Rome in 1644. Once there, he encouraged 
Rinuccini's mission to Ireland and returned with him in November 1645. He was 
presumably present when Rinuccini told the Supreme Council that he had three aims in his 
mission: 'the first was to propagate Catholicke Religion; next, to conserve the Catholickes in 
union amongst themselves; and the third was to cherish in them the alleagiance due to their 
lawfull Soveraigne' .54 But it was in reaction to Rinuccini 's handling of the Inchiquin Truce 
that Bellings, Walsh and Caron were first associated with each other. 
Walsh won considerable notoriety because of his support for the Supreme Council of the 
Confederation in its conflict with Rinuccini in 1647/8. Rinuccini opposed the truce between 
the Council and Inchiquin. He had already antagonised the Council by consecrating nine 
bishops without the consent of the Confederate government. In May 1648, the Council 
signed the truce with Inchiquin. The following month, Rinuccini and four bishops declared 
excommunicate any who should support it. 55 Walsh sided with the Council. According to 6 
hAnnrachain, he was 'the chief clerical apologist of the truce' .56 He had already suffered for 
his royalist leanings when he was imprisoned by the Provincial, Thomas McKiernan, for 
supporting an earlier planned truce.57 When the Supreme Council appealed to the clergy to 
rule on the legitimacy of the censure, Walsh was probably the main author ofthe answers to 
a series of questions, published in a work known as the Queries. This purported to be the 
work of several members of the clergy, and to have been supported by more. They were 
52 Bellings, Histmy of the Irish Confederation, Preface (Gilbert), pp. iv-vii. 53 Anon., Aphorismical Discoverie, p. 39. 54 Bellings, HistOI)' of the Irish Confederation, Preface (Gilbert), p. vii, and Bellings, Histmy of the Irish Confederation, ed. Gilbert, vol. IV, p. 7. 55 Corish noted Rinuccini 's attempts to present the Censure as having full clerical support ('Rinuccini's Censure', pp. 326- 8). 56 Tadhg 6 hAnnrachain, ' "Far from Terra Firma" . The Mission of GianBattista Rinuccini to Ireland, 1645-49', (unpublished PhD thesis, European University Institute, 1995), p 395. 57 Brennan, 'Gallican Interlude', p. 283. The author of Aphorismical Discoverie also referred to this event: Walsh was 'deposed by lawfull doome from his lecturie ofDivinitie, by Thomas McKyernan, Provinciall for the Fryers Minor of Ireland, and sent unto the convent of Castle Dermott for domo disciplinae, or prison, for signinge unto the calefication of Generall Thomas Preston, embracinge Clamicarde's engagement, neere Dublin' (p. 272). 
roundly condemned by the author of Aphorismical Discoverie as 'the brave authors that 
signed unto those queres, condemning all Gods Church of impietie, iniustice and malignity, 
reputinge themselves onely the pillars to uphold from fallinge this greate and stupendious 
machine of holy religion ... As for Peter Walsh the true author of these libellinge queres to 
search unto his actions is an-ever-finishinge labour, a toylsome laborinth of mischief, 
another Savonarola in deportment and hope will be soe found in his jornall. ' 58 Richard 
Bellings confirmed that Walsh was largely responsible for the Queries and praised his 
efforts, saying ' in which work [the Queries] father Peter Walsh, of the order of St Francis, a 
learned religious man, had the principal part, and discharged it with so good success, that 
although there remains to this day diversity of opinions concerning that censure, no man hath 
made any attempt to refute the authorities and reasons alleged by him for the unjustice and 
invalidity of the nuncio's proceedings'. 59 He also used Walsh's work in the Rinuccini 
disputes when he wrote his own apology for the Supreme Council.60 
The next two years were largely occupied, as far as the Franciscans were concerned, with the 
recriminations resulting from the conflict. Peter Marchant, 'the commissary-general of the 
Natio Germano-Belgica', was persuaded that a visitation of the Irish province was necessary 
in order to restore discipline after the divisions of 1648. After negotiations in Flanders, the 
'visitator' appointed was Redmund Caron. Caron later became a close ally of Walsh and, 
even at this stage, had the backing of the members of the Supreme Council and their 
supporter - and Walsh's sometime friend and patron - Ormonde. Brennan lamented the 
choice of Caron as visitator. Caron 'had the reputation of being a good religious and a 
learned man, but he was unversed in public affairs ... He became the tool of Orrnonde and 
the Supreme Council in a campaign to crush the Irish group, but he lacked the strength and 
58 Anon., Aphorismical Discoverie, p. 277. The 'libellinge queres' are Queries concerning the 
lawfulnesse of the present Cessation, and of the Censures against all Confederates Adhering unto it. 
Propounded by the Right Honourable the Supreme Council, to the most Reverend, and most 
Illustrious David, Lord Bishop of Ossmy, and unto other Divines: with Answers given and signed by 
the said most Reverend Prelate and Divines, (Kilkenny, 1648; reprinted in HVR, just before the first 
Appendix) . The published work contains seven 'queries' and the answers, apparently prepared by 
Walsh. The 'queries' are quoted in Appendix C, below. My references to the Queries are taken from 
the version in HVR . 
59 Bellings, Histmy of the Irish Confederation, vol. VII, p. 85. 
6
° Cm·ish, ' Irish in Paris', pp. 49/50. Richard, Bellings Illustrissimis et Reverendissimis DD. 
Archiepiscopis Praesulibus et clero Hiberniae has innocentiae suae impetitae per Reverendissimum 
Fernensem vindicias consecrate Richardus Bellings, (Paris, 1652). Bellings also used John 
Callaghan's Vindiciarum Catholicorum Hibemiae ... libri du~, (Paris, 1650). Cm·ish described 
Callaghan's book as 'the most comprehensive indictment of the nuncio ' s policy to be produced in the 
1650s' ('Irish in Paris', p. 36). 
the unscrupulousness necessary to his role and had faded out of the picture even before he 
was recalled by his superiors in Rome, who had begun to suspect that he was neither a fit nor 
an impartial visitator' .61 The author of Aphorismical Discoverie believed that Caron was 
given too much authority during this visitation. He was to go 'unto Ireland, as Comissarie 
Visitator, and judge to execute superior mandates, to punish, depose, imprison whom he 
please, without any legall procession or proceedings, and to hould a provinciall chapter, 
independent of any Diffinitorie or other: All the lawes, statutes, privileges and customes of 
the Order atid religion to the contrary notwithstanding'. 62 
The battle lines which divided the Franciscan order were hardened during this visitation. 
Caron excommunicated MacKiernan, who had previously imprisoned Walsh, on 1 June 
1649. After appeals to the Vicar-General of the Franciscans, Daniel a Dongo, Caron's 
commission was withdrawn and the tables were turned against the members of the 
'Ormondist' party in the Franciscan order. Most of Ormonde's supporters submitted to the 
Provincial at a meeting of the Irish chapter in 1650. But Walsh refused to do so and, at the 
synod of the province of Dublin in 1651, 'he was denounced as an excommunicate and all 
who gave him food or shelter were interdicted' .63 Caron returned to Flanders, but was forced 
to leave because of 'the hostility of the Irish friars there'. He next went to Paris, 'where he 
remained until after the Restoration' .64 Silke noted that Caron helped a group of six Irish 
Poor Clares set up a foundation at Dieppe.65 He also wrote a series of orthodox and 
relatively papalist works, possibly in an attempt to re-establish his reputation in his order. 
But he may also have begun thinking about and collecting the material that would later be 
published in his Remonstrantia Hibernorum. 
During the 1650s, Walsh's activities are not entirely clear. He seems to have spent most of 
the decade in London, where his presence went unchallenged. But he also visited Madrid in 
September 1654, where he spent some months in prison because of the continuing anger of 
leading Franciscans over his conduct in 1648- 50. He left Spain for Holland but was soon 
back in England, wher~ he remained, apart from one brief trip to Paris, until 1662. In this 
year, he went back to Ireland to promote the document which would, in one way or another, 
61 Brennan, 'Gallican Interlude', p. 285. 
62 Anon., Aphorismical Discoverie, p. 187. 
63 Millett, The Irish Franciscans, 1651- 1665, p. 427. 
64 Brennan, 'A Gallican Interlude', p. 285 . 
65 Silke, 'The Irish abroad, 1534-1691 ', p. 623. 
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occupy most of his intellectual energies for the rest of his life. He lived in Dublin, apart 
from a brief spell in London in 1664/5, until he returned to England for good in 1668. He 
then lived in London until his death in 1688. 
Bellings himself, not directly affected by the politics of the Franciscan order, followed 
Ormonde into exile. His correspondence in the Clarendon MSS. and elsewhere reveals some 
of his activities during the Interregnum. He acknowledged his obligations to Ormonde in a 
letter dat"ed 10 April 1651, in which he recommended his son, also called Richard, to his 
patron and asked him to ensure that his son 'may not want wherewith to live; and, if 
possible, in such a way as may enable him at some time or other to be serviceable to his king 
and country' .66 Hyde was aware of the ongoing controversies over Rinuccini's censure, 
including the exchanges between Rinuccini's supporters and those who had favoured the 
Supreme Council. He tried to use his influence to prevent John Ponce from being made 
Provincial of the Franciscans, because he had written a book against Richard Bellings in 
which he 'calumniated the late and present King, and treated Ormonde, Clanrickarde, and 
others with great insolence'. Significantly, George Dillon and Redmund Caron were 
recommended for the position instead.67 Bellings had prompted Ponce to take up his pen by 
publishing, in 1652, his own apology of the conduct of the Supreme Council.68 
Later, Bellings continued to be used in various capacities. Ormonde wrote to Hyde in April 
1655 and said 'it is time to put the matter of money into some method, of which the 
Secretary and Dick Beling speak but sadly' .69 A year late, when Bellings was expected to 
accompany Ormonde to Breda, Hyde praised him lavishly: 'whatever D. Belins' 
employment may be, he will discharge it excellently; but his journey to Vienna is now as 
necessary as ever; he must be supplied with money, and he will starve before he asks for 
it' .70 Ormonde responded, noting that 'the employment designed for Dick Belings is to the 
66 The letter is printed in Bellings, Hist01y of the Irish Confederation, vol. VII, p. 3 71. 67 Cal. S. P. Clarendon, vol. II, p. 270. 68 Bellings, Jllustrissimis et Reverendissimis DD. Archiepiscopis Praesulibus et clero Hiberniae. 69 Cal. S. P. Clarendon, vol. Ill, p. 34. 70 Later, in 1661, Hyde again petitioned the king to give Bellings an income: '[Hyde:] Ifl could this twelvemonth have gotten any tyme to have spoken to you, I should have asked, whether you intend to allow Dick Belin any thinge to lyve upon, or that he shift as he can; not by pencon, but say, what he shall have, and then way may be founde out of the privy purse or by Fox to pay it. [Charles II:] Lett Fox pay him 400 L. a yeare' . W. D. Macray (ed.), Notes which passed at meetins of the Privy Council between Charles I! and the Earl ofClarendon, 1660- 1667, (London, 1896), p. 57. 
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Elector ofMentz and Duke ofNewbugh, which will consist well with his going to Vienna'.71 
Bellings continued to be used as a go-between and secretary for the rest of the decade. In 
1657, D'Aubigny used Bellings to suggest to the king that the Duke of Gloucester should 
convert to Catholicism. The scheme was intended to be 'through the agency of persons 
devoted to the King's interests, and not (as in the former attempt) through the Jesuits, as the 
one sure means of securing the assistance of the Pope and Roman Catholic princes'. This 
scheme was given short shrift by Hyde, but Bellings retained the confidence of his political 
masters : Ormonde thought that the king's response to the scheme should not be in the king 's 
own writing. Instead, he suggested, 'Bellings [should] carry the king's sense as notes in his 
own hand the same way he brought their own' .72 In 1660, Bellings corresponded with 
Montagu on the form of church government favoured by Charles II. 73 Bellings worked as a 
messenger, translator, diplomat and secretary until and beyond the Restoration.74 
Richard Bellings did not publish in his own again, although he did prepare the text of his 
Histmy of the Irish Confederation and the war in Ireland during the 1670s.75 He prepared 
The humble Remonstrance, Acknowledgement, Protestation and Petition of the Roman 
Catholic Clergy of Ireland in 1661.76 As will be seen, either Richard Bellings or his son, 
another Richard Bellings, would later carry the Oblatio ex parte Cm-oli If to Rome in 1662/3 
and would attend the negotiations for, and sign, the secret Treaty of Dover. Walsh and 
Caron both took up the cause of the Remonstrance in print. Walsh's writings over the next 
two and a half decades were all intended to further its cause. Walsh published, among other 
things, A Letter desiring a just and mercifitl regard of the Roman Catholics of Ireland 
(1661), Some Few Questions Concerning the Oath of Allegiance (1661)77, Valesius ad 
71 Cal. S. P. Clarendon, vol. Ill, pp. 115, 118, 124. 
72 Cal. S. P. Clarendon, vol. Ill, p. 325- 8. Hyde agreed with this suggestion. 73 See I. M. Green, The Re-establishment of the Church of England, 1660-1663, (Oxford, 1978), pp. 
26-31, and Cal. S. P. Clarendon, vol. V, pp. 48/9. 
74 Cal. S. P. Clarendon, vol. IV, pp. 9, 23, 26, 28, 30, 37, 40/1, 42, 44, 47, 51, 56, 66, 83, 299, 344, 
361, 415/6, . In the letter recorded on pp. 446/7, George Morley recorded 'Cotterell's dispute with 
Belin whether it be the doctrine of "our" church as well as of the Church of Rome that a right 
intention of the priest is necessary for the efficacy of Sacraments'. In his letter, Morley refened to 
Sarpi's Histmy of the Council of Trent. The drafts of letters recorded on p. 56 demonstrate Bellings' 
facility with languages. Bellings ongoing involvement in sensitive affairs in the 1660s will be 
discussed below, especially chapter 6, section 4. 
75 On his Histmy, see Raymond Gillespie, 'The Social Thought of Richard Bellings ', in Micheal 
O'Siochru ( ed.), Kingdoms in Crisis. Ireland in the 1640s, (Dublin, 2001 ), pp. 212- 228. M 
. Walsh, HVR, p. 9. 
77 I have used the 1674 edition: Peter Walsh, Some Few Questions Concerning the Oath of Allegiance, (London, 1674). For details of the other works, see bibliography. 
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Haroldum (1672), The Advocate of Conscience Liberty (1673), The Controversial Letters, 
or, The grand controversie concerning the pretended temporal authority of popes over the 
whole earth (a complete edition of these letters was published in 1673, though editions of 
particular letters had already been released), his massive History and Vindication of the 
Loyal Formulwy, or Irish Remonstrance (1674), An Answer to Three Treatises (1678), 
Causa Valesiana (1684) and Four Letters on Several Subjects (1686). These works were all 
marked by varying degrees of anti-papalism. In addition to his works on missiology and 
theology, Redmund Caron published Loyalty Asserted (1662) and Remonstrantia 
Hibernorum (1665).78 These works demonstrated his commitment to the anti-papalist 
agenda of the Remonstrants. In this respect, they were far removed from his earlier, papalist, 
writings. 
78 Redmund Caron, Loyalty Asserted, And the late Remonstrance or Allegiance of the Irish Clergy and Layty, Confirmed and Proved by the Authority of Scriptures, Fathers, Expositors, Popes, Canons, Cardinals, Catholick-Bishops, Abbots, Councels, Divines, Canonists Civil-Lawyers, Catholick-Emperours, Kings, States, Parliaments, Universities, Histories. And by the Evidenced of several Theological Reasons, with a brief answer to Cardinal Peron 's Oration and Objections, (London, 1662). As the pithy title would suggest, this is a collection of authorities used to support Caron's case in defence of the Remonstrance and against the pope 's power in temporals . His Latin work in defence of the Remonstrance built on this collection and added a series of discussions of the theology of the Remonstrance against the censure of the University ofLouvain (Remonstrantia Hibernorum) . 
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IV. The contexts of the Remonstrance: Rinuccini and the Confederation 
The Remonstrance, like the Oath of Allegiance, required its subscribers to swear loyalty to 
the king and his heirs and to forswear the deposing power in any of its manifestations. 79 In defending the Remonstrance, Walsh and Caron developed anti-papalist arguments on several 
topics: ecclesiology; church/state relations; and the teaching authority of the papacy and of general councils. Their arguments on these topics were reminiscent of those developed by 
the English Gallicans, but were stronger in some of their anti-papalist and (in Walsh's case) 
ecumenical and tolerant conclusions than those of the Blackloists, if not Cressy and Austin. 
The arguments of the Valesians, it will be suggested, arose directly from the experience of 
Ireland in the 1640s. 
Like the English Gallicans, the Valesians advocated an extreme form of thoroughgoing and 
almost Marsilian dualism. They were pushed to this position by what they perceived as 
Rinuccini's invasion of the affairs of the temporal government. Rinuccini opposed a peace 
with Ormonde in 1646. On this occasion, he succeeded in reversing it. Bellings noted that Rinuccini had appeared to be coming around to the peace at a meeting of the Council, when he said that the peace could have good and bad results but that ' God will provide ' . 80 But Rinuccini decided not to leave the matter in God's hands. He informed the prelates and leading clergy that the peace was 'no way advantageous, and [was] insecure for Catholick 
religion' .8 1 He used excommunications and the threat of excommunications to help defeat 
the Ormonde peace. In the process, he encouraged O'Neill and Preston to arrest the leading 
proponents of the peace, including 'Colonel Edward Butler, now lord viscount Mountgarrett 
.. . and myself [Richard Bellings ]' . These prisoners were soon joined by others, including Muskerry.82 They were subsequently released, but the experience must have left bitter 
memories. When the Council was considering a truce with Inchiquin in 1648, 'reflecting 
79 Strictly speaking, the Remonstrance was not an oath to be administered to different people as and when required by law. But it was clearly regarded as having the same status as an oath in the minds of those who subscribed it. 80 Bellings, Hist01y of the Irish Confederation, vol. VI, pp. 13/4. ' Video ex ista pace multum posse proven ire boni, multum autem mali, Deus providebit' ; ' I see that many good events might follow from that peace, but also many bad events - God will provide.' 81 !bid, vol. VI, p. 16. 82 !bid, vol. VI, p. 21. John Callaghan clearly regarded Rinuccini 's opposition to the Ormonde Peace, and his imprisonment of Muskeny and the other Old English leaders of the Supreme Council as directly linked to the later controversies over the Inchiquin Tmce. See his Vindiciarum Catholicorum Hiberniae, I, pp. 14-43. 
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upon what mischievous effects the lord nuncio's discountenancing of their proceedings had 
formerly produced, though now he was better known and his excommunications, by his often 
thundering of them, grown more cheap, yet they resolved as far as in them lay to obtain his 
approbation. ' 83 When Rinuccini opposed this new truce, the Council considered his response 
to be unreasonable and concluded the proposed peace anyway.84 In response, Rinuccini 
excommunicated those in favour of the truce. In turn, they appealed to Rome against the 
excommunication.85 They also requested the advice of the Irish clergy. At this stage, Walsh 
helped to prepare the Queries.86 
The Queries made clear the conflict of jurisdiction which could occur, not just when a 
protestant ruler exercised authority over Catholics, but when the local leader of the Catholic 
Church, acting in the name of the pope, challenged the authority of the Catholic temporal 
leadership. In their letter to the Bishop of Ossory, used as a preface to the printed version of 
the Queries, the Council highlighted the clash of jurisdictions. It complained that Rinuccini 
had 'distracted the Kingdom, and divided the Nation, notwithstanding that by our Appeal 
presented unto him the 4111 of this Month, his Graces further proceedings, according to the 
Law, are to be suspended'. Rinuccini claimed, and exercised, authority which the Supreme 
Council held to be illegal. 
The seven queries themselves addressed the legitimacy of the Inchiquin Truce or Cessation 
and of Rinuccini's excommunication of those who supported it.87 In the fourth query, the 
Council suggested the critical importance of the Oath of Association when it asked 'whether 
the opposing of the Cessation against the positive Order of the Council by one who bath 
sworn the Oath of Association, be Perjury?' The fifth query noted that the Oath of 
Association upheld 'the Law of the Land as in Catholick time it was practised' and asked 
whether the prelates, who had sworn the Oath of Association, could uphold the 
excommunication which Rinuccini had pronounced if it were found to be against this law. 
To clarify, the status of the Oath of Association, the Council asked in the sixth query, 
'whether a Dispensation may be given unto any Person or Parties of the Confederates, to 
83 Bellings, Histmy , vol. VII, pp. 38/9. 
H
4 !bid, vol. VII, pp. 48-58. 
85 !bid, vol. VII, pp. 57-80. 
86 See the Queries . For a brief discussion of Walsh 's role in writing the Queries, a pen-portrait of 
W alsh himself, and a description of some of the arguments used in this work, see Corish, 'The Crisis 
in Ireland in 1648', pp. 248- 55. 
87 The 'queries' themselves are quoted in Appendix C. 
break the Oath of Association without the consent of the General Assembly, who framed it, 
as the Bond and Ligament of the Catholick Confederacy and Union in this Kingdom, the 
alteration or dissolution whereof, being by their Orders reserved only unto themselves?' 
This sixth query is about the effective 'sovereignty' of the General Assembly and the 
Supreme Council; and about whether the pope could relieve people of their allegiance to the 
'sovereign' and/or dispense with an oath of allegiance (in this case, the Oath of 
Association).88 These were the central questions in the controversy about the 1606 Oath of 
Allegiance. The controversy about the 1606 Oath had been precipitated by the pope's 
decision to forbid Catholics from taking the Oath; this time, the same issues were to be 
debated because a Catholic 'government' felt the heavy hand of the pope's nuncio trying to 
intervene in affairs which it regarded as exclusively its own concern. 
These queries ensured that the matters of principle, which appeared to have been set aside 
during the consideration of the graces, would re-emerge. 89 In his answers to the queries, 
Walsh (and the other writers) identified some of the lines of argument which he, Caron and 
Bellings woultl later pursue. In his answer to the fourth query, he said that the Oath of 
Association was binding only as long as the laws acknowledged in the oath were observed. 
The answer to the fifth query was equally circumspect. It was based again on the justice or 
. otherwise ofRinuccini's censures, in terms of 'the fundamental Laws of the Kingdom'. But 
the answer to the sixth query addressed the major questions of principle. Walsh stressed the 
indispensability of oaths. He noted that 'an Oath lawfully taken ... none can dispense'. He 
emphasised that the oath had to be grounded in law. This meant that he was not advocating 
the indispensability of any oath. But if an oath was lawful, its subscribers could not abandon 
88 The Supreme Council and the General Assembly did not claim actual sovereignty; and the Queries 
left open the possibility that the Oath might be dispensed with if the Council ceased to follow the law. 
The Oath of Association makes this clear. But the Assembly and Council did claim authority over 
those who took the Oath of Association. The Oath's subscribers did not in any way renounce the 
authority of the king, nor did they acknowledge that the Supreme Council and General Authority had 
any ex officio sovereignty. But by taking the Oath, they were consenting to the Supreme Council and 
General Assembly 's exercise of political authority effectively in the name of the sovereign. The Oath 
itself makes these qualifications apparent. The authority of the crown is acknowledged on limited and 
pragmatic grounds comparable to those used in the oath of allegiance associated with the graces. The 
king is not regarded as above the law and there is no renunciation of the deposing power as such. But 
these issues, which influenced the form of the English Oath of Allegiance, were raised in the Queries, 
when the Supreme Council was forced to address the type of threat to its own authority which James I 
had anticipated might be levelled at his authority, namely an intervention in 'temporal' affairs on the 
grounds that the interests of religion were threatened. (See Appendix C for these texts .) 89 On the graces, see Aidan Clarke, The Graces, 1625-1641 , Dublin Historical Association, Irish 
Histmy Series, 8 (Dundalk, 1968). See also Ford, 'Religious and Political Allegiance ', pp. 19/20. 
it 'but in certain cases expressed by the Authors' - in this case, with the permission of a 
majority in the General Assembly. He also identified the potential threat to this principle in 
the pope: 'wherefore if any other of what power soever, though it were His Holiness, did 
• 
otherwise attempt to dispense with any of the sworn Confederates, both the Dispenser and 
dispensed would hereby transgress the Law of God, and incur the guilt of a mortal and most 
heinous crime. Besides that such a dispensation would be of its own nature, invalid, void, 
and no way securing for the future' .90 He claimed that a lawful oath is 'by the Law divine, 
natural and positive; and that even His Holiness cannot, without a manifestly just cause, 
dispense in any obligation of the Law divine' .91 Rinuccini, he felt, had attempted to 
persuade people to break the Oath of Association against the laws of the land and of God. 
The fact that the arguments adduced in defence of the Supreme Council in the Queries relied 
to a large extent on establishing that the Truce was lawful and not sinful represented a major 
weakness from the Council's point of view. Walsh implicitly acknowledged the problem 
when answering the sixth query. He asked how any dispensation of the Oath of Association 
could be lawful in response to 'all such Orders [of the Supreme Council] as do not 
manifestly appear to be sinful'? The acknowledgement that the question was one of sin, as 
well as of law, raised the problem of identifying the authority which could determine 
whether particular actions were or were not sinful. Could this be done by the temporal 
leaders of the state, or was it the preserve of the spiritual leaders of the church? He left the 
question unanswered, but identified the danger of allowing the leaders of the church the right 
to pass judgment on the actions of the temporal government. He used terms which are 
reminiscent not just of the Catholic defenders of the Oath of Allegiance, but even of its 
protestant proponents: 'if by such dispensations ... the common Subject could be withdrawn 
from his Allegiance, and with a good Conscience rebel, what Prince, what State, or 
Republick, nay, what private man could live one day in security, whereas they often see 
before their faces such boundless, enraged ambition, and such cruel designs of some 
90 Queries, p. 22. 
91 !bid, p. 23. The implication that the pope could dispense with an oath if there was a ' manifestly just 
cause' might seem to weaken Walsh's statement of principle. But Walsh's implicit assumption is that 
if there was a 'manifestly just cause' then the pope would not have to dispense with divine law, 
because the oath itself would not be binding according to ' the Law divine, natural and positive' . It 
would seem that the implication ofWalsh's argument is that oaths are binding if they are just, because 
they are under God's law, and no-one can dispense with them; or they are not binding, because they 
are not just, in which case there is no longer a question of whethe1: or not individuals can dispense 
with them. Of course, this may well be to beg the question of whether or not any particular oath is 
just and therefore indispensable. 
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Prelates?' He held that states could not be secure if 'such Prelates or Churchmen could at 
their pleasure, or upon such designs challenge, and assume a power of the Fottunes, Estates, 
Crowns, Lives of Kings and Republicks, by dispensing with particulars, or promiscuously 
with the multitude, or any other in their due obedience, and Oaths of Allegiance' .92 This 
appears to be an attack not on the papal deposing power, but rather on suggestions that other 
churchmen might also assume some power in temporals. But Walsh, the other authors of the 
Queries and the members of the Supreme Council clearly regarded Rinuccini's attempt to 
intervene as an example of the church going beyond its mandate. 
Walsh and the other signatories of the Queries equated their concerns over the Oath of 
Association with worries about the status of temporal allegiance. Rinuccini's attempt to 
dispense with the Oath was taken to be the same as dispensing with subjects ' ' due 
obedience'. Thus the debate over the censure became concerned with the indispensability of 
oaths and of temporal allegiance in the face of the church's attempts to intervene in these 
matters. The Remonstrance attempted to settle these concerns, as the Oath of Allegiance in 
England had likewise addressed them. 
The debates over the nuncio 's censures continued almost immediately among the Irish 
writers in exile.93 Another Franciscan, Paul King, published his Epistola nobilis Hiberni ad 
Amicum Belgam scripta ex castris Catholicis eiusdem regni 4 Maii in 1649, and was 
answered by John Callaghan.94 Callaghan's work was placed on the Index librorum 
prohibitorum.95 Bellings defended his conduct in print in response to an open letter written 
by Nicholas French to the Archbishop of Paris, after a closed letter to Charles II. 96 French 
had initially supported the Ormonde peace in 1646, but reacted angrily to what he regarded 
92 Queries, pp. 23/4. 
93 See Cm·ish, 'John Callaghan' , pp. 32-50. 
94 Paul King's work was published anonymously, but was attributed to him in Commentarius 
Rinuccinianus, IV, p. 54; Callaghan, Vindiciarum Catholicorum Hiberniae, 11, p. 1 ff.; Lynch, 
Alithinologiae Supplementum, (St. Malo, 1667), p. 77. See Corish, 'John Callaghan', pp. 35/6. No 
copy of King's work is known, but it survives in quotations in the second book of Callaghan's 
Vindiciarum Catholicorum Hibem iae, (Paris, 1650). Gilbert compiled a reprint in his Contempormy 
Hist01y, vol. 11, p. 211- 5. 
95 It was, however, listed under Bellings' name. Corish attributes this confusion partly to the 
obscurity of the pseudonyms which Callaghan adopted, and partly to the similarity of the title of his 
work and that of Richard Bellings published in 1652 ('John Callgahan' , p. 36). 
96 Bellings main apologia was his !llustrissimis et Reverendissimis DD. Archiepiscopis Praesulibus et 
clero Hiberniae . 
as Ormonde's 'failure to implement the religious terms of the peace'.97 Bellings' work was 
answered by John Ponce.98 Bellings responded to Ponce's work, possibly in collaboration 
with Callaghan. The controversy was then left until the Remonstrance reopened it in the 
1660s.99 
Corish correctly regarded Callaghan's Vindiciarum Catholicorum Hiberniae as 'by far the 
most important' work on the censures from the Supreme Council's point of view. 100 But 
Callaghan 's work was restricted in its development of the principles identified by Walsh in 
the Queries. Whereas Walsh had identified the crucial questions of the authority of the pope 
to dispense with oaths and with 'due allegiance', Callaghan largely restricted his work to a 
discussion of the history of the Ormonde peace and the Inchiquin Truce and to arguments 
about the legitimacy or otherwise of the actions of the nuncio and the Supreme Council in 
the light of the specific circumstances surrounding the censures. That is to say, he asked 
whether Rinuccini 's intervention on this occasion was legitimate, not whether such 
intervention could ever be legitimate. Bellings similarly argued on historical, more than on 
theological, grounds. 101 
Indeed, Callaghan probably accepted that the church could occasionally intervene in 
temporal matters, when the temporal authorities acted in ways which the spiritual authorities 
97 Corish, 'John Callaghan', p. 38. Nicholas French's first letter to Charles II was printed in 
Commentarius Rinuccinianus, IV, pp. 620-4. His next letter, addressed to the Archbishop of Paris, 
was printed as Deplorabilis populi Ibernici pro sancta religione rege et libertate contra sectarios 
Angliae parliamentarios depugnantis status, illustrissimo Joanni Francisco de Gondis, achiepiscopo 
Parisiorum, expositus per reverendissimum D. Nicolaum, episcopum Fernensem, et sacrae capellae 
pontificiae comitem assistentem, I 8 Novembris an no Domini 1651, and is in Commentarius 
Rinuccinianus, IV, pp. 625 ff.. For this publishing history see Corish, 'John Callaghan', p. 38. 
98 John Ponce, D. Richardi Bellingi Vindiciae eversae, per R. P. Fr. Joannem Poncium, ordinis 
minorum s. theologiae lectorem jubilatum. Ea occasione exprimitur quibus potissimum viis Hibernia 
a parliamentariis subacta est. Alia eiusdem D. Bellingi epistola refellitur et denique Doctoris 
Callaghani correctoratus Corisopitanus contra duas ipsius Gallicas epistolis et authorem libri Gallici 
L'Innocence et la verite defendues conjirmatur, (Paris, 1653). Discussed Corish, 'John Callaghan', p. 
39. 
99 Richard Bellings, Annotationes in R. P. F. Joannis Poncii opus, impe1jectum quidem, mendisque 
(quod dolendum est) haudquaquam purgatis, Parisiis editum, anno MDCLJJJ perutiles ut quae in eo 
scripta sunt recte intelligantur. Authore R. B. H. His acceserunt Vindicae ab eadem B. in luce datae 
anno superiori, (Paris, 1654). Cm·ish, 'John Callaghan', p. 39. Cm·ish made clear the multiplicity of 
interests that were involved in the controversies sparked off by the censures. He noted that several 
debates were involved, including those to do with Jansenism (p. 35). He did not continue his 
discussion into the 1660s, however. 
10
° Cm·ish, 'John Callaghan', p. 40. 
101 Bellings, Illustrissimis et Reverendissimis DD. Archiepiscopis Praesulibus et clero Hiberniae, 
passim. 
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regarded as threatening the interests of the church. Although Corish noted that Callaghan 
distorted the impression formed by the documents he was using, Callaghan argued that 
Rinuccini had intervened in purely civil affairs in which there were adequate safeguards for 
religion. The implication must be that if there were no such safeguards, intervention would 
have been justified. This position begged the question of who could decide whether the 
interests of the church were threatened or not. It also gave rise to Walsh' s concern that states 
could not be secure while prelates claimed, and were allowed to exercise, the right to disturb 
subjects' 'due obedience' .102 
Callaghan addressed one question of principle which would exercise Caron during the 1650s. 
He argued that it was a mistake to try to justify Rinuccini's censure on the grounds that there 
could be no agreement with heretics. He pointed out that there had been other agreements 
with heretics, including, for example, the peace of Westphalia. 103 Corish noted that 
Callaghan strained the truth in this connection by claiming that there had been no complaints 
about the Treaty of Westphalia. 104 Walsh stressed that there had been many examples of 
truces or treaties with heretics in the Queries .105 But this was one of the less important 
matters of principle in the debates surrounding the censures. Later, in his relatively papalist 
Apostolatus Missionariorum, Caron would argue that under certain circumstances, Catholics 
could form alliances with heretics and even help the heretics in their campaigns, though it 
would be very bad for them to help heretics against other Catholics. 106 This work was 
approved by the same John Ponce who wrote against Richard Bellings. This reflects the fact 
that Caron's position in the 1650s was somewhat ambivalent, or even tending to the papalist 
102 Queries, pp. 23/4. Callaghan, Vindiciarum Catholicorum Hiberniae, I, pp. 87-9, 93-4 and 11, p . 100 tacitly acknowledged the right of the church to impede the civil authority if it did not sufficiently protect the rights of the church. This was the basis of Bellarmine 's argument about the indirect deposing power, for example, and ensured that James I would not accept any oath which did not state 
that the church could never intervene or permit or encourage others to intervene on its behalf even if 
the temporal authorities acted in ways which the church authorities regarded as threatening the interests of religion. Callaghan's assumptions were therefore in line with the oath of allegiance proposed alongside the graces, but not with the English Oath of Allegiance of 1606. See also, Cm·ish, 
'John Callaghan', p. 44. 
103 Callaghan, Vindiciarum Catholicorum Hiberniae, pp. 98, 169-70. 104 Cm·ish, 'John Callaghan', p. 44. 
105 Walsh, Queries, pp. 3/4. 
106 Caron, Apostotalus Missionariorum, p. 52. Caron suggests that it is acceptable for Catholics to form treaties with heretics or infidels, or even to help them in cases of public necessity, and to go to 
war alongside them, but that it would be very bad to do this: 'Lict::t ex natura rei non sit principi Catholico illicitum, haereticum vel injidelem in adiutorium vocare, vel etiam infideli succurrere ubi 
casus publicae necessitates, et iustitiae belli concurrerent: tamen haereticos sic vocare, vel illis 
adversus Catholicos alios succerrere plerumque ex circumstatiis pessimum est' . 
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side. It also suggests that the specific argument over the legitimacy of forming alliances 
with heretics was regarded as a non-runner. 
Rinuccini's censure, then, prompted the Supreme Council to defend its position. When 
Bellings, Callaghan and Walsh did this, they identified several lines of argument. Most of 
these were to do with the legality or otherwise of the Inchiquin truce and the censure. But 
they also raised more substantial matters of principle: could the church judge the actions of 
the temporal government? Could it intervene and take measures to oppose certain actions of 
the temporal government if it deemed them unlawful or sinful? Could it release people from 
their oaths? Most importantly, could it release subjects from an oath of allegiance or from 
their 'due obedience' even if it was not recognised in such an oath? These questions forced 
the Old English Catholics to consider the questions which had bedevilled the English 
Catholics from the time when the Oath of Allegiance was first introduced. The debates 
among the exiles in Paris largely died out when both sides had published their apologias. 
But when the Old English were once again in a position to attempt to negotiate a settlement 
which might win them some security, they saw less reason to object to demands which they 
had previously regarded as stumbling blocks. For this reason, the Remonstrance conceded 
all of the substantial points which had been identified in the English Oath of Allegiance. It is 
useful, now, to turn to the Remonstrance itself, and to the ways in which Walsh and Caron 
defended it. 
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Chapter 6. The Valesians' political theology, rule 
of faith and the Oblatio ex parte Caroli 11 
I. The Valesians and the papal deposing power 
In preparing the Remonstrance, Richard Bellings demonstrated a major shift in his thinking 
about church/state relations from his position in the early 1640s. This may have reflected 
wider feelings among the Old English and the surviving leaders of the Confederation. 
Bellings had promoted the cause of the Supreme Council against Rinuccini both politically 
and by patronising Peter Walsh. In their writings in the 1660s, Peter Walsh and Redmund 
Caron rationalised the transition from the oath associated with the graces to the 
Remonstrance. The Remonstrance accepted, and the Valesian writings developed, a 
complete separation between the temporal and the spiritual spheres, along Marsilian lines .1 
This dualist approach grew out of the conflict between Rinuccini and the Supreme Council. 
It was Bellings' solution to the problem which Rinuccini had raised, namely that the Catholic 
Church claimed the authority to intervene in temporal matters and would occasionally seek 
to exercise it. Before the censure, Old English Catholics had believed that this claim would 
only ever be theoretical but could not be repudiated. 2 When it was used, not against a 
protestant heretic, but against Catholics, they redefined their relationship with Rome. Caron 
condemned Rinuccini explicitly for his intervention in temporals, claiming that his censures 
had resulted in 'the overthrowing of kingdoms, the ruination of churches, the defiling of 
places of worship, and the destruction ofreligion'.3 Rinuccini may have been the proponent 
of the Counter-Refotmation in Ireland, but he also unintentionally encouraged a widespread 
1 For a discussion ofMarsilius' ecclesiology and political theology, see above, Introduction, section 3. 
Walsh acknowledged that he was likely to be charged with accepting the opinions of Marsilius of 
Padua and William of Ockham. He argued that his position was not like Marsilius ', but also implied 
that he thought Marsilius had been wrongly condemned. His views were also similar to some of 
Ockham's positions in their conclusions, though they were not based on arguments about 'poverty '. 
See Walsh, HVR, pp. 374-439; Janet Coleman, 'Property and Poverty' , in The Cambridge Histo1y of 
Medieval Political Thought, pp. 607-48 ; Gordon Leff, Heresy in the Later Middle Ages, (1st 
fublished 1967; 'special edition' , Manchester, 1999), pp. 51 - 255 . 
This was the reasoning which lay behind the oath associated with the graces. See Ford, 'Religious 
and Political Allegiance ' , pp. 19/20 and below Appendix C. 
3 Caron, Remonstrantia Hibernorum, p. 224/5: 'Vidimus in Anglia ·ex huiusmodi insaniis; atque in 
Hibernia ex Apostolici Legati censoris (cuius violentia et arte res regebantur temporales) Regnorum 
nuper eversiones, Ecclesiarum ruinas, templorum abominationes, Religion is extenninium.' 
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acceptance of Gallican ecclesiology among Irish Catholics.4 This involved the development 
of arguments about the nature of royal government and a rule of faith which were both 
strongly anti-papalist. These can be examined in turn. 
The Remonstrance indicates a widespread willingness among the Old English to repudiate 
all claims to either the direct or the indirect deposing power on the part of the papacy. Walsh 
noted that Bellings prepared the Remonstrance, using an oath in Serenus Cressy's 
Exomologesis as a model. 5 The oath recorded by Cressy was itself modelled on the English 
Oath of Allegiance of 1606. Thus Bellings, Walsh, Caron and the other supporters of the 
Remonstrance turned ultimately to the protestant statement of what was required from 
Catholics rather than to a less complete declaration of loyalty like the oath associated with 
the graces. As Walsh explained when describing Bellings' reasons for preparing the 
Remonstrance, this was because of Rinuccini's actions: Bellings 'considered that a bare 
Remonstrance of their sufferings or a bare Petition of redress could not much avail a people 
that lately had acted as they had done in obedience to the Nuncio'.6 Rinuccini's intervention 
- and the reaction to it - meant that a more thorough repudiation of papalist claims was 
necessary than had been required in the 1620s. The question of the deposing power was 
necessarily about all of the ways in which the church might seek to influence temporal and 
civil affairs. 
The Remonstrance was designed to repudiate any claims on the part of the pope or church to 
be able to intervene, directly or indirectly, in 'that perfect obedience which for Conscience 
sake they [the king's subjects] are bound to pay to your Majesties Commands'. It began by 
setting out the particular grievances of Irish Catholics. It complained that Irish Catholics 
suffered a range of calumnies at the hands of their enemies and could not defend themselves. 
4 6 hAnnrachain regarded Rinuccini as the proponent of the Counter-Refmmation in Ireland (Catholic 
Reformation in Ireland, p. 5/6) . Even though the Remonstrance did not gain the support of the Synod 
in 1666, it was widely backed and the Synod accepted comparable (though much more qualified) 
statements taken from a declaration issued by the Sorbonne in 1663. 
5 Walsh, HVR, p. 7. For Cressy's Oath, which he says was prepared by a group of English Catholics, 
see his Exomologesis, (Paris, 1647), pp. 76-79. The Remonstrance retains the substance of the oath 
recorded by Cressy, though it is adjusted to the Irish situation. For example, it does not include a 
declaration of loyalty to the English Parliament. For the text of the Remonstrance, see Walsh, HVR, 
pp. 7-9 and Appendix C. Cressy stated (incorrectly) that ' this Irish Remonstrance is the very same 
Form of Profession, without the least alteration, which is to be found in both impressions of my 
Exomologesis' (Cressy, Epistle Apologetical, pp. 108- 1 0). 
6 Walsh, HVR, p. 7. The actions of Catholics in 'obedience' to Rinuccini's censure presumably refers 
to the likes of O'Neill and his followers who had muddied the waters, so to speak, for all the 
Catholics. 
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They had therefore decided to submit this 'Protestation' to the king. The Remonstrance 
declared that Catholics were 'obliged under pain of Sin to obey your Majesty in all civil and 
temporal affairs, as much as any other of your Majesties Subjects, and as the Laws and Rules 
of Government in this Kingdom do require at our hands'. It repudiated the powers claimed 
by, and on behalf of, the papacy to be able to 'discharge or absolve us from this Obligation'. 
It said that Catholics would reveal any conspiracies against the king or his successors. It 
declared ' that all absolute Princes and Supreme Govemours, of what Religion soever they 
be, are Gods Lieutenants on Earth, and that obedience is due to them according to the laws of 
each Commonwealth respectively in all Civil and Temporal affairs' . It protested that it was 
'impious and against the Word of God, to maintain that any private Subject may kill or 
murther the Anointed of God, his Prince, though of a different belief and Religion from his' . 
The practice of this doctrine was declared to be 'damnable and wicked'. It held that their 
'Dependence of the Sea of Rome' did not encroach upon 'that perfect Obedience which by 
our Birth, by all laws divine and humane, we are bound to pay to your Majesty our natural 
and lawful Soveraign'. Finally, it asked the king to protect the Catholics 'from the severe 
persecution we suffer merely for our profession in Religion'. Thus the Remonstrance 
incorporated all of the main clauses of the 1606 Oath of Allegiance apart from the infamous 
'impious and heretical' clause.7 
The Remonstrance was censured by the University of Louvain and rejected by the Synod of 
the Irish clergy in 1666. The Louvain censure acknowledged that Catholics owed allegiance 
to the king, but claimed that the Remonstrance represented a promise of greater obedience 
than 'secular princes could exact from secular subjects, or secular subjects could offer to 
them' and contained statements which were repugnant to the Catholic faith. 8 These reactions 
prompted several works by Walsh and Caron in defence of the Remonstrance and expanding 
on the ideas which it represented. Caron explained that it was because of the Louvain 
censure that he entered the controversy.9 The point at issue was the claim to indirect power 
in temporals. 
7 For the Oath of Allegiance, see Kenyon ( ed.), The Stuart Constitution, pp. 170/ 1, and below 
Appendix C. 
8 Caron, Remonstrantia Hibernorum, p. 15 : 'supradictaformula (Hibernorum) complectitur amplioris 
obedientiae promissionem quam possent Principes Saeculares a Subditis suis Saecularibus exigere, 
aut Subditi ipsis praestare;et nonulla insuper continet sincerae professioni Catholicae Religionis 
repugnantia, idcirco pro illicita prorsus ac detestabili habenda est. ' · 
9 Caron, Remonstrantia Hibernorum, Ad Lectorem, 'Provocati ergo .. . non provocantes, in arenam 
descendimus scutum obtendimus, non gladium; ictum repellimus, non referimus': 'Provoked but not 
Caron had defended some measure of indirect papal power in temporals during the 1650s. In 
his Apostolatus Missionariorum, he had addressed the question of the deposing power 
directly. He said that Catholics could not deny absolutely the pope's power to depose heretic 
kings, to dispense with 'contracts' or to relieve subjects of their obedience to a heretic 
magistrate. He asserted that 'to deny these propositions in their full meaning is heresy, error, 
and scandal' because such a denial would mean that there were no circumstances in which 
the pope could dispense with oaths or depose kings. 10 Although the deposing power and the 
power to dispense with oaths could not be entirely rejected, however, they would only be 
exercised if 'kings had previously tyrannised over Catholics and the church' .11 Elsewhere, 
he explained that although the church could not relieve people of the need to obey infidels 
unless they invaded the rights of the church, it could dispense with their allegiance to 
heretics because heretic princes were classed as rebels against the church. He stressed that 
this was rare. But this concession would clearly not satisfy the defenders of the Oath of 
Allegiance from 1606, or the defenders of the Remonstrance, including Caron himself ten 
years later. 12 
In the early 1650s, Caron also gave a relatively papalist account of the relationship between 
the temporal government of kings and the spiritual government of the church. He held that 
the church had no authority over things that were merely civil, and that it could be disobeyed 
if it tried to exercise such authority illegitimately: 'if the church's cause is manifestly unjust, 
that is, if it pretends to [intervene in] some matter which is merely civil, over which it has no 
provoking, we enter the arena; we hold out a shield, not a sword; we repel the attack, we do not offer it., 
1° Caron, Apostolatus Missionariorum, p. 88: 'Si quis interrogetur, Unum Papa posse regem haereticum deponere [sic]? In conu·actibus dispensare? Vel in obedientia subditomm Magisu·atui haeretico? Vel an ita credit? Utrum licitum sit Catholico respondere negative. Respondeo quod non: Quia negare illas propositiones in sua latitudine, est haereticum, erroneum, et scandalosum: negatio 
enim praefixa propositioni universali, v. g. non potest Papa regem deponere, in contractibus vel obedientia subditorum dispensare, detruit totam universalitatem seu potentiam ut in aliquot casu deponat vel dispenset: et sensus erit, Papa non potest in aliquot contractu dispenare, in aliquocasu regem deponere: Jdeoque illae propositiones damnatae fuerunt a SacrCong. de propaganda fide, in cause quorundam Theologorum Anglia e.' 11 !bid, p. 88: 'Dices, cur non liceret mihi negare Papam posse universaliter, in contractibus, vel in obedientiis subditorum dispensare? Vel universaliterreges protestantes in quocunque casu deponere. Resp. id quidem licere sub ilia clausula universaliter, seu in quocunque casu: sed haec proposition longe differt a priori: Nunquam certe pontifices Romani deposuerunt reges, nee subditos ab obedientia absoluerunt, nisi prius reges ipsi in Catholicos et Ecclesiam tyrannizarent alioquin.' 12 !bid, pp. 62/3: 'Poterit tamen Ecclesia se et alios eximere a potestate principis haeretici: quia Ecclesiae rebel/is est, raro tamen id expedit.' 
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right (ius)', it need not be obeyed. This statement was similar to the position which he later 
developed in defence of the Remonstrance. But he also argued that if the Icing's cause was 
manifestly unjust he would not need to be obeyed either. He considered the possibility that 
in a dispute between the church and a king neither side might obviously have justice on its 
side. But he did not give a solution to this problem. By expressing the debate in such terms, 
Caron also raised the question of who could decide whether or not one side was acting justly 
or unjustly. Again, he did not resolve this question, and thereby expressed a position which 
was far removed from that of the Remonstrance. 13 
In the same work, however, when commenting upon the Oath of Supremacy, Caron 
anticipated his later position. He argued that the Oath of Supremacy must have been 
intended to give the Icing more than the power to reform abuses within the church because 
otherwise it could have been framed in a way acceptable to Catholics. He said that Catholics 
could swear that the king was the supreme governor over abuses in the 'civil and external 
forum' .14 This formulation is similar to the line which he and Walsh would take when 
defending the Remonstrance. In the context of the Apostolatus Missionariorum, its 
significance should not be exaggerated. Caron's work was an endorsement of the church's 
right to intervene in temporal matters in certain circumstances.15 This is probably why 
Millett found it so appealing. It is unclear why Caron wrote so strongly in favour of a 
papalist interpretation of church/state relations at this stage. Possibly it was because he felt 
the need to try to re-establish his reputation after being recalled from the visitation of the 
Irish province of the Franciscans; possibly it was because he genuinely accepted the validity 
of Rinuccini' s actions. 
By the time Caron came to write his major defence of the Remonstrance, he had repudiated 
the ultramontane position. He wrote to prove that neither the pope nor the 'people ' could 
depose lcings or dispense with the civil obedience of subjects according to the theological 
13 !bid, p. 52: 'Si causa Regis sit manifeste iniusta, tunc iniustitiam tal em non esse fovendam , adeoque 
in tali casu, regi non esse obediendum ... et idem est de Ecclesia, si causa illius sit manifeste iniusta, 
hoc est, si praetendat rem mere civil em, in quam ius non habet.' 
14 !bid, p. 525. He suggested that the Catholics could take the following oath: 'Iura regem Angliae in 
suis regnis habere supremum gubernium abusus fori civilis et externi, sicut habent quicunque alii 
reges, nee in hoc ab ullo extraneo depend ere.' 
15 He acknowledged that if the church was clearly wrong, it did not 'need to be obeyed. This might be 
taken as a gesture towards those who condemned Rinuccini's actions. But on the matter of principles, 
Car·on's work in the early 1650s endorsed, rather than condemned, the nuncio's behaviour. 
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and historical examples of the 'primitive church' .16 He tackled the question of the 
distinction between the direct and the indirect power. He referred to Cardinal du Perron to 
show that the pope allowed the French Church to deny the deposing power, both direct and 
indirect. Consequently, no version of the deposing power could be de fide. Thus, contrary 
to his assertion in 1653, he maintained that Catholics could not be condemned for rejecting 
the deposing power in any of its forms. 17 In any case, as he argued in his Loyalty Asserted, 
the indirect argument only purported to exclude 'temporal' situations from the spiritual 
sphere. It ·allowed the church to intervene in temporal debates 'onely indirectly, in as much 
(say they) as some spiritual circumstance of Conscience, Vertue, or sin, justice, or injustice, 
is annexed to the Temporal Controversie' . But this did not in fact exclude any 'temporal 
controversie' from the power of the spiritual authority because 'there is no debate without 
Justice, or injustice, sin, or vertue, on one side or other' .18 
Walsh likewise rejected the distinction between the direct and the indirect deposing power. 
He said that the only way to persuade protestants to forgive Catholics for refusing to accept 
the 1606 Oath of Allegiance and the Remonstrance was to 'utter Averseness and Enmity to 
all Rebellious Doctrines and Practices whatsoever; especially to those which tend to the 
maintaining of any kind of temporal Dominion or Jurisdiction, direct or indirect, or even any 
spiritual Power or Authority, which may have the effect of such temporal [dominion or 
jurisdiction], in the Pope or See of Rome, over his Majesty, even in any case or contingency 
imaginable, especially in case of either true or only pretended Apostacy, Heresie, Schism 
etc.' 19 Peter Tal bot realised the implications ofWalsh's position. He complained that Walsh 
held that 'no spiritual power (as such) can inflict any corporal punishment' .zo 
16 Caron, Remonstrantia Hibernorum, Ad Lectorem.: 'Incapacitatem deponendorum Regum, aut in 
obedientia subditorum civil indispensabilitatem, tam in Pontifice, quam in Populo, exemplis 
Primitivae Ecclesiae Theologo-Historice demonstrabit.' This confirms the suggestion, noted above, 
Introduction, section 1, that Sommerville was mistaken when he argued that the papal deposing power 
was based on the popular origins of government. 
17 !bid, p. 14: 'Pro pace Ecclesiae tolerat Papa ac permittit, ut Franci ... doceant ac tenem1f in hoc 
puncta doctrinam sibi ... Teste ergo Peronio ... fidei non est, Pontificem directe vel indirecte posse 
Reges unquam deponere. Conjectura ergo humana erit, adeoque in utramque parte tuta conscientia 
problematica, ita ut neutra alteram condemnet.' 18 Caron, Loyalty Asserted, pp. 1/2. In fact, this was a distortion of the indirect argument. In most 
cases, the argument was used to justify intervention in temporal debates only when those debates 
threatened the church seriously. But Caron's view that the distinction was invalid is clear. 19 Peter Walsh, Letter to the Catholicks of England, Ireland, Scotland, And all other Dominions under 
His Gracious Majesty Charles I!, reprinted in HVR, p. xviii. 20 Peter Talbot, The Friar Disciplined, (Ghent, 1674), p. 3. 
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Walsh and Caron both rejected even the indirect power of the pope and the church in 
temporals because they were against the true nature of monarchy: kings were absolute and 
ruled by divine right?1 The Valesians disagreed with White's analysis of kingship in The 
Grounds of Obedience and Government. Caron asked 'by what right [ius] will the pope 
arrogate to himself this indirect power over the temporal concerns of kings? If by human, [I 
respond that] kings are certainly not subject to human laws, and neither can they be 
constrained by humans in temporal matters. If by divine, [I say] let the Scriptures or the 
Apostolical Tradition be produced [to prove this]'. 22 He addressed Bellarmine's arguments 
directly. Bellarmine argued that the pope had been given the task of preserving the church 
even against tyrants; if he had been given the task, he must also have been given the means; 
such means would sometimes involve deposing kings. 23 Caron responded that Peter had 
been given spiritual but not corporal powers, and that these powers had been sufficient to 
preserve the early church?4 
Walsh used similar arguments. In his Controversial Letters, he commented on Bellarmine's 
suggestions that, as the shepherd can protect his flock from wolves, so can the pope use 
temporal means to protect the church. He observed that the argument from the instruction 
21 Brennan was wrong, however, to assert that there was nothing more to their arguments than a defence of absolute monarchy; nor is his analysis of Gallicanism in the same terms convincing. See above, chapter 5, section 2, and his 'Gallican Interlude', p. 222. 22 Caron, Remonstrantia Hibernorum, p. 237: 'Sed dicant adversarii; Quo jure sibi Pontifex Ram. vendicet potestatem hanc in temporalia Regum indirectam? Si humano; legibus certe humanis non subsunt Reges, nee in temporalia ab homine arctari possunt. Si divino; producatur Scriptura, vel Traditio Apostolica.' 
23 !bid, p. 242: 'At inquit Bellarrninus, nisi Reges tyrannos deponere posset aliquando Pontifex, Ecclesiae Christi, Religioni vel saluti animarum provisum non erit, cum saepius absque Regum huiusmodi tyrannorum depositione, praeservari vel acquire non possunt; cui autem datur potestas sufficiens in finem, datur et potestas sufficiens ad executionem finis, seu jus in media omnia necessaria sine quibus finis ille acquire, vel praeservari non potest.' 24 !bid, pp. 242/3: 'Nulla fuit Petro potestas collata nisi necessaria ad regimen Ecclesiae spirituale, hoc est, nulla praeter claves Regni coelorum; ligandi, solvendique, a peccatis; ac potestatem oves Christi pabulo spirituale, non carnali, pascendi. Atque potestas directa, vel indirecta Regum deponendorum nunquam fuit regimini Ecclesiae spirituali necessaria, imo obnoxia prorsus ac nociva.' The church, he said, had not only survived but had flourished without the deposing power during the first 700 years; in the 600 years from the time of Gregory VII, who had asserted the deposing power according to the Valesians, the church in Europe had been divided into sects, many Princes had been alienated from the Faith, and Asia and Africa had been thoroughly infected (p.243): 
'Per 700 primos am1os Ecclesiae Chrsti sub Regibus haereticis, impiis, tyrannisque absque potestate deponendorum Regum simper floruit; modo vera per 600 an nos a tempore Gregorii VII cum hac potestate praetenda, plurimum decrevit; Europa etenim in Sectas divisa fuit; Principes multi a Fide alienati; Asia et Africa penitus infectae. Et tamen potestas haec gladiatoria, necessaria Bellarrnino erit ut praeservetur.' 
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given by Christ to Peter was only an argument from analogy. 25 As such, it was inherently 
weak, 'similitudes of all other being the worst Topics, and which affords the weakest 
arguments'. He maintained that the pope's power, 'according to all comparisons, of which it 
is capable, 'tis still one and the same, and that a Spiritual Power'. The suggestion that the 
pope should be able to drive away wolves may have been true, but was to be understood 'of 
Spiritual driving away, and Spiritual killing. But when he [Bellarmine] infers, Therefore he 
may Depose him, he passes from Spirituals to Temporals, and leaves his Allegory and the 
truth too' ?6 · 
Caron and Walsh addressed the question of the ongms of royal govemment in their 
arguments about the divine right of kings, confirming the distance between their views and 
those of the Blackloists. Most defences of the papal deposing power rested on the higher 
dignity of the pope's authority compared with that of the king. This was usually based on 
the assumption that kings received their authority either from or through 'the people'. But 
when they were defending the Remonstrance, Caron and Walsh both held that kings received 
their power from God. It did not matter whether they received it mediately or immediately. 
The origins of royal govemment were therefore such that the leaders of the church could not 
depose kings. Caron asked the authors of the Louvain censure by what law or right (ius) 
fidelity and obedience were owed to kings. Was it, he asked, by divine or by human law? 
He asserted that the Louvain theologians would admit that obedience was owed to kings 
through divine law. But if this was so, by what power could the pope dispense with this law, 
this subjection or obedience?27 Elsewhere, Caron explained the process whereby kings 
received their power. Kings and sovereigns, he said, 'receive their power and kingdoms, not 
from men, but from God, as from their principal Efficient, though men may be instrumental 
to that power'.28 The question of whether kings received power mediately or immediately 
25 h Pasce oves meas; feed my s eep (John 21: 16, 17). 
26 Peter Walsh, Controversial Letters, (London, 1673), 3'd 4617. 
27 Caron, Remonstrantia Hibernorum, p. 17: 'Quaero itaque; 1. ex Lovaniensibus, quae sit ilia 
fidelitas et obedientia quae de jure, vel ex praesrciptio Christianae Disciplinae Regibus debetur? 
Civilis utique. Sed quo jure? Divino, humano? Non negabunt (si Christiani sint) jure divino Regibus 
obediendum esse, Rom. 13 et Peh·i. 2. Alioquin certe Articulus fidei, Religionis, seu Christianae 
Disciplinae non esset. Si ergo jure divino Regibus obediendum sit, quaeritur, Qua potestate posset 
Pontifex Rom. in hoc jure, subjectione, vel obedientia dispensare? Nee dispensare modo, sed et nobis 
invitis, ac contra promissa, mandare, ne debitum, tributum, vel honorem, Regi solvamus?' 
28 Caron, Loyalty Asserted, p. 5. Ths suggestion is essentially the same as Kellison's claim that both 
royal and papal authority was 'of God' even if God chose kings 'mediately' and popes immediately 
(see above, Inh·oduction, section 1 ). 
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was irrelevant: since neither subjects nor popes had given kings power, neither could remove 
it.29 
Walsh similarly maintained that kings received their authority directly from God. He 
commented that 'some Divines put this difference betwixt the Spiritual and Temporal Power, 
that the first is immediately from God, the second by mediation of the People, subjecting 
themselves by way of Election, Succession, or such other means by which Governments are 
either intrbduc'd or establish't'. But he held that this distinction did not change the final 
status of royal authority: 'whether the power be from God immediately or mediately, so it be 
from God, I conceive it extends as far and is as much to be obeyed' .30 He described the 
dangers implied in the suggestion that temporal government had popular origins. He 
suggested that the 'pressing inconvenience' of this account of royal authority was that 'the 
People ... seem not to part so wholly with it [princely power], but in some cases they reserve 
a right to re-assume it again, as when Princes prove tyrannical, when the line fails, and the 
like ' . Worse still, according to Walsh, if 'the People' had the power to take back royal 
authority, they must also have the 'Judgement when to use it' . This meant that if they ever 
chose to take royal power back, they could not be regarded as rebels because they were the 
ones with the authority to decide when to end the tenure of any ruler: effectively popular 
sovereignty was inalienable. This, in turn, meant that 'there is a gap opened to all manner of 
Sedition and Rebellion, or rather there can be no such thing as Sedition or Rebellion in the 
world, at least ofthe People'.31 
Other divines, according to Walsh, accepted that the people gave kings their power, but 
allocated the judgment of when to remove it to the pope. Walsh dismissed this position on 
almost the same terms as he did the idea of inalienable popular sovereignty: reserving the 
judgment to the pope 'does not take away the harm, but transfer[ s] the power of doing it into 
other hands'. There was a particular danger to royal government arising from this theory, 
'where Princes are his enemies, as many professedly are, and all may be, even those of his 
29 This assertion highlights the difficulty in Sommerville's argument about the basis of the deposing 
pwer (discussed above, Introduction, section I). Caron seems to have thought that if the source of 
royal authority was popular, then there might be a popular deposing power; and if the pope was the 
source of royal authority, then there might be a papal deposing power. Caron held that neither 
account of the origins of royal govemment was conect, and that neither deposing power existed. But 
his analysis reminds us that the arguments for the popular and the papal deposing powers were 
distinct, despite Sommerville's conflation of the two. · 
30 Walsh, Controversial Letters, 2"d pp. 10/ 1. 
3 1 !bid, 3'd p. 17. 
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own Communion'. The suggestion that the pope could decide when to withdraw royal 
power from a king 'comes so near that universal Temporal Monarchy which some have 
attributed to him, that I do not think, that any of his Adversaries will admit it, or that his 
friends will know how to maintain it' .32 
The third way of dealing with the idea of the popular origins of sovereignty was to say that 
'the People' alienated sovereignty forever, 'and this is pretty well, and renders the 
Govemmenf stable, and the Govemours secure'. Walsh's preferred account of royal 
government, however, was to limit the role of the people to electing their king and to 'make 
the Prince's power flow immediately from God, and so make it Sacred, and exclude both the 
Pope and People, and all, but God himself from meddling with it' .33 This approach was 
essentially the same as that adopted by those who defended the Oath of Allegiance, whether 
protestant or Catholic. It was also the same as the position of most Gallican writers.34 
The invalidity of the distinction between the direct and indirect power of the pope in 
temporals and the divine origins of royal authority were the ~tjor the Valesian restriction 
of the spiritual authority's powers to purely spiritual matters. Walsh claimed that the 
original commission to Peter had clearly not included the deposing power in any form. Peter 
had been 'commissionated to teach, to baptize, to feed the Flock, to confirm his Brethren; we 
find the Keys of Heaven promis'd and given to him, and what those Keys signifie we find 
there declared to be this, that what he should bind or loose on Earth should be bound or 
loos' d in Heaven. But of deposing Kings, or disposing of Kingdoms, we read no word ' . 
Therefore, he concluded, the papal 'Commission extends only to Spirituals' .35 Elsewhere, he 
acknowledged that the church could exercise some form of temporal power: 'there is a 
coactive power human and corporal (and civil too, if you please) in the Christian Church as a 
pure Christian Church'. But this power was subordinate 'to the higher humane and corporal 
powers of supream temporal Princes'. He did not define what power the church as a church 
had in temporals, but he was probably describing its power to promote or discipline its 
members. Such rights were in practice allowed to local churches in most states. This 
32 /bid, 3'd p. 18. Walsh's distinction between allowing ' the people' the right to decide when to depose kings and giving this right to the pope again highlights the shortcomings in Sommerville's analysis of the arguments used to defend the papal deposing power: the 'popular origins ' of kingly gove1nment justified popular not papal deposing power. 33 !bid, 3'd p. 18. 
34 See above, Inh·oduction, section 1. 35 Walsh, Controversial Letters, 2nd p. 14. 
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interpretation would explain his view that there was 'a coercive power supream in Christian 
Princes over all Clerks and in all their criminal causes whatsover' .36 
In defining the spiritual powers of the church, Walsh poured scorn on the argument that the 
church had been granted temporal powers. In Some Few Questions Concerning the Oath of 
Allegiance, he claimed that the superiority of the spiritual power did not mean that it could 
use coercion. Instead, it is restricted to the use of 'Spiritual punishments'. He defined these 
as 'suspension from Sacraments, Excommunication'. In answer to the argument that God 
has given the church all the means necessary to achieve its ends and that, therefore, the pope 
can depose and the church use coercion, Walsh asked 'is not Execution of the Magistrates 
Commands, necessary to the end of Government? And is not a competent force necessary to 
that Execution? Why then did our all-foreseeing Saviour not provide for this? Why did he 
not furnish his Supreme Lieutenant with twelve legions of Angels, to overcome the Princes 
of the Earth, that will not obey his Decrees? '37 
But the spiritual power that the church could exercise over kings might be taken to have civil 
implications. Excommunication, for example, was a spiritual rather than a temporal censure. 
But it could also have implications for the temporal status of a government. Could an 
excommunicate government still function in its civil and temporal roles? Or as Caron put it, 
'Can kings in any case be excommunicated civilly; that is deprived not only of the 
sacraments but also of their rule and right of dominion over subjects?' 38 He noted the three 
positions commonly held about the pope's power: first, he is direct monarch of the world, 
and kings hold their power from him and can be deprived of it by him; secondly, kings can 
be punished by the pope temporally but only if they sin spiritually; thirdly, there is no direct 
or indirect power in the pope over kings in temporals. The third position did not mean, 
however, that the pope could not punish kings. Rather, it meant that he could do so but that 
36 Walsh, HVR, p. 379 (sic, for p. 397). See also his Controversial Letters, 4111 p. 10. This identifies 
the powers which princes exercised over the church before the time of Gregory VII. As such, it is 
effectively a list of what might be called 'the civil within the ecclesiastical'. For Cressy's 
development of this idea, see above, chapter 3, sections 3 and 4. 
37 Peter Walsh, Some Few Questions Concerning the Oath of Allegiance, (London, 1674), pp. 15/6. 
38 Caron, Remonstrantia Hibernorum, p. 206: 'Quaestio igitur est; Utrum in ullo casu Reges 
excommunicari possent excommunicatione civili; hoc est, non Sacramentis tantum, sed et Regno 
privari, atque in Subditos dominio jure, et potestate civili?' The question of the results of 
excommunication had h·oubled Christian thinkers for centuries. See above, lnh·oduction, section 3, 
for comments about Marsilius ofPadua's opinions on this issue. Caron refened to Gerson to support 
his position on excommunication. 
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the punishment had to be strictly spiritual with no temporal 'coactive' punishment attending 
the spiritual punishment. In other words, the spiritual excornmunication of kings should not 
have temporal repercussions. Caron defined what the pope could do based on the powers 
claimed by Christ. He explained that the pope's authority was not 'coactive' but 'paternal, 
pastoral and directive'. The pope, he said, feeds his flock 'by word and example, not by 
force or the sword'. 39 Papal power was a power of 'feeding, directing, teaching, but not 
lording it over, or deposing kings'. 40 Thus the pope could claim no power in temporals, 
either directly or indirectly. Caron cited Christ to confirm this position. He asked why 
Christ said 'my kingdom is not of this world'. Was this statement 'simply false, or [did he 
say it] with equivocal mental reservation?' 41 Why, he asked, did the servant of servants 
behave like the lord of lords?42 This restriction of the power of the pope and church in 
temporals was a central part of the Valesians' political theology and informed Walsh's 
arguments for religious toleration. 
39 !bid, p. 207: 'Ostendimus .. . Pontificis Romani potestatem in Christian os dominativam, vel coactivam non esse, sed paternam, pastoralem, ac directivan, qua verba, exemploque non vi vel §cladio pascal, 1 Peh·i 5 ' . 0 !bid, p. 207: ' ... patria potestas [est} ... aut pascendo, dirigendo, docendo, non dominando, vel Reges deponendo, ut Pontificis in Christianos'. 
. 
41 !bid, p. 236: ' ... ill a Christi Pilato facta, Regnum meum non est de hoc mundo, aut simplicterfalsa fuit, aut cum reservatione mentali aequivoca, atque sic Christus fa! sus vel aequivocus erit.' 42 !bid, p. 208: 'Quid si servum servorum, dominantium dominum vidisset?' 
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11. The Valesian rejection of papal and conciliar infallibility 
The Valesian argument about the deposing power and about the powers of the spiritual estate 
in temporals was partly historical. Walsh and Caron maintained that all claims to temporal 
powers on the part of the church or its leaders were novelties. As such, they could not be de 
fide. This element of the argument was bound up with their engagement in the rule of faith 
debates. · Like the Anglo-Gallicans, Walsh and Caron challenged the teaching authority of 
the institutions which had backed the direct or indirect powers of the church in temporals. 
But the Valesians were more willing than most of their English counterparts to address the 
problem of conciliar, as well as papal, teaching authority. They also endorsed a more 
radical, Gallican and particularist model of ecclesiology than the Anglo-Gallicans. Peter 
Talbot, one of Walsh ' s main critics, complained of his similarity to the Blackloists, but also 
realised some of the differences between them when he warned Walsh not to accept their 
arguments.43 The Valesians' understanding of ecclesiology was closely bound up in their 
approach to the teaching authority of general councils. Their historical arguments about the 
deposing power, their attitudes to the teaching authority of the papacy and of general 
councils of the church and their ecclesiology will be examined in turn. 
Walsh and Caron agreed that the deposing power was not part of the original Catholic faith. 
Walsh argued that 'Gregory the VIIth was the first that brought it on the Stage. Till his time 
the Independent Power of Princes was never questioned '. Until this time, princes not only 
had control of 'Civil matters ... but had no small share in Ecclesiastical matters, so far as to 
make Laws concerning them, to invest the Persons duly chosen to Benefices, and confirm 
the Election even of Popes themselves, which was not held valid without their 
approbation' .44 Caron expanded this account of the introduction of the deposing power, 
claiming that Pope Alexander had absolved the emperor's subjects of their fidelity to the 
emperor when he excommunicated him. But Gregory VII went further than this. He 'not 
only excommunicated the Emperor Henry IV, but even tried to uncrown [ decoronare] him'. 
This attempt prompted very serious opposition from 'nearly all the bishops and cardinals of 
43 Talbot, The Friar Disciplined. Talbot was aware of the similarities between Walsh and the 
Blackloists, but also knew that they could not be pushed too far. . At p. 89, he accused Walsh of being 
'half a Blackloist'. Elsewhere, he repeated the comparison. See pp. 52/3, 58, 62 . 44 Walsh, Controversial Letters, 4111 p. 10. 
Germany and France, and several from Italy' .45 Caron also addressed Bellarmine's claim 
that it should be possible to identify the 'first author' of any heresy. If this could not be 
done, the doctrine could not be securely labelled as heresy. Caron claimed that it was 
possible to show that the deposing power qualified as heresy, because 'the first author of the 
deposing of kings [i.e. the deposing power] was Gregory VII'. 46 Walsh also quoted a letter 
which touched on the history of the deposing power and which, he claimed, was written by 
Henry Holden in 1647. The author of the letter laid some of the blame on the shoulders of 
temporal rulers themselves. He suggested that several kings and princes were so moved by 
their 'great piety and respect to the See of Rome' that they 'have made them receive their 
Crowns and Diadems from his sacred hands, and cast their Swords and Scepters at his 
Saintly feet. Others have made use of the Pope's swaying power to settle themselves in their 
usurped Monarchies and Princedoms' .47 
General councils also appeared to have endorsed the deposing power. Walsh held that the 
deposing power had been accepted at the 'Council of Lateran', presumably the fourth 
Lateran Council.48 He also noted that defenders of the deposing power pointed to the 
'Councils of Lateran and Lyons' .49 This meant that he had to address the question not just of 
papal teaching authority but also of the teaching authority of general councils. Caron was in 
a slightly easier situation: he did not stress the role of general councils in supporting the 
deposing power and consequently was able to present more mainstream theories of teaching 
authority and of ecclesiology, generally in line with Gallican norms. Walsh and Caron had 
to criticise papalist accounts of the pope's teaching authority in order to defend the 
Remonstrance. Their alternative loci of magisterium were similar to those developed by the 
Blackloists. But whereas the Blackloists claimed that Tradition was not dependent on the 
transcendent intervention of the Holy Spirit, the Valesians' understanding of Tradition was 
more mainstream. 50 
45 Caron, Remonstrantia Hibernorum, p. 89: 'Deinde dum Gregorius VII Henricum IV Imperatorem, non tantum, instar Alexandri, excommunicaret, sed et decoronare contendere!, omnes pene Germaniae, Galliae, et plures Italiae Episcopi ac Cardinales insurrexerunt, eique in faciem restiterunt.' 
46 !bid, p. 229: ' ... cum Regum deponendorum author prim us fuerit Gregorius VII, dogma tunc novum, Reges a Pontificibus deponi posse. ' 47 Walsh, HVR, p. 525 . 48 Walsh, Some few questions concerning the Oath of Allegiance, p. 14. 49 Walsh, Answer to Three Treatises, 1st p. 36. 50 See above, chapter 4, sections 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
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The link between the deposing power and papal teaching authority and infallibility was 
clearly perceived both by the Valesians and by protestant critics of the 'loyalist' Catholics in 
Ireland and England. Caron identified two issues, among others, which had become 
widespread and threatened to deceive the simple and bring the church into 'odium and 
contempt'. The issues were the deposing power and papal infallibility. 51 He later explained 
that several beliefs had gained credence because of the pope's claim that he was infallible: 
that kings could sometimes be deposed by popes; that subjects could be relieved of their civil 
obedience; that the canons of the church could be reversed or changed; that general councils 
were beneath the pope; that the pope himself could be infallible outside a general council. 52 
Walsh likewise stressed that the question of the pope's infallibility 'lies at the bottom of all 
these kind of discourses'. Papal infallibility, he argued, was 'a new Rule of Faith, and that 
even to the abetters, Incertain; in the judgment of others, False'. It was important because 'if 
the Pope may be mistaken, there is no necessity that every body should be oblig'd to be 
mistaken for company'. The Valesians were forced to address the infallibility of popes 
because of the papal breves issued against the Oath of Allegiance. 53 
In his 'Particular Test for Priests', Walsh explicitly rejected papal infallibility. He suggested 
that priests should be obliged to swear that they rejected the doctrine 'that the Pope is 
infallible in defining Questions or Controversys of Faith' .54 He also criticised papal 
infallibility when he replied to a treatise published, though not written, by Stillingfleet on the 
respect due to the pope's commands. The Catholic author of the treatise had maintained that 
'the Popes Breves do not make the Oath unlawful, but only declare it to be so'. Walsh 
responded by arguing that if the papal statements were merely declarative, then it was 
51 Caron, Remonstrantia Hibernorum, Ad Lectorem: 'Quapropter non dubitamus quin maleferiati 
plures animi tales, solitisque passionibus, velut muliercularum volubilitate abrepti, schismaticos nos, 
haereticos, vel daemonium habentes, sint declamaturi, quibus ut obviemus, neque de caetero fide van a 
Christianos in summum religionis damnum seducant, falsaque pro veris divendant, aut potestatem 
Regum deponendomm, Pontificis Infallibilitatem, et similia quae in Scholis aguntur, inter articulos 
Credendorum reponant, ideo Opus hoc conscripsimus, quoniam (ut ait Hilm·ius) istorum 
adulationibus in transversum rapiuntur Simpliciorum aw·es, indeque Religio in odium decurrit et 
contemptum.' 
52 !bid, p. 50: 'Ubi e1go adulatoria ilia Nova to rum fides, qua ex infallibilitate Pontificis Rom. credunt 
(ut aiunt) Reges aliquando a Pontificibus deponi posse; Subditos ab obedientia civili absolvi; 
Ecclesiae Canones inverti vel mutari; Concilia generalia Pontifici subesse; aut Pontificem ipsum 
extra Concilium infallibilem esse.' 
53 Walsh, Answer to Three Treatises, 3'ct p . 25. 
54 For the identification of Walsh as the author of the 'Particular Test for Priests', and for some 
suggestions about the possible implications ofWalsh's relationship with John Locke, see Appendix B. 
For the full text of the 'Particular Test for Priests', see Appendix C. 
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because of the unlawfulness of the Oath and not because of the pope's declaration that it 
would be unlawful to take it. But if it was because of the papal breves that it was unlawful to 
take the Oath, this would mean that the pope had the authority to make something which was 
lawful, unlawful. Walsh then maintained that the most important question was whether the 
Oath was lawful or not, irrespective of the papal breves. The pope's authority in his 
declarations about the Oath could be judged in the light of a decision about the Oath itself. 
Walsh suggested that 'this Topick intrenches a little too much on the Reverence we owe the 
Pope. If no" Unlawfulness can be shewn in the Oath, independent of his Breves, he is 
manifestly expos'd to the aspersion of forbidding us lawful things' .55 The Oath was 
therefore to be judged against a rule of faith other than the pope's teaching authority, 'since 
matters evidently are what they are, whatsoever be declared concerning them' .56 
The pope's commands had to be judged and if they were found wanting, they had to be 
disobeyed. The pope, Walsh asserted, should not be obeyed by Catholics as a member of a 
religious order should obey his superior. Rather, Catholics should 'obey him as a 
Magistrate, whose Commands, unless they come to them in a legal way, they neither do, nor 
are bound to take notice of .57 The Valesians therefore had to expound a rule of faith which 
could be the basis for judging the Oath, the Remonstrance and the pope. Walsh also had to 
find a way to judge general councils. 
In debates precipitated by the Oath of Allegiance and the Remonstrance, the pope's opinions 
were to be judged according to Tradition: if the pope did not proceed according to Tradition, 
his statements and commands were themselves not lawful. In his Loyalty Asserted, Caron 
argued that 'it will manifestly appear by the authority and tradition of the universal Church 
(testified by the hands of so many Fathers, Councels and Divines) that since the 
establishment of Gods Churqh on earth, it was never in the Popes power to depose Kings; 
and by consequence not to discharge any person from his Loyalty and Obedience to his 
Soveraign, or give Subjects freedome, as a cloak of malice' .58 He protested that the 
defenders of the Remonstrance detested all novelties of faith and desired that the ancient 
55 Walsh, Answer to Three Treatises, 3'd p. 5. 
56 /bid, 3 rd pp. 10/1. 
57 !bid, 3'd p. 11. Given that the Queries and the Remonstrance stressed the need for the monarch to 
act according to the law, it would seem that the Valesian suggestion that kings should always be 
obeyed was qualified. Walsh did not expand on this problem; nor did he explain who had the 
authority to decide whether the king was always acting according to the law or not. 
H d Caron, Loyalty Asserted, 'To the rea er' . 
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religion should be preserved and no innovations brought in.59 Caron endorsed one of the 
standard yardsticks for religious truth, used by the Blackloists as well as other Catholics 
from papalist as well as anti-papalist backgrounds: 'the power of the Roman pope to depose 
kings directly or indirectly, to use weapons, to incite war or to command it, has not been 
believed always, everywhere and by everyone. Therefore, the Roman pope's ability to 
depose kings directly or indirectly was never Catholic, nor an article of faith' .60 This 
reference to Vincent of Lerins placed Caron within the mainstream of Catholic tradition; but 
like the Blackloists and the Gallicans, he used the rule to argue against papalist claims. 
Walsh similarly attacked papal pretensions on the basis of Tradition. He argued that a 
distinction had to be drawn between 'what the Pope has Commanded, and what he meant by 
the words in which he has exprest his commands' and 'what power he has to command, and 
how far that reaches'. Lawyers, he claimed, could discuss the former; but the latter belonged 
to theologians and philosophers. He argued that 'Tradition is her [the Church's] known 
method, by which she pretends to the Authority of Christ'. Those who defended papalist 
claims, including popes themselves, spoke 'not from Faith, but Reason or Passion'. 
Therefore, their beliefs could not be attributed to the church as a whole.61 
But whereas Caron directed his remarks primarily at papal infallibility, Walsh also tackled 
the issue of conciliar endorsement of the deposing power in his radical approach to 
ecclesiology. In doing this, he considered the relationship between the visible church and its 
constituent parts more fully than did, for example, the Blackloists. In 1678, he argued that 
'since the Church is a Congregation of Faithful, and Faithful are men ... the Church may 
signify either the Faithful, or the men'. Even if all the 'men' in the church at some time 
accepted the papal deposing power, 'if he [the author of a treatise said to have been written 
by a Jesuit] will infer from this supposition, the Church held it, the word Church, to make his 
inference true, must be taken materially, in the latter sence. Otherwise, according to the 
Catholick method, the men of the Church bear not the denomination of a Church, but where 
they hold from Christ, un-intenupted Tradition. And till he make it appear they hold his 
59 Caron, Remonstrantia Hibernorum, 'Ad Lectorem': 'protestamur in primis, nos, omnes Fidei 
novitiates, non minus quam Lybiae Monstra abhorrere: Antiqua servari cupimus, nihil innovari'. 
60 !bid, p. 228: 'Atqui Pontificem Romanum posse unquam directe vel indirecte Reges deponere, arma 
movere, bellum in dicere, vel mandare, nee semper, nee ubique, nee ab omnibus creditum fuit. Ergo 
Po11tijicem Ram. posse unquam directe vel indirecte Reges 11011 deponere etc Catholicum 11011 fuit, 
fideive articulus.' 
61 Walsh, Controversial Letters, 1st pp. 32-4. 
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doctrine in this manner, they may hold it as long as they will, and as many as they will, and 
not hold it as Faithful, but as Scholars, or how you will' .62 This is the same distinction 
which White, Sergeant and Holden described; but whereas they usually only allowed that 
individuals or constituent parts of the church could adopt false beliefs, Walsh applied the 
distinction on a bigger scale to all the members of the church.63 It therefore provided a 
defence against the argument that general councils have suppotied the deposing power and 
that therefore it must be part of Catholic faith. 
That councils had supported the deposing power made any denial of its status as an article of 
faith difficult. Stillingfleet, attacking John Gother, argued that Gather's rejection of the 
deposing power was not enough to show that it was not of faith when several councils had 
supported it. He asked Gother 'whose judgment are we to take in this Matter, according to 
the Principles of the Church? A private Man's, of no Name, no Authority, or of those Popes 
and Councils who have declared it and acted by it?' 64 
Walsh's approach to this problem involved an elaboration of the interdependence of the three 
concepts central to his understanding of authority: Tradition, faith and the church. In 1673, 
he attempted to clarify the relationship between these concepts: 'For since Faith is that by 
which she is a Church, and Tradition that by which she comes to Faith, people must engage 
Faith if they will engage the Church, and Tradition if they will engage her Faith. Wherefore 
whoever goes about to prove anything otherwise than by Tradition, uses not the method to 
come to Faith, I mean the method approved by our Church, and his conclusion, whether true 
or false, neither reaches Faith, nor aims at it, and by consequence cannot belong to the 
62 Walsh, Answer to Three Treatises, 1678, 1st p. 34. 
63 See above, chapter 4, sections 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
64 Edward Stillingfleet, The Doctrines and Practices of the Church of Rome Truly Represented; In 
Answer to a Book intituled, A Papist Misrepresented, and Represented etc., (London, 1686), p. 11. 
Stillingfleet also argued that orthodox Catholics could not reject the papal deposing power. He 
maintained that 'whatever P. W. and his Brethren think of this Deposing Power . . . they are so far from 
being Catholics that deny it, that, iri one word, they are Hereticks, damnable Henrician Hereticks' 
(Edward Stillingfleet, The Jesuits Loyalty, (London, 1677), p.29). As Walsh suggested, he was 
referring to the Emperor Hemy IV, deposed by Gregory VII (Walsh, Answer to Three Treatises, pp. 
9/10). But Walsh had suggested grounds on which to say that Hemy IV was not a heretic, but 
Gregory VII was. In the same way, he dismissed the statements of the Lateran Council which 
appeared to suggest that the deposing power was 'of faith' (Walsh, Some Few Questions Concerning 
the Oath of Allegiance, p.14). He claimed that Tradition provided the means to answer Stillingfleet. 
Digby, White, Holden and Sergeant had begun to suggest this approach, which Gother would later 
endorse. 
Church or Congregation of the Faithful. ' 65 No matter who says that a particular teaching is 
true, the crucial issue is whether they say it in accordance with Tradition properly defined. 
As Gother would later repeat, Walsh also argued that there was a significant difference 
between conciliar statements about faith and about other matters. In his Answer to three 
treatises, he laid down the conditions which a gathering of churchmen had to meet before its 
decisions could be accepted as authoritative. Leaving aside the question of the membership 
of such a gathering, he considered the areas in which such a gathering could be competent. 
He pointed out that most people believed 'from the providence of God, that Councils be 
exempt from error in Faith, and manners flowing from it; but not in other things'. In other 
words, 'where Faith is excluded, no infallibility is believed'. He then applied his 
understanding of faith to show that councils could make supposedly infallible statements 
purporting to be about faith which were neither infallible nor about faith. He claimed that 
'when Councils leave off their proper work Defining or declaring to Posterity the Faith 
receiv'd from their Ancestors and fall to discoursing, or rather acting on discourses formerly 
made ... they are not in strict formality, Councils'. Therefore, their statements are not true 
conciliar statements and whatever infallibility is attributed to general councils is irrelevant. 
Normally, theologians argued against the authority of general councils by criticising their 
membership and saying it was not 'general'. Walsh effectively argued that any given 
council might or might not have been 'general' but could still err in matters of faith when not 
proceeding 'faithfully' .66 
Walsh's understanding of ecclesiology stressed the representative nature of general councils 
in such a way as to qualify their independent teaching authority. In his Valesius ad 
Haroldum (1672), he claimed that many 'doctors of the Church of Rome herself denied that 
the pope was infallible, maintained that he was subject to general councils and even held that 
conciliar decrees were not to be regarded as infallible until they had been received and 
approved by the whole universal church.67 Walsh maintained that papal and conciliar 
65 Walsh, Controversial Letters, 1 '1 p. 34. 66 Walsh, Answer to Three Treatises, 1 ' 1 p. 21/2. 67 Walsh, Valesius ad Haroldum, pp. 24/5 (sic for 26/7): 'Nee tamen aut idcirco aut intere Valesius ullo modo ignorabat, inter Doctores illos Romanae ipsius Ecclesiae plurimos tum antiquiores tum recentiores, qui Pontificis Maximi non modo infallibilitatem quamcunque negant, sed Concilio Oecumenico plenariam ejus subjectionem docent, nonnullos eosque celeberrimos reperiri, qui Conciliorum etiam ipsorum quorumcumque Oecumenicorum decretis, et vel ipsis aio fidei canonibus 
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decrees both had to be accepted by the whole church, the congregation of the faithful, if they 
were to be regarded as commanding obedience. He argued that most divines, even if they 
accepted 'the unqualified Supremacy and Infallibility' of the pope, would nevertheless argue 
against 'any obligation or tie of Conscience on the Faithful to obey his Canons, Bulls, or 
even Decretals, but where they are both promulgated and receiv'd; or ... freely submitted 
unto by the Faithful of the respective National or Provincial Churches, Kingdoms, States 
etc.'. He claimed that 'much greater numbers of divines' are 'against both his Infallibility 
and Supremacy' than in their favour. Such people cannot believe that papal decrees should 
be followed because of papal authority, 'for they are manifestly for paying only such 
Obedience to the Pope as the Canons receiv'd by the respective Churches, and as so receiv'd 
by them, do require' .68 If the rule of faith was Tradition, for Walsh, the way to test it was by 
gauging the reception of a doctrine. On this point he seems to contradict himself: he also 
maintained that even if at any given time in history all people had accepted the deposing 
power, this would not mean that it was of faith. But he seems not to have been aware of this 
difficulty. 
He made the same distinction between the 'universal represented Church ... spread through 
the whole world' and the councils which represented them in his later Four letters on several 
subjects, published in 1686. Here, he argued against the suggestion that 'General Councils 
are absolutely Infallible, and all their Decrees whatsoever to be necessarily obey'd, as such, 
by all the Faithful'. This time he gave a list of the doctors of the church who supported his 
view that general councils were not infallible. The list of 'great and Catholick Doctors even 
of later dayes', was headed by Augustine, who had said that 'one Plenary Council of the 
whole Earth, may be conected afterwards by such another that sees more, Quando apparuit 
quod latebat' . He argued that these doctors taught that 'Definitions of Faith, require the 
previous reception, and consequently, the approbation of them by the great Diffusive Body 
of the Represented Churches themselves: which will then appear to us when we do not hear 
nullam prorsus infallibilitatem absolute, sive simpliciter dictam tribuunt, nisi in quantum ab Ecclesia Representata universali, sive ab ipsa per totum Orbem diffusa receptis approbatisque.' 68 Peter Walsh, Four Letters on Several Subjects, (n. p., 1686), p. 306. In supp011 of his position, he 
referred to 'Driedo, Major, Agelus, Amilla, Covanuvias, Felinus, Cash·o, Emmanuel Sa Fumus, Valentia Emmanuel Rodrigues, Reginaldus; and commonly the civilians and Canonists too; as you 
may see them quoted partly by Suarez ... who follows them in the same doch·ine'. 
of any pub lick Dissent or Opposition to them by any considerable part of the same dispersed 
Churches' .69 Without this, no teaching, even of a general council, could be de fide. 
The fallibility of general councils is, then, made more explicit by Walsh than by the 
Blackloists. Walsh noted with approval that 'those Great Doctors do, in effect, place the 
absolute Infallibility of the Militant Church, not in her Councils, nor any Representatives, 
but in the Represented Universality itself. In a sense, this position was just an extension of 
the relatively conservative position described by Caron in the early 1650s, when he said that 
bulls and decrees - in this case, the Tridentine decrees - were not binding in countries where 
they had not been received. 7° Caron also accepted the infallibility of the visible church in a 
work published in 1660, though he did not explain how this infallibility was to be 
understood. 71 But Walsh implied that conciliar decrees are not binding in any country, if 
they have met major opposition anywhere. 72 
Walsh stressed the authority of the 'universal', 'diffusive' and 'represented' church 
composed of the various national churches which could veto the teachings of the papacy or 
of general councils. He also held that there was a 'particular Church of Rome' . This could 
be distinguished from the Roman Catholic Church. Its teachings were not identical with 
those of the Roman Catholic Church, nor did the members of the one have to be members of 
the other: indeed, most of them were not. Walsh maintained that 'the very particular Church 
of Rome itself had opposed particular conciliar decrees. This showed that other local 
churches had the right to do so as well. It also showed that the teachings of the Church of 
Rome were not necessarily those of the Roman Catholic Church. 73 This idea corresponded 
to Walsh's belief that the papal deposing power was a novel teaching introduced by a fallible 
pope, Gregory VII, and not accepted by the Catholic Church which, properly defined, 
consisted of all the national churches and was the congregation of the faithful. He regarded 
69 Walsh, Four Letters, pp. 311/2. He also referred to the 'doctrine ofPanormitan, Gerson, Waldensis, Cameracensis, Nicolaus de Clemangis, Mirandula, Silvester, Corduba, Horatius, Celotius, and other 
Catholick Doctors quoted by Franciscus a Santa Clara in several places of his Systema Fidei, 
especially cap. 20, who on the very point have declar'd against the absolute Infallibility of Councils, 
even in their very Definitions ofFaith' . 7
° Caron, Apostolatus Missionariorum, pp. 64/5. 71 Caron, Controversiae Generales Fidei, p. 13 : 'Nos ergo Ecclesiam hanc visibilem et infallibilem, 
cuius nimirum vocem ac sententiam audire, cuius authoritatem in rebus fidei infallibilem admittere 
oporteat, Iudicem nostrum agnoscimus.' 72 Walsh, Letter to the Catholicks, in HVR, p. xxxi. 73 Walsh, Four Letters, pp. 313/4. 
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the 'particular Church of Rome' or, at least, its leaders, as teaching a severely corrupted form 
of Catholicism. He even went so far as to tell the 'Catholics of England, Ireland and 
Scotland' that they derived their faith 'from that of Old Rome'. 74 Their beliefs were purer 
than those of the modem 'very particular Church of Rome'. 
Walsh's approach to ecclesiology was idiosyncratic but justified his rejection of teachings 
which caused problems for Catholics in England and Ireland. Caron's approach to the rule 
of faith debate also allowed him to question papal teachings on various issues, notably the 
relationship between the temporal and spiritual spheres. But he did not challenge conciliar 
authority or the relationship between Rome and the rest of the Catholic Church as 
extensively as Walsh. The restriction of the authority of the spiritual estate to spiritual 
matters, on the basis of a rule of faith which challenged infallibility in councils and popes, 
was a central component in the Valesian position on religious toleration. This can now be 
examined. 
74 Walsh, Letter to the Catholicks, reprinted in HVR, p. xxii. 
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Ill. The Valesians' attitudes towards religious toleration 
Irish Gallicanism naturally inclined towards some measure of principled tolerationism. It 
was inspired by the model of the Gallican Church itself, which accepted qualified 
denominational toleration in these decades. Irish Gallicanism also argued against the 
assumption by the church of powers in temporals, and it did this in a country ruled by 
protestants. · Consequently, it was almost inevitable that its proponents would argue against 
the assumption by the temporal authorities of powers in spirituals: this would provide a 
safeguard against persecution. If the temporal and the spiritual powers were separated there 
would automatically be some degree of religious toleration. In addition, an anti-papalist rule 
of faith challenged one of the bases for religious persecution, namely the church's belief in 
its infallible teaching authority as manifested in the pope. 75 
The Valesians, however, did not present a united front on this issue: their writings were not 
consistent with each other; they did not always accept the logical consequences of their 
positions; and they confused their arguments by adjusting their rhetoric to their different 
audiences. 76 Caron ' s writings in the 1650s were less committed to religious toleration than 
Walsh ' s later position; and even Walsh qualified his tolerant principles. Their arguments for 
religious toleration were, to a considerable extent, pragmatic and based on an acceptance of 
denominational pluralism. In these respects, they adjusted the positions identified in the 
Blackloist writings, but did not develop the conclusions accepted by Austin and Cressy. 
Caron's early position and the pragmatic arguments for religious toleration will be 
considered before Walsh's more principled approach to the topic is discussed. 
In the early 1650s, Caron argued that denominational and religious pluralism should be 
opposed, but was cautious about the means which should be employed to this end. In his 
Apostolatus Missionariorum, he discussed the church's relationships with heretics and 
infidels. He considered the role of the prince in protecting the faith and the church in 
different states. He asked 'if, how, and by what title, a Catholic prince is bound to preserve 
75 This point was developed most clearly by John Austin. See above, chapter 4, section 5. 
76 For example, in his Advocate of Conscience Liberty, (n. p., 1674), Walsh adopted the persona of a 
protestant, as Austin had done in his Th e Christian Moderator. 
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the faith of Christ in his realm? Or to expel heretics if they are not converted?'77 He 
concluded that a Catholic prince could legitimately apply pressure to his infidel subjects to 
make them convert. But he could only do so 'indirectly and using restricted means, that is, 
so that they are either converted or punished with fines or exile'. This approach meant that 
the magistrate could use his authority to achieve spiritual ends even if he could not employ 
. 78 
sangumary means. 
Caron also set out grounds upon which the pope could sanction, and princes pursue, the use 
of force against other princes' heretic and even infidel subjects. He endorsed the standard 
distinction between heretics who have rebelled against the church and infidels 'who are not 
subject to the church or to any Catholic prince, like the Mahometans, pagans and other 
people who have not been baptised'. 79 He held that princes could intervene against infidel 
foreign subjects 'by punishing, castigating or forcing them' .80 Heretics had been subject to 
the church because of baptism but had rebelled against it. The church could therefore punish 
them. 81 Infidels, however, had never been subject to the church and 'cannot be punished by 
her, unless they impede the right of the church or disturb her . . . or unless they are the 
subjects of some Catholic princes, as the Jews in Rome and Germany are, and so because of 
their infidelity [to their temporal sovereign not the church] can be expelled or fined by their 
princes' .82 This description repeats a rule which Caron established earlier in the work that 
despite the arguments of Augustine and Cyprian, princes could invade other countries or use 
77 Caron, Apostolatus Missionariorum, p. 40 : 'An: quomodo: et quo titulo teneatur princeps 
Catholicus fidem Christi in suo regno conservare? Aut haereticos, nisi convertantur expellere?' 
78 !bid, p. 40: 'Licet infideles et haeretici non possent absolute, directe, ac vi ad fidem cogi vel 
Baptismum; princeps tamen Catholicus potest licite in suo regno (imo et tenetur si commode poseet) 
omnes suos subditos infideles indirecte et disiunctive cogere, id est, ut vel convertantur, velmulctis 
aut exilio plectantur.' 
79 !bid, p. 46: 'haeretici et Schismatici respectu Ecclesiae ... [et ii qui] nee Ecclesiae, nee ulli principi 
Catholico subiiciuntur, ut sunt Mahometani, Barbari, et similes non baptisati.' The 'Bm·bari' might 
be intended to refer to north Africans, the inhabitants of the Barbary Coast. 
80 !bid, p. 46: 'Potest quicunque princeps ea omnia in subditos alienos exercere, puniendo, 
castigando, cogendo etc .. ' 
81 !bid, p. 51: 'Pontifici Romano licet, omnibus haereticis per se vel suos principes filios, helium 
indicere ob solam Haeresem. Ratio, quia Ecclesiae sunt eo ipso rebelles.' 
82 !bid, p. 51: 'Haereticos omnes et Schismaticos, Ecclesiae per Baptismum subiici: adeoque ab 
Ecc!esia, contra quam semper rebel/ant, puniri posse: infideles vero non baptisatos, Ecclesiae non 
subiici, adeoque, nee ab illa puniri posse, nisi ius Ecclesiae impediant vel deturbent ut supra, vel nisi 
alicuius principis Catholici subditi essent, ut tales ratione infidelitatis a suis principibus expelli 
possunt velmulctari.' 
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force against infidel foreign subjects only if those infidel foreigners were impeding the work 
of the church in preaching the Gospel. 83 
Caron also accepted some principles in favour of liberty of conscience and toleration. He 
maintained that 'infidels and heretics could not be compelled to accept the faith or baptism 
absolutely, directly and by force'. 84 This was because 'faith ought to be absolutely free'. 85 
Although he modified the more extreme positions which were maintained by some during 
this period, Caron's position in the early 1650s was, then, largely traditional. Aquinas, for 
example, had expressed similar views. He had argued that people who have never accepted 
the faith should not be forced to believe 'for faith is a matter of the will'. But 'appropriate 
force may be used by the faithful to prevent them from interfering with the faith through 
blasphemy, or evil inducements, or open persecution'. Heretics, by contrast, had subjected 
themselves to the church and could be punished by her, or on her behalf, if they rebelled 
against her. 86 Aquinas, however, unlike Caron, did expect sanguinary punishments to be 
applied if heretics refused to accept correction.87 Like all Catholic theologians of the early 
modem period, Caron knew Aquinas' work well. He was probably directly inspired by it on 
83 !bid, pp. 46-9: 'Non potest Papa vel Princeps Catholicus, infideles non baptisatos nee subditos, 
punire, nisi in uno casu quo promulgationem Evangelii in suis ten·is impedirent, aut positivam 
iniuriam Christi Ecclesiae, vel Catholicis irrogarent .. . Quia tamen Pontifex Romanus lege divina, et 
vi officii ius habet Praedicandi Evangelium omni Creaturi, ideo quemcunque ius hoc impedientem, 
per se vel suos, iuste poterit invadere et pun ire. Nee aliter pontifices, principes haereticos deponent, 
vel infideles, quam pro defensione iuris suis [sic, for sui], aggressorem aggrediendo ... lnfideles istos 
extraneos non posse cogi, ut Evangelium audiant vel credant, modo non impediant .. . ludaei autem 
Romae compelluntur audire, quia subiiciuntur Romano Pontifici tanquam Dominio temporali ... 
Probabilius est infideles istos non posse a principe extraneo puniri vel invadi, ex eo quod .. . nisi 
Evangeli promulgationi resistant.' 
84 !bid, p. 40: 'Licet infideles et haeretici non possent absolute, directe, ac vi ad fidem cogi vel 
Baptismum; princeps tamen Catholicus potest licite in suo regno, (imo et tenetur si commode posset) 
omnes suos subditos infideles indirecte et disiunctive cogere, id est, ut vel convertantur, velmulctis 
aut exilio plectantur.' 
85 !bid, p. 40: 'Quod non possent directe cogi pat et: quia fides debet esse absolute libera.' 86 Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologica, II.II, Quaest. X, Art. VIII: 'Respondeo dicendum quod 
infidelium quid am sunt qui nunquam susceperunt fidem, sicut gentiles et Judaei; et tales nullo modo 
sunt ad fidem compellendi ut ipsi credant, quia credere voluntatis est; sunt tamen compellendi a fidelibus, si adsit facultas, ut fidem non impediant vel blasphemies, vel malis persuasionibus, vel 
etiam apertis persecutionibus .. . Alii vera sunt infideles qui quandoque fidem susceperunt, et eam 
profitentur, sicut haeretici, et quicumque apostatae; et tales sunt etiam c01poraliter compellendi, ut 
impleant quod promiserunt, et teneant quod semel susceperunt.' These positions were endorsed by 
the Council of Trent. The translation I have used is from Paul E. Sigmund (ed. and h·ans.), St Thomas 
Aquinas on Politics and Ethics, (New York, 1988), pp. 61- 3. 
87 Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologica, II.II, Quaest. XI, Art·. Ill: 'Ex parte quidem ipsorum 
[hereticorum} est peccatum, per quod meruerunt non so/tun ab Ecclesia per excommunicationem 
separari, sed etiam per mortem a m undo excludi.' 
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occasions.88 The fact that he rejected the sanguinary punishment of heretics even in his 
relatively papalist work is, therefore, significant. His arguments also raise several questions 
about the status of England and Ireland: is the English and Irish ruler to be regarded as a 
heretic or as an infidel? If the latter, is he regarded as seriously damaging the church and the 
faith? Whether Cromwell, the members of the government or, later, Charles II, counted as 
infidels or as heretics, Caron's arguments provided grounds on which military action by 
outside governments could be justified for religious reasons. 
Nevertheless, even in his early writings, Caron accepted that religious pluralism might have 
to be accepted because of sheer pragmatism. He said that infidels and heretics should not be 
allowed to have dominion over Catholics 'if it might conveniently be prevented'. It is not 
clear under what circumstances force might be used against infidel or heretic rulers, or 
potential rulers, of Catholics. But he stated explicitly that such force could be used: 
'whereas in ancient times [heretics and infidels] were not deprived of dominion for the sake 
of their infidelity alone, now they may be deprived'. 89 His comments on this topic, however, 
imply that there are circumstances under which infidels and heretics must be allowed to 
wield dominion over Catholics. This acceptance was, presumably, a justification of the 
principle cuius regia, eius religio, which had already been effectively accepted by the 
Catholic Church. But he also conceded that although princes could never 'positively 
approve, concede or consent to liberty for false religion or to the free exercise of false as 
well as true religion, they can suffer and permit such liberty out of necessity' .90 
Caron addressed another issue of relevance to the Oath of Allegiance controversy. He held 
that faith had to be kept with heretics on any matter that was lawful in itself.91 He even 
maintained that if a prince was forced 'by public and just necessity' to grant 'liberty of 
88 Caron did not write a work of systematic theology on the scale of Aquinas' Summa contra Gentiles 
or Summa theologica, but his defences of Catholic theology and his handbook discussion of the role of 
missions and of missionaries were probably inspired directly by Aquinas. He discussed a range of 
issues, including, for example, the forcible baptism of the children of infidels or heretics, that had also 
been considered by Aquinas (Apostolatus Missionariorum, p. 58; Summa theologica, II.II, Quaest. X, 
Art. 12). These questions were commonplace debating points, partly because of Aquinas. 89 Caron, Apostolatus Missionariorum, p. 61 : 'Non est permittendum infidelibus vel etiam haereticis ut 
de cetera novum acquirant dominium in Catholicos, si id commode impediri possit: Antiquo tamen 
dominio non sunt ob solam infidelitatem privandi: licet privari possent.' 90 !bid, p. 79: 'Nunquam licet principibus suadere, ut positive approbent, concedant, vel consentiant 
in libertatem religion is falsae, seu in liberum exercitium tam falsae quam verae religion is: licet hanc 
libertatem pati et permittere ex causa possent.' . 91 !bid, p. 76: 'Fides data excommunicationis etiam denunciatis, ante, vel post censuram, de re in se 
licita, obligat.' 
religion', he would be bound by his promise. 92 This suggests that Caron appreciated the 
need for compromise in an age of denominational and religious pluralism: such pluralism 
could be accepted within states as well as between them. Caron's later writings addressed 
the issues of loyalty and the jurisdiction of the spiritual estate, but did not expand on the 
topic of the jurisdiction of the temporal estate or religious toleration. 
Walsh, however, repeated some of Caron's pragmatic observations. He commented on the 
problems experienced by Catholics in protestant countries because of the intolerant attitudes 
of many members of his own church. He argued that if Catholics could assure the king that a 
'Protestant Prince, or State, or Kingdom, or People' could be safe 'with Liberty in the same 
Dominions given to Roman-Catholick Subjects', then they would have taken 'the first 
considerable step to meet half-way the Right Reverend Prelates, and other learned Teachers 
of the Church of England, in order to a happy reconciliation at last of the remaining 
differences'. He held that they could then hope for 'all that ease, relaxation, indulgence, 
peace, kindness, love which by any man dissenting, yet in so many other points from the 
Religion established by Law can be in reason expected, even a Repeal at least of all the 
Sanguinary and Mulctative Laws'. He accepted that Catholics could not hope for more than 
this 'until God be pleased to bring you nearer them, or them to you, than in meer profession 
(how real, and cordial, and universal, or comprehensive soever) of Allegiance to the King in 
Temporal or Civil Affairs only' .93 These expressions demonstrate Walsh's genuinely 
ecumenical approach to the relationship between the Catholic Church and the established 
Church of England. 
But he acknowledged that protestants had strong reasons not to grant Catholics better 
treatment than they supposed Catholics would be willing to grant them. He suggested to the 
Catholics that 'it will ... seem unreasonable to your selves, to expect that equality with them, 
which they were not to expect of you, if you had the power in your hands, and they were in 
your condition'. He explained why protestants would doubt the tolerance of Catholics: 
'How can they in reason expect so much favour as they now shew us, if they retain any 
memory of former times, and consider the now prevailing Party amongst us, and Papal 
Constitutions even at this present governing that Party, at least in relation to such as are 
92 !bid, p. 80: 'Potest tamen Princeps ex necessitate publica et iusta, quam aliter avertere non potest, 
libertatem religion is permittere: et super tali pennissione, fides facta obligat.' 
93 Walsh, Letter to the Catholicks, reprinted in HVR, pp. xviii/xix. 
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reputed Hereticks or Schismaticks by the Consistory at Rome?' Walsh wanted to distance 
himself from this 'prevailing party'. He wanted the other Catholics of the three kingdoms to 
do the same. They should reject the militant and intolerant approach of the papalists, or 
'Papalins', whom he condemned as 'daily expectants of Mitres, and Titles, and Bulls, and 
Dignities, from that City of Fortune [Rome]' .94 He suggested that protestants might be able 
to help their brethren abroad if they granted Catholics toleration in England.95 
Walsh suggested several other pragmatic reasons the state should grant some measure of 
toleration for different denominations. He quoted a 'great Doctor of our English Church' to 
the effect that the proliferation of protestant sects meant that no 'Church Government ... can 
be accommodated to the content and satisfaction of all: which restraineth a large and almost 
absolute power to the heads of a few Protestant Bishops'. Nor could these bishops hope to 
'compose the affections of the People' by 'Acts of Uniformity' as opposed to 'Liberty of 
Conscience' .96 Toleration would not only help the established Church of England, it would 
also benefit the state: ' ... this severe ungospellary way of proceeding bath been the cause of 
ruin of Trade, impoverishing, and many afflictions of this Nation'. The fear of persecution 
had persuaded many dissenters to leave England and 'by this means the trading stock of the 
Nation is conveyed away' .97 A final purely pragmatic suggestion was that persecution was 
ineffective. Walsh believed that it makes Christians more zealous 'and sometimes draws 
men into leagued Factions: which indulgence and favour would prevent'. Persecution 
strengthened Christians and was the mark of the true church: 'sanguis Martyrum est semen 
Ecclesiae'. The true church would therefore not persecute and would not succeed in 
converting others if it did so.98 
These pragmatic considerations supplemented a principled and largely non-denominational 
case for religious toleration. A case for principled toleration required the restriction not just 
of the spiritual jurisdiction to spiritual matters, but also of the temporal jurisdiction to 
temporal matters. Both these restrictions are present in more than one work by Walsh. In 
the Controversial Letters, he noted that an individual who wielded temporal authority might 
94 Walsh, Letter to the Catholicks, reprinted in HVR, p. xix. 
95 Walsh, Advocate of Conscience Liberty, p. 5. As the full title of his work would suggest, Walsh did 
not draw a clear distinction between between 'liberty of conscience' and 'toleration'. % 
. !bid, p. 26. 
97 !bid, pp. 31/2. 
98 !bid, pp. 33/4. 
aim at 'Eternal happiness, both in the use of his Temporal power, and all the actions he 
does'. But he drew an important distinction about the person of a temporal governor: 'the 
end of the Power is one thing, and the end of Him that has the power another. Wherefore, 
though the Man be subject, his Power is not'. Although the last end of the governor as a man 
may be eternal happiness, 'the last end of [his] Power is Peace, and the quiet security of his 
Subjects, nor is there any other end to which his Power is ordained'. Thus Walsh expressed 
the same sentiment which John Locke later adopted when he argued that 'the business of 
laws is not ·to provide for the truth of opinions, but for the safety and security of the 
commonwealth, and of every particular man's goods and person' .99 
Walsh also limited the jurisdiction of the temporal estate in his Some Few Questions 
Concerning the Oath of Allegiance, as well as in the Advocate of Conscience Liberty. He 
commented that 'a Duty we owe to the Pope, a Duty to the King; both commanded by God, 
both obliging under Sin; yet both confin'd to their proper limits; Too much of the Temporal 
may be ascrib'd to Popes; too much of the Spiritual to King [sic.]: too much may be 
challeng'd by Both: the difficulty is, when either exceeds, who must be Judge: if the cause 
be clearly Temporal, 'tis clearly the King ... if Spiritual, the Pope'. In cases where it is not 
clear whether the issue belongs to the spiritual or the temporal sphere he says that he knows 
'no Judge expressly impower' d to decide so extraordinary a Question, nor can imagin any 
other remedy, than what true Reason, press'd with necessity will extemporally dictate in 
such an occasion' .100 He does not here make a principled case for toleration but he has 
separated the jurisdictions of the spiritual and temporal estates. 
The separation of the temporal and spiritual jurisdictions would result in de facto toleration. 
But Walsh also presented a positive case for the toleration of different denominations. He 
went further than Caron in explaining that the church could or should never use force to 
promote the faith. In his Advocate of Conscience Liberty, as elsewhere, he stated that the 
church had no right to use coercion and that the temporal authorities should not use coercion 
in matters of 'meer religion ' . On the basis of 2 Corinthians 10:4, Walsh noted that 'the 
weapons of Christian warfare are not Carnal but Spiritual'. He quoted several other 
Scriptural texts to support this case, including Matthew 13:30, 'Let both grow together until 
the harvest: and in the time of harvest I will say to the reapers, Gather ye together first the 
99 Walsh, Controversial Letters, 3'd p. 21. 
100 Walsh, Some few Questions concerning the Oath of Allegiance, p. 31. 
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tares, and bind them in bundles to bum them: but gather the wheat into my barn' .101 Walsh 
claimed that 'the Kingdome of Christ is not carried on after the fashion of this World, with 
arms and engines of War, to be erected on the bones and Sepulchres of our Brethren and 
Fathers . .. to make the cause of Religion (as is proved by the experience of this Century) 
descend to the Cruel and inhumane murthering of Princes, butchering of the People, racking 
of Consciences, by Oaths and Sequestrations; surely this is to bring down the Holy Ghost 
instead of likeness of a Dove into the shape of a Vulture or Raven.' 102 Neither the temporal 
nor the spiritual estates should exercise any temporal power in promoting the Christian faith. 
Walsh's objection to persecution ' on the score of Religion' was partly based on the sanctity 
of conscience. In this respect, Walsh's conflation of 'toleration' and 'liberty of conscience' 
is somewhat problematic. He argued that 'Imposition, Violence, and Persecution for matters 
relating to Conscience, directly invades the divine prerogative, for God alone is Lord over 
the Conscience'. But he also implied that liberty of conscience was inevitable: humans 
simply could not grant or refuse it. This was because 'as Solomon saith, no man hath power 
over Conscience'. Nevertheless, he quoted and endorsed Luther to the effect that 'over 
Conscience God alone ruleth'. This meant that magistrates should not impose 'nice and 
doubtful oaths (not having the Conditions required in Scriptures) on the Consciences of men 
and other pressure, and penalties concerning their souls only (of which Christ alone 
challengeth the propriety) is neither lawful nor warrantable: it is God's prerogative to punish 
for Conscience, who hath only propriety in the Soul, and unto whom all must give account, 
in Spiritual things'. In other words, to some extent liberty of conscience is inevitable, but 
humans should not seek to infringe this principle. 103 The sanctity of conscience was 
particularly important because God is 'not pleased with hypocritical and unwilling 
worshippers forced thereto by outward violence' .104 
But Walsh did not envisage either universal toleration of all sects or equality even for the 
mainstream denominations. He called for a toleration which lay between 'too much 
restriction' and 'profane relaxation' . 'True liberty', he suggested, 'is a middle kind of 
101 AV. Quoted by Walsh in Advocate of Conscience Liberty, p. 16. 
102 Walsh, Advocate of Conscience Liberty, pp.l 0/11. 
103 !bid, pp. 112 . Like Austin, Walsh decided to write his main tolerationist work in the persona of a 
protestant. This raises obvious interpretational difficulties. 
104 !bid, p. 9. Walsh 's understanding of conscience highlights the confusion that results when 
historians place too much stress on a distinction between 'toleration' and 'liberty of conscience'. See 
above, Introduction, section 4. 
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equity, indulgency, benignity, betwixt both extreams' .105 He wanted 'such a liberty of 
conscience, as preserves the Nation in Trade, Peace, and Commerce'. He maintained that 
such a society could be upheld as long as its members observed 'those excellent Laws, that 
tend to sober, just and industrious living in a due Christian regulation; consistent with the 
evident Laws of God and quiet Government'. This raised the questions of what these laws 
were and which denominations were compatible with them. He claimed that 'indulging 
Dissenters in the sense defended, is not only, most Christian and rational, but prudent also: 
and confoimable to his Majesties Gracious Declaration' .106 But he also acknowledged the 
difficulty in identifying which groups could be tolerated and which could not. 
Walsh ' s rule for establishing the 'middle' kind of toleration was similar to Locke's. He 
suggested that religious beliefs and practices could be tolerated if they do not threaten to 
'disturbe or impugn the Government established' .107 Like Locke, Walsh added certain 
qualifications to his desired model of toleration. He maintained that 'Toleration or Liberty 
improperly taken and unlimited is neither reasonable nor justifiable' .108 Any belief which 
struck 'at the foundation of Christianity, and openeth a gap to Atheism, Profaneness and 
Blasphemy' should not be tolerated. It would be ' a false Liberty to imagine our Liberty 
consists in speaking or doing what we list, without regard to God or man'. No one should be 
able 'seditiously and factiously, to broach to others any new opinions he pleaseth'. Nor 
should people be able to further their designs 'by any violent, irregular and disorderly ways'. 
He regarded people who might do this as 'vitious'. As such, they were not the same as 
'meer Dissenters ' .109 The particular groups which most wonied him were 'Socinians who 
are enemies to the Blessed Trinity; Atheists who hold Principles destructive to Christianity; 
and those Parties whose Religion forbids subjection, and canies an opposition to civil 
Government; and Commands by Fire, and Sword to erect their new Spiritual Kingdom'. 110 
The nature of the toleration which could be granted even to acceptable dissenters was also 
qualified. Walsh suggested that 'True Christian toleration extends not to matters of an extern 
nature: wherefore Magistrates may use a Coercive hinderance from publick Meetings, 
105 !bid, p. 37. 
106 !bid, p. 38. It is not clear which royal declaration is referred to here. It is possibly the Declaration 
of Breda or the Declaration of January 1663 but it is more likely to be the 1672 Declaration of 
Indulgence. 
107 !bid, pp. 5011 . 
. 108 !bid, p. 54. For his discussion of the limits on toleration, see idem pp. 54- 64. 109 !bid, pp. 57/7 . 
11 0 !bid, pp. 58/9. 
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without impeaching it'. Toleration, then, applied to the conscience and to private worship. 
It did not require that all denominations be equa1. 111 
These qualifications are reminiscent of Locke's refusal to extend toleration to atheists and to 
certain - though not all - types of Catholic. 112 But whereas Locke was moved solely by the 
temporal consideration of the peace of the state, Walsh was concerned to protect the 
foundations of Christianity as well. The qualifications which Walsh would have placed on 
toleration do not sit comfortably with his insistence on the separation between the 
jurisdictions of the temporal and spiritual spheres; nor can they be reconciled easily with his 
professed commitment to unforced religious beliefs. That he was writing as a protestant may 
be partly responsible for the ways in which he qualified his ideal level of toleration. But it is 
equally possible that his instincts prevented him from accepting the logical consequences of 
his other positions. 
The arguments advanced by Caron and Walsh, while defending Bellings' Remonstrance, 
reveal one strand of English and Irish Catholic thinking in this period. They demonstrate the 
relevance and the prevalence of Gallican models of theology and ecclesiology among anti-
papalist and loyalist Catholics. They also show that the same positions could be reached in 
response to papal interference with Catholic governments as were precipitated by a royal and 
protestant attempt to manipulate the Catholics. They suggest the logical transition from a 
Marsilian and anti-papalist ecclesiology and theology to a commitment to some degree of 
religious toleration. They also reflect, however, the reluctance of Catholics to concede too 
much on any matter of dogma: even though the Valesians questioned papal and conciliar 
infallibility, they could not accept the ultimate conclusion of their argument as it would be 
expressed by John Locke, namely that all denominations compatible with civil peace should 
be tolerated. They still judged other denominations in the light of the damage which they 
might do to the church as well as to the state. We can now consider how they might have 
sought to implement their ideas. 
111 !bid, p. 62. But 'when Subjects have expressed a due Regulation in it, then is a King in Capacity to 
shew a God-like benignity and Power in granting the things they ask, as conducing to God 's honour 
and the Peoples Good: nor is it rational to be granted on other terms.' 
112 See below, Appendix B, for a brief suggestion about Locke's comments on the toleration of 
Catholics. 
IV. The Oblatio ex parte Caroli II 
The Oblatio ex parte Cm·oli If illustrates the possibilities of Anglo- Irish Gallican Catholic 
conspiracy in the court of Charles II. It purports to set out the terms upon which Charles II 
would be willing to convert to Roman Catholicism and bring his national church with him. 
Richard Bellings appears to have taken the Oblatio on his mission to Rome in 1662/3, the 
primary purpose of which was to get a cardinal's hat for D'Aubigny. The provenance of the 
document is something of a mystery. In one of the earliest and fairest discussions of the 
Oblatio, Ranke noted that 'it is not perfectly clear how far the King was privy to this scheme, 
and whether he took any steps for carrying it out' . Its association with Bellings' mission to 
Rome, however, has not been challenged. 113 Unfortunately, the Oblatio has also been 
associated with a series of discredited letters purporting to concern a Jesuit son of Charles 
II. 114 This association has potentially resulted in the baby being thrown out with the bath 
113 Leopold von Ranke, A Histmy of England, Principally in the Seventeenth Centwy, 6 vols, (English 
h·ans. , Oxford, 1875), iii, p. 400. The copies of the Oblatio that survive are in Retz's papers at the 
Archives du Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres, Paris: Correspondance Politiques d 'Angletene, vol. 
77, ff. 346-57; vol. 81, ff. 195-211. It is in a section of the collection which relates to Bellings' 
mission to Rome to get a cardinal's hat for Lodovic Stuart, the Sieur D' Aubigny, and appears to have 
been connected with this mission (see, for example, Ruth Clarke, Strangers and Sojourners, 
(Cambridge, 1932), pp. 91-3; Miller, Popel)' and Politics, pp. 44/5; Lord J. E. E. Acton, 'Secret 
History of Charles II', in Historical Essays and Studies, (London, 1907), pp. 85- 122 (first published 
in The Home and Foreign Review, July, 1862), at pp. 95- 7). 
114 This association is noted in three essays which are cenh·al to the historiography of the Oblatio and 
were partly based on a series of forgeries : G. Boero, 'Istoria della Conversione alla Chiesa Cattolica di 
Carlo II', in Civilta Cattolica, serie 5, no. 6 (1863), pp. 385- 396, 697- 713, no. 7, pp. 268-288, 415-
424, 671-684; F. Dumas, 'Charles II, Roi D 'Angleterre et son Fils le P. Jacques Stuart' , in Etudes 
Religieuses, Historiques et Litteraires, vol. V (1864), pp. 31-49, 196-217, 454-473, 598-622, vol. VI 
(1865), pp. 178- 201; Lord Acton, John, 'Secret History of Charles II ' , in Historical Essays and 
Studies, ed. John Neville Figgis and Reginald Vere Laurence, (London, 1907), pp. 85- 122, but first 
published in The Home and Foreign Review, July, 1862. The essays by Acton and Dumas were 
inspired by Boero's essay. Several of the documents used in these essays are demonstrably forged. It 
is possible they were forged in the seventeenth century. Altematively, they may have been created in 
the nineteenth century. This is suggested because the forged letters relating to Jacques de la Cloche 
imply knowledge of secret documents including the Treaty of Dover and the Oblatio . Such 
information would render them more credible if they were contemporaneous, but only came into 
public knowledge during the nineteenth century. The letters themselves can be shown to be forgeries 
for other reasons. The earliest description of the Oblatio was prepared during the early 1860s and 
published in 1865. Boero could well have been aware of its existence by 1863 . Thus by the time 
Boero came to write, it might have been possible to construct ' sources' which reveal~d knowledge 
both of the Oblatio and of the secret Treaty of Dover. Andrew Lang noted that Boero attested the 
'authenticity of seal and handwriting' on a letter dated 'Whitehall, September 27, 1665', when the 
court was not at Whitehall because of the plague ('The Mystery of James de la Cloche', in his The 
Valet's Tragedy and other studies, (London, 1903), pp. 228-57, at pp. 23112). Acton and Dumas both 
used h·anscriptions of the letters from Boero, rather than the 'originals' . Although it has not been 
openly suggested that Boero created the letters, the timing of the 'outing' of the secret Treaty of Dover 
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water. Hutton, for example, discussed the spurious letters about 'J acques de la Cloche', but 
not the Oblatio. The documents connected with Jacques de la Cloche are all in one 
collection which seems to have been brought together by Giovanni Boero in the 1860s. 115 
The Oblatio has always been separate from this collection and deserves consideration in its 
own right. This section will consider the historiography of the Oblatio before noting some 
respects in which it appears to have been an attempt to put into practice some of the ideas 
developed by Bellings, Caron and Walsh in response to Rinuccini's censures and in defence 
of the Remonstrance. 
Ian Pears' novel An Instance of the Finge1post brought the potential significance of the 
Oblatio to popular attention in 1998. 116 One subplot ofhis novel was based on an article by 
Arthur Stapylton Bames, published in 1903. 117 The Oblatio was discussed more recently by 
Ruth Clarke in her book Strangers and Sojourners at Port Royal and briefly by John Miller 
in his Pope1y and Politics .118 Bames argued that the Oblatio could be shown to have been 
written with Charles II's encouragement because a later document by Charles mentioned it. 
But the later document which Bames referred to was one of the forgeries connected with 
Jacques de la Cloche. Birrell noted a major problem with Bames' essay, pointing out that it 
was 'tantalisingly vague on the precise location of its sources' .119 But Bames' article was 
little more than a translation into English of the relevant section of a comparable discussion 
and the Oblatio makes his discovery of the Jacques de la Cloche letters somewhat fortuitous. The 
most recent student of the letters, Giovanni Tarantino, has assured me that he is satisfied that they are 
from the seventeenth century. He wrote the most recent article on Jacques de la Cloche: 'New 
disclosures on 'Jacques de la Cloche' (1644?1647- 1669): A Stuart Pretender in the Seventeenth 
Century', (forthcoming). This article discusses two letters which apparently explain what happened to 
Jacques de la Cloche. It also provides a detailed set of references for the debates over the authenticity 
or otherwise of the letters. I am very grateful to Dr Tarantino for allowing me to read his article in 
advance of its publication. Dr Tarantino has also prepared the article on Jacques de la Cloche for the 
new DNB. The documents themselves can be found in Opp. NN 174/5, busta E in the Archivium 
Romanum Societatis Jesu . I am very grateful to Fr. Thomas McCoog for his help in this matter. 
115 On these documents, see Ronald Hutton, 'The Religion of Charles 11', in R. Malcolm Smutts, ( ed. ), 
The Stuart Court and Europe. Essays in politics and political culture, (Cambridge, 1996), p. 230. For 
demonstrations of the spurious quality of these documents, see Lang, 'The Mystery of James de la 
Cloche' and Atihur Irwin Dasent, The Private Life of Charles II, (London, 1927), chapter 11. 
116 Ian Pears, An Instance of the Finge1post, (London, 1998). 
117 Arthur Stapylton Bames, 'Charles 11 and Reunion with Rome', in The Monthly Review, 13 (1903), 
pp. 140- 55. 
118 Ruth Clarke, Strangers and Sojourners at Port Royal, (Cambridge, 1932), pp. 88-100 (on 
Bellings' mission to Rome in 1662/3 and the Oblatio); John Millei', Pope1y and Politics, pp. 46, 110. 
119 T. A. Birrell, 'English Catholics without a Bishop 1655-1672', in Recusant Histmy, 4 (1957-8), 
pp.142- 78,atp. 175,n.49. 
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by a French writer, F. Dumas. 120 This piece, like a parallel essay by Lord Acton, was 
inspired by the Italian Boero' s work. 121 Clarke was more circumspect than earlier writers in 
her discussion of the Oblatio. She noted Acton's suggestion that it was by Bellings, but 
argued that it was more probably by D'Aubigny. Bellings' mission to Rome was primarily 
to persuade the pope to grant D 'Aubigny a cardinal's hat. The Oblatio clarified certain 
matters of faith which may have been important if D' Aubigny was to get this promotion. It 
was therefore possible that D' Aubigny may have played a part in writing it. Clarke also 
noted a ·further confusion arising from the matter: the identity of the Richard Bellings who 
led the mission to Rome. Was it Richard Bellings Sr, as she thought, or Richard Bellings Jr, 
Acton's preference? 
The document is therefore problematic for several reasons. Some of these issues can, 
however, be left aside. It seems impossible now to establish with absolute cet1ainty whether 
it was the older or the younger Bellings who went on the mission to Rome. But it is likely 
that it was the older Bellings, the former Secretary of the Confederation. He was trusted by 
Ormonde, Clarendon and Charles II while in exile. 122 He corresponded with Wat Montagu 
shortly after the Restoration on the topic of the religious settlement. 123 His involvement in 
the Remonstrance demonstrates that he was theologically aware. 124 His roles representing 
various individuals and governing bodies during the middle decades of the seventeenth 
century show that he was a capable diplomat as well as an accomplished linguist. And, most 
interestingly, when he was calling for Clarendon to be impeached, George Digby, earl of 
Bristol, referred to Bellings' known relationship with Clarendon. He argued that Clarendon 
'in pursuance of the said wicked and Traitorous designe ... did recommend to be employed 
to the Pope one of his own Domesticks, Mr Richard Beling, a Person although an ad vowed 
Papist, known to be trusted and employed by him in dispatches and negotiations concerning 
affairs of greatest concernment to this nation ' . He noted specifically that this Bellings had 
120 Dumas, 'Charles II, Roi D'Angleterre et son Fils le P. Jacques Stuart' . 121 Acton, 'Secret History of Charles II'; Boero, ' Istoria della Conversione alia Chiesa Cattolica di Carlo II'. 
122 See above, chapter 5, section 3. 
123 See Cal. Clarendon S. P., vol. V, pp. 48/9. For a brief discussion of this conespondence, see I. M. Green, The Re-establishment of the Church of England 1660-3, (Oxford, 1978), pp. 28/9. 124 This is born out by the fact that Bellings enjoyed theological conversations of a reasonably 
sophisticated nature. Morley refened to Bellings' dispute with Cotterell about whether 'our' church 
as well as the Church of Rome maintains that the 'right intention' of the priest is necessary for 
sacraments to be efficacious ( Cal. S. P. Clarendon, vol. IV, pp. 446/7). 
been involved in trying to get a cardinal's hat for D'Aubigny. 125 The continuity of the older 
Bellings' service for Clarendon and Charles II during the 1650s, without any apparent 
reference to the younger Bellings stepping into his father's role, makes it likely that the earl 
of Bristol was referring to the older Bellings. This is certainly the assumption which his 
audience would have made. It seems reasonable, therefore, for us to accept Clarke's 
suggestion that it was the older Bellings. 126 
More important questions concern Charles II's relationship to the document. Did he help to 
write it? Did he make suggestions about its content? Did he give permission for it to be 
written even if he played no role in its composition? Or was he entirely ignorant of its 
existence and of the suggestions which it represented as coming from him? It is almost 
impossible to answer these questions. Even if he had been involved in writing it, Charles 
would hardly have allowed his connection with such a document to be apparent. In 1657, as 
we have seen, Ormonde advised Hyde that the response to D'Aubigny's suggestion that the 
Duke of Gloucester should convert should not be in the king's handwriting, but that Bellings 
should carry the king's response in his own handwriting. Ormonde explained that 'malicious 
persons on either side might make pernicious use' of any response in the king's hand. 127 If 
the Oblatio had been sanctioned by the king, every effort would have been made to hide the 
fact. This does not mean that Charles 11 did know about or sanction the Oblatio. But we 
should not rule out the possibility that he knew about it. Any such involvement, if it did take 
place, might have been sincere or insincere; but in either case, it would have to be taken 
seriously. 
On the other hand, there are relatively few reasons to suppose that the king did know about 
or sanction the Oblatio, whether sincerely or not. The main reason to suppose that he did is 
the simple existence of the document and its connection with Richard Bellings. We have 
seen that Clarendon and Charles II both trusted Bellings during the 1650s. 128 He was used 
on several occasions in correspondence relating to Catholics, to D' Aubigny, to relations with 
125 S. P. Dom., 29, vol. lxxvi, f. 57. 
126 There is no suggestion in correspondence in the Clarendon MSS. or in the notes which Hyde and Charles II exchanged at Privy Council meetings that the young Bellings stepped into his father's role. See W. D. Macray, (ed.), Notes which passed at meetings of the Privy Council between Charles !I and 
the Earl ofC!arendon, 1660- 1667, (London, 1896), pp. 41, 53, 57, 71, 88. 127 Cat. S. P. Clarendon, vol. Ill, p. 327. 
128 See above, chapter 5, section 3. 
Rome and to the Cardinal de Retz's activities on behalfofthe king.129 These experiences go 
some way towards explaining why Bellings might have left the Oblatio with Retz. This 
relationship of trust appears to have continued through the 1660s and early 1670s. He was 
used in the negotiations for the sale of Dunkirk. 130 He was present at the negotiations for, 
and even signed, the secret Treaty of Dover. He was, apparently, only forced out of his 
position when he refused to take the Test. For a period of twenty years, therefore, Richard 
Bellings retained the trust of his political masters, including Ormonde, Clarendon and 
Charles II himself. He survived a series of 'regime changes'. This must have been because 
he was trusted, ultimately by Charles II, and was good at what he did. He was clearly a very 
able individual. He would surely have known that the Oblatio would have represented 
political suicide and, quite possibly, his execution, if Charles had not sanctioned it and it had 
been discovered. This does not demonstrate that Charles did know about it; and even if he 
did, it does not mean that he was sincerely interested even in this unusual fotm of 
Catholicism. But the possibility that he sanctioned the Oblatio should not be ruled out. In 
any case, the Oblatio reveals the form which Anglo-Irish Gallican conspiracy could take in 
the early 1660s. 
The sources concerning the 1662/3 mission to Rome are generally uninformative. Barnes' 
article discussed a series of items. Most of them confirm only what manuscripts in the 
Clarendon papers would suggest, namely that Bellings went to Rome to press the pope to 
give D' Aubigny a cardinal's hat. Barnes noted that Bellings wanted to enlist Cardinals 
Chigi, Barberini and Orsini to help him. This is borne out to a certain extent by a letter from 
Chigi to Charles II, dated 30 March/9 April 1663, in which he explained that he had helped 
Bellings in this matter. Barnes also quoted a document describing the benefits which 
Charles II was said to have given to Catholics. Barnes implied that the document was in 
Paris, but there is also an Italian copy in London. 131 This document is, however, quite 
compatible with the mission being about nothing more than D' Aubigny's ambition to 
become a cardinal. Other than the Oblatio itself, Barnes cited no substantial evidence to 
suggest that the mission to Rome was about anything other than this ambition. Chigi's letter 
129 l d See for example, Cat. S. P. C aren on, vol. Ill, pp. 325- 8; vol. IV, pp. 30, 56, 168; vol. V, pp. 728/9. 
ll o I Cat. S. P. Clarendon , vol. V, pp. 236 7, 243, 294/5. 131 Barnes, 'Charles II and Reunion with Rome', pp. 148/9; AA W xxxii, ff. 369-71, 'Favori e beneficii fatti ai Cattolici d 'Inghiltena dal Re presente '. This comes after a paper entitled 'Discorso sopra la convenienza o necessita di creare Cardinale I! Signoer D' Aubigny parente de Re d'Inghilterra' (ff. 327-68, with both a rough and a fair copy). 
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to Charles II, however, makes it clear that there were other issues. He commented that he 
had assisted Bellings 'in laying his Majesty's business before His Holiness, especially the 
. D'A b. , 132 matter concernmg u 1gny . A letter from Bellings himself raises the intriguing 
possibility that Queen Catherine had given him instructions separate from those concerning 
D' Aubigny. He told Cornbury that the pope would not answer Catherine's 'letter' and said 
'you must persuade her to have no more communication with His Hollinesse' .133 
The editor· of the Calendar of Clarendon's State Papers concluded, on the basis of these 
letters, that 'apparently other matters, besides a Cardinalate for D'Aubigny, were raised' on 
the mission to Rome.134 He speculated that an oath of allegiance contained with the 
manuscripts may have been raised as part of the mission. 135 This is quite possible, though it 
cannot be verified. The oath in question expressed loyalty to Charles II and his heirs in 
strong terms. It was apparently designed to be taken by priests. As such, it is reminiscent of 
the 'Particular Test for Priests ' discussed below, in Appendix B. It stressed that the 
subscriber would reveal any conspiracies to the appropriate authorities, even if they were 
discovered during confession. But it did not involve any rejection of the papal deposing 
power, as opposed to its applicability as regards Charles !1. 136 If the oath was connected with 
the 1662/3 mission to Rome, or, indeed, with any other representations of the king to the 
pope, it may well be that the rough copy of the oath records a concession desired from the 
pope in exchange for allowing the relatively moderate oath to take the place of the older 
Oath of Allegiance. The rough copy has a memorandum attached to it concerning the nature 
of excommunication. The note describes 'a Declaration from the Pope to him [?], that 
Excommunications goe no further than to Sacramentalia, or how farr the effects of 
Excommunications at all do extende'. It continues: ' In case treason be confessed to a priest, 
how farr the Pope doth think a Priest is bound to reveale it and what way by this oath' 137 
These notes suggest that th~paper may well have been intended to inform negotiations with 
the pope on the status of Catholics in Charles II' s kingdoms. Any declaration about 
excommunication, like the one envisaged in this note, would not have been a repudiation of 
132 I Cal. S. P. Clarendon, vo . V, p. 305 . 
133 Cal. S. P. Clarendon, vol. V, p. 307; Clarendon S. P. , vol. 79, ff. 152- 3. 134 Cal. S. P. Clarendon, vol. V, p. 358. It would be surprising if the pope had not raised the issue of 
the h·eatment of Catholics by Charles II 's govemment, but Chigi 's letter suggests that other issues 
were raised from the English side. 
135 Cal. S. P. Clarendon, vol. V, p. 358 . 
1H 
· Clarendon S. P., vol. 92, ff. 198/9. There is a rough copy at ff. 200/1. 137 Clarendon S. P., vol. 92, f. 201v. The consequences of excommunication were discussed by Caron (among others). See Caron, Remonstrantia Hibernorum, p. 206. 
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the deposing power, but would have represented a considerable restriction on the ways in 
which it might have been used. As such, it would have been consonant with the Gallican 
ideas expressed in the Oblatio and by the Valesians. 
The links between Walsh, Caron and Bellings were well-known. Clarke may have been 
right in ascribing the Oblatio to D' Aubigny. But one contemporary raised other possibilities 
that might have a bearing on the provenance of the Oblatio. The author of a letter, dated 51" 
December 1662, to 'John Poyntz' (very possibly the same John Ponce who wrote against 
Bellings in the 1650s ), warned him about the mission undertaken by Bellings. 138 He praised 
Bellings as being, 'as we believe, of himself very Orthodox'. But he warned that 'being to 
follow punctually his instructions he [Bellings] may likely propose something in the behalfe 
of some scribbling Irish Friars not so orthodox as himselfe, such as busy themselves too 
forwardly with pressing our English likewise to subscribe their Irish Protestation against the 
Popes power'. The author, 'RSP', was concerned that Bellings would represent the 
Remonstrance in 'Hilton', that is, Rome. For this to be regarded as part ofhis 'instructions' 
it is possible that RSP had received information that Charles II was keen that the 
Remonstrance should be backed by Rome. 
This letter reveals the connections between the English and the Irish anti-papalists. RSP 
noted that 'our English pretended Deane and Chapter ... sent a solernne letter, with their 
seale and secretarie his hand to it, unto the Irish Bishop of Dromor in this towne (the cheefe 
promotour together with Peter Walsh of the Irish Protestation) fully praysing and approving 
of what the Irish did and promising to goe along and ioyne with them in the like 
Protestation' . This can be verified elsewhere. 139 RSP also noted that 'they have also an oath 
in readinesse of their owne contrivance far beyond the Irish Protestation'. The oath, 
according to RSP and his sources ('two persons of honour who have seen it'), contained 
138 The letter is at AAW xxxii, ff. 391-3. Binell, speculated that RSP might have been Robeti Pugh, 
the editor of Black/a 's Cabal ('English Catholics without a Bishop 1655-1672', pp. 150/1 and 175 n. 
48). This would certainly account for his distaste for the endeavours of the Valesians and the 
chaptermen, influenced by the Blackloists. 
139 RSP's accuracy on this point can be demonstrated. Caron's Remonstrantia Hibemorum, published 
three years after this letter was penned, includes a transcript of the chapter's endorsement of the 
Remonstrance: 'Literae Cleri Anglicani ad Reverendissimum Dromorensem Episcopum, Anno 1662' 
(pp. 42/3). It notes that 'R. D. Humphry Ellice, Capituli Decanus, tam suo, quam Confratrum 
nomine, Literis desuper ad Rm Dromorensem datis, Remonstrantiam Hibemorum sic describit' . The 
chapter's secretary at the time was John Sergeant, who was associated with the main Anglo-Gallican 
faction among the English Catholics, the Blackloists. 
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three propositions: that the pope had no direct or indirect power to depose kings or princes; 
that the king was 'Supreme Governor in all causes as well Spirituall as Temporall so far as 
they reflect on the civill state'; and that 'they will admit none into the mission that shall not 
subscribe this oath'. The oath described is entirely in keeping with the theology of the 
Remonstrance. 140 
RSP warned that if Bellings was unsuccessful in the negotiations at 'Hilton', 'they for the 
state' would urge that the oath be 'presst uppon all both Seculars and Regulars'. But if 
Bellings was successful, there would be no need for this to happen. This might mean that the 
oath would not be pressed if Bellings was successful as regards D' Aubigny. But the letter 
does not refer to the matter of D' Aubigny's cardinalate. Rather, RSP and his sources 
probably thought that the more important matter to be discussed by Bellings concerned the 
business of the Irish Friars. There is no explanation of exactly what RSP and his sources 
believed Bellings would propose. It seems likely, given the stress which RSP placed upon 
the Remonstrance and the seeming juxtaposition between Bellings' success and the oath, that 
they expected him to argue that 'Hilton' should permit the priests to endorse the 
Remonstrance. But clearly RSP's sources believed, as the earl of Bristol thought and as 
letters in the Clarendon papers suggest, that other matters besides the cardinalate would be 
discussed; they thought that these would stem in some way from the Valesians; and they 
believed that success would render the proposed oath redundant. 
The similarity between the Oblatio and the theology of the Remonstrance makes it very 
possible that it was written on the advice of Peter Walsh and Redmund Caron, who are both 
referred to in RSP's letter. This would account for the intelligence which RSP had received, 
albeit in a somewhat confused form. Of course, this analysis of second-hand reports from 
unnamed spies can only raise tentative possibilities. Several other possibilities remain: that 
Bellings argued, or intended to argue, a straightforward case in favour of the Remonstrance 
only; that even if he did carry the Oblatio, he did not seriously discuss it and may never have 
intended to discuss it; that even if he did intend to present the Oblatio, it had no connection 
with Charles II and was derived entirely from the wildly optimistic imagination of the 
Valesians. These possibilities will, presumably, never be resolved. 
140 It is, however, more far-reaching than the oath contained in the Clarendon papers and linked with 
the Bellings mission by the editor of the Calendar ofClarendon State Papers. 
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The Oblatio itself sets out a considered and anti-papalist model of ecclesiology and of 
church/state relations entirely in keeping with the positions of the Valesians. It contains 24 
statements or 'articles', purporting to describe the king's position on different issues. Most 
of the articles are followed by notes about the likely reactions to, or issues arising from, 
them, separately or in groups. There follows a lengthy epilogue in conclusion. The 
document is of some length. It demonstrates an awareness of major seventeenth century 
theological and political-theological issues. It survives in two copies, one of which appears 
to have heen taken directly from the other. Its length and sophistication show that it was not 
created on the spur of the moment or through an unconsidered whim. The inclusion of 
articles and reactions to those articles suggests that the document could well have been part 
of a lengthy process of consultation. 141 
The Oblatio begins with a declaration of faith on behalf of the king. He said that he would 
'accept the profession of faith which Pi us IV compiled from the Council of Trent, and also 
all the decrees set forth either in that Council or in any other of the General Councils on the 
subject of faith or morals, and, further, all that has been decided by the two last Pontiffs in 
the matter of Jansenius' .142 This profession was qualified: 'They [the king and those who 
shared his ambition of joining the Catholic Church] understand these decrees in the sense of 
all those restrictions which other ecumenical councils, acting in all prudence and after due 
consideration, have imported into them, of which the said profession of faith is an example'. 
The document urged that 'nothing which is not contained in these must at any time be 
imposed either on the king or on any of his Catholic subjects, and that if at any time any of 
them should express his opinion on any one of these points, he is not to be considered as 
141 Archives du Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres, Paris: Conespondance Politiques d'Angletene, vol. 
77, ff. 346- 57; vol. 81, ff. 195- 211. References are to folios and to the articles, the responses to the 
articles and the 'Epilogus'. The folio references are to the copy at vol. 81 , ff. 195-211 and included in 
Appendix C. The folio numbers may be found in the top right-hand comers of the MSS .. The 
references to the articles, responses and Epilogus may be found in both copies. The copy in vol. 77 
would appear to have been taken from that in vol. 81 (on this point, see the addition in the bottom 
margin of ' Ad. 4 ', vol. 77, where the scribe has filled in the section between two instances of the word 
'ecclesia' in Ad. 4, vol. 81, f. 197v). 
142 Acton suggested that D'Aubigny was unlikely to have inh·oduced the clause against Jansenism 
because he had been regarded as a Jansenist (Acton, 'Secret History of Charles II', p. 96). He 
therefore ath·ibuted the wording of the document to Bellings. Ruth Clarke, by conh·ast, considered it 
likely that D 'Aubigny had inh·oduced the clause in order to clear himself of the suspicion of 
Jansenism. This would have been essential if he was to win the cardinalate (Clarke, Strangers and 
Sojourners, pp. 92/3). 
I 
I 
thereby committing a crime or as favouring heresy' .
143 The declaration rejects the heresies 
of 'Luther, Zwingli, Calvin, Memnon, Socinius, Brown, and other wicked men of like sort'. 
The Oblatio then sets out a series of conditions which were intended to make any conversion 
as palatable as possible to the king's protestant subjects while also reassuring Rome that no 
necessary part of Catholic doctrine or worship would be sacrificed. In other words, it was an 
attempt to define which aspects of Catholicism were fundamental and which were not. As 
Ranke and · Bames have described, it includes clauses covering a range of practical 
anangements which would have had to be implemented in order to effect a royal and a 
national conversion. Bishops and clergy from the established Church could be reordained as 
Catholics and allowed to keep their wives, though no one else would be admitted to the 
priesthood if they would not accept celibacy.
144 The Eucharist could be administered under 
both kinds at cetiain times, but no-one was to be criticised for taking it under one kind.
145 
The mass would be in Latin, but English could be used in accompanying hymns. 
146 Some 
flexibility was anticipated with regard to fasting and feast days.
147 There could be no 
criticism of the exposure of the Eucharist over the major festivals. 148 A summary of Catholic 
doctrine based on Scripture would be published.
149 Catholic priests and preachers would 
avoid teaching about a material purgatory and describing miracles unless they were properly 
verifiable. 150 There would be proper provision of the sacraments in the parishes.
151 Various 
religious orders would be revived to fulfil certain functions, including prayer, care for the 
sick and education. 152 A relatively small number of feast days were listed to be observed as 
holidays. 153 The leaders of the church in England and the king would be able to anange fast 
143 Art. 1, f. 195r. The translation I have used for this passage is from Bames' article, pp. 15112. Both 
Bames and Acton say that this initial declaration of faith is followed by a series of 24 articles. In fact, 
the declaration represents the first article. It is followed by a response to the first article, then by the 
remaining 23 articles with responses to them, individually or in groups, and finally the 'epilogus'. 
144 Art. 4, ff. 197/8. 
145 Art. 13, f. 202. 
146 At1. 6, f. 198. 
147 Alt. 16, f. 203r. 
148 Alt. 14, f. 202r. 
149 Att. 8, f. 199. 
150 At1. 7, 19, 21, ff. 198/9, 204, 205r. 
151 Arts. 9, 10, f. 200. 
152 Art. 11, f. 200/1. It was even proposed that the Jesuits be readmitted 'pro scholis et institutione 
juventutis' . Nevertheless, the Oblatio also anticipated that certain conditions would have to be 
established to allow the orders to operate alongside the seculars. Art. 24 stressed that all the priests, 
'non minus Regulares quam Clerici' , would have to take an oath of allegiance. 
153 Art. 12, ff. 201/2. 
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days. 154 Rome could be reassured with regard to the practice of calling upon the saints and 
Mary to intercede through prayers, the rosary and other devotions and with regard to the 
ceremonies and decorations of churches. 155 The cults of saints' relics would be introduced 
but in such a way as to ensure that the laity would understand the real significance of their 
veneration and not imagine that they would be venerated if they were not certainly 
genuine. 156 Several of these practical arrangements resurfaced in one form or another in 
comparable plans for a royal and national conversion set out by Serenus Cressy some years 
later. 157 It ·is not known if Cressy had seen the Oblatio, or discussed the theoretical 
possibilities to do with conversion with Walsh, Caron, Bellings or anyone else who might 
have been involved in the preparation of the Oblatio. 
But there were also a number of far more important points which would have to be conceded 
by Rome and which are reminiscent of the positions of the Anglo-Irish Gallicans, including 
the Valesians. These would probably have rendered the proposals unacceptable to the 
leaders of the Catholic Church. The Oblatio explains a model of ecclesiology which was 
more egalitarian and anti-papalist than that favoured in Rome. Walsh's emphasis on the 
importance of the national, in the international, church is present. The first article, the 
declaration of faith, compares the proposed Catholic Church in England with the Gallican 
Church. It makes it clear that the Catholic Church is regarded as being comprised of several 
'particular' churches; as, indeed, Walsh referred to the 'very particular church of Rome' .158 
It also maintains that the history of the church in England means that it can assume certain 
privileges comparable to those of the French Catholic Church, but derived from English 
experience. 159 The third article explains that the structure of the church would be restored to 
its condition in the reign of Henry VII, except that the current archbishops and bishops 
would be reconciled with the Church of Rome by three papal legates. Also, the Archbishop 
of Canterbury would be elevated to the status of patriarch. He would be the final authority 
for all ecclesiastical matters apart from certain (unspecified) exceptions reserved to Rome. 160 
154 Art. 15, ff. 202/3. 
155 Art. 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, ff. 203-6. 
156 Art. 18, ff. 203/4. 
157 See below, Appendix A. 
158 Walsh, Four Letters, 1686, pp. 313/4. 159 Art. 1, f. 195: ' ... reservando sibi, sicut in Gallia et alibi alicubi, particularia ecclesiae suae particularis in quibusdam usu ipso stabilita,jura et consuetudines ... '. 160 A11. 3, f. 196v: 'Quod attinet ad Ecclesiae Regimen, pennanebit ad in illo statu hierarchico Archiepiscoporum et Episcoporum, in quo temporibus Hem·ici VII atque adeo a principis fuit. Et 
moderna quidem Archiepiscopi et Episcopi a tribus Sedis Apostolica Legatis ad hunc solemnem 
The response to this article notes the danger that other countries and national churches might 
demand that their archbishops be made patriarchs, which would prove unacceptable for 
Rome. The compromise which it suggests is that the patriarch would be nominated by the 
king but confirmed by the pope, in order that he might demonstrably retain his primacy. 161 
In what seems like an attempt to conciliate the Presbyterians, it is even stated that there 
would be national synods in certain years, and yearly provincial councils. This provision is 
very reminiscent of Walsh's emphasis on the democratic and representative nature of church 
government. 162 It is also reminiscent of the negotiations on church government prior to the 
Worcester House Declaration. As Bellings recorded in a letter to Montagu, the king 
favoured a model of church government which would combine episcopacy and 'presbytery'. 
Bellings noted that in order to achieve such a compromise, Clarendon 'hath written a treaty 
which the King calls a strange potage' .163 The same term could be applied to the Oblatio. 
All of the provisions on church government reflect a concern to implement Gallican 
privileges in the Catholic Church under Charles II. They suggest an attempt to build on 
English protestant acknowledgments that the Church of Rome might be a true church. 
The Oblatio also calls for some measure of religious toleration. 164 This would obviously 
have been necessary in order to allow any conversion of the king or of the nation. But it is 
also significant in that it shows Catholic conspirators envisaging the permanent toleration of 
protestant sects as long as they did not threaten either the Catholic religion or the peace of 
the state. This basis for toleration could well have come from the Valesians. Toleration, 
according to the Oblatio, would be based on the separation of the ends of the church and 
reconciliationis actum Roma de Sancta Sede specialiter deputatis, pro Ecclesiae Catholicae 
consuetudine ac ritu ordinate consecrabuntur. Ad haec Cantuariensis Archiepiscopus, quippe per se 
primas Angliae ad Patriarchalem dignitatem extolletur, cui post Hierosolymitanum ante omnes alios 
primae debuntur, ab eoque in Ecclesiasticis negotiis, certis quibusdam sedi Apostolicae reservatis 
duntaxat exceptis, tria Regna haec gubemabuntur' . The specific idea of Britain or England as a 
patriarchate had found some favour in protestant discourse and was also developed by Serenus Cressy. 161 Ad. 3, ff. 196/7: 'Archiepiscorum Cantuariensem ad Patriarchatum auctiendum ideoque tam 
Aquilunsi quam Veneto praeponendum esse, eoque magis, quod a Germanis, Gallis, Hispanis ac 
Polonis idem deinceps postulari, idque Romanae sedi in Regimine suo non parum praeiudicare 
posset. Veruntamen cum sua sedi Apostolica reservata in iurisdictionalibus iura ac praerogativae 
inviolate nihilominus permaneant, et Patriarcha iste, quamvis ac Rege nominatus, a sede tamen 
Apostolica confirmari debeat.' 
162 Art. 24, f. 206. See also Walsh, Four Letters, pp. 311/2 and idem, Letter to the Catholicks, in HVR , 
p. xxxi. 
163 Cal. S. P. Clarendon, vol. V, pp. 48/9; Clarendon S. P., vol. 73, ff. 182-5. 164 Art. 2, ff. 195/6. 
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state. Although the document does not develop this analysis of the relations between the 
temporal and spiritual authorities, it makes it clear that the temporal ruler should only be 
concerned with maintaining the civil welfare of the kingdom. The document states that 
Charles 11 would not allow himself to be bound to persecute his subjects if they refused to 
convert to Catholicism. He would not force such people to leave the kingdom, or trouble 
them in their liberty of conscience and the free exercise of their religion, if they chose 'to 
remain in the religions of protestants at the peril of their souls'. This toleration would only 
be restricted · if such protestant subjects threatened the Catholic Church or to disturb the 
political peace. Their conversion would be left to the mercy of God to effect, presumably 
through peaceful persuasion. 165 The implied acceptance that the aim of the temporal ruler is 
to preserve temporal peace sits alongside the reservation that he will also protect the church 
if it is threatened. But the Oblatio suggests that Charles 11 was determined to allow liberty of 
conscience and even freedom of practice - in other words, toleration - to those protestant 
subjects who would not convert. 
The Oblatio tackles the issue of the pope's teaching authority. This was an essential 
corollary of the Valesian approach to the issues of denominational pluralism and both 
church/state and Catholic/protestant relations. As has been seen, the Oblatio reserves to the 
king the right to accept or not accept new statements on matters of faith and morals. This is 
effectively a restriction on the pope's teaching authority, based on assumptions very like 
those of the Valesians, about the role of representation and consent in creating true doctrinal 
165 Art 2, f. 195/6: 'Nihilominus considerans Regia sua Maiestas, ex una parte, quod Deus Opt. Max. 
unicus ac vents conscientiarum, quae externa vi cogi sese non sinuunt, inspector pm·iter ac Judex sit, 
quodque fides purum sit donum Dei ex altera vera tam communem Regnorum suorum quietem, quam 
incolarum partier atque exterorum etiam Catholicorum emolumentum suis apud se momentis 
ponderans exceptum vult per has conditiones, ne vel sibi, vel successoribus suis iniungi possit, ut illos 
subditos suos, quos amice ad id inducere nequiverint, quisque in suis Protestantium Religionibus 
permanere suo animarum periculo voluerint, vi inde expellant, illisque hac de causa molestiam creent 
ac conscientiae libertatem ac liberum suae Religionis exercitium, ipsorum sumptae et sine ullo 
Catholicae Religionis exercitii detrimento institutum tollant, ullove modo ipsos in his externa vi ac 
via/entia impediant, sed ut istiusmodi hominibus suae conscientiae exercitiique libertas, nisi tamen 
per hoc politicam quietem turbaverint, catenus permittatur donee videlicet Divinae Misericordiae 
erga ipsos tempus appetat et rectius ipsimet sentire incipient, atque ita ultra omnes hi respectus ac 
considerations sopiantur ac cessent. Quo pacto tamen Regia Maiestas nullatenus Protestantismum 
ullamve eius sectam, vel in minima approbatur aut ratam vult, sed e contrario viribus omnibus 
connitetur eos, qui contrariae, hoc est Protestantium Religioni addicti manent, optime et plena et 
minime evacta [?] informatione, nee non probatae vitae exemplis, et quamvis alia, dum modo 
Christianae mansuetudini haud adverso ratione ac via, ad Ram. Ecclesiae unitatem adeoque ad 
ipsummet Christum Dominum nostrum reducere. Neque etiam omnzno permittet, ut Protestantes, et 
quidem contra sua ipsorum electa ac statute Religionis principia, vi quorum in circumsemptam [?] 
cuique conscientia libertatem tribuunt, Catholicos ulla ratione impediant ac perturbent'. 
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authority: they argued that teachings were only authoritative when they had been received by 
the 'Represented or Diffusive Church, without publick opposition to them from any 
considerable part of the said Church' .166 The Oblatio identifies a series of questions which 
were important in assessing the privileges of the French Catholic Church and therefore of the 
anticipated English Catholic Church. It states that there should be a prohibition on publicly 
debating several such issues: if the pope was above general councils; if he was infallible in 
decrees about faith; if he had the power of appointing or deposing kings; and if he could 
release subjects fi·om oaths of allegiance. This is not a statement that the anti-papalist 
positions on these questions would have to be accepted. But it is reminiscent of the 
prohibition on debating similar questions which was asserted in France after the publication 
of Sancterellus' book in 1626. As such, it probably represented the best way to avoid 
frightening potential converts with extreme images of papa list claims while also conciliating 
the papalist Catholics, including those in Rome. 167 
The Oblatio, then, covered a range of practical issues which would have to be addressed if a 
royal and a national conversion could be effected. These included substantial matters of 
principle, and a number of smaller issues which could have been resolved easily after the 
major questions had been answered. The status of the Oblatio is unknown. But it was 
probably part of a process of consultation and could well have been inspired by the 
Valesians. Given the points of comparison between the Oblatio and documents prepared by 
Serenus Cressy around the time of the Treaty of Dover, it is possible that the Oblatio had 
been commissioned by someone with considerable power who thought it was worth taking 
risks as great as those associated with the Secret Treaty. It is interesting to note, in this 
regard, that George Digby accused Clarendon of encouraging rumours that Charles 11 wanted 
to convert, partly through using Bellings in diplomatic missions to Rome. The Oblatio was 
almost certainly produced by someone with considerable theological expertise and an 
interest in effecting Charles II's conversion or the reconversion of England. As such, it gives 
us a valuable insight to the nature of anti-papalist Catholic conspiracy in or about the court 
of Charles 11. It also reminds us of the deeply religious nature of such conspiracy. Its 
166 Walsh, Letter to the Catholicks, in HVR, p. xxxi. 
167 Art. 5, f. 198r: 'Sed nee in Universitalibus nee Cathedris aut libris editis nee alias in disputationem 
publice adductur, an et quatenus Papa potestatem habeat supra Concilia nee ne qua ratione 
infallibilem habeat in fidei decretis authoritatem, an potestatem /wheat constituendi Reges, aut 
deponendis aut subditos a praestito fidelitatis juramenta absolvendi? Sed utut quisque privatim quid 
se his de rebus sentiet, de caetero ad evitanda quacunque inconvenientia in hoc et similibus punctis 
modo jam die to procedetur'. 
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author(s) was no doubt keen to win toleration for Catholics, but he also wanted to end the 
scandal of schism. Having set out his plans for reunion, he asked 'for what cause should 
exist hereafter for such pernicious schism in the sight ofGod? ' 168 
168 
'Epilogus' , f. 207r: 'Ecquisnam in conspectu Dei tam pemiciosi schismatis porro causa 
existeret?'. 
11 
V. Irish Gallicanism 
The Valesians demonstrate one of the different routes by which English or Irish Catholics 
could develop anti-papalist and Gallican positions in the seventeenth century. Whereas 
native English Catholics did so in response to the protestant government on the one hand, 
and, on the other, the pope, the Old English responded to a papal challenge to their own 
actions in government. Whereas native English Catholics faced real prospects of persecution 
for their religion under Charles II, Old English and Irish Catholics were more concerned to 
address their exclusion from authority. 169 
The conclusions which the Valesians reached were markedly different from those of the 
Blackloists, for example. They did address the question of the rule of faith. But they did so 
only as part of their anti-papalist ecclesiology and in order to bolster their case for political 
loyalty. The Blackloists, by contrast, addressed a range of theological issues outside the 
interest of the Valesians. Walsh, Caron and Bellings developed a model of ecclesiology 
which was more particularist than that of the Blackloists. Their stress on the representative 
nature of the church authorities was almost an application to the modem church of the 
Blackloist test for the rule of faith. But Walsh's willingness to challenge the authority even 
of general councils, though it followed logically from the Blackloist rule of faith and was 
necessitated by the Foutih Lateran Council's endorsement of the deposing power, found no 
counterpart in the works of most of his English contemporaries. Moreover, the rule of faith 
presented by the Valesians was at once more radical and more conservative than that of the 
Blackloists: more radical, because of the uses to which it was put; more conservative, 
because in itself it was little more than the standard Catholic insistence upon universal 
Tradition. 
169 This is not to suggest, however, that Irish Catholics did not face direct persecution for the faith on 
occasions. 
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Conclusion: diversity and unity within Anglo-Irish 
Gallicanism 
Several factors encouraged the development of Gallican arguments and the emergence of 
tolerant attitudes among English and Irish Catholics. The most important, perhaps, was that 
Catholics had to argue that they should be tolerated by their protestant rulers. Their 
arguments inevitably sounded hollow if they could not demonstrate their loyalty to their 
protestant rulers or if they maintained their church's right to persecute members of other 
denominations. The Oath of Allegiance controversy led many Catholics to try to develop 
models of political theology and rules offaith which avoided these pitfalls. 
The Anglo-Irish Gallicans did not, however, advance uniform analyses of the relationship 
between the church and the state or the rule of faith. It was difficult, if not impossible, to 
establish a clear and practicable boundary between the temporal and the spiritual spheres of 
human experience. White's theoretical description of such a division could not be put into 
practice without considerable modification. The Blackloists accepted the principle that the 
temporal government would have the final say on matters with a temporal dimension. But 
they did not discuss the area of experience which appeared spiritual but would be claimed by 
any protestant government in this period. Cressy attempted to correct this defect by detailing 
the existence of the 'civil within the ecclesiastical' . But he did not provide a clear-cut 
definition of this area. Likewise, the Valesians adopted positions of thoroughgoing dualism 
but failed to provide a systematic account of how they might be put into practice. 
The differences between the various Anglo-Irish Gallicans' accounts of dualism can be seen 
in their discussions of religious or denominational toleration. The Blackloists either shied 
away from the topic altogether or presented very cautious endorsements of tolerant 
principles. The Grounds of Obedience and Government made a very strong implicit case for 
religious toleration, but White never expressed this case explicitly. Cressy did advocate 
denominational toleration explicitly but, like most of his contemporaries, he regarded it as 
the best solution to the reality of denominational pluralism and not as a good in itself. 
Likewise, the Valesians called for some measure of denominational toleration. But in his 
Advocate of Conscience Liberty, Walsh argued that several groups should not be tolerated, 
not because they threatened civil peace, but because their views were not sufficiently 
orthodox. Only John Austin, among the writers considered in this thesis, openly endorsed a 
wide model of religious toleration for different Christian denominations and even for non-
Christians. 
The Anglo- Irish Gallicans also had different optmons about the rule of faith. The Blackloists' account of Tradition was unique because of their preoccupation with 
establishing a rule which did not rely on transcendent providence. Cressy's account served 
the polemical functions which he required, in that it allowed him to differentiate between the 
teachings of popes and the true faith of the church and to defend the identity of the Roman Catholic Church as the true church. But among the religious writers, only Walsh directly 
challenged the teaching authority of general councils as well as that of the papacy. The other 
religious writers apparently realised that their arguments pointed in the direction of such a 
challenge but avoided expressing it. 
Nevertheless, the writers considered in this thesis all built upon the work of those who 
argued, during the Oath of Allegiance controversy, that Catholics could be loyal subjects 
under a protestant king. Although they wrote some time after the end of the first phase of the 
controversy, they were still responding to James I's wish to 
'make a separation, not onely betweene all my good Subiects in general!, and 
unfaithfull Traitors, that intended to withdraw themselves from my obedience; 
But specially to make a separation betweene so many of my Subiects, who 
although they were otherwise Popishly affected, yet retained in their hearts the 
print of their naturall duetie to their Soveraigne; and those who being carried 
away with the like fanaticall zeale that the Powder-Traitors were, could not 
conteine themselves within the bounds of their naturall Allegiance, but thought 
diversitie of religion a safe pretext for all kinde of treasons, and rebellions 
against their Soveraigne' .1 
Even though the writers examined in this thesis reached conclusions which were not the 
same in every detail, the qualitative identity between their arguments means that we can describe an Anglo--Irish Gallican movement during the period c. 1635 to c. 1685. It had its immediate origins in the Oath of Allegiance controversy and anticipated many of the 
1 James I, Triplici Nodo, p. 86. 
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positions proposed during the 'Catholic Enlightenment'. It was characterised by anti-
papalist rules of faith, Gallican ecclesiology, dualist and even Marsilian political theology 
and, finally, tolerant and irenic attitudes towards protestants. As Clarendon put it, 'the 
Romish Champions have quite shifted the Scene in all their arguments upon the most 
material matters, and have formed new mediums to support their cause' _2 
2 Clarendon, Animadversions, p. 224. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A. Cressy's plans for reunion 
At the time of the secret Treaty of Dover, Cressy was apparently asked to describe what a 
new religious_ settlement might look like if the king agreed to convert to Catholicism and 
lead the established Church back to Rome. He noted several respects in which the practice 
of the established Church was different from that of the Roman Church. He tried to suggest 
ways in which the leaders of the Catholic Church might be prepared to compromise with the 
supporters of the established Church on these key issues in order to facilitate the re-
establishment of Roman Catholicism in England. His suggestions reveal which aspects of 
church ceremony he regarded as adiaphora; they are also strikingly reminiscent of the 
Oblatio ex parte Caroli 11. Unfortunately, we do not know if Cressy had seen the Oblatio or 
conversed with its authors. Even if he had no knowledge of the earlier proposals, however, 
the similarities between the two plans strengthen the suggestion that Anglo--Irish 
Gallicanism can be regarded as a discrete and consistent school ofthought. 
The key issues which Cressy identified included the use of English in church services. He 
identified several different components of these services and maintained that it would be 
possible to persuade Rome to accept the use of English in all of them, even including the 
Mass. He noted, however, that ' there will be a great unwillingness to allow the Translation 
[of the Mass)', but thought that 'in case the govern ours of the English Church shall urge it as 
necessary for the general satisfaction of the Nation', this might also be obtained. He even 
suggested that it would be possible for the English Church to continue to use the Authorised 
Version of the Bible, provided that 'in Controversies the Vulgar-Latin shall continue a Rule' . 
The 'govemours' of the English Church included, of course, the king. 1 
Cressy addressed the question of whether or not communion should be administered under 
both kinds, as in the established Church of England, or according to the Roman Catholic 
practice of only giving the laity the host. Cressy said that Trent had 'left it in the Pope's 
power, according to prudence and exigency of affairs, to permitcommunion in both species ' , 
1 B. L., Add. MSS ., 65139, ff. 8/9. 
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and this concession should not be difficult to obtain. But even more strikingly, Cressy 
pointed out that there may be Catholics who want to receive Communion according to the 
'Roman manner in one kind', and others who want to receive it 'according to the English 
custom, in both kinds'. He suggested that in each church, there should be different altars for 
the different forms of the Mass, but that there should be a 'prohibition of censuring each 
other'. Cressy allowed the governors of the English Church the right to insist that local 
customs be honoured, as Clarendon would later demand, and he even anticipated Clarendon 
as regards · the irenic hope that mutual forebearance of different practices in the same 
Christian church would lead to peace and, eventually, conformity.2 This was an attempt to 
put the Tevian ideal into practice. 
The area about which there would be most difficulty in reaching agreement, Cressy 
suggested, was to do with the validity of the ordinations of priests in the established Church 
of England. This point, he thought, would be 'most earnestly prosecuted by our English 
Bishops'. He noted that there were two dubious issues involved in deciding whether the 
English priests were properly ordained or not, namely, the persons involved in the 
ordinations and also the forms of the ordinations. As regards the first point, he thought it 
might be possible to persuade Rome that the English 'Schismaticks' did receive their first 
ordinations 'from the Catholick Church'. But even if compromise could be reached on this 
point, Rome would never accept that the forms of ordinations used subsequently were legal 
or valid. Thus, as has been seen, there could be no certainty that the English ordinations 
were valid. The compromise which Cressy believed the leaders of the established Church of 
England could win was that there would be no need to declare the English ordinations 
invalid. Rather, the Church of Rome would reordain the English priests 'sub conditione if 
they have not been all-ready legally ordained'. This could happen with regard to baptism, so 
Cressy saw no reason why the leaders of the English Church should not be able to persuade 
Rome that this could be done with regard to ordinations.3 
Cressy's attitude to the problem of the English clergy and marnage IS particularly 
illuminating, because it shows his beliefs about the parameters within which the pope had to 
form his judgments. With regard to the use of the vernacular, communion under both kinds, 
and the reordination of the English priests, Cressy showed that compromise was possible, 
2 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f. 9v. 
3 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f.9. 
because aspects of these different topics fell outside the parameters of the Catholic faith, and 
were therefore included in the civil elements of ecclesiastical affairs. The leaders of the 
established Church could therefore maintain their position, and Rome would have to 
compromise with them. With regards to married clergy, Cressy showed that the principle 
which he believed would have to guide the pope in his decisions was Tradition. There would 
be no problem about allowing English priests who were married to continue 'to exercise 
their functions', he felt, since this was allowed to married Greek priests who converted. A 
more difficult ·question was to do with priests who had married more than once, even while 
in orders. Since neither ecclesiastical history nor 'Canons of Councills doe exemplify in all 
cases of this nature', they would have to be decided by the pope. This suggestion shows how 
the papal supremacy might work even in an Anglo-Gallican model of ecclesiology, but was 
not an endorsement of papa list assertions. Only a few sentences later he explained how the 
pope would implement his decision. He explained that nobody could anticipate what the 
pope would decide, but believed that he 'will be very pressing that hereafter some 
discouragement should be appointed by the State to Priests who will needs be married, as 
that they should be incapable of higher places of Authority and Jurisdiction in this Church'. 
This suggests that, in the terms used by Bramhall and adopted by Cressy, the pope would 
have the 'definitive' power in this instance, but the ' coactive' power would belong to the 
leaders of the English Church, that is, the bishops and the king. The grounds upon which the 
pope would be expected to base his decision would be previous practice, discovered through 
historical study. In cases which could not be decided by such means, there was no way to be 
certain what the pope's decision would be.4 
Cressy's published suggestions about the question of the pope's jurisdiction are discussed in 
chapter 3, above. In his paper for Clifford, he repeated several of his published arguments: 
he explained that the French Catholic Church should provide the model for the English 
Catholic Church. He also pointed out that the absence of an ordinary in England had 
permitted the growth of divisions among the clergy. There should therefore be at least one 
ordinary, but ideally several, to fmm a synod which could govern the church. Finally, he 
also commented that the adoption of the French Church as a model for the English would 
have benefits as regards the kingdom's foreign relations. In the past, English Catholics had 
inclined too much to Spain, he said. This resulted in the French looking 'on us with 
4 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, ff. 10/1. 
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suspicious eyes, insomuch as the Conversion of England to the Catholick Faith has been 
esteemed by them dangerous to their Nation'. By contrast, 'if Ecclesiasticall affairs among 
us were ordered according to the model of the French, it would be a powerfull mean to 
procure their assistance: which is of infinitly greater advantage, both as to Religion and 
generall Amity, than that of any other Nation can be' .5 We do not know if Clifford had 
suggested to Cressy that he should consider how a reunion might be effected partly through a 
treaty with the French. 
The paper concerning the plans for reunion between the churches of England and Rome was 
remarkable for its prescience, as well as for its similarity with the Oblatio. The use of the 
vernacular in church services would be accepted only at Vatican II; it was decided in 1896 
that English priests who converted to Roman Catholicism would have to be j(ordained6; 
communion has been widely available under both species, at least in English Catholic 
churches for well over a decade, though it is less common in European churches; married )e._ orvlo..oi-V-9-, M ~'c. pri t.Sh Anglican priests were allowed to ctlmtert following the acceptance that there could be 
women priests in the Anglican communion; and although the appointment of bishops and 
cardinals within the English Catholic Church is exclusively the concern of Rome, choices are 
not made with a view to antagonising the political rulers of the country, the papacy certainly 
does not challenge any temporal authority in England and priests, and ecclesiastical 'causes' 
with civil elements, can be dealt with in civil courts of law. Cressy's most striking 
anticipation of Vatican II, however, may well have been his advocacy of some measure of 
religious toleration. This was his final response to the Oath of Allegiance controversy, the 
persecution of Catholics in England, the possibility of disagreeing with papal teachings 
because of an anti-papalist rule of faith and the adoption of an Anglo-Irish Gallican and 
dualist model of ecclesiology. 
5 B. L., Add. MSS., 65139, f. 11. 6 See G. Tavard's article on 'Anglican Orders' , in the New Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. 1, pp. 434-9. 
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Appendix B. Peter Walsh, John Locke, the 'Particular Test for Priests' and the Letter 
Coucemiug Toleration 
The 'Particular Test for Priests' is located in the Bodleian Library, at Locke MS, c. 27 f. 30. 
In his collection of Locke's political essays, Mark Goldie noted that it was endorsed 'Papists 
Test' and 'Te[st] Walsh'. He said that it was 'of uncertain origin' and that it went much 
further than the Remonstrance. He suggested that it could have been inspired by Walsh's 
Some few questions concerning the Oath of Allegiance (1674), which Locke owned.' He 
also suggested a date of 167 4 for the composition of 'The Particular Test for Priests' .Z 
In fact, it was almost certainly written by Walsh himself. Very few manuscripts in Walsh's 
handwriting survive. But a comparison with his letters in the British Library reveals that the 
Test is in his handwriting. 3 Walsh also referred to a special 'test' for priests. In a letter to 
the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, dated 4 August 1674, he referred to a description of what 
might be said on behalf of Catholics who were willing to take the Oath of Allegiance 'and 
their priests also to subscribe even a further and much fuller Test, if called thereunto, and for 
so doing protected at home, at least by a suspension of the Sanguinary and Mulctative Laws, 
and this granted by Authority of Parliament' .4 The suggestions contained in the Test are 
more extreme than those hinted at in Some few questions concerning the Oath of Allegiance, 
but do not go further than ideas which Walsh endorsed in print elsewhere. Walsh also knew 
Locke's patron, Shaftesbury, and was evidently successful in convincing him that he, and 
presumably other Catholics who shared his views, could be tolerated. 5 
It is interesting to note, therefore, ' that contrary to the repeated mantra of virtually all 
historians who have commented on Locke's Epistola de tolerantia, nowhere does he say that 
Catholics - as opposed to particular Catholic beliefs and the people who hold them - cannot 
be tolerated. In fact, Locke said nothing in the Epistola on the topic of the toleration of 
Catholics which Walsh would have challenged. 
1 John Hanison and Peter Laslett, The Librmy of John Locke, (Oxford, 1965), p. 198. 
2 John Locke, Political Essays, ed. Mark Goldie, (Cambridge, 1997), pp. 222-4. 
3 See his letters at B. L., Add. MSS., 32094, ff. 375, 377-80. 
4 B. L., Add. MSS., 32094, f. 375r. 
5 Walsh, Valesius ad Haroldum, pp. 28/9. Locke owned a copy of this work (see Harrison and Laslett, 
The Librmy of John Locke, p. 256). 
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Locke referred to Rome and to Catholics by name on a number of occasions in connection 
with a series of doctrines or practices which, though mistaken in themselves (according to 
Locke), did not render them intolerable. He said, for example, 'I am doubtful concerning the 
doctrine of the Socinians; I am suspicious of the way of worship prescribed by the papists or 
Lutherans; will it be ever a jot the safer for me to join unto the one or the other of those 
Churches, upon the magistrate's command, because he commands nothing in religion but by 
the authority and counsel of the doctors of that Church?'6 Elsewhere, he commented that 'if 
a Roman Catholic believe that to be really the body of Christ which another man calls bread, 
he does no injury thereby to his neighbour'. Such 'speculative opinions' can be tolerated by 
the magistrate. Again, having identified the beliefs and practices which he regarded as 
rendering churches or individuals intolerable, he summed up his argument saying 'the sum 
of all we drive at is that every man may enjoy the same rights that are granted to others. Is it 
permitted to worship God in the Roman manner? Let it be permitted to do it in the Geneva 
form also. Is it permitted to speak Latin in the market-place? Let those that have a mind to 
it be permitted to do it also in the church. ' 7 On each of the occasions when he named the 
Catholics, the Catholic example was accompanied by, and was qualitatively the same as, 
examples drawn from other religious groups: Lutherans, Calvinists, even Jews. On none of 
these occasions did the example of belief or practice render any of the groups intolerable. 
Indeed, his conclusion about the 'Roman manner' of worship and the use of Latin seems far 
more 1 ike a defence than a proscription of the toleration of Catholicism. 8 
6 This is Popple 's translation, from John Locke, Political Writings, ed. David Wootton, (London, 
1993), p. 409 . I use Popple's h·anslation except where it deviates significantly from the original Latin 
text, which may be found in John Locke, Epistola de tolerantia. A Letter Concerning Toleration, ed. 
Raymond Klibansky, h·ans J. W. Gough (Oxford, 1968). 
7 Locke, Political Writings , ed. Wootton, p. 430. 
8 He continued to compare the Catholics with members of other denominations in the later Letters 
concerning Toleration. See, for example, John Locke, Letters concerning Toleration, (London, 
1765), pp. 74, 87, 90, 93, 94, 100, 105, 125, 140,146, 168/9, 174,207,356/7,370, and elsewhere. In 
the Third Letter, he compared Catholics with other religious groups, including Jews and 
'Mohammedans', and implied that he thought they were as entitled to some measure of toleration as 
these other groups. He asked Proast why the Jews, 'Mahommedans' and 'pagans' should be punished 
for not accepting the 'saving huth' of Christianity. He went on: 'Are there not those who are 
members of your conm1onwealth, who do not imbrace the huth that must save them, any more than 
they? What think you of Socinians, Papists, Anabaptists, Quakers, Presbyterians? If they do not 
reject the huth necessary to salvation why do you punish them?' (p. 174). And again: ' .. .if the 
forfeiting the civil rights of the conm1onwealth, be the proper remedy to keep men in the communion 
of the church, why is it used to keep men from Judaism or Paganism, and not from Phanaticism? 
Upon this account why might not Jews, Pagans and Mahonm1edans be admitted to the rights of the 
commonwealth, as far as Papists, Independents, and Quakers? ' (p. 175). 
I I 
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Locke also discussed a series of opinions which were traditionally associated with Catholics 
and cited by protestants in justification of the penal laws. He noted that people could not be 
tolerated if they could not be trusted to keep their promises. He said, presumably thinking of 
well-known 'Catholic' positions, that people cannot be tolerated 'who teach that faith is not 
to be kept with heretics' or 'that kings excommunicated forfeit their crowns and kingdoms' .9 
He also refened to atheists, on whom 'Promises, covenants, and oaths, which are the bonds 
of human society, can have no hold'. 10 Subscription to any of these beliefs rendered an 
individual intolerable. But nowhere did Locke say that they were the beliefs of the Catholics 
as a whole or of the Catholics qua Catholics; and Walsh and other Anglo-Irish Gallicans 
would all have agreed with his arguments on these topics. 
The closest Locke came to saying that Catholics could not be tolerated was in his discussion 
of religions which require their members to 'deliver themselves up to the protection and 
service of anther prince'. He described the distinction between the court and the church as 
'frivolous and fallacious': presumably he was thinking of the distinction which Catholics 
frequently drew between the church and the court of Rome. But even his statement on this 
issue would not have alarmed Walsh. He did not name the Catholic Church in this context 
or suggest that all Catholics subscribed to these beliefs. He even used Muslims, not 
Catholics, as the example of people who might owe such allegiance to a foreign prince and 
therefore not be tolerable; but elsewhere he made it clear that he thought that there was 
nothing inherent in Islam which meant that its supporters should not be tolerated. This 
suggests that he was setting out a theoretical model of a church, 'that church', or 'such a 
church', and saying that people who held the beliefs which he described as belonging to such 
a church could not be tolerated. 11 The theoretical nature of discussion is emphasised by his 
use of 'ea ecclesia' instead of 'ista ecclesia' .12 Walsh and the other English and Irish 
Gallicans would have agreed with him. 
The Latin text raises ambiguities which are not apparent in the standard English translations 
by Popple and Gough. The original Latin text reads: 
'Ea ecclesia ut a magistratu toleretur jus habere non potest, in quam quicunque 
initiantur ipso facto in alterius principis clientelam et obedientiam transeunt. 
9 Locke, Political Writings, ed. Wootton, p. 425. 
10 !bid, p. 426. 
11 !bid, p. 426. 
12 Locke, Epistola de Tolerantia, p. 132. 
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Hoc enim pacto extraneae jurisdictioni suis in finibus urbibusque locum 
praeberet magistratus, et ex suis civibus contra suam rempublicam milites 
conscribi pateretur. Nee huic malo remedium aliquod affert futilis ilia et fa/lax 
inter aulam et ecclesiam distinctio; cum utraque absoluto ejiusdem hominis 
imperio aeque subjicitur qui, quicquid libet, potest vel quatenus spirituale vel in 
ordine ad spiritualia suadere, immo injungere suae ecclesiae hominibus sub 
0 0 0 '13 poena zgms aeterm. 
Popple translates this as: 
'Again, that Church can have no right to be tolerated by the magistrate which is 
constituted upon such a bottom that ail those who enter into it do thereby, ipso 
facto, deliver themselves up to the protection and service of another prince. For 
by this means the magistrate would give way to the settling of a foreign 
jurisdiction in his own country, and suffer his own people to be listed, as it 
were, for soldiers against his own government. Nor does the frivolous and 
faiiacious distinction between the court and the Church afford any remedy to 
this inconvenience; especiaiiy when both the one and the other are equaiiy 
subject to the absolute authority of the same person, who has not only power to 
persuade the members of his Church to whatsoever he lists, either as purely 
religious or as in order thereunto, but can also enjoin it them on pain of eternal 
fire.' 14 
Gough has: 
'That church can have no right to be tolerated by the magistrate which is so 
constituted that ail who enter it ipso facto pass into the ailegiance and service of 
another prince. For on these terms the magistrate would make room for a 
foreign jurisdiction in his own territory and cities, and aiiow his own people to 
be enlisted as soldiers against his own government. Nor does the useless and 
faiiacious distinction between the court and the church afford any remedy 
13 Locke, Epistola de Tolerantia, pp. 132 and 134. The punctuation is the same in the first edition of the Epistola de Tolerantia, (Gouda, 1689), though there are minor variations in the spelling. 14 Locke, Political Writings, ed. Wootton, p. 426. 
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against this evil; since both are equally subject to the absolute authority of the 
same person, who can not only persuade the members of his church to accept 
whatever he pleases, either as something spiritual in itself, or as something 
concerned with spiritual matters, but can also enjoin it on pain of eternal fire.' 15 
The potential ambiguity of the Latin stems from Locke's use of the word 'cum'. Gough 
translates 'cum' as 'since', thus implying that the cum clause explains why the distinction is 
'frivolous and fallacious'. But Locke's use of the indicative 'subjicitur' would suggest that 
'since' is not the correct reading. Popple translated 'cum' as 'when'. This translation is 
suppmied by the indicative. But he clearly realised that the Latin text was ambiguous and 
added the word 'especially'. This potentially changes the sense of the Latin by implying that 
the cum clause only strengthens the arguments of the preceding clause.16 
A possible alternative translation is simply 'when' without Popple's 'especially'. This 
reading would imply that the 'frivolous and fallacious distinction between the court and the 
Church' was irrelevant 'when', or 'in the circumstances that', or 'as long as', or even 'ifboth 
are equally subject to the absolute authority of the same person ... '. It is possible that Locke 
intended to imply that there are circumstances in which the (otherwise 'frivolous and 
fallacious') distinction between court and church is useful, that is when (cum) they are not 
'equally subject to the absolute authority of the same person ... '. 17 Unfortunately, it is not 
possible to be certain which reading Locke himself intended; but none of the interpretations 
discussed here rules out the possibility that Locke regarded certain Catholics as tolerable: 
Walsh and the other Anglo-Irish Gallicans would all have agreed with this passage in any of 
these translations. 
Locke's treatment of Catholics in the Epistola de tolerantia is striking, particularly given his 
discussion of the same issue in the 1667 Essay on Toleration in which he did explicitly say 
that Catholics could not be tolerated. 18 The differences between the earlier Essay and the 
15 Locke, Epistola de Tolerantia, pp. 133 and 135. 16 On the different uses of cum, see any standard Latin grammar, for example, B. L. Guildersleeve and G. Lodge, Latin Grammar, (London, 1867, reprinted 1998), pp. 370- 6. 17 On the use of cum with the present indicative in this conditional sense, see Guildersleeve and Lodge, Latin Grammar, p. 373: 'cum with the ... universal present is often almost equivalent to si, 
"if', with which it is sometimes interchanged'. I am very grateful to my father, James Brown, and to John Taylor and Neil Wright for their comments on this passage. 18 See, for example, the 1667 Essay on toleration in Locke, Political Essays, ed. Goldie, p. 146. 
Epistola (and the specific contexts of the later Letters concerning Toleration) mean that the 
Epistola was a unique moment in Locke's intellectual development and that his ambivalence 
on the question of the toleration of Catholics should not be ignored without comment. 19 
Given his statement that 'the condition of any Christians ought not to be worse' than that of 
'Jews or pagans', given his sympathetic treatment of Catholics in the Epistola and the later 
Letters concerning Toleration and given his insistence that Catholicism was equivalent to 
other denominations, Locke's failure to state explicitly that Catholics qua Catholics could 
not be tolerated places the burden of proof upon those who wish to show that this was his 
I . 20 rea meanmg. 
A comment which Locke made some years after he wrote the Epistola may explain why he 
worded the passage about the church and the court so carefully and ambivalently. In 1698, 
he exchanged further letters with Philippe van Limborch, the official recipient of the 
Epistola. He suggested that there were only two types of Christian: 'Evangelicals and 
Papists: the latter those who, as if infallible, arrogate to themselves dominion over the 
consciences of others; the former those who, seeking truth alone, desire themselves and 
others to be convinced of it only by proofs and reasons: they are gentle to the errors of 
others, being not unmindful of their own weakness; forgiving human frailty and ignorance, 
19 On the contexts of the later Letters, see Mark Goldie, 'John Locke, Jonas Proast and Religious 
Toleration, 1688- 1692', in Walsh, J., Haydon, C. , and Taylor, S. (eds.), The Church of England, c. 
1689 - c.l833. From Toleration to Tractarianism, (Cambridge, 1993), pp. 143-71. Wootton noted 
that in the later Letters, Locke 'chose to write as a member of the Church of England' . He 'thus 
distanced himself from the religious radicalism of the Letter' (Locke, Political Writings , ed. Wootton, 
p. 98). 
20 Locke, Political Writings, ed. Wootton, p. 431. His sympathetic treatment of the Catholics is 
evident not only in the passages in the Epistola where he regards them as comparable to, for example, 
the Calvinists, and therefore tolerable, but also in the other Letters concerning Toleration . In the 
Third Letter, he endorsed the view of John Sharp, Archbishop of York, that 'if a papist should 
renounce the communion of the Roman Church, and joyn with ours, whilst yet he is persuaded that the 
Roman Church is the only catholic church, and that our reformed churches are heretical and 
schismatical', or a Jew become a Christian while not believing that the Messiah had come, 'though 
now there is none of us that will deny that the men in both these cases have made a good change, as 
having changed a false religion for a hue one, yet for all that I dare say we should all agree they were 
both of them great villains for making that change, because they made it not upon honest principles, 
and in pursuance of their judgment, but in direct conh·adiction to both' (p. 122, quoting Sharp's A 
discourse concerning conscience, (1687)). Elsewhere, he also asked Proast if he really thought that 
there were no circumstances under which the reasons for upholding the Catholic faith could be 
convincing given 'the great numbers of Japaneses [sic] that resisted all sorts of torments, even to death 
itself, for the Romish religion' . Of course, he always made it clear that he did not agree with the 
Catholics over the degree of certainty which they claimed for their faith, and particularly with the 
infallibility which some Catholics claimed for the pope, but he realised that Catholics could hold their 
faith as sincerely in their consciences as the members of any other denomination. 
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and seeking forgiveness in turn' ?1 Limborch responded that 'both classes are to be found in 
every Christian denomination ... for though the society itself may profess Papism, still I 
believe that some Evangelicals lurk in it, who dislike that lordship over other people's 
consciences and scruple to deny salvation to those who disagree with them' .22 Locke did not 
challenge Limborch's suggestion. 
Walsh may have disliked Locke's descriptions of various Catholic doctrines; but he could 
have agreed with everything Locke said about the type of Catholic who could not be 
tolerated. Locke's failure to state explicitly in the Epistola that Catholics should not be 
tolerated requires some explanation. There is no direct evidence that Locke worded the 
relevant passages in the Epistola to allow for the toleration of Catholics such as Walsh. But 
the fact that he was familiar with Walsh's attitudes makes this an intriguing possibility. 
21 E. S. Beer (ed.), The Correspondence of John Locke, 8 vols ., (Oxford, 1976-89), vol. vi, pp. 495/6. 22 !bid, vol. vi, p. 517. 
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Appendix C. Key texts 
1. The Oath of Allegiance (1606) 
I A. B., do truly and sincerely acknowledge, profess, testify and declare in my conscience 
' 
before God and the world, that our Sovereign Lord King James is lawful and rightful King of 
this realm and of all other his Majesty's dominions and countries, and that the Pope, neither 
of himself nor by any authority of the Church or See of Rome, or by any other means with 
any other, hath any power or authority to depose the King or to dispose [of] any of his 
Majesty's kingdoms or dominions, or to authorise any foreign prince to invade or annoy him 
or his countries, or to discharge any of his subjects of their allegiance and obedience to his 
Majesty, or to give license or leave to any of them to bear atms, raise tumult, or to offer any 
violence or hurt to his Majesty's royal person, state or government, or to any of his 
Majesty's subjects within his Majesty's dominions. 
Also, I do swear from my heart that notwithstanding any declaration or sentence of 
excommunication or deprivation made or granted or to be made or granted by the Pope or his 
successors, or by any authority derived or pretended to be derived from the him or his see, 
against the said King, his heirs or successors, or any absolution of the said subjects from 
their obedience, I will bear faith and true allegiance to his Majesty, his heirs and successors, 
and him or them will defend to the uttermost of my power against all conspiracies and 
attempts whatsoever which shall be made against his or their persons, their crown and 
dignity, by reason or colour of any such sentence or declaration or otherwise, and will do my 
best endeavour to disclose and make known unto his Majesty, his heirs and successors, all 
treasons and traitorous conspiracies which I shall know or hear of to be against him or any of 
them. 
And I do further swear, that I do from my heart abhor, detest and abjure as impious and 
heretical this damnable doch·ine and position that princes which be excommunicated and 
deprived by the Pope may be deposed or murdered by their subjects or any other whatsoever. 
Appendix C. Key texts 
1. The Oath of Allegiance (1606) 
I, A. B., do truly and sincerely acknowledge, profess, testify and declare in my conscience 
before God ~nd the world, that our Sovereign Lord King James is lawful and rightful King of 
this realm and of all other his Majesty's dominions and countries, and that the Pope, neither 
of himself nor by any authority of the Church or See of Rome, or by any other means with 
any other, hath any power or authority to depose the King or to dispose [of] any of his 
Majesty's kingdoms or dominions, or to authorise any foreign prince to invade or annoy him 
or his countries, or to discharge any of his subjects of their allegiance and obedience to his 
Majesty, or to give license or leave to any of them to bear arms, raise tumult, or to offer any 
violence or hurt to his Majesty's royal person, state or government, or to any of his 
Majesty's subjects within his Majesty's dominions. 
Also, I do swear from my heart that notwithstanding any declaration or sentence of 
excommunication or deprivation made or granted or to be made or granted by the Pope or his 
successors, or by any authority derived or pretended to be derived from the him or his see, 
against the said King, his heirs or successors, or any absolution of the said subjects from 
their obedience, I will bear faith and true allegiance to his Majesty, his heirs and successors, 
and him or them will defend to the uttermost of my power against all conspiracies and 
attempts whatsoever which shall be made against his or their persons, their crown and 
dignity, by reason or colour of any such sentence or declaration or otherwise, and will do my 
best endeavour to disclose and make known unto his Majesty, his heirs and successors, all 
treasons and traitorous conspiracies which I shall know or hear of to be against him or any of 
them. 
And I do further swear, that I do from my heart abhor, detest and abjure as impious and 
heretical this damnable doctrine and position that princes which be excommunicated and 
deprived by the Pope may be deposed or murdered by their subjects or any other whatsoever. 
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And I do believe and in my conscience am resolved, that neither the Pope nor any person 
whatsoever hath power to absolve me of this oath or any part thereof, which I aclmowledge 
by good and full authority to be lawfully ministered unto me, and do renounce all pardons 
and dispensations to the contrary. 
And all these things I do plainly and sincerely aclmowledge and swear, according to these 
express words by me spoken, and according to the plain and common sense and 
understanding of the same words, without any equivocation, or mental evasion or secret 
reservation whatsoever. 
And I do make this recognition and aclmowledgement heartily, willingly and truly, upon the 
true faith of a Christian. So help me God. 1 
1 Kenyan ( ed. ), The Stuart Constitution, pp. 170/1. 
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2. The oath of allegiance associated with the graces (c. 1625) 
I A. B. do truly acknowledge, profess, testifY and declare in my conscience, before God and 
the world, that our sovereign lord King Charles is lawful and rightful king of this realm, and 
other of his Majesty's dominions and countries. And I will bear faithful and true allegiance 
to his Majesty, his heirs and successors, and him and them will defend to the uttermost of my 
power against all conspiracies and attempts whatsoever, which shall be made against his or 
their crown and dignity, and do my best endeavour to disclose and make known unto his 
Majesty, his heirs or successors, or to the Lord Deputy or other Governors for the time being, 
all treasons and traitorous conspiracies, which I shall know or hear to be intended against his 
Majesty, or any of them. And I do make this recognition and acknowledgement heartily, 
willingly and truly, upon the true faith of a Christian. So help me God.2 
2 Alan Ford, ' "Firm Catholics" or "Loyal Subjects"? Religious and Political Allegiance in 
Seventeenth-Century Ireland ', in George Boyce et al. ( ed.), Political Discourse in Seventeenth and 
Eighteenth-Centwy Ireland, pp. 1- 31, at pp. 19/20. 
3. The Confederate Oath of Association (1644) 
I A.B. do profess, swear and protest before God, and his Saints, and Holy Angels, That I 
will, during life, bear true Faith and Allegiance to my Sovereign Lord Charles, by the Grace 
of God, King of Great Britain, France, and Ireland, and to His Heirs, and lawfull Successors; 
and that I will to my power, during my life, defend, uphold and maintain all His, and their, 
just Prerogatives, Estates and Rights, the power and priviledge of the Parliament of this 
Realm, the fundamental Laws of Ireland, the free exercise of the Roman-Catholick Faith and 
Religion throughout all this Land, and the Lives, just Liberties, Possessions, Estates, and 
Rights of all those, that have taken, or shall take this Oath, and perform the Contents thereof. 
And that I will obey and ratifie all the Orders and Decrees made, and to be made, by the 
Supreme Council of the Confederate Catholicks of this Kingdom concerning the said Pub lick 
Cause. And that I will not seek, directly, or indirectly, any Pardon, or Protection for any Act 
done, or to be done, touching the General Cause, without the consent of the major part of the 
said Council. And that I will not directly, or indirectly, do any Act, or Acts, that shall 
prejudice the said cause; but will to the hazard of my Life and Estate, assist, prosecute and 
maintain the same. So help me God, and his Holy Gospel. By the General Assembly of the 
Confederate Catholicks oflreland, Kilkenny, July 26 1644.3 
3 Walsh, HVR, Appendix, p. 31. 
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4. The Queries (1648) 
1. Whether any, and if any, what part of the Articles of the Cessation with the Lord of 
Inchiquin, is against the Catholick Religion, or just ground for an Excommunication? 
2. Whether you hold the Appeal by us made, and interposed within the time limited by the 
Canon Law, and Apostles being granted thereupon, be a suspension of the Monitory 
Excommunication and Interdict, and of the effects, and consequences thereof, and of any 
other proceedings or Censures, in pursuance of the same? 
3. Considering that the Propositions of the Lord Nuncio now Printed, were offered by his 
Lordship as a mean whereby to make the Cessation conscionable, whether our Answers 
thereunto, likewise Printed, are so short, or unsatisfactory, and wherein, as they might afford 
just grounds for an Excommunication? 
4. Whether the opposing of the Cessation against the positive Order of the Council by one 
who hath sworn the Oath of Association, be Perjury? 
5. Whether if it shall be found, That the said Excommunication and Interdict is against the 
Law of the Land, as in Catholick time it was practised, and which Laws, by the Oath of 
Association, all the Prelates of this Land are bound to maintain, Can their Lordships 
(notwithstanding, and contrmy to the positive Orders o the Supreme Council to the contrary) 
countenance, or publish the said Excommunication, or Interdict? 
6. Whether a Dispensation may be given unto any Person or Parties of the Confederates, to 
break the Oath of Association without the consent of the General Assembly, who framed it, 
as the Bond and Ligament of the Catholick Confederacy and Union in the Kingdom; the 
alteration or dissolution whereof, being by their Orders reserved only unto themselves? 
7. Whether any persons of the Confederates upon pretence of the present proceedings of the 
Lord Nuncio, may disobey the Order of the Supreme Council?4 
4 This text is taken from Walsh, Queries Concerning the Lawfulnesse of the Present Cessation, in HVR, ii. 
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5. The Loyal Formulary or Irish Remonstrance (1661) 
To the Kings most Excellent Majesty, the humble Remonstrance, Acknowledgement, 
Protestation, and Petition of the Roman Catholick Clergy of Ireland. 
Your Majesties faithful Subjects, the Roman Catholick Clergy of your Majesties Kingdom of 
h·eland, do most humbly Represent this their present state and deplorable Condition. 
That being in trusted by the undispensable Commission of the King of Kings with the cure of 
Souls, and the care of their Flocks, in order to the Administration of Sacraments, and 
Teaching of the People that perfect obedience which for Conscience sake they are bound to 
pay to your Majesties Commands, they are loaden with Calumnies, and persecuted with 
Severity. 
That being obliged by the Allegiance they owe, and ought to swear unto your Majesty, To 
reveal all conspiracies, and practices against your Person and Royal Authority that come to 
their knowledge, they are themselves clamour'd against as Conspirators, plotting the 
destruction of the English among them, without any ground that may give the least colour to 
so foul a crime to pass for probable, in the judgment of any indifferent person. 
That their Cries are as numerous and divers as are the Inventions of their Adversaries: and 
because they cannot with freedom appear to justifie their Innocency, all the fictions and 
allegations against them are received as undoubted verities: and, which is yet more 
mischievous, the Laity, upon whose Consciences the character of Priesthood gives them an 
influences, suffer under all the crimes thus falsly imputed to them: it being their Adversaries 
principal design, That the Irish, whose Estates they enjoy, should be reputed persons unfit, 
and no way worthy any Title to your Majesties mercy. 
That no wood comes amiss to make Arrows for their Destruction; for as if the Roman 
Catholick Clergie, whom they esteem most criminal, were, or ought to be a society so 
perfect, as no evil, no indiscreet person should be found amongst them, they are all of them 
generally cryed down for crime, whether true or feigned, which is imputed to one of them; 
and as if no words could be spoken, no Letter written, but with the common consent of all of 
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them, the whole Clergie must suffer for that which is laid to the charge of any particular 
person amongst them. 
We lrnow what Odium all the Catholick Clergie lies under, by reason of the Calumnies with 
which our Tenents in Religion, and our Dependence upon the Popes Authority, are aspersed; 
And we humbly beg your Majesties pardon to vindicate both, by the ensueing Protestation, 
which we make in the sight of Heaven, and in the presence of your Majesty, sincerely and 
truly, without·equivocation or mental reservation. 
We do aclrnowledge and confess your Majesty to be our true and lawful King, Supream 
Lord, and rightfull Soveraign of this Realm of Ireland, and of all other your Majesties 
Dominions. And therefore we aclrnowledge and confess our selves, to be obliged under pain 
of Sin to obey your Majesty in all civil and temporal affairs, as much as any other of your 
Majesties Subjects, and as the Laws and Rules of Government in this Kingdom do require at 
our hands. And that notwithstanding any power or pretension of the Pope or Sea of Rome, 
or any sentence or declaration of what kind or quality soever, given or to be given by the 
Pope, His Predecessors, or Successors, or by any Authority Spiritual or Temporal proceeding 
or derived from Him, or his Sea, against your Majesty or Royal Authority, We will still 
aclrnowledge and perform to the uttermost of our abilities our faithful Loyalty and true 
Allegiance to your Majesty. And we openly disclaim and renounce all forreign power, be it 
either Papal or Princely, Spiritual or Temporal, in as much as it may seem able, or shall 
pretend to free, discharge or absolve use from this Obligation, or shall anyway give us leave, 
or License, to raise tumults, bear arms, or offer any violence to your Majesties Person and 
Royal Authority, or to the State or Government. Being all of us ready not only to discover, 
and make lrnown, to your Majesty and to your Ministers, all the Treasons made against your 
Majesty or Them, which shall come to our hearing; but also to lose our Lives in the defence 
of your Majesties Person and Royal Authority, and to resist with our best endeavours all 
conspiracies and attempts against your Majesty, be they framed or sent under what pretence, 
or patronized by what forreign power or authority soever. And further, we profess that all 
absolute Princes and Supream Governours, of what Religion soever they be, are Gods 
Lieutenants on Earth, and that obedience is due to them according to the laws of each 
Commonwealth respectively in all Civil and Temporal affairs. And therefore we do here 
protest against all Doctrine, and Authority to the contrary. And we do hold it impious, and 
against the Word of God, to maintain that any private Subject may kill or murther the 
Anointed of God, his Prince, though of a different belief and Religion from his. And we 
abhor, and detest the practice thereof as damnable and wicked. 
These being the Tenents of our Religion in point of loyalty and submission to your Majesties 
Commands, and our Dependence of the Sea of Rome, no way intrenching upon that perfect 
Obedience which by our Birth, by all laws divine and humane, we are bound to pay to your 
Majesty our natural and lawful Soveraign, We humbly beg, prostrate at your Majesties feet, 
That you would be pleased to protect us from the severe persecution we suffer merely for our 
profession in Religion: leaving those that are, or hereafter shall be guilty of other Crimes 
(and there have been such in all times as well by their Pens as by their Actions) to the 
punishment prescribed by the Law.5 
5 Walsh, HVR, pp. 7-9. 
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6. Cressy's suggested form of an oath of allegiance (1671) 
I A. B. doe truly and sincerely acknowledge, professe, testify and declare in my conscience 
before God and the world that our Soeverain Lord King Charles is rightfull and Lawfull 
King of this Realm and of all other his Majesties Countreyes and Dominions, and that to him 
onely, under God belongs the Supreme Civill Power over all persons and in all Causes, both 
Ecclesiasticall and Temporall: And that neither the Pope, nor any Prince, Power, State or 
persons collective or representative have, or ought to have, any jurisdiction or Superiority 
repugnant to the same. Also, I doe swear from my heart that notwithstanding any 
Declaration, Censure, Excommunication or Deprivation made or granted, or to be made or 
granted by the Pope or his Successours, or by any Authority derived from Him, against the 
King, his heyrs or Successours, or any Absolution of the sayd subjects from their Obedience, 
I will beare true Faith and Allegiance to his Majesty, his Heyres and Successours, and Him 
and them will defend to the utmost of my power against all Conspiracies or Attempts 
whatsoever which shall be made against their Persons, Crown or Dignity by reason of any 
such Sentence or Declaration, or upon any pretense whatsoever: And I will use my best 
endeavour to disclose or make known unto his Majesty, or his Ministers all treacherous 
Conspiracies which shall come to my knowledge. And I doe further sweare that I doe 
abhorre from my heart that Opinion and Doctrine as erroneous and damnable, That Princes 
may be killed ormurthered upon any occasion whatsoever by their Subjects or by any other. 
I doe likewise declare that I will not accept nor admit of any Absolution from this Profession 
and Oath, or any part thereof from the Pope or any person whatsoever: Which Oath I doe 
acknowledge by good and lawfull Authority to be administered unto mee: and I doe 
renounce all Pardons or Dispensations to the contrary. All these things I doe plainly and 
sincerely acknowledge and declare according to the plain and common sence and 
understanding of the words, without any Equivocation or Mentall reservation whatsoever. 
And I do make this Recognition heartily and willingly and truly, upon the faith of a 
Christian, so help mee God. 6 
6 B. L. , Add. MSS., 65139, f.7r. 
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1. The 'Particular Test for Priests' (c. 1674) 
I A. B. do from my heart utterly renounce and abjure all these following positions or 
doctrines. 
1. That the pope is infallible in defining questions or controversies of faith. 
2. That councils being called and confirmed by the pope, by virtue of such confirmation, 
obliges all Christians to observe their decrees, without the consent and approbation of 
particular churches and kingdoms. 
3. That the pope has authority, at least in some special cases, to depose princes from their 
sovereignty and that it is rendered lawful for any person whatsoever, on account of such 
deposition, to make any attempt on their lives or estates. 
4. That the duty of allegiance, whether by oath, or without it, to a sovereign prince, may 
either be nulled, or dispensed with, or the breach of it pardoned by the pope's authority; or 
that the pope, by virtue of any plenitude of power, challenged by him, can take away the 
force of any laws of the land. 
5. That although the pope do not dispense with the oath of allegiance, it may be sufficient 
satisfaction to any man's conscience, to break that oath, if he have the opinion of several 
divines and casuists, for the nullity, and invalidity of it. 
6. That notwithstanding any laws of the land to the contrary, any man is bound to obey or 
publish the Bulls of the pope: or that upon summons or citations from Rome, the persons 
concerned are bound to appear, and give answer there. 
7. That it is lawful in taking oaths, or giving answer before persons, authorised by the king, 
to make use of equivocations or mental reservations. 
8. That it is lawful not to keep faith with heretical princes, or subjects in case either pope or 
councils absolve men from the faith given or promised, or declare that they had no power to 
require or give it. 
9. The seal of confession not only extends to all sins past, and truly repented of, but even to 
future treasons and conspiracies not reported of, but still intended to be put in execution. 
10. That any having received the order of priesthood in the Roman Church, or entered into 
religious orders, with vows of obedience to their superiors, are thereby, and without and 
against the consent of the civil power, exempt from subjection and obedience to civil 
authority, and not accountable for their disobedience and other criminal actions, as other 
subjects are. 
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11. That the oath prescribed in the Roman pontifical, to be taken by every bishop at his 
consecration, is a lawful oath, so as to bind in conscience, notwithstanding any duty of 
allegiance, or any oath the same person hath taken, or may take to his natural prince, if the 
pope judge the one to contradict the other. 
Advertisements. 
1. That since the king, not the pope, is our only supreme lord on earth, peradventure it were 
also advisable to make it treason for any of the king's subjects to take the said oath, or obey 
any that hitherto at any time has taken it, or shall hereafter take it. 
2. And if so, why should it not in like manner be advisable to make it treason for any of the 
said subjects, deliberately to assert, maintain, or defend by word, writing, or otherwise, any 
kind of authority in the pope for deposing the king, or raising his subjects in arms against 
him. 
3. Whatever be thought of either of these advertisements, it must be always supposed, that 
the above Test was never intended for all English priests universally without exception; 
because not for those English priests who are withal Jesuits, i.e., of that special regular order, 
institute, or society, called by themselves the Society of Jesus .7 
7 The original is at Locke MS, c. 27 f. 30. This version follows the text prepared by Mark Goldie in 
Locke, Political Essays, ed. Goldie, pp. 222--4, with modernised spelling and punctuation. 
8. The Oblatio ex parte Caroli 11 
This manuscript is one of two copies of the Oblatio ex parte Caroli If at the Archives du 
Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres, Paris. It is at vol. 81, ff. 195- 211. Internal evidence 
suggests that the other copy, at vol. 77, ff. 346-57 , may have been taken from it: in a 
number of places passages have been left out between two close occurrences of the same 
word, and have been filled in later in the margin (compare vol. 77, f. 348r and vol. 81, f. 
197v). Alternatively both of these copies may have been taken from a third, unknown copy: 
a short phrase ('sine intellectu inter sunt officiis') occurs twice in the epilogue (at f. 207r), 
but is crossed out the second time; it is repeated in the copy in vol. 77, at f. 354v. The phrase 
in vol. 81 may have been copied twice by mistake from another copy. Alternatively, the 
author may have dictated the expression twice while composing the document. The 
possibility that the two known copies come from a third unknown copy is also suggested by 
a textual variation in 'Ad 6' (vol. 81, f. 198v; vol. 77, f. 348v). 
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